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cuv ANT iNAINTE
Revista de pedagogie a alocat acest volum tematic dimensiunii politicilor
educationale (Educational Policies) avand in vedere cateva considerente. in
primul rand am considerat ca atat in Romania, cat ~i pe plan lnternational,
problematica politicilor educationale a fost abordata ~i dezvoltata in literatura
de specialitate relativ recent ~i exista putine scrleri in domeniu. in acest sens,
volumul de fa\a poate fi de un real folos colegilor din lara deoarece in prezent,
in literatura autohtona de specialitate sunt foarte putine lucrarl care abordeaza
realmente aceasta dimensiune a ~tiin\elor educatiel. Un all considerent care ne
motiveaza optiunea a fost intentia noastra de a aduce mai multe clartflcari sub
aspectul terminologiei ~i al continutulul acestei dimensiuni, deoarece aceasta se
ana la lntersecfla a doua domenii de cunoastere: politici publice, respectiv ~tiin\e
ale educatiel. Este de tnteles aceasta atitudine daca luam in considerare faptul
ca sintagma "politici educationale" a fost introdusa in domeniul ~tiin\eloreducatlel
prin intermediul filierei anglo-saxone, dezvoltarea terminologiei in sfera politicilor
educationale presupunand utilizarea mai multor termeni asernanatori ca forma,
insa foarte diferi\i sub aspectul contlnutulul: policy, policies, politics ~i polity.
Sub aspectul terminologiei,literatura de specialitate in domeniu (Colebatch,
HK 1998. Policy. Buckingham, Open University Press),- perspectiva pe care am
agreat-o in selectarea articolelor de introdus in acest numar tematic - propune
totusi 0 abordare diferen\iata a termenilor "educational policy", respectiv "educational policies". Astfel, pentru cazul in care ne referim la finalita\ile, strategiile
~i direc\iile de actiune elaborate la nivel central, de stat ~i cuprinse in cadrul
unei reforme, utilizarea termenului de "educational policy" - sernnificand polltlca
(natlonala) educatlonala, in timp ce "educational policies" - politici educationale
- poate exprima diferitele strategii ~i direc\ii de actlune elaborate in diverse sfere,
la nivelul flecarei categorii de persoane implicate in activitatea scolli ("stakeholders"). Din aceasta perspectiva, in acest volum tematic al Revistei de pedagogie
am selectat acele studii, eseuri ~i proiecte care se refera la ambele acceptlunl
~i am optat pentru terminologia de politici educationale pentru a introduce toate
aceste articole. Astfel, titlul acestui volum tematic trebuie Inteles ca un plural ~i
nu ca una dintre cele doua acceptiuni ale terminologiei in domeniu.
Sub aspectul structurii acestui volum tematic, articolele selectate se
concentreezapreponderent pe etapa lrnplementariipoliticiloreducationale, etapa
care se retera la toate categoriile de persoane implicate in procesul educational
(comunitatea locala, comunitatea scolara, politicieni - ca administratori la nivel
central ~ilocal), dar ~i de contextul socio-politic existent; la un moment dat, intr-o
tara. Astfel, articolele cuprinse in acest volum tematic al Revistei de pedagogie
se pot lrnpartl in doua categorii: 0 prima categorie, care defineste direc\iile
macrostructurale de evolutie a educatlei ~i inva\amantului (articolele care sunt
integrate in categoria Studil) ~i 0 a doua categorie, care include linii posibile
sau concrete de actiune, adoptate de catre unitatile scolare ~i de cadrele didactice, la nivelul clasei de elevi, pentru realizarea flnalttatllor propuse (categoria
Eseuri,care propun direclii de urmat in anumite clrcumstante, respectiv categoria
Proiecte, care include proiecte intemationale ce se pot constitui in adsvarate
repere in elaborarea unei/unor politici educationale).
Revista de pedagogie,nr. 7-1212008
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Dintr-o alta perspectlva, articolele cuprinse in acest numar prezinta rezultatele unor cercetari, proiecte, analize derulate in tari situate in cadrul unui
areal geografic extins. Au fost astfel selectate lucrari ale unor autori din: Africa
de Sud, Brazilia, Bulgaria, Egipt, Franta, Germania, Hong Kong, Italia, Polonia,
Romania, Slovenia, Ungaria.
Tematica specltlca a studiilor cuprinse in volum vizeaza: 0 varietate de

perspective asupra reformei educationale in diferite tari, aspecte ale politicilor
financiare implicate in reforme, impactul cercetarf educationale asupra politicilor
educationale, perceptiile profesorilor asupra schlrnbarilor din educatie, etapele
~i problemele reformelor curriculare in diferite tari, implementarea standardelor
nationale, implementarea unor discipline scolare in contextul reformelor globale pe care Ie traverseaza sistemele de invatamant contemporane. Eseurile
concretizeaza puncte de vedere privind calitatea de a fi un profesor autentic,
strategii de abordare a procesului de predare-lnvatare, dar ~i aspecte generale
referitoare la condltlile preliminare privind politicile in domeniile calitatii educatiel
sau solutil pentru anumite probleme ce vizeaza un public mai restrans, cum
ar fi educatia sociollnqvlstlca in contextul migratiei sau accesul la resurse
lnformauonale al tinerilor din Republica Moldova care doresc sa urmeze studii
liceale ~i universitare in Romania. Proiectele incluse in volum descriu rezultatele
unor cercetan mternatlonalela care Romania a participat (proiectul PIRLS privind
evaluarea cornpetentelor de lectura la nivelul clasei a IV-a ~i proiectul SEDEC
privind educatia in domeniul stiintelor pentru cetatenle europeana). Un alt proiect
abordeaza 0 tema de mare interes: folosirea sistemului de tip videoconferinta
pentru a stimula multilingvismul ~i competentele de comunicare in Europa.
Pentru realizareaacestui volum,coordonatoriiau selectat articolele primitedin
stralnatatate precum ~i pe cele din mediul academicacademic rornanescpe baza
unor criterii de evaluare formulate in concordanta cu standardele metodologice
ale unor reviste academice recunoscute pe plan international. Astfel s-au avut in
vedere coerenta obiectivelor propuse, a Intrebarilor la care articolul i~i propune
sa dea raspuns ~i lrnportanta temei propuse in raport cu problematica volumului,
mai precis: relevanta cadrului teoretic ~i a literaturii de specialitate apelate in
lucrare, calitatea arqurnentaril,claritatea limbajului,originalitatea lucrant, precum
~i 0 evaluare globala privind calitatea ~tiin'ifica generala a articolului propus.
Pe aceasta cale, multumim tuturor autorilor articolelor, celor din strainatate
pentru lnteleqerea, seriozitatea, promptitudinea ~i disciplina de a lucra conform
unui calendar al orqanizarii unui volum de revista academica de specialitate, cat
~i celor din tara pentru interes ~i colaborare. Mentionarn totodata ca intreaga
responsabilitate - in privinta utilizarii limbii engleze, unde este cazul, cat ~iin ce
priveste continutut propriu-zis al articolelor - revine autorilor, doar unele articole
comportand mici moditicarl structurale in vederea editaril,
Multumim in mod deosebit doamnei Marcella Kysilka, profesor la University
of Central Florida, SUA, pentru sustlnerea ~i incurajarile adresate pe parcursul
derularf demersurilor noastre in realizarea acestui volum tematic.
Laura Dumbraveanu, Mihaela Singer
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Studii/Studies
THE IMPACT OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL
POLICY IN EUROPE: CONSIDERATIONS ON A COMPLEX AND
AMBIVALENT RELATION
Wolfgang MITTER
German Institute for International Educational Research, Germany
Abstract
The interrelation between educational research and educational policy has become
a crucial issue whose history, in the present article, is traced back to the origin of the
modem state. In the present period it's world-wideand, in particular, European relevance
has been immediately caused by the outcomes of the international assessment studies
of IES and OECD (P/SA). The recent trend does not only contribute to strengthening
the impact of educational research on political decision-making, but also stimulates
the observer's attention to expectations and misunderstandings on both sides as well
as to chances for co-operation. The concluding considerations are aimed at a the
state of the arts and include some of the author's autobiographical experiences and
reminiscences.

1. Some Conceptual and Historical Reflections
The impact of educational research on educational policy has recently developed into a subject of great relevance all over the world. In the present article the
focus will be laid on specific issues Europe is confronted with. This topicality is
rooted in the growing contribution of education, in this case formal and organised
education, to the development of the societal system on the whole with its socioeconomic, political and also cultural sub-systems. While in former periods the
range of this contribution war primarily, if not exclusively, tied to the national level
of decision-making processes, it has long passed the national borders, seized
inter- und supra-national communities, such as the European Union, and has
finally become a matter of global relevance. National governments and regional
bodies have installed authorities (e. g. ministerial departments), networks and
institutes whose task is to conduct research in its function of ameliorating the
quality of schools and other educational institutions (cf. Wunder 2007, p. 231). To
give a conspicuous example, the DECO is worth calling particular attention with
its various research activities, such as the publication of the series Education at
a Glance with its annual volumes, and the Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA). It is this project which has reached world-wide interest and
also excitement, particularly in those countries whose school systems have come
off badly from the hithertothree assessments (2000,2003, and 2006).Toconclude
these introductory remarks, Evidence-based Policy Research in Education has
been initiated as an approach to directly promoting the ame-Iiorative function of
educational research (cf. Deutscher Bildungsserver 2007).
The topicality of the present issue lays the ground for the following two essential considerations. The first one points to the economic aspect of the relation between educational research and educational policy in terms of 'producer
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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versus consumer'. In this configuration the cost-benefit factor and the quality of
the 'products' gain such a great sig-nificance and even priority as the expectations associated with this relationship on both sides. The second consideration

is based upon the definition of educational research with regard of its aforementioned ameliorative function which, in this context, leaves its alternative function
of a self-determined epistemological medium outside. When trying to define
objectives, contents and methods, we have to draw a typological line from the
'traditional' to the 'modern' approaches, in both cases represented by normative
foundations of philosophical (or theological) nature, historical and hermeneutic
inter-pretations and empiric analyses with their quantitative and qualitative
components. It would be erroneous to restrict these three basic types of educational research to methodological criteria, since they also include objectives
and contents as constitutive categories of reference. As regards the 'modern'
state of discussion, the normative instruction tends to the recognition of 'true' and
incontestable, if not dogmatic solutions of the issue in question. Historical and
hermeneutic interpretations are aimed at identifying educational issues in their
historical context and at understanding the essentials of the research subjects
due to their individual uniqueness. The empirical inquiry, to mention the third
type, is both more accurate and 'objective', insofar as it applies numbers and data
as its elementary tools. It produces 'precise evidence' on the base of statistics
as well as information technologies. On the other hand its outcomes are limited
to what the applied tools can produce. Therefore veracity, understanding and
explanation can be identified as the key-objectives of the three research types.
The current observation that evidence-based policy research has come to be
a globally significant desideratum in our days, should warn us not to abandon
its two 'traditional' competitors in the present-day epistemological - and also
practice-oriented! - research planning and implementation.
Tofind the immediate historical roots of current manifestationsconcerningthe
relation between educational research and educational policy in Europe,we have
to look back to the 18th century, when in the Western sphere of the European
continent the modern state began to establish schools as part of the policies
initiated by the monarchical representatives of absolutism and enlightened absolutism. While the comparable trend in the United States can be traced back to its
pre-historical (colonial) period of the same century, in England its beginning has
be dated only to the second half of the 19th century with the 'late' state's intervention into educational policy. Regardless of the temporal moment, however, the
foundation of state schools made the responsible agencies of educational policy
take efforts to gain consultations from reputed pedagogues, the 'ancestors' of the
contem-poraryeducational researchers. Of course, the demands for consultation,
raised by the policy-makers, were raised rather spontaneously, and so were the
'pedagogical' responses. Nevertheless they have signalled the starting-point of
the relationship to be discussed in the present article. To illustrate this start, it
seems to be reasonable to refer to three 'pedagogical classics'.
As the first pedagoguewe mention Johann Ignaz Felbiger(1714-88), Abbot of
the Covent of Sagan (Silesia). He wrote pedagogical guidelines and has gained
his lasting position in educational history as the author of policy-oriented docu-
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ments which laid the foundation for far-reaching school reforms in the Prussian
province of Silesia and afterwards in the Hapsburg Empire (cf. Kotasek 1997,
pp. 48-49). Secondly, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi analysed his own experiences

in Switzerland which were taken over, for example, by the Prussian government,
after it sent teachers to Yverdon (Iferten) to study the Swiss pedagogue's work
on the spot. The third example refers to Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776-1841)
whose psychological expertise and concept of the 'educating school' exerted
great influence on educational policies far into the 20th century, and that far
beyond the boundaries of Germany, e.g. in the whole region of Central and
Eastern Europe.
This retrospect will not be continued, but directly followed by a leap into the
second half of the 20th century. This seems to be legitimated, insofar as those
decades can be identified as the modern entry into the relation between educational research and educational policy. These are reasons for this comment (cf.
Miller 1985, pp.103-112):
(a) The intention of policy-makers to promote the expansion and amelioration
of their national education systems in total or in part encountered serious
difficulties, because there were few reliable data and the methodical tools
for scientific planning were not developed to a satisfactory degree. This
statement is primarily true of the education systems in Western Europe, but
their counterparts in the Communist bloc got involved in similar problems,
though nor prepared and willing to apply empiric methods because of their
ideological prejudice. In Western Europe the recognition of this deficit led to
the establishment of planning and research divisions in the ministries of education and raised an elementary desire for what has become evidence-based
research in our days. In particular, experts in education were commissioned
with the elaboration of reform models and trend analyses.
(b) Until that time educational studies had been the domain of the aforementioned
normative and hermeneutic conceptions, formalised and institutionalised
under the label of pedagogics including psychological components. Pedagogics in this traditional understanding was focused on philosophy of education (sometimes with theological foundations) and the history of educational
ideas on the one hand, and individual experience of one's own practice on
the other, as has been exemplified by reference to Felbiger, Pestalozzi and
Herbart. The new positivist drive to educational research was essentially
characterised by the opening of inquiries to the pluridisciplinary dimension,
since it looked for assistance from the social sciences: sociology, economics and political science, moreoverjurisprudence and, to a widely extended
degree, psychology.
(c) Consequently, special institutes were founded to be expressly devoted to
systematised educational research with pluridisciplinary orientation within
universities, as governmental institutes or as independent institutes, in particular with the legal status of public or private foundation.
(d) The new trend was stimulated by the research development in the United
States and the United Kingdom which had started their modern activities alRevista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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ready in the first half of the 20lh century. In the Western part of the European

continent the fifties and sixties signalled the entry of empirical methods into
the new research complex. Following the directions of behaviourism, learning
theory and economics of education, elaborated in the United States in form
of diversified concepts, empirical models and procedures began do dominate
the existing university institutes and became accepted as the prevalent, if not
exclusive methodological tools in most of the newly founded extra-university
educational research institutes. Wide preference was given to quantitative
inquiries based upon the application of hard data, while qualitative projects
followed later, though having remained in the shadow of the quantitative
competitor until today, as regards the demands of educational policy.
(e) Finally, the expansion of educational research from the 191h century until now
has been enabled by the increasing desire of educational policy to call its
services. In the meantime this trend has entered the global range, though
not with ubiquitous or equal consistency and strength, as far as the national
and regional dimension is taken into specific consideration. For instance, the
relation between policy-making and research in education (and social sciences) was fundamentally blocked by ideological and power-bound factors
in the Communist countries. However, there were also disturbing factors of
relative validity to be observed in democraticcountries,caused by distrust and
nostalgicaltitudes among policy-makersand leading civil servants concerned,
revealing disregard of the demand for empirical data and models, such as in
Western Germany (and unified Germany) until recently.
The beginning of the 2151 century distinctly signals the new trend all over
Europe, reinforced by globalisation and the advance of neo-liberal ideas and
market-bound policies with their impact on research in the whole range of economic and social sciences. Education has been entirely included in this trend
and, consequently, the engagement of empirics for execution of research and
assessment projects.

2. Current Views
In concrete terms, the relation between educational research and educational policy has begun with the publicity the Third International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS), conducted by the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA) in 1994/95 and, even with much
wider response, by the first PISA study in 2000. In the meantime both projects
have been continued in form of follow-up studies. Taken into consideration that
lEA had started its assessment projects in 1964 already, the enormous publicity
TIMMS and PISA have gained must raise exceptional attention. Realising the
following recent global trends may help understand this phenomenon.
(1) In their manifestation as concomitant and corollary of globalisation and due
to the impact of this all-embracing trend on the global markets as well on the
advance of the modern production, information and communication technologies, decision-making processes are being increasingly 'denationalised', not
only in the economic, but also in the political sub-system of the society. In
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its turn, this trend exerts significant influence on education and its relation
to policy-making.
(2) At the regional level this global development is underscored and reinforced
by the process of Europeanisation, paralleled by comparable, though younger
and hitherto less-formalised trends on other continents (South East Asia,
Northern and Latin America, Africa). In Europe the political framework is
set by the European Union. In this context the Lisbon Summit of 2000 has
fixed a milestone in this direction by the introduction of the Open Method of
Coordination as a tool to devise common indicators and benchmarks. This
decision has been accompanied by the European Commission's various
initiatives, in particular in the field of vocational and tertiary education. It is
part of a bunch of socio-political measures which were aimed at the target
to make the European Union the strongest economic power by 2010. It is
true that this over-ambitious and unrealistic target has not been articulated
in recent years any more, but the strategy as such has been maintained on
the agenda of the EG policy. Further mention needs to be made about the
Bologna process in higher education which had been initiated by the Rectors
and Presidents of European universities, but has long incorporated non-European universities and the participation of the national political authorities
concerned. The reforms in higher education have proved to be a powerful
motor of reinforcing the relation between educational policy and educational
processes at both national and international levels.
(3) The third challenge seems to effect the most vigorous change. Globalisation, internationalisation and Europeanisation of economic processes have
immediate impacts on the required performances of the producers (in the
widest meaning of this term) and, consequently, on the quality of learning
and education. Additionally, the technological progress and the trans-national
expansion of the labour markets and employment systems entail gradual and,
mainly in the highly industrialised countries, even abrupt changes by making
traditional skills 'dispensable', in particular in the sector of 'unskilled' labour.
Predictions that these changes will even accelerate, are certainly plausible.
In this crucial situation qualifying education will become the dominant, if not
imperative chance for the young (and also adult) individual to be 'admitted'
to the labour market (ore to be 'permitted' to remain there). Finally, the growing power of the labour market raises the demand for educational strategies, methods and tools to be scientifically planned and elaborated which
makes us turn to the relation between educational research and educational
policy again.
Summing up these three global trends, one could be tempted to ascertain
a cross-national 'boom' in educational research, caused by the expanding demand emerging from the decision-makers. There is some evidence suggesting
acceptance of this assumption. Warnings, however, are opportune. One the one
hand they point to imbalances concerning the commission of research projects
by governmental authorities. Resuming the aforementioned typology, the look
at the institutional 'map' proves to be a significant criterion, since it indicates
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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certain preference for state institutes with the legal status of governmental office
or department to 'independent' institutes run and financed by a public or private
foundation, and to university institutes. This difference in legal terms, however,
is going to lose its former relevance, since the non-governmental
types are
getting more and more dependent on purpose-built finance provided by state
authorities, and therefore on commissions for policy-oriented projects. This is,
in any case, the trend to be observed in Europe, while in the United States the
non-state sector has held its more or less independent position, in particular in
the university domain. On the other hand finance is provided by state authorities (and, of course, by firms) primarily for policy-oriented projects (in particular
consisting of assessment and efficiency), while studies on 'pure' research, i.e.
theoretical and historical themes, are rather neglected in the award of special
budgets and staffs.
Considering the educational researchers' response to these trends in educational policy different attitudes can be observed, too. The comparative insufficiency of 'regular' university budgets for educational research in general and
theory-based projects in particular explain the wide-spread readiness among
university educationists to apply for commissions to be financed by external
budgets. In this state of affairs it seems reasonable to look at the relation between educational research and educational policy in the light of two exemplary
comments. Both authors were outstanding comparative educationists, but their
views mirror the whole range of educational science and research. Moreover,
their controversial views mirror the current debate, although they were expressed
a few decades ago. The first comment is from Joseph Albert Lauwerys, the first
Director of the Department of Comparative Education at the University of London
(Lauwerys 1958, p. 65):
"Comparative Education is ... not a normative science. It does not claim to
investigate what educational contents shall be really aimed at, nor does it
examine the criteria according to what fact shall be evaluated. Instead, it
is a scientific study of the forces - of ideological and material kind -, which
determine policy at present and factually.
If I may use a metaphor, I should like to call Comparative Education a science
resembling navigation. The navigator does not tell the captain of the boat or the
airplane where to steer. He tells him something about the directions of the wind,
the currents, the rocks and the depths - what he must take into consideration,
if he wants to happily arrive at the harbour ... "
The contrasting statement, representative as it is too, is quoted from Saul
B. Robinsohn, at that time one of the Directors of the Max-Planck-Institute for
Human Development and Education in Berlin, namely made in 1968 in his study
Educational Reform and Revision of the Curriculum (Robinsohn 1981, p.10):
"It is evident that volume and complexity of what is circumscribed by the
concept of 'education' and the plurality of decision-making criteria require
institutions to be permanently occupied with the rationalisation and objectification of curriculum planning. What is needed is a systematised revision and
development of the curriculum within the methods of the proper disciplines
based upon a newly reflected theory of education and curriculum. This
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revision, unprejudiced by existing structures, will examine the demands of
education and define the appropriate function of the education system ...
Instead of ad-hoc arrangements made by authorities, there is demand for
scientifically based and systematically constructed procedures. Only these lay
the suitable ground for taking the necessary innovations in a comparatively short
space of time and, ultimately, for re-gaining adequate efficiency for the different
educational institutions ... "
While the British comparative educationist addresses the relation between
research and policy-making in a well-balanced intention and uses cautious words,
his protagonist in Berlin frankly calls for direct influence to be exercised by the
outcomes of educational research and claims the researchers' competency
forinstitution-based and well-aimed recommendations. Between both positions
there is a pendulum whose vibrations have indicated several varying forms of
the relationship in question in educational history until today. The two exemplary
statements clearly illustrate the manifestation of this opposition that had been
rather latent in former periods. As regards the impacts of research results, the
institutional factor, already discussed, certainly plays an important role in how
the vibrations come to light in individual cases.

3. Expectations and Misunderstandings
The recent trend does not only contribute to strengthening the dependency
of educational research in relation to political decision-making, but also points
the way to the misunderstandings that are inherent in the relation between
educational research and educational policy per se. At first we look at those
misunderstandings which are wide-spread among educational policy-makers.
As a rule, these expect linear, directly realisable guidelines, if not even cogent
recommendations to be compared to medical prescriptions. In principle, this is,
however, what the educationist, even not as a civil servant or the agent of a commissioned project, can never deliver, let alone his 'independent' colleague. This
is why disappointments are inevitable, when such expectations are not fulfilled.
Even when inquiries are immediately tied to ameliorative purposes, they are
primarily aimed at the acquisition of new knowledge, the re-analysis of existing
research results, the prediction of alternative trends and, finally, the construction
of competing models. In this field of action educational research can certainly
prove kind and extent of its ameliorative contributions, but at the same time it
encounters its limits. The educational policy-maker is well advised not to expect
more of the researcher. It would be illusory, however, to draw the border line in
a tight and rigid way in the concrete practice of the individual case, the more
so as institutional, financial and personal considerations playa role not to be
underestimated. In this context the comment should be allowed that in former
periods university researchers, compared to their colleagues in governmental
institutes (see above) were in a more privileged position to resist expectation of
'products' suited to immediate use.
Beside these forms of basic misunder-standings educational policy-makers
seem to be exposed to the following errors:
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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(a) Research outcomes could be provided in short time (for comparison: medical research is not charged with corresponding expectations nor would the
researchers be pressed to fulfil them);
(b) It should be easy to establish solid working conditions with colleagues and
projects from other institutions (which are required in many cases);
(c)

Data acquisition could be quickly and easily achieved without thorough
analysis, taken into consideration the transfer of research outcomes into
their application in the educational practice. This misunderstanding is worth
giving particular attention in statistical projects with regard to making data
of different sources convertible which happens even within one national
education system (in particular in federal countries), let also transfers across
national borders.

All these misunderstandings among educational policy-makers presuppose
that even overdrawn expectations are related to their wish to be provided with
scientific consultation and assistance. However, the relation between educational
researchers and educational policy-makers falls into a fatal stage, when there is
no expectation of such applicable evidence, but only the wish to misuse research
outcomes for the legitimation of political intentions.
As regards misunderstandings among the 'other side', namely the educational
researchers, they emerge with the utopian expectation that researchers could
exercise direct influence on decisions in educational policy. In this respect we are
reminded of Saul B. Robinsohn's aforementioned concept which did not even get
a chance of implementation. Under such expectations researchers ignore the fact
that policy-makers, even when they want to use only partial research outcomes,
have to take multifarious regard of political parties, professional associations,
teachers' unions, lobby groups and agencies and, not to forget, the public opinion
with its mouthpieces in the media. Consequently, due this surrounding network,
they are not in a position at all to adopt research outcomes and the researchers'
judgments in a linear or complete way. This dilemma explains why co-operation
between educational policy and educational research is jeopardised to end up
in failure even in cases characterised by 'good will' on both sides. The Federal
Republic of (West) Germany offered a significant example of this kind of failure
at the threshold to the seventies of the 20th century. It was Saul B. Robinsohn

himself who was involved in it because of his unrealistic expectations.
4. Chances for Co-operation
In 1973, after a study trip undertaken in the framework of the visiting programme of the Council on Europe, I concluded my report by raising this question
concerning the function of educational research for educational policy in cases
of school reforms (Miller 1973, p. 16; cf. Mitter 1977, p. 207):
"Is there a real chance of achieving substantial co-ordination between politics,
science and educational practice? Or is educational research permanently verging upon the dichotomy of being held in high formal esteem and, at the same
time, of being restricted to a playground to use up its energies?...".
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However, I continued my sceptical train of thought with a positive outlook by
pointing to the "attempts to develop a national educational research plan in the
Netherlands" I had been thoroughly informed on during my visit to the Foundation for Educational Research (SVO) in The Hague. My subsequent visits to
Belgium and France had not been so stimulating, but should be resumed in this
retrospect too in order to make me classify my question as an abstract and, in
its wording, rhetorical one, even in the context of my report of 1973, as regards
its applicability to the reality of concrete cases.
In later years I have qualified my own ambivalent position between not abandoning my scepticism in fundamental terms and taking regard of the concrete
case in question. Asking myself about the reason for this 'appeasing' change of
my mind, I remember not only personal experience in general, but also, and that
in particular, my active participation in the workshop which was organised by the
Dutch Ministry of Education in The Hague from May
to 22nd, 1981. The key

zo"

lecture was given by Carol Weiss, an internationally reputed political scientist,
on the theme Policy Research in the Context of Diffuse Decision Making. I want
to interpret part of it, since I think that her fundamental considerations have not
lost their relevance until today. They can be focused on the following theses
(Weiss 1981, pp. 55-61; cf. Husen & Kogan 1984, pp. 19-21):
(1) "The first stipulation... is that policy making in democratic governments is
first and foremost a process of reaching accommodations among interest
groups and ideological factions. It is a process of bargaining, negotiation and
accommodation. It is designed to avoid major cleavages in the society. It is
designed to insure the survival of government, and that is a basic premise
of political decision making.. ." (ibid., p.55)
(2) "The second stipulation I would like to make is that social science has no
real monopoly on knowledge and insight. ..", because "the policy-makers and
practitioners know a great deal and they know things from their experiences
that social scientists do not know..." Furthermore, "much research is not very
good. Some is methodologically weak and conceptionally simplistic. Most of
it is partial, .." (ibid., p. 56).
(3) "The third point is that research is embedded with value assumptions. Even
the most objective empirical research contains some tacitassumptions about
desirable and undesirable states of the world.. ." (ibid., p. 57).
(4) "The influence of research appears to lie more in affecting the shape and
content of policy discourse than in determining concrete choices .. ." (ibid.,
p.57).
It was the fourth thesis to which Weiss devoted her most intensive attention
and awakened the most articulate interest among her audience. She identified
the "indirectcontribution" social science researchcould make to political decisions
as "enlightenment" (p. 58). She emphasised that researchers were not able to
exercise direct influence on the substance of decisions, but had the chance of
enabling politicians to engage in a process that "starts with the recognition of
a problem, ... perceives to the development of alternatives of coping with the
problem, ... goes and ends up with the selection of decision... " (ibid., p. 57).
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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Summing up, she recognises the essence of contributions researchers can make
to political decisions in sharpening the policy-makers' awareness of how to solve
the task in the most adequate and optimum way. However .. she is not blind at
all to the phenomenon that "the diffuse process of enlightenment happens to
be highly compatible with the diffuse process of policy-making". Though having
brought to light the 'enlightening' impact of educational research on educational
policy, she is aware that the "diffuse enlightenment is no substitute for carefully
directed analysis of the policy implications of research" (ibid., p. 60).
In the discussion there was wide agreement with Carol Weiss' plausible
argument that the whole analysis the relation between educational research
and educational policy must take into account that the differences of the direct
and indirect contribution was dependent on the (aforementioned) status of the
researchers concerned. Coming to an end of this interpretation, we should acknowledge that the categorisation made by Weiss proves to be very helpful to

penetrate into the complex texture of the present topic in general.
5. Concluding Remarks of an Educationalist
The result of retrospection into educational history and of considering the
actual state of affairs makes me confirm my overall view that the relation between educational research and educational policy must be called complex and
ambivalent. As for the perspectives of this topic, the debate on the contribution
of research outcomes to political decisions is likely to go on, swinging between
both agents' belief into the validity of evidence-based projects and sceptical reservation against any overestimation concerning the provision of such evidence.
The present considerations should have given insight into the chances and
limits in this field and into the misunderstandings to which researchers as well
as policy-makers are exposed. Generally speaking, there is some evidence of
the assumption that educational research has had comparatively strong impact
on the micro-level of the education system, e.g. on teaching methods, student
assessment, curriculum development and evaluation of standards, though
within the clearly demarcated boundaries empirical research can provide. The
scope of impact at this level is, however, inversely proportional to the teacher's
action and decision-making in the concrete situations of the classroom which
challenges him with the integration of analysis, judgement and spontaneity. The
picture becomes even darker with regard to the macro-level characterised by
the explicit relationship between educational research and educational policy
as has been analysed by Carol Weiss and discussed in the present essay.This
experience is, one the one hand, discouraging and may drive the educationist
to resignation. Without denying the challenge to look for areas and situations
which are favourable to the transfer of research findings to decision-making, one
should, on the other hand, realise the fundamental differences characterising the
professional tasks of politicians and researchers. The researcher's main interest
is rooted in the epistemological sphere and inevitably collides with the politician's
attitudes with are focused on the task of managing and ameliorating schools
and other educational institutions. Must, however, the collision of interests be
accepted as a dilemma there is no way out of? Since there is no need to submit
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to resignation, the question is posed concerning the conclusions to be drawn
from the apparently gloomy picture.
First, in view of the relationship between educationists and policy-makers
it seems to be clear that both kinds of activities have their own dignities and
priorities which trace back to specific functions in modern societies. Like in
other areas, one has to acknowledge the division of labour which necessitates
this specification. In this context Torsten Husen's definition of the "two cultures"
(Husen & Kogan 1984, p.8-12) is as relevant as the recent statement by the

German educationist Hans Merkens that "educational research and educational
policy are domains following a rationality of their own" (Merkens 2007, p. 238).
Le me add a literal quotation from an article by Husen which has been already
announced in the context of the re-analysisof CarolWeiss' theses. This quotation
is particularly significant, insofar as the Swedish scholar, one of the word-wide
most reputed educationists, has been himself a pioneer of empirical educational
research in its international dimension, and has repeatedly commented on the
topic in question. It dates from 1984 and deals with the reasons why so many
scientific consultations have failed (Husen 1984, p. 9):
"They aI/ failed to live up to their promises. The fundamental reason for
their failure is, of course, that education is not a manufacturing industry. In
manufacturing you plan a process where you know exactly what the final
products are going to be. But in education there is a wide margin of uncertainty, because its 'raw material' has a wide, and largely unknown, range of
potentialities. It is in the nature of the educative process of moving ahead
always with a large range of options. Technologiescan replace teachers only
to a limited extent in that process."
It is the acknowledgementof the division of labour between the two functioning
areas and the specific dignities of their representatives, however, which enables
an optimum of co-operation. Furthermore it lays the ground for preventing 'allround experts' to occupy the field of educational knowledge. In practice such
occupation might quickly lead to preponderance of self-appointed dilettantes to
be already discerned among trivial journalists and showmasters. Needless to
add that these 'experts' must not be confused with their serious and competent
'colleagues'in the communication media who should be esteemed as knowledgeable observers; supporters and disseminators of educational research.
Emphasising these thoughts, let us make a plea for the irreplaceable function of educational research as an advisory agent for decision-making by laying
stress on these two functions:
- analysing educational facts, trends and problems of political concern, and
- contributingto the construction of 'middle-scopetheories', the position of which
is to be identified between limited-purposeappraisalswhich is the explicit task
of 'development', and the philosophical systems of universal range.
Acknowledging specific functions does not mean that fundamental divergences of interest and objectives should not be compensated by a convergent
relationship in the realisation of the common task to promote the improvement
of the educational practice from the political decision-making level to the eveRevista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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ryday teaching and learning process. In this context it should be repeated that
the chances to influence the micro-level classroom practice are much greater
than those to direct the macro-level of educational policy. Modern history gives
considerable evidence of the service it can offer to educational policy, unless it
overestimates its scope of impact. It is up to the policy-makers to use the services
offered to them to greater extent than has been done so far. Using this service,
policy-makers, on their turn, must not only respect the researchers' specific
expertise, but also the teacher's competencies and responsibilities according
to Husen's view. This latter issue, however, should not be followed up in this

context because of its particular topicality.
Finally, any co-operation between educational researchers and educational
policy-makers can only be useful if it is based upon the mutual acknowledgment
of the specific value and dignity of the partner's task including the irreconcilable nucleus of the relationship. The politician must respect the researcher's
epistemological orientation and be ready to sponsor not only projects bound
to ameliorating educational practice, but also theoretical studies without which
inquiries on the applied level will not progress in scope and quality. On the other
hand, the researcher should do his best in presenting his findings in a form which
precludes misinterpretations as far as possible. He should not try, however, to
interferewith the politician's businesswithout articulatinghis crossing the Rubicon
from his professional field to an area where he is only legitimate to speak and
act as, an admittedly, well-informed citizen. This articulation is often paid little
attention which leads to the irritating assumption that the researcher speaks as
a researcher, while he is only giving his comment as an educated citizen which
he is, of course, entitled to. It seems that the state of the arts is far from being
promising. On the other hand, it liberates educational research from the 'great'
expectation and opens a way for national and international reconsideration concerning organisational patterns, methodological approaches and the dichotomy
between chance and limit. International co-operation can essentially contribute
to this 'reconsideration' process.
This conclusion is, of course, fragmentary and restricted and needs to be
continued according to the ongoing advancement of the topic. Its ambivalence
will remain on the agenda as part of an overarching, 'modern' and, furthermore,
perpetual challenge whose roots are to be discovered in classical philosophy.
To illustrate this comment, reference to two outstanding witnesses seem to be
reasonable. Each of these statements is quoted from one of the authors' most
famous and world-famous oeuvres. The first position is represented by Plato and
quoted from his work Politeia (quoted from Platon 1993, Internet):
"I said: Untilphilosophers are kings, or the kings and princes of this world have
the spirit and power of philosophy, and political greatness and wisdom meet
in one, and those commoner natures who pursue either to the exclusion of
the other are compelled to stand aside, cities will never have rest from their
evils, - nor the human race, as I believe, - and then only will this our State
have a possibility of life and behold the light of day. Such was the thought,
my dear G/aucon, which I would fain have uttered if it had not seemed too
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extravagant;

for to be convinced that in no other State can there be happi-

ness private or public is indeed a hard thing."
The counter-position is taken by Immanuel Kant in his work Zum ewigen
Frieden (On Eternal Peace, quoted from Kant 1984 and Eisler 1930, Internet):
"There is no expectation that kings will philosophise or that philosophers
will become kings. This is, besides, not desirable either, because the possession of power inevitably corrupts the free judgment of reason. However,
kings or royal nations (governing themselves according to laws of equality)
should not let the class of philosophers disappear or grow silent, but should
let them speak in public. This is absolutely necessary to both for elucidating
their business ... ".
It seems that Plato's statement points to the realm of Utopia, while Kant's
counter-position comes nearer the continuous reality of the relation between
educational research and educational policy to be exemplified by reference to
Husen's model of the 'two cultures'.
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CURRICULUM SUB REFLECTOR.
DEZVOLTAREA CURRICULARA
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Rezumat
Curriculumul National a fost una dintre inovatiile reformei invatamantului la sf<lr§itde
veac (§imileniu) in Romania. 0 prima analiza a acestui proces de schimbare cuniculara
a fost realizata in 2001 §i publicata in 2002. Raportul de fata vizeaza dezvoltarile
care au avut loc intre primul studiu de diagnoza §i momentul prezent (2001-2008),
atat in ceea ce pnvest« proiectarea cat §i implementarea cuniculumului. Prin urmare,
simetizem conststsr; referitoare la: planuri cadru de Tnvatamant§i programe §colare,
manuale, evaluare §i formarea profesorilor. Concluziile noastre se prezinta sub forma
unor recomandari pentru decidenti, pentru expertii in cuniculum, in evaluare §i pentru
aceia care sunt implicati in formarea initiala §Vsau continua a cadrelor didactice.

Raportul de fata reprezlnta 0 varianta revizuita a unei analiza realizate in
cadrul Proiectului Nevai §i prioritati de schimbare educationa/a in Romania
- fundament al dezvoltarii §i modernizarii invatamantului preuniversitar, derulat
sub egida SNSPA in 2006-2007 ~i finantat de Ministerul Educatlei,
1. 0 istorie in date a dezvcltarli curriculare in perioada 2001·2008
Segmentarea ternporala pentru care am optat are ca prim reper anul 2001,
tntrucat atunci se reallzeaza prima radiografie serioasa a dezvoltarllor curriculare in Romania: sub coordonarea unui grup de expertl" era elaborat un studiu
de mare amploare, privind proiectarea ~i impactul curriculumului national. In
perspectiva analitica, anul 2001 constituie asadar un an de referinta. Punand
sub reflector aceasta referinta, putem reieva 0 serie de aspecte importante. La
acea data, curriculumul national rornanesc reprezenta un construct dezvoltat
coerent pentru intreg parcursul preunlversltar', Exista 0 baza conceptuala
sollda • un cadru curricular de referinta pentru invatamantul obligatoriu3~i un
mecanism de generare a unui curriculum centrat pe competenhepentru liceu".
De asemenea, fusese aprobat sl, in mare parte, implementat un curriculum
oficial pentru clasele 1- a XII-a, lncluzand planuri cadru ~i programe scolare noi,
elaborate din perspectiva unei paradigme educatlonale centrate pe elev. Era in
curs de derulare un program de forrnare'[Ia nivel national ~i local pentru a sprijini
eforturile cadrelor didactice de a aplica noul curriculum. incepuse dezvoltarea
unui studiu de impact asupra reformei curriculare. incepuse de asemenea un
nou mandat ministerial, cu 0 noua orientare polltlca.
AI doilea reper temporal, anul 2008, rnarcheaza finalul analizei noastre in
vederea pubucarf in actuala prezentare. Pentrua oferi 0 imaginecat mai cornpleta
a parcursului curricular intre 2001·2008 am optat pentru 0 dubla perspectiva a
analizei: proiectare (elaborarea/ revizuirea planurilor de invatamant ~i a programelor scolare), respectiv implementare (manuale scolare, practici didactice,
evaluare).
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in cele ce urrneaza vorn trece in revista principalele momente care au marcat
schirnbarile In curriculum la cele doua paliere mentionate mai sus, respectiv
proiectare l?iimplementare, apoi vorn contura cateva sugestii pentru punerea in
practica a unui parcurs coerent al dezvoltaril curriculare fezabil pe teren mediu
l?i scurt in conditiile actuale.

1.1. Proiectarea curriculumului
La inceput de nou mandat guvernamental,
decidentii trec la schlmbari
curriculare, mai intai la nivelul planurilor-cadru, apoi l?i la nivelul programelor
scolare, Discursul politic declara acest demers ca fiind necesar pentru racordarea
sistemului rornanesc la tendintele europene in vederea aderaril, pentru descongestionarea programului scolar, precum l?i pentru economia de resurse.

1.1.1. Plan uri cadru
In aprilie 2001 planurile cadru sunt moditicate" invocandu-se ratiunt de ordin
financiar, de relaxare a orarului elevilor l?ide schimbare a politicii educationale,
prin accentuarea ponderii disciplinelor l?tiin\ifice. Rezultatele acestei prime
interven\ii in curriculumul national s-au dovedit a fi totusl altele:
• La nivelul inva\amantului obligatoriu nurnarul minim de ore pe saptamana
creste (cu 1-2 orel clasa) ceea ce contrazice economia financiara l?irelaxarea
orarului, cacl sunt mai multe ore per total decat in varianta anterloara.
•

La nivelul inva\amantului liceal, prevederea unui nurnar fix de 30 ore pe
saptamana este nuantata printr-o serle de exceptii - regasim peste 30 de
ore pe saptarnana la specializarile: matemattca-inforrnatlca,
rnaternatlcainformatica intensiv, intensiv limbi moderne, bilingv, vocatlonat artistic, sportiv
l?i militar, ceea ce, din nou, contrazice economia financiara l?i relaxarea de
orar.

•

Cresterea ponderii disciplinelor l?tiin\ifice s-a realizat discriminatoriu - a crescut (pana la dublu) numarul orelor numai la flzlca l?ila chimie; biologia devine
marginalizata in cadrul ariei curriculare Matematica §i §tiinte ale naturii.

•

Flexibilitatea planului pentru inva\amantul obligatoriu a scazut atat prin
cresterea nurnarulul de discipline cu nurnar fix de oreB cat l?i prin scaderea
numarului de ore alocate optionalelor, Analizarn in continuare mai in detaliu
aceasta situatie.

•

Plaja orara era rnenita sa asigure posibilitatea unei optiuni la nivel local fie
pentru curriculum nucleu (In nurnarul minim de ore pe saptarnana), fie pentru
aprofundare (curriculum nucleu lntr-un nurnar mai mare de ore decat cel
alocat trunchiului comun (TC) fara a depasl maximul delimitat de plaja orara
- opuune benefica in cazurile de ritm lent de achlzltle), fie pentru extindere
(parcurgerea obiectivelor de referinla l?i a contlnuturllor marcate cu asterisc
in programa scotara, in situatla unor preocupari l?i interese speciale ale
elevilor pentru 0 anumita disciplina). Dlsparitia plajei tlrnlteaza curriculumul
la uniformitate; nu se mai tine cont de ritmurile de lnvatare ale elevilor sl se
face astfel un deserviciu celui care tnvata, punand sub semnul lntrebarf
egalitatea de sanse la educatie.
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•

Scaderea nurnarului de ore alocate CDS a lasat prea putln spatiu de manifestare scolll ca entitate educationala individualizata, revenindu-se astfella
practicile de orientare centralista (asteptari de la ISJI MEC, neasumare de
responsabilitate, neadaptarea curriculumului la concretul !?coliilcornunttaut !?i

la partlcularitatile elevilor) !?ila nefericita perceptle a cadrelor didactice asupra
planurilor de inva\amant: "E la fel ca inainte!". In fapt aceasta slntaqrna nu este
neaparat negativa ca perceptie, Riscurile sunt lnsa ascunse in consecintele
acestei perceptil, care invita la dezinteres, diminuarea lnterventiel creative
or la abordarea superflciala a procesului didactic. Pe de alta parte, scoala ca
entitate educatlonala individualizata cu 0 misiune !?i0 viziune proprii asupra
educatlel !?iintegrarii absolventilor in comunitatea locala este 0 conditie sine
qua non a unui sistem care doreste descentralizarea. Upsindu-i parghia
currlculara pentru descentralizare, scoala este plasata, inevitabil, tntr-o
contradicfie in egala rnasura conceptuala !?iadministrativa.
• La liceu, modificarea ponderilor la nivelul planurilor-cadru, inclusiv scaderea
nurnarului de ore de CDS, s-a petrecut chiar inainte de aplicarea noului curriculum pana la clasa a XII-a. Acest fapt a destabilizat direcfia de reforrna
curriculara ce urmarea un parcurs coerent, bazat pe 0 filozofie a educatiei
urmarita consecvent pe tot traseul preuniversitar.
In principal, rnodiflcarlle aduse planurilor-cadru, in aprllie 2001 au fost realizate fara a avea 0 argumentare solida, in absenta unui nou cadru conceptual.
Modltlcarile aplicate planului nu au condus 1.. ,/ la declarata descongestionare
de substanta a orarului elevilor. Ele au afectatin schimb ponderile disciplinelordin
trunchiul comun, dlminuandu-setotodata drastic alocarea pentru curriculum la decizia scolll. A fost altsrata astfel coerenta curriculumului prin modificarea arbltrara
a raporturilor trunchi comun - CDS, a raporturilor dintre ponderile disciplinelor la
nivel de arie curriculara !?ide ciclu curricular. Este interesant de subliniat faptul ca
la data luarii acestor decizii grabite, studiul de impact al reformei curriculare era
in derulare, el fiind acela care ar fi putut oferi politicului 0 baza corecta !?tiin\ific
!?imetodologic pentru revizuirea curriculumului. Din pacate studiul nu a validat
deciziile din aprilie 2001. Dimpotrlva, el a demonstrat necesitatea CDS, opinia
favorablla a cadrelor didactice pentru 0 pondere mai mare a acestuia, ~i a scos in
evldenta 0 serie de discrepante de corelatie la nivelul ponderii ariilor curriculare !?i
a CDS prin cornparatie cu acelea din Uniunea Europeana''. in sprijinul acestei
aflrrnatli studiul §coala la rascruce ofera date statistice consistente.
Urrnatoarele rnodiflcarl aduse planurilor de inva\amant10 se realizeaza ca
traducere currlculara a Legii 268 de modificare a Legii 84/1995 republlcata cu
rnoditlcarile !?icornpletarile ulterioare11. Nouta\ile aduse se retera la: obligativitatea debutului !?colarita\iila 6 ani; un inva\amant secundar inferior, organizat in
doua cicluri care se succed: gimnaziu, clasele a V-a - a VIlI-a !?iciclul inferior al
liceului sau scoala de arte ~i meserii (SAM), c1aselea IX-a - a X-a; un inva\amant
secundar superior: ciclul superior al liceului, clasele a XI-a - a XII-al a XIII-a,
precedat, dupa caz, de anul de completare.
In acest context, curriculumul natlonal este schimbat la doua capete inva\amantul primar (se invoca nevoia reconfigurariicon\inuturilor inva\arii pentru
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a se plia nevoilor unor elevi care intra in sistem cu un an mai devreme) ~i cel
secundar, revenindu-se de fapt la un liceu scindat in doua partl, caracteristic
anilor '70 -'80, in paralel cu 0 ruta de profesionalizare prin SAM.
In mod concret, la nivel primar (clasele 1-a II-a) se introduce 0 noua disciplina
de lnvatamant Cunoesteree mediului (in numele desconqestionaril programului
unor copii cu un an mai mici!), cu 1 ora pe saptamana la clasele I - a II-a. Concomitent, scad poslbilltatlle de aplicare a CDS, respectiv 1-3 ore! saptamana in loc
de 2-4 ore! saptarnana. Totodata din observarea nurnarului minim! maxim de ore
pe saptamana prevazute in plan, constatarn ca in cazul alegerii nurnarului minim
de ore pe saptamana, schema orara include doar un optional; altfel spus nu mai
exista posibilitatea parcurgerii unei aprofundari sau extinderi (in aceste conditii
plaja orara devine superflual). La nivelul acestui plan este practic neevidentiata
relaxarea orarului ~i a efortului unor elevi mai mici cu un an.
La clasele a III-a - a IV-a rnodiflcarile in noul plan constau in: introducerea
unei ore de trunchi comun la clasa a IV-a (istoria ~i geografia apar ca discipline
separate in tabel, cu 0 alocare de 1-2 ore pe saptamana fiecare, fa\a de corelarea istorie-geografie cu 1-2 ore pe saptamana in varianta 1998). Plusul de
curriculum obligatoriu se cornbina cu aceeasi limitare a poslbilltatilor de aplicare
a CDS dtscutata mai sus.
La nivelul planurilor cadru pentru liceu (clasele a IX-a - a X-a) constatarn:
aparitia unei noi componente in plan - curriculumul diferentiat (CD) 12~i scaderea
numarului orelor de CDS coroborata cu cresterea nurnarului de ore pe saptamana.
Asadar, din nou, se schirnba ponderea dintre curriculumul obligatoriu ~i CDS, din
nou, prin scaderea alocarii pentru CDS. Aceasta constatare este valablla ~i in
cazul planurilor cadru pentru ciclul superior alliceului. In cazulliceului tehnologic,
CDS dispare cu desavarslre, introducandu-se in aria de specialitate COL (curriculum in dezvoltare locala). Aceasta varietate de curriculum a fost dezvoltata
la nivel central13, singurul segment elaborat local fiind contlnutunie ~i sltuatifle
de lnvatare. Din aceasta perspectlva, COL tntareste accentul continutlstic in predare-invatare. iar profesorilor Ie este lntarit stereotipul dupa care competentele
sunt declaratii de la centru, forme fara fond in realitate, caci de fapt conteaza
numai tnformatia.
Planurile cadru pentru SAM aduc 0 serie de discontlnuitati in parcursurile
discipline lor de "cultura generala". Istoria ~i geografia nu beneficiaza de alocare
orara in clasa a IX-a, dar apar cu 0 ora pe saptamana in clasa a X-a. Pe de
alta parte, ~tiintele naturii au parcursuri definite arbitrar pe cele cinci domenii
de preqatire, Prin insumarea atocarilor orare pe fiecare dlsciplina ~tiintifica
constatarn importanta acordata chimiei - cu 0 surna de 14 fata de flzica ~i biologie
care totalizeaza acelasl scor Insa luate lrnpreuna. Constatarn de asemenea 0
optiune pentru mai mult spatiu acordat chimiei in cadrul domeniului estetica §i
igiena corpului uman. Chimia apare cu cate 2 ore la clasele a IX-a l?i a X-a, iar
biologia cu 2 ore la clasa a IX-a ~i numai cu 0 ora la clasa a X-a. Ca ~i in cazul
liceului tehnologic, CDS este inexistent, iar CDL se realizeaza dupa formula
prezentata mai sus.
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Daca facem 0 cornparatie a planurilor cadru in trei momente ale parcursului
Curriculumului National: 1998-1999 (primele planuri cadru), 2001 (modiflcarile
aduse conjunctural la schimbarea de guvernare) ~i 2003-2004 (traduceri curriculare ale Legii 268) constatarn urrnatoarele tendinte:
• De /a ffexibi/itate /a prescriptivitate. Permanenta scadere a alocarilor pentru
CDS, dlsparitia plajei orare la peste 50% din alocarile disciplinare ale planului
pentru inva\amant obligatoriu, aparltla CD la liceu in detrimentul CDS (CD
fiind tot un curriculum obligatoriu) ne conduc la 0 reprezentare a unei structuri curriculare rigide care lasa un spatiu insignifiant deciziei la nivelul scolil
~i alegerilor elevilor; procesul educativ se centreaza, in mod tradifional, pe
discipline ~i autoritatea discursului magistral. Un CDS consistent ar fi putut
sa joace un rol important in ridicarea calitatll actului educativ prin cornpentla
ofertelor curriculare locale. In acelasi spirit, un COL cu adevarat organizat
in parteneriat scoala - agent economic la nivel local ar fi putut oferi SAM ~i
liceului tehnologic 0 baza reala pentru 0 pregatire profesionala adecvata
nevoilor cornunitatli ~i profilului individual al elevului.
• De /a core/atii sistemice /a interventii conjunctura/e. In momentul realocarllor
orare in plan dupa criteriul lrnportanteidisciplinei de specialitate a decidentilor
~i prin permanenta modificare a raportului trunchi comun - CDS, ponderile
(intre arii curriculare, intre discipline la nivelul ariei ~i intre oferta centrala ~i
cea locala) riguros delimitate, construite cu argumente ~tiin\ifice(Georgescu,
Crlsan, Cerkez, 1999) au fost in mod drastic alterate.
• De /a abordari transdisciplinare /a monodisciplinaritate. Dispare tendinta
abordarllor transdisciplinare. Astfel, in locul grupajului istorie-geografie,
cele doua discipline se separa ~i capata alocari distincte in plan. De~i la
clasele I ~i a II-a s-au introdus activita\i transdisciplinare, acestea raman
doar nlste grupaje tematice. Sunt puse mai multe subiecte sub ni~teumbrele
integratoare, dar care nu opereaza ca Ientile conceptuale. Practic actlvitatlle
transdisciplinare ofera doar cateva sugestii de grupaj tematic, fara a sprijini
cadrele didactice cu 0 metodologie adecvata care sa permita un transfer
real de la inva\area factuala la cea conceptuala. De asemenea, disciplina
§tiinte integrate nu il?i gase~te locul in trunchiul comun al inva\amantului
obligatoriu. Studiul abordarii integrate a stiintelor se intrerupe in clasa a
V-a. In proiectele curriculare de la sfar~itul anilor '90 s-au realizat tentative
de elaborare a unor programe de ~tiin\e pentru gimnaziu. Nu a existat tnsa
decizia politic[ de implementare a acestora.
• De /a 0 structura simp/a §i usor de ap/icat /a 0 constructie a/ambicata.
Constructia planurilor de liceu devine mult mai complicata ~i are consecinte
insuficient analizate asupra dezvoltarll programelor scolare. Astfel, nurnarul
tipurilor de proqrarna pentru 0 singura dlsclplina creste. Spre exemplu, la
rnaternatica,la clasa a XI-a se slaboreaza cinci proqrarne (fara ca acestea sa
exprime 0 reala dlferentlere la nivelul cornpetentelorce urrneazaa fi formate);
lizibilitatea programelor ramane de asemenea 0 problema dat fiind formatul
complicat al tabelului care propune pe 3-4 coloane achlzitli de TC ~i CD.
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1.1.2. Programe §colare
Inlroducerea noilor planuri-cadru in septembrie 2001 a anlrenal rnodiflcari
ad-hoc in programele scolare. Anexa la Ordinul MEC 39151 31.05.2001 slipula
"descongestionarea" curriculumului prin reasezarl ale continuturilor: acestea
au fost, de cele mai muite ori, realizate formal (fara a asigura corelarea componentelor programelor: obiective de referinta - !ista de continuturi, pentru
inva\amantul primar ~i gimnazial; respectiv competente specifice - continuturi
asociate, pentru liceu). Evldentlern faptul ca, periodic14, invocand "soliciterlle
din teren ", adrntnistratia centrals recurge la aceste "desconqestlonarl", fara
sa tina seama de coerenta curriculumului. Procedura "desoonqestlonarli" ne
indica inabilitatea de a' "citi" curriculumul centrat pe obiectivel cornpetente.
Cadrele didactice ~i decidenff care se plang de supralncarcarea programelor
~i pretind descongestionarea se refera in fapt la lista conunuturllor, pe care 0
citesc din perspectiva unui cllseu metodologic al exhaustivltatli vocii magistrale.
o asemenea lectura ignora obiectivele (Ia nivelul invalamantului general) sau
cornpetentele (Ia nivelul inva\amantului liceal) ca elemente centrale ale procesului de predare-lnvatare-evaluare ~i suprapune peste Usta de confinuturi a
programelor 0 viziune care este centrata pe transmiterea de informatle ~tiin\ifica
mentta sa epuizeze conceptual notiunlle predate.
Planurile cadru pentru inva\amant primar ~i pentru liceu aprobate in 2003,
2004, 2005 aduc reconfiqurari masive ale parcursurilor disciplinelor, manifestate prin restructurarea substantiala a programelor scolare, Rezultatele sunt
urmatoarele:
• Sub imperiul sofismului "Daca a scazut varsta de scolaritate, trebuie sa fie
mai putine informatli" - corect in principiu, dar complex in aplicare - programele pentru clasele I - a II-a "imping" spre clasele urmatoare 0 serie de
connnuturl ale inva\arii. Se ajunge pana la situatia in care, spre exemplu,
la matematica se inva\a in clasele I ~i a II-a numai operatiile de adunare ~i
scadere (in timp ce in majoritatea sistemelor de inva\amant elevii exploreaza
tnrnulnrea inca din clasa I ~i tree la studiul ei sistematic in clasa a II-a, asa
cum se tntarnpla pana nu demult ~i in Romania). Aceste lnterventil au fost
tacute in numele dirninuarf volumului de inforrnatil, dar, pentru ca nu se
intentioneaza/ intrevede 0 dezvoltare pe verticala, programele de clasele a
III-a - a IV-a recupereaza tot ceea ce s-a scos din clasele I - a II-a. Uneori
- este cazul introducerii unor elemente de slntaxa la limba rornana - apar in
mod paradoxal chiar conunuturi noi in curriculumul obligatoriu varianta 2004
(prin cornparatle cu varianta 1998). Se propune astfel un parcurs superaglomerat pentru finalul inva\amantului primar, ce nu mai permite tntarirea
deprinderilor de baza. La maternatlca, acest lucru are consecinte majore
in nivelul de achizitie al elevilor, cacl studiile de psihologie scolara arata ca
sunt necesari cel putin trei ani pentru a consolida tnvatarea Inrnultirll, respectiv clasele a II-a ~i a III-a pentru explorare - fixare ~i clasa a IV-a pentru
aprofundare. Eliminarea studiului inmul\irii din clasa a II-a genereaza elevi
plictisiti de maternatica in contextul unor continuturl extrem de rarefiate.
Acesti elevi plictisi\i mult prea devreme tntr-o etapa fundarnentala a formaril
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lor nu mai pot recupera (Ia nivel de masa) in doi ani ceea ce in mod firesc
presupune trei ani de studiu. Se creeaza in acest fel 0 prernlsa perlculoasa

a analfabetismului functional.
La nivelulliceului, organizarea didactica a disciplinelor revine la conflqurarlle
de dinainte de 1989 in ciuda unor spectaculoase schlmbarl de paradigma
la sfarsitul anilor 90. Este yorba pe de 0 parte de accentul pe informativ in
detrimentul formativului. De exemplu, multiplicarea nurnarulul de programe
de matemalica la 5 obliga la delalieri contlnutistlce prea specializate pentru
nivelul de scolaritate ~i pentru interesul elevilor15. Pe de alta parte, liceul de
tip 2+2 readuce traseele continutlstice ale obiectelor de studiu in modelul
caracleristic celor "doua trepte" de dinainte de 1989. Limba rornana de exemplu face un pas ina poi fata de structurarea curriculara focalizata pe genuri
initiata in 1999 ~i se inloarce la tiparul istoriei literare16.
Toate acestea devin expresia unei duble lnvolutll: Lipsa de coerenta in structurarea ocaziilor de invalare, pe de 0 parte ~i inloarcerea la modelul industrial
al anilor '80, pe de alta parte.
Rernarcarn, de asemenea, recursul la 0 retorica europeana in prezentarea
elementelor de noutate a programelor scolare - in nota de prezentare apare
un discurs declarativ referitor la contributla flecarel discipline la formarea celor
8 domenii de competenta cheie 17. Declarativul nu se obiectiveaza insa ~i in
constructia currlcutara. De altfel, la momentul in care s-au modificat programele
scolare (2003-2005), documentele europene privind Domeniile de competenta
cheie se aflau in plin proces de consultare la nivel european. 0 armonizare
cu aceste documente era menita sa fie de fapt pasagera date fiind multiplele
rnodiflcan pe care grupurile de lucru europene Ie-au operat pana la adoptarea
unei recomandarl a Parlamentului European in decembrie 200618. Aceasta
cosmetizare a declarallltor de intentie din noteIe de prezentare ale programelor
scolare trece cu vederea un text de maxima lrnportanta pentru proiectarea
curriculumului, respectiv Profilul de formare al absolventului de invatamant
obligatoriu publicat in 1998. Documentul respectiv, parte a cadrului de referinta
pentru curriculumul national, fusese elaborat in perspectiva dezvoltarli unor
abilitati cheie cu caracter transdisciplinar care sa perrnlta absolvenlului atat
lnsertia in viata socio-profeslonala cat ~i continuarea studiilor, inclusiv educatia
permanenta. In dezvoltarea curriculumului, acest set de abilitatl, structurate
sub forma unor categorii generice (0 reprezentare avant la lettre in raport cu
Domeniile de competenta cheie!), a constituit reperul pentru organizarea programelor scolare pentru clasele 1- a VIII-a (varianta 1998-1999). In mod similar
categoriile operatlonale pentru formularea competentelor au constituit reperul
pentru organizarea programelor pentru llceu (varianta 1999-2001). in aceasta
perspectiva nu vorbim doar de declaratil de intentii scrise intr-un preambul ci de
chiar elaborarea programelor.
In cazul filierei tehnologice ~i al SAM aslstarn la 0 schimbare majora de
perspectiva prin raportarea constructiel curriculare la Standardele de preqatire
profesionala (SPP). Daca SPP sunt clare 9i concise, programele disciplinelor de
specialitate din aria curriculara tehnologii sunt excesive prin detalii greu lizibile.
•
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Cuprinzand multe zeci de pagini, programele scolare ale materiilor tehnologice
ofera serii de liste !ii tabele, propunand astfel un cod de simbolizare accesibil
inginerilor. Din pacate codul nu of era !ii inforrnatii semnificative. Declarafille
din nota de prezentare fac referire la cornpetentele cheie !ii sistemul national
al cailflcarllor tnsa textul abunda in lnconsecvente terminologice - cornpetente
cheie, cornpetente generale, specializate, abilita\i cheie, abilita\i transferabile,
dar niciuna dintre acestea nu este definita.
Modificarile produse in absenta unei viziuni de ansamblu au condus !ii la un alt
tip de neadecvare, aparent paradoxata, lesirea din tendinta de mvolutie conduce
la respingere: atunci cand construcfia curriculara aduce elemente de inovatie
acestea sunt percepute ca neavenite. 0 noua viziune asupra decupajului curricular la istorie (clasa a IV-a) lsca discutli aprinse referitoare la statutul disciplinei
in formarea atltudinala a elevilor. Noua programa de istorie propune un demers
investigativ care porneste de la universul apropiat !ii istoria locala, integrand
intr-un nurnar limitat de studii de caz acea istorie jalonata de personalitaf pozitive
!ii date cantitative ce constituia istoria "tradltionala". Revalorizarea pragmatica
a istoriei nationale prin aducerea in tata elevilor a unor aspecte general umane
inteligibile scolarului rnic si plasarea lor in context european a fost mterpretata ca
o abatere de la standardele patriotismului local. Reactia practicienilor apare ca
fireasca, dat fiind lipsa unei continuita\i in modernizarea abordarilor curriculare
asupra domeniilor de studiu. In acest context, disparitia perspectivei canonice
este reslmnta ca fiind 0 tradare a istoriei neamului.

Rernarcarn !ii 0 evolutie pozltiva in dezvoltarea curriculumului in aceasta
perioada, respectiv redactarea programelor scolare pentru disciplinele de
specialitate din cadrul inva\amantului vocational. Filiera vocatlonala a liceulul a
functlonat pana de curand cu programele de tranzitie, organizate dupa vechile
programeanalitice. Era necesara reconstruireaacestui curriculumdin perspectiva
noii structuri a programelor in uz la celelalte filiere, actiune care s-a realizat in
perioada 2003-2006.
Un alt fapt pozitiv este configurarea a doua discipline integrate la nivelul
claselor a XI-a - a XII-a, respectiv $tiinte!ii Educatie artistica. Din pacate publicul
tinta pentru aceste obiecte de studiu se reduce doar la specializarea Fil%gie.
Ultima parte a intervaluluiconsideratin analiza noastra (ne referim la perioada
2006-2007) a readus in dlscutle problema desconqesfionarii programelor. Seqmentul vizat a fost acela al claselor a V-a - a VIII-a. Discursul politic a avansat cu
mare larqhete perspective cantitative asupra acestui proces, declaratille fixanduse la procentul de 70%. Este insa greu de presupus ca se pot opera reductii
realiste in programele scolare prin raportare la asemenea valori procentuale.
In aceeasl ordine cantitativa s-a situat !?igestionarea procesului de descongestionare. In locul grupurilor de lucru, formate dintr-un numar mic de experti cu
experienta in proieclare curriculara la nivelul disciplinei, au fost convocategrupuri
mari, constituite din cate un profesor pentru fiecare jude\, al\ii decat membrii
comisiilor nationale (in mod obisnuit giran\ii de reprezentativitate teritorlala in
dezvoltarea curriculara). Programele revizuite in cadrul acestor megagrupuri
de 45 de persoane au fost ulterior discutate !ii aprobate de comisiile nauonale.
Conform legii, de la Comisia Na\ionala, programa !?colaraeste trimisa pentru
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aprobare prin ordin de ministru. lnsa descongestionarea 2006-2007 introduce
o noua veriga de legitimare prin convocarea unui nou grup de revizuire cu 0

cu totul alta components decat precedentele, fiind excluse toate acele lnstante
anterioare implicate - grup de experti, grupul extins de profesori, comisia
natlonala. Asemenea decizii de multiplicare a etajelor de legitimare a proiectarii
curriculare pun intreg demersul fie sub semnul prezurntlei de vlnovatle, in sensul
lipsei de calitate a expertilor/ profesorilor, fie sub acela al rivalita\ii. Activitatea
de dezvoltare de curriculum necesita 0 preqatire de specialitate, neputandu-se
realiza de catre orice cadru didactic doar in virtutea experientel la catedra sau
a celei dintr-un inspectorat scolar. In foarte multe \ari, ea este 0 profesie de sine
statatoare. In plus, grupuri care lucreaza independent - 9i in structura propusa
- chiar in cornpetitie, nu pot realiza condi\ii absolut obligatorii ale prolectarli curriculare: coerenta verticala 9i cea orizontala. Pe de alta parte, cornpetltia intre
grupuri rivale pentru revizuirea curriculumului este contraproductiva lntrucat
lipse9te viziunea strategica a unei instants expert. Pentru a demonstra in mod
public buna credinta in efortul de reducere a balastului informa\ional programele
remodelate au fost aflsate pe site intr-un tabel comparativ continand programe
in uz vs. programe descongestionate. Descongestionarea 2007 demonstreaza
aceleasi vicii ale perceperii curriculumuluinationalca 9i in cazul procesuluiderulat
in 2001 (prezentate mai sus). Singurele diferente intre cele doua sunt date de
cifrele vehiculate declarativ - \inta unei reduceri cu 70% a continuturltor inva\arii
este fara precedent in proiectarea curriculumului in Romania - precum 9i de
inslstenta legitimarii schlrnoanl prin intermediul unui sistem de larga participare
lipsit lnsa de garan\ia coerentei.
In vara anului 2008 programele pentru clasele a V-a - a VIII-a, revizuite in
urma procesului descris mai sus, au fost aprobate prin mai multe ordine de minislru semnate in perioada iunie- septembrie2008. Problemeledeja intarnpinate
in practice sunt lipsa de informare privind exlstenta unor programe oficiale modificate 9i dlstanta tala de manualele existente. Proiectarea demersului didactic in
conditiile unei programe adesea mult reduse (v.cazul Limba 9i literatura rornana,
clasa a V-a) !ilia unor manuale elaborate cu ani in urma ii pune in dificultate pe
profesorii care nu au exercitlul (9i nici baza materiala necesara) pentru a propune
elevilor ocazii de invatare pe baza alter resurse didactice.
1.1.3.Probleme privind proiectarea curriculumului oficial- sintez8
Pentru a jalona aspectele principale ale abordarli noastre diacronice,
evldentlern elementele esentiale.
• Lipsa aderentel politicului la reforma curriculara derulata prin intermediul
Programului RO-3724 a condus la 0 serie de schimbart necorelate - fie
schlmbari de dragul schlrnbaril (afeclarea coerentei planurilor cadru prin
modlflcarile din 2001), fie plusari de dragul integrarii europene, tara ca sa
fi existat asemenea condltlonari sau solicitarl de la Bruxelles 19 (scolaritate
obligatorie de 11 ani, prin modificarea Legii inva\amantului, a planurilor 9i
a programelor lncepand cu 2003). Toate aceste schimbarl aplicate haotic
in cate doua etape, la inva\amant primar 9i la liceu, au afectat fundamental
curriculumul national implemental lncepand cu 1998.
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• Schirnbarile curriculare s-au facut in graba, in absenta unui cadru concep-

•

•

•

•

•
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tual ~i desconsiderand 0 diagnoza profesionlsta - Studiul de impact $coa/a
la rescruce. In acest context, deciziile politice luate lncepand cu 2001 au
ignorat atat eforturile de conceptualizare ale expertilor in curriculum, cat ~i
eforturile de implementare ale cadrelor didactice ~i eforturile financiare ale
contribuabilului (costurile reformei curriculare in cadrul Proiectului RO-3724
ca ~i modificarile ulterioare sunt suportate din bani publici).
Planurile cadru au fost construite fara a avea 0 imagine a nevoilor absolventului, fiind scoase in eviden\a anumite obiecte de studiu. Alte discipline
au fost marginalizate, iar ponderi legitimate psiho-pedagogic ~i cultural!
social! profesional pentru diferite domenii au fost ignorate. Este revelatorie
in acest sens perspectiva asupra ariei curriculare Matematica §i $tiinte ale
naturii care in mod declarativ capata 0 pondere mai mare prin modificarile
de polltica educationala din 2001, dar, in fapt, schirnbarlle sunt arbitrare.
S-au facut pasl inapoi fata de conceptualizarile anilor '90: la nivelul planurilor
cadru se revine la infiexibilitate (creste nurnarut orelor pentru disciplinele
obligatorii - TC ~i CD) ~i la viziune monodisciplinara (in inva\amantul obligatoriu, ~tiin\ele integrate sau istoria-geografia dispar ca abordari dezirabile in
ciuda unor experiente pozitive de proiectare curriculara realizate in cadrul
proiectului ZEp20).
La nivelul programelor scolare, conflquratllie realizate in cadrul proiectului de
reforms curriculara, unele propunand schirnbari de paradigma didactica (un
exemplu concludent este limba ~i literatura rornana pentru liceu) derapeaza
spre decupajul traditional din lipsa altor repere ~i a absentei unui orizont clar
alliceului in structura 2+2; alte programe scolare se structureaza incoerent,
fara continultati de la 0 ciasa la alta, deviind intr-un amatorism al proiectarli
curriculare.
S-a trecut periodic la descongestionareaprogramelor scolare, intr-o abordare
populista care a intarit reprezentarile gre~ite asupra curriculumului. Aglomerarea informativa pusa la stalpul infamiei de catre discursul politic nu tine
de fapt de proqrama ci de un anumit mod de a interpreta manualul precum
~i de 0 practica dldactica tradntonala care nu a fost dislocata de movatia
curriculara ~i! sau metodoloqlca. Totodata in actlunile de descongestionare
s-a trecut adesea cu vederea experienta profeslonistitor in elaborarea de
curriculum ~i s-au luat decizii lipsite de viziune de ansamblu, qesfionandu-se
un proces de elaborare participativ-democratica, cronofag ~i putin eficace
(este slaba operativitatea in redactarea de text coerent intr-un macrogrup
de 45 de persoane) .
Ca 0 concluzie, curriculumul oficial din anii 2001-2007 involueaza in fapt
spre modele de invatamant de tip industrial, desi declara bune intentti de
integrare europeana ~i de construire a socletatli cunoasteril.

1.2. Aplicarea curriculumului
in acest raport sintetic al perioadei 2001-2008 ne-am propus sa trecem in
revista numai acele elementecare au 0 reprezentarevizibila explicita consernnata
in documente sau alte materiale existente in spatiul educational, De aceea, din
multitudinea de aspecte legate de implementarea curriculumului,vom consemna
pe scurt activita\i legate de politicile privind elaborarea manualelor, formarea
profesorilor ~i evaluarea rezultatelor inva\arii.
1.2.1. Manuale
In vara anului 2001 se derula procesul de evaluare-avizare a manualelor
pentru liceu aprobat de Ministerul Educa\iei. Pe parcursul derularii acestui
proces se intervine asupra regulamentului, prin limitarea ofertei de pe piala la
trei manuale. Motivele invocate au tinut de ratlunl financiare, respectiv protejarea
bugetului parintllor, La 0 privire mai atenta tnsa, cand oferta este lirnitata, pretul
creste, Ceea ce nu a fost destul de clar tnsa pentru opinia publica a fost faptul ca
regulilejocului s-au schimbat in timp ce «partida se juca», Regulamentulanterior
nu presupunea stabilirea unei ierarhii a manualelor avizate pentru liceu, acestea
fiind promovate doar de mecanismele pletll, Astfel au existat suspiciuni in ceea
ce priveste relevanta alegerii celor trei manuale ca~tigatoare21. Noul regulament privind evaluarea manualelor a dat totodata drept ministrului Educatiei sa
interzica manuale avizate deja. S-a Intarnplat in cazul controversatului manual
de istorie de clasa a XII-a coordonat de Sorin Mitu, care fusese revizuit dupa
scandalul manualelor, la recornandarlle ministerului, ~i avea aviz de folosire in
scoala. In septembrie 2001 acest aviz i-a fost ridicat. Intr-un material redactat
de Europa Libera in 2002, acest manual este considerat singurul din Romania
care trateaza, dincolo de scurta informare, implicarea in Holocaust sl, suficient
de echilibrat, perioada Ceausescu ~i caderea regimului comunist.
Anul 2006 ne aduce un nou exemplu de autoritarism - dupa doua sesiuni de
evaluare ~i dupa doua respingeri (inclusiv la contestatle) unul dintre manualele
de Limba romana pentru clasa a XII-a editate la Editura Corint apare pe lista
manualelor avizate de Minister prin decizia admlnlstratiei centrale. Tot anul2006
reaprinde spiritele referitor la validitatea ofertei din manualele alternative. Sunt
numeroasevocile din sfera politica~i din cea mediatica care doresc reintoarcerea
la un discurs magistral ~i la 0 abordare tradltionala in elaborarea manualelor.
Alte probleme privind manualele tin de redactare, procesul de avizare ~i plata
propriu-zlsa, Elaborarea unor manuale de calitate este ingreunata de timpul
scurt pe care autorii ~i editurile iI au intre publicarea programelor ~i momentul
prezentarli ofertelor catre evaluare (in medie 4 luni). Procesul de evaluare a
manualelor rarnane 0 problema deschisa lntrucat, date fiind produsele avizate,
planeaza suspiciunea unor evaluatori cu un orizont de asteptare traditional care
valorlzeaza ofertele cu accente academice in detrimentul centraril pe formarea cornpetentelor elevului. Mecanismele de plata concurentlala sunt afectate
de politica de damping tavorlzata de deciziile din 2001 (v. supra, schimbarea
metodologiei) ~i de presiunile subterane realizate prin intluentarea optiunilor la
nivelul inspectoratelor scolare.
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1.2.2.Curriculum !ji formarea cadre/or didactice
GNG a derulat in anii 2000-2002 un amplu program de preqatire a cadrelor
didactice pe probleme de didactica disciplinelor. Au fost pregati\i pentru apltcarea noului curriculum, la nivel national, 7000 de cadre didactice ~i inspectori, in
majoritate prin intermediul a doua stagii care au presupus in perioada dintre ele
sesiuni de diseminare la nivel local. Gursurile au fost deosebit de apreciate de
catre participanti, care au ~i pornit cu entuziasm la Irnpartasirea expertentelor
la nivel local. Din pacate a lipsit sustinerea atat rnateriala cat ~i rnorala pentru
cursurile la nivellocal. In urma experientei acestui program national de formare
s-au redactatghidurile metodologicede aplicare a curriculumului,a carer difuzare
in teritoriu a fost foarte putln transparenta, rezultatulfiind ca foarte multi invalatori
~i profesori or nu au auzit de ele or au auzit dar nu Ie-au consultat vreodata.
o alta expenenta de formare este cea derulata de catre formatorii nationaliai
Gomponentei Formarea profesorilor din cadrul Proiectului RO-3724. Dupa anul
2001 cursurile derulate prin intermediul componentei tnsa s-au diminuat foarte
mult din lipsa resurselor la nivellocal. 0 alta problema a componentei a constituito abordarea generala a lmplernentaril curriculumului, fara focallzari disciplinare,
ceea ce nu a satlsfacut decat partial nevoile de invatare ale partlcipantllor,
Formarea iniliala a cadrelor didactice rarnane in continuare deficitara in
ciuda eforturilor de renovare a modulului psihopedagogic. Problema centrala
o constituie abordarea academic tradltlonala a didacticilor disciplinelor care
nu i~i propun formarea unui mod de predare specific prin care sa fie facilitata
tnvatarea de catre elevi a unui mod de gandire specific. Didactica ramane cel
mai adesea 0 aplicare palida a teoriei instruirii, fara contextualizare ~i abordata
de cadre didactice universitare lipsite de 0 pregatire in dezvoltarea ~i aplicarea
de curriculum. 0 reforrna reata a formarf iniliale ar presupune restructurarea
pe baze pragmatice a modulului de preqatire a cadrelor didactice22, inclusiv
abordarea serioasa a practicii pedagogice precum ~i a mentoratului in primii
ani de tnvatamant.

1.2.3. Evaluare!ji certificare - impactul asupra curriculumului
In perioada august - septembrie 2002 se fac moditicari in metodologia de
examen de teama coruptiei la evaluarile nationale. In loc sa fie tntarita disciplina
de examen ~i neregulile sa fie luate in considerare de parchet ~i de polltie, in loc
sa fie pregatili evaluatorii pentru a judeca corect probele, ministerul educatlel
hotaraste schlrnbari in cadrul evaluarilor nationale in neconcordanta cu reforma
curriculara ~i a sistemului de evaluare, respectiv:
• probele orale de bacalaureat se noteaza prin calificativ admis-respins.
Profesorii de limbi modeme protesteaza pe temeiul lrnportantei comunlcaril
orale in lumea conternporana, al trecerii de la paradigma tradltionala excesiv
centrata pe scris-citit la modelul cornunicatlv-funcllonal aplicat in practica la
clasa, Protestul nu este luat in seams.
• modificarea tipurilor de probe pentru examenele 2003 in sensul folosirii
testelor grila.
Au loc dlscutll aprinse cu specialisf care aduc: argumentul evaluaril numai a unor deprinderi intelectuale de nivel inferior prin intermediul grilelor (in
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neconcordanta cu competentele complexe pe care curriculumul Ie prevede ca
achizltle in liceu), exemple de critici la adresa evaluaril prin test grila din diferite
lari, argumentul necesitetii lncurajarll cornunlcarll eficiente - ~i nuantate intr-un limbaj altul decat rudimentara bifa precum ~i allipsei qarantiel corectitudinii
adminlstrarli probei in absente unei reale discipline de examen. Protestele nu
sunt luate in seama.
lipsa comunlcarli intre CNC ~i SNEE23 continua. In ciuda aparentei cooperari
pentru redactarea standardelor, expertli celor doua lnstltutii nu reusesc sa
modereze dezacordurile privind modul de evaluare a currlculumulul. Lucrarea
Standarde de invatare §i standarde de evaluare (MEC - CNC, ISE, SNEE, CNDIPT, decembrie 2002) ~i rezultatele din grupurile de lucru din prima jurnatate
a anului 2003 ne indica izolarea in paradigme diferite a diverselor categorii de

speciallstl.
SNEE publica in 2003 Standardele de evaluare, 0 lucrare care induce un
backwash negativ masiv asupra curriculumului, alterand majoritatea prevederilor
acestuia. Grava este intoarcerea la vechea paradigma (cu accent pe informativ)
prin intermediul formularii unor standarde la mare dlstanta fala de cornpetentele
stipulate in programe. La limba engleza de exemplu sunt 6 standarde. il vorn
analiza doar pe primul subcategorizat aspectului oral: Sa inteleaga un text scris
necunoscut, pentru a extrage §il sau a prelucra anumite informatii. Observarn
amestecul dintre competenta de receptare a mesajului scris ~i subcategoria
probei orale. Totodata daca urmarim detaliile referitoare la nivelul minimal ~i eel
maximal rernarcarn recursulla conlinuturi (vocabular liii gramatica) in detrimentul
cornpetentelor de comunicare. Recunoesieree sensului unor cuvinte (minim)1
recunoesteree sensului cuvintelor §i al relatiilor semantice (maxim) sunt cerinte
care mascara achizi\ii de conflnut tradltional. In aceeasl paradigma traditlonala
se situeaza ~irecunoesieree elementelor §i a structurilor gramaticale de baza
studiate (formulare identica pentru minim ~i maxim), care nu conduce decat la
evaluarea unei gramatici ca scop al inva\arii; formularea respectlva nu induce
nici un efect benefic asupra comunlcarti.
Tot in 2003 se piloteaza criteriile de notare pentru clasa a VIII-a, din nou
enunturi contlnutlsuce, cantitative, care denatureaza sensul obiectivelor de
referin\a din programele nationale. Daca pentru examene, SNEE a propus
formulari noi, paralele fa\a de curriculum, pentru evaluarea curenta a deviat
obiectivele de referin\a intr-o lectura de unlca perspectiva, adesea gre~ita. In
ciuda disfunctiilor semnalate pe parcursul pllotaril, ulterior se elaboreaza pe
aceleasl principii ~i intra in uz criteriile de notare pentru clasa a V-a. Pentru
exemplificare ne vom raporta la enunturlle pentru obiectivul de referin\a sa

desprinda sensul global al unui mesaj clar arliculat, emis cu

0

viteza normala

(mentlonat in programele de Limbi moderne, clasa a V-a):
• pentru nota 5: poate desprinde sensul global al mesajului cu ajutorul unor
lntrebari de sprijin; cum poate suna intrebarea de sprijin pentru a ajuta decodarea sensului global altfel decal "nu-l asa ca ..."?
•

pentru nota 7: dovsdeste ca lnteleqe partial sensu I global al unui mesaj
simplu; cum putem in\elege partial un sens global altfel decal eronat?
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•

pentru nota 9: dovedeste ca lnteleqe sensu I global cu unele ezitari §i erori;
daca ezitarea este un parametru pentru acuratetea performantel in acest caz,
erorile sunt dificil de acceptat in privinta globalismului perceptiei auditive.

•

pentru nota 10: dovedeste ca inlelege corect sensul global al unui mesaj
audiat.

In general, enunturile pentru nota 5 cu greu pot fi considerate acceptabile,
ca perforrnanta rninirnala; notele intermediare sunt greu de acordat dat fiind ca
descriptorii pentru 5-7-9-10 lasa prea putin loc altor enunturl intercalate gandite
intr-o aceeasi paradiqrna de formulare; iar descriptorul pentru 10 este in mod
regulat chiar formularea obiectivului de referinta, nejustificandu-se aparitla sa
in tabel.
Efectul backwash se accentueaza in vara anului 2006. Noua metodologie
de organizare §i desfasurare a examenului de bacalaureat (OMEdC 5002/2006)

conduce la totala desconsiderare a curriculumului national. La modul declarativ,
ct. art. 32 variantele de subiecte sunt in concordanta cu programele (32/2/a),
tratarea lor trebuie sa angajeze mai multe posibilitaf de analiza, slnteza §i generalizare (32/2/b), dar cf. art. 33 variantele sunt facute publice pe site pana pe
15 ianuarie. Aceasta presupune ca in ultimul semestru sa se preqateasca doar
subiectele de examen §i sa fie total ignorate prevederile curriculumului national,
Daca existenta programelor de examen, altele fala de curriculumul national,
au deturnat accentele didactice mai ales in anii terminali, metodologia pentru
bacalaureatul 2007 deturneaza in mod fundamental Invatarea cantonand-o in
repetitiv §i memorare. In fapt aflsarea pe site a subiectelor de examen lntareste
aspectele negative ale sistemului educativ actual: lipsa de incredere a elevilor
in utilitatea §colii (de ce sa mai mergem la scoala in liceu? Avem subiectele pe
site Ie rezolvarn sau cumpararn rezolvarile lor), perpetuarea abordarjlor didaclice tradltionale care se centreaza pe discursul magistral (scoata propune un
corpus de cunostinte, transferul §i utilitatea acestora este treaba absolventului),
examenul de dragul examenului (pentru a trece bacul, preqatirnsubiectele de pe
site, restul nu conteaza, cum de altfel nu conteaza nici aceste subiecte pentru
existenta de dincolo de liceu).
In acelasl an 2007, Ordinul cu privire la organizarea §i desfasurarea tezelor
cu subiect unic pentru clasa a VII-a §i a VIII-a (OMECT nr. 1867/31.08.2007)
impune un nou curs relatiei §i asa dezechilibrate curriculum - evaluare. Practica tezelor unice fusese 0 experienta a anilor dictaturii in care uniformizarea
continuturilor invalarii mergea pana intr-acolo lncat aproximativ la aceeasi data
toli elevii unei clase parcurgeau 0 anume lectie din manualul unic. In perspectiva unei socletati totalitare, teza unica reprezenta un instrument de control al
supunerii ideologice. Resuscitarea tezelor unice in perioada post-aderare aduce
semne de intrebare in ceea ce prlveste evolutia spre progres a scolll. Efectul
tezelor unice este accentuarea dezinteresului elevilor pentru scoala (daca in
anii anteriori, clasa a VIlI-a reprezenta abandonarea curriculumului in favoarea
programelor pentru examenul de capacitate sau testarea natlonala, lncepand
cu 2007 §i clasa a VII-a se lasa antrenata in aceeasi abordare rninirnellsta). Un
alt efect este dat de sublinierea in procesul didactic doar a acelor aspecte care
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sunt testabile la teza - pentru limba l?i literatura materna (rornana) acest fapt
reprezinta ignorarea celei mai importante parti a curriculumului din perspectiva
apllcarii in viata de fiecare zi a achlzillllor - comunicarea orala.
Anul 2008 aduce 0 noua metodologie24 privind tezele cu subiect unic - se

instituie in noua formula un nivel de moderare a rezultatelor obtinute la notare
prin implicarea in evaluare a unor profesori din alta scoala. in acest context,
tezele sunt privite de catre elevi profesori l?iparinti ca examene sumative externe.
in consecinta, presiunea asupra curriculumului se accentueaza (curriculumul
implementat se reduce doar la acel segment din programa scotara prevazut
pentru teza).
In ceea ce priveste certificarea, ne confruntam cu 0 schimbare cosmetlca,
de racord european, care ofera 0 traducere birocratlca l?iirnpersonala a unui
instrument de evaluare complernentara de mare complexitate. Regulamentul
privind actele de studii (Ordinul ministrului 35021 3.03.2005) particularizeaza
una dintre cerintele Legii 268 referitor la Portofoliul de educarie permanenta
(pentru absolventli ciclului inferior! superior al liceului, SAM, an de completare
l?icei care intrerup studiile). Portofoliul este un document preformatat care se
cornpleteaza de catre secretariatul scolf l?idiriginte. La capitolullV sunt listate
cornpetentele posesorului care sunt aceleasl pentru to\i absolventli unei anume
filiere, cf. curriculumului nationat. Nu apare nici 0 rnentiune referitoare la calitatea perforrnantelor obtinute in contextul acestor cornpetente. Doar capitolul V
- referitor la achlzltll dobandite in educatia non-tormala - conduce la 0 poslblla
individualizare a portofoliului. Altfel, documentul rarnane birocratic l?iprea putin
personal. De fapt denumirea actului nu este racordata la intrarile din ihteriorul
sau Conflnutul sau nediteremiat este foarte departe de ceea ce cuprinde un
portofoliu - actualul portofoliu personal de educatie permanenta este foarte pu\in
al posesorului indicat pe prima pagina, orlcat de stranie pare aceasta aflrrnatle.
Upsa lndlvldualizarli achizi\iilor precum l?ilipsa participarii elevului in construirea acestui portofoliu il fac impersonal. Absenta prevederilor de completare a
actului eliberat absolventilor ulterior iel?iriidin sistem pune sub semnul intrebarii
relevanta pentru educatia permanenta. Verso-ul diplomei c1asicede bacalaureat
cu rubricaturade foaie rnatricolaspunea mai multedespre achizi\iile absolventului
decat 0 face portofoliul de educatie perrnanenta. Din perspectiva curriculara,
actualul format de portofoliu forrnalizeaza programele scolare, traducandu-le in
enunturi birocratice la distanta fa\a de achlzltille reale, stiqrnatlzand curriculumul
intr-o zona virtuala, fara racord la contextul inva\arii in clasa.
1.2.4. Probleme pr;v;nd aplicarea curticulumutui - s;nteza
Pentru a puncta principalele etape ale incursiunii noastre istorice, reluam pe
scurt elementele esentiale.
• Elaborarea manualelor s-a realizat mereu in graba, adesea neexistand nici
jurnatate de an intre aprobarea programei l?i data de depunere a ofertei.
Pentru ameliorarea calita\ii manualelor este necesara 0 perloada de un an
sau doi pentru producerea ofertelor.
• Evaluarea calita\ii manualelor l?ia conformltatll acestora cu programa rarnane
o problema nerezolvata. Pe de 0 parte, unii evaluatori citesc adecvarea
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unui manual la 0 proqrarna centrata pe achlzitiile elevilor ca 0 abatere de

•

•

•

•

•

la rigoarea acadernica (din acest motiv sunt adesea depunctate manualele
cele mai moderne din perspectiva currlculara). Pe de alta parte, se apllca
puterea discretlonara a adrninlstratlel centrale in decizia asupra avizarf unui
manual.
Sunt necesare reconfigurari ale programelor de formare a cadrelor didactice
din perspectiva didacticilor disciplinare 9i a abordarjor transdisciplinare care
sa conduca la preqatirea unor profesoricapabili sa faciliteze invatarea elevilor
dincolo de tiparul traditional al transmiterii de cunostinte declarative.
Evaluarea induce in orice sistem efectul backwash. Problema centrale la
noi este ca acest backwash orienteaza practica dldactlca spre paradigma
traditlonala, deturnand centrarea pe elev intr-o sirnpla retorica. Existenta
programelor de examen, cu reformulari 9i/sau prevederi diferite fata de curriculumul national induce backwash in practica la clasa, lasand 0 mare parte
a continuturilor oficiale ale invatarii intr-un con de umbra, cel mai adesea
neabordat de catre profesor 9i elevi (caci "nu se cere la examen").
In ceea ce priveste evaluarea curenta, problema semnalata anterior, aceea a
dublarii cerintelor in doua documente unul sub egida SNEE (Criterii de notare,
Descriptori de pertormanta) 9i altul promovat de eNC (programe scolare)
debusoleaza profesorul care fie Ie ignora pe arnandoua 9i preda conform
propriilor cllsee metodologice, fie considera numai criteriile de notare care
prin aspectul lor continutlstlc 9i cantitativ pot fi mai atraqatoare pe principiul
efortului minim.
Este necesar ca la anumite programe scolare, grupurile de lucru sa ia in
calcul formulari mai precise ale achiziliilor 9i 0 mai buna corelare a abilitatilor
cu continuturtle. in programele actuale pentru invatamantul primar 9i gimnazial sunt destule cazurile in care obiectivele de referinta au ca pivot un
verb neevaluabil sau au 0 formulare greoaie; de asemenea la nivelulliceului
sunt mai multe ocurente de cornpetente greu de masurat datorita unui enunt
defectuos sau a absentei unei corelatli reale cu lista de conunuturl,
Managerii sistemului de invalamant trebuie sa gaseasca solutii pentru
transparenta 9i corectitudine lntr-o metodologie de examen care sa nu
afecteze evaluarea achlzifiitor stipulate prin curriculumul national.
2. Concluzii/Recomandari

La finalul anului 2001-2002, sistemul de invalamant traversase 0 reforma
curriculara ce a implicat construirea unor planuri-cadru de invalami'mt bazate pe
o filozofie educationalaclar exprirnatain documenteprogramatice,precum 9i aplicarea acestor planuri. Implementarea noului curriculum a presupus construirea
9i aplicarea in scoala a unor noi programe pentru clasele 1-a XII-a, organizarea
de sesiuni de pregatire a unui nucleu de cadre didactice (7000 de persoane) cu
rol in diseminarea currlcutara, elaborarea unor ghiduri metodologice de aplicare
a programelor scolare cu acelasi rol de diseminare 9i chiar elaborarea unui studiu
de dlaqnoza pe esantion reprezentativ pentru a vedea rezultatele in plan real
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ale acestei urlase investitli umane ~i materiale reprezentate de construirea ~i
implementarea unui curiculum national.
Paginile anterioare au conturat un bllant la final de an 2008. Firesc este sa
ne intrebam ce se poate face in conlinuare? Punctarn mai jos cateva elemente
ale unei strategii realiste.
Explorarn in paginile urmatoare recornandari furnizate de doua dintre grupurile
de experti implicate in Proiectul Nevoi §i prioritati de schimbare educationala in

Romania, respectiv : Birzea, C. (coord.), Petrescu, C., P.,Preoteasa, L., Sarivan,
L., Singer, M., $erban, M., Tacea,A.F., Sistemul de invatamant din Romania in
perioada 2001-2006. Posibile structuri ~iPotolea, D. (coord.), Cerkez, M., Ciolan,
L., Sarivan, L., Singer, M., Serban, M., Tacea, A.F., Cadru de referinta privind
construciie curriculumului national; unele aplicatii25.

2.1 Structura sistemului de inwi,amant
Este nevoie de 0 decizie clara ~i asurnata in prlvinta structurii sistemului
de invatamant. Varianta 1+4+5+326 raspunde mai bine conditillor existente pe
termen mediu ~i scurt, deoarece:
• Permite ca, prin intermediul unei clase a IX-a proiectate curricular ca 0 clasa
de orientare, sa preqateasca absolventii pentru alegerea unei rute adecvate
asplratiilor, aptitudinilor ~i nivelului de competenta al flecarui elev. La finalul
acestei clase se poate asigura 0 proiectare currlculara ce vlzeaza formarea,
pe parcursul celor 10 ani de scolantate, a cornpetentelor incluse in domeniile
de cornpetente-chele. Totodata, la sfarsitul unei clase a IX-a configurate ca
o clasa de orientare se poate certifica accederea la un nivel de achizltie
compalibil cu nivelul 3 din Cadrul European al Calificarilor27.
• Asigura 10 ani de scolaritate obligatorie ~i posibilitatea flnalizarti studiilor la
varsta de 16 ani, varsta la care, conform legislatiei intemationale, cetatenli
pot intra pe plata muncii.
• Creeaza premise pentru diminuarea abandonului scolar, prin localizarea
clasei a IX-a aproape de domiciliul elevilor ~i printr-o oferta curriculara la
decizia ~colii pentru aceasta clasa, rnenita sa perrnlta orientarea ~i, eventual,
un nucleu de pre-profesionalizare. Este favorlzata astfel egalitatea de sanse,
dirninuand in aceiasi limp presiunea asupra sistemului pentru scolarizarea
unor elevi care pretera integrarea pe plata muncii la varsta de 16 ani.
• Permite dobandirea unor cornpetente functlonale in cadrul unui invatamant
general, cu posibllitati variate de opttune pe baza Curriculumului la decizia
scolli, fara a intra pe rute de profesionalizare timpurie.
• Asigura un interval de 3 ani pentru aprofundare ~i pre-specializare pe parcursul invatamantului liceal, precedat de un an de orientare ~i eventual de
pre-profesionalizare, prin intermediul curriculumului la decizia scolll. Aceasta
permite dobandlrea cornpetentelor necesare la nivelul majoratului intr-o
societate a cunoasterii,
Catre oricare varianta de structura a sistemului de invatamant preuniversitar
s-ar indrepta optlunea decldentilor in politici educationale, aceasta necesita 0
prolectie coerenta a intregului demers curricular. 0 asUel de prolectle incepe
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cu planul de inva\amant elaborat pe baza unei expertize profesioniste solide;
continua cu programe scolare care propun 0 paradlqrna dldactica relevanta a

predarii-inva\arii pentru fiecare obiect de studiu; genereaza modificarea modului
de gandire asupra evaluarli, asupra forrnarf profesionale, asupra orqanizarli,
conducerii ~i flnantaril componentelor sistemului de inva\amant; ~i se flnalizeaza
cu un parteneriat real intre agen\ii educatlonall.
Implementarea unei schlrnbari de structure a sistemului neceslta, dincolo de
analizele conceptuale de curriculum, studii de fezabilitate pe baza de simulare,
care sa ia in calcul reteaua scolara, perturbarile de populatie scolara ~i de cadre
didactice, dinamica resurselor umane ~i financiare, resursele materiale, calitatea
managementului de sistem.
in cele ce urmeaza, prezentarnsintetic 0 sulta de parametri care sunt sensibili
in condltille schtmbarilor curriculare. In ceea ce priveste modul de organizare
~i structurare a ofertei curriculare, accentele ar trebui sa se regaseasca pe
aspecte precum:
• Asigurarea unui trunchi comun de educatie, fara nici un fel de discriminare,
printr-o politica tnolusiva ~i de sustinere a educatiei de baza pentru totl
• Abordarea cross-curriculara/inteqrarea disclpllnelor
• Centrarea procesului de predare-Invatare-evaluare
pe dezvoltarea
cornpetentelor
• Extinderea poslbitltatttor de optiune ale elevilor, la toate nivelurile de
scolarltate, rnerqand pe 0 crestere progresiva catre anii terminali.

2.2. Dezvoltarea planurilor-cadru de invalamant
tnterventille asupra planurilor de inva\amant ~i validarea acestora trebuie
sa alba in vedere doua tipuri de analiza: (1) analiza de sistem ~i (2) analiza
functionala.
(1) Analiza de sistem urmsrest« doua aspecte:
coerenta verticals ~i
coerenta orizontala in cadrul planului de inva\amant.
Coeren(a verticala are in vedere:
integrarea vertlcala a flecarei arli curriculare pe clase, cicluri ~i pe niveluri de
inva\amant;
integrarea verticala a fiecarui obiect de studiu pe clase, clcluri ~i pe niveluri
de inva\amant.
Coerenta orizontala se refera la:
integrarea pe onzontala a ariilor curriculare in cadrul fiecarei clase, al fiecarui
ciclu curricular ~i al flecarui nivel de inva\amant;
integrarea pe orizontala a obiectelor de studiu in cadrul flecarel arii curiculare,
la nivelul flecarui an de studiu;
integrarea pe orlzontala a ariilor curriculare ~i a obiectelor de studiu pe filiere
~ipe proflluri de inva\amant.
Analiza de sistem are ca indicatori:
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Numarul de ore pe saptamana
inva\amant

in functie

de an de studiu !iii nivel de

Ponderea ariilor curriculare in ansamblul planului de inva\amant
Ponderea obiectelor de studiu in cadrul ariilor curriculare
Raportul dintre trunchiul comun !iii curriculumulla

decizia scolil

Men\inerea unui echilibru intre ponderile ariei de specialitate in cadrul diferitelor profiluri ~i speclallzari !iii pastrarea unei ponderi a ariei de specialitate
echivalente pentru toate profilurile !iii speciallzarlle

(2) Analiza functionala are in vedere:

> Structurarea planului de inva\amant in mod unitar pentru inva\amantul

0-

bligatoriu
> Stabilirea unor ponderi argumentate ~i corelate a obiectelor de studiu in
cadrul planului de inva\amant
> Corelarea functionala dintre aria curriculara ~iobiectele de studiu din interiorul
ei
> Diminuarea rupturilor de nivel !iiia dlscontlnuitalllor
> Reflectarea interdisciplinarita\ii
> Relatlonarea coerenta intre planuri de inva\amant !iiiexamene.
Recomandarile care urmeaza aduc propuneri concrete pentru 0 revizuire
coersnta a planurilor de inva\amant.
Noi planuri-cadru de inva\amant pentru inva\amantul obligatoriu, respectiv
pentru liceu trebuie structurate conform principiilor de construire validate prin
cadrul de referinta. Aceste planuri trebuie sa aiba in cornponenta lor doua tipuri
de curriculum28:
trunchiul comun (TC), care asigura egalitateade sanse in instruire!iiiconstituie
baza comuna pentru evaluarea natlonala a rezultatelor scolare
curriculum la decizia scolil (CD~), care asigura flexibilitatea ocaziilor de
tnvatare scolara prin adecvarea la nevoile unei cornunltaf !iii la aspiratille
individuale ale elevilor.
La nivelul inva\amfmtului obligatoriu, ponderea CDS trebuie sa crsasca
progresiv de la 15% la 30%. Oat fiind caracterul specializat al inva\amantului
liceal, componenta CD~/CDL ar trebui sa fie prezenta in planul-cadru intr-o
pondere mai mare !iiiintr-o formula mai nuantata, Astfel, curriculumulla decizia
!iicolii la liceu poate avea doua componente: oferla centrala, compusa din pachete optionale la nivelul ftecarul profll !iii oterte locala, cornpusa din optlonale
elaborate in scoala,
Liceele organizeaza oferta §colii combinand in mod optim, in aoord cu planul
de dezvoltare, optionale redactate la nivel central cu optionalele elaborate in
scoala. Alocarile procentuale ale componentelor curriculare ale planurilor-cadru
de inva\amant pentru liceu pot fi urrnatoarele: pentru TC 0 varlatle de la 60%
in clasa a X-a la 40% in ciasa a XII-a, in timp ce CDS rnentine 0 alocare de
aproximativ 20% pentru Oferta centrala !iiicreste de la aprox. 20% la aproximativ
40% pentru Oferta locala29.
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Trunchiul comun este structurat conform specificului profilului ~i prevede
minimum de ore necesar pentru dobandirea cornpetentelor de baza la nivelul
liceului, pentru fiecare dlsciplina de studiu. Oferta centrals poate cuprinde
minimum doua pachete pentru fiecare dintre specializarile flecarui profil (de
exemplu, pentru Filo/ogie ~i §tiinte socia/e, respectiv: Matematica-informatica ~i

Matematica §i §tiinte ale naturill ~i va avea in vedere, pe de 0 parte, diferentierile
dintre specializarile posibile ~i, pe de alta parte, posibilitatea unor deschideri
spre zone transcurriculare.
Disciplinele de studiu cuprinse in trunchiul comun ~i in oferta centrala vor
face obiectul unor evaluari nationals centrale ~i vor putea fi cuprinse in corpusul
de discipline de bacalaureat, iar optionalele elaborate in scoala vor face doar
obiectul evaiuaril curente. Rezultatele obtinute la aceste discipline vor fi tnsa
regasite in portofoliul absolventului.
Liceele vor prelua ~i vor adapta oferta centrale in functie de specificullocal,
de analizele optiunllor elevilor, de resursele materiale ~i umane de care dispun.
Pentru ca misiunea scolli sa alba impact in curriculum, este necesar ca, din totalul
orelor ofertate pentru optionale la nivel local, cel putin jumatate sa provlna din
discipline ale carer programe sunt elaborate la nivelul scolll, Restul pot proveni
~i din oferta centrals. Un tapt adesea neglijat trebuie avut in vedere: Curriculumul la decizia scolli nu reprezinta surse de completare de norma la dispozitia
consiliului de adminlstratie al scolil,
Pornind de la planul-cadru de invatamant, fiecare liceu va elabora propriul
plan de invatamant, care va cuprinde:
disciplinele din trunchiul comun ~i alocarlle orare aferente, conform planuluicadru;
disciplinele optlonale din oferta centrala ~i alocarile orare aferente, in conformitate cu pachetul ales in urma procesului de consultare;
disciplinele optlonale din oferta locala ~i atocarlle orare aterente, in conformitate cu rezultatele procesului de consultare.
2.3. Elaborarea programelor §colare
Programa ~colara reprezlnta documentul curricular reglator care coniine
intr-o organizare coerenta oferta educauonala a unui anumit domeniu disciplinar, in concordanta cu statutul pe care acesta iI are in planul-cadru de
invatamant (nurnar de ore alocate, clasa! clasele la care se studlaza, nivelul
de scolarttate/ filiera scolara' profilul scolar la care se studiaza, aria curriculara
careia ii apartine).
Structura programelor scolare trebuie unlficata pentru clasele I - a XII-a! a
XIII-a. Intr-o proiectie coerenta, ea poate include urrnatoarele elemente:
> nota de prezentare;
> competente generale30, definite pe obiect de studiu, pentru intreaga durata
pe care se studiaza un domeniu disciplinar, sau pe ciclu curricular sau nivel
de scolaritate
> cornpetente specifice, definite pentru fiecare domeniu disciplinar ~i pentru
fiecare an de studiu. Ele sunt derivate din competentele generale, fiind etape
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in dobandirea acestora. Cornpetentelor specifice Ii se asociaza prin proqrama
unita\i de continut.

> contlnuturl ale invatarii, selectate riguros din structura domeniilor de
cunoastere, prin raportare la cornpetentele specifice. Contlnuturlle definite
pentru fiecare domeniu disciplinar ~i pentru fiecare an de studiu constituie
mijloace pentru formarea cornpetentelor specifice carora Ie sunt asociate.
> sugestii metodologice, cu rol orientativ pentru cadrele didactice ~i pentru
autorii de manuale scolare. Acestea cuprind recornandari generale privind
metodologia de aplicare a programei referitoare la:
desfasurarea efectiva a procesului de predare/invatare centrat pe formarea
de cornpetente:
identificarea celor mai adecvate metode ~i activita\i de lnvatare:
dotari/materiale necesare pentru aplicarea in condi\ii optime a programei;
evaluarea continua.
o proqrarna de studiu este un produs curricular rezultat din parcurgerea mai
multor etape care structureaza 0 anumlta conceptie didactica asupra domeniului de studiat. Aceste etape necesare in elaborarea programelor scolare sunt
prezentate succint in continuare.
• Schitarea unei declaratil de intentie care sa prezinte statutul curricular al
disciplinei (aceasta va deveni nota de prezentare a programei).
• Oefinirea competentelor generale ale disciplinei, pornind de la profilul de
formare (pentru a asigura coerenta conceptuala, protectantil de curriculum
ar trebui sa porneasca de la lntrebarile: Cum contribuie disciplina respectiva
la formarea achlzitlllor din profilul de formare? La care dintre acestea are
discipiina 0 contributle irnportanta?
• Oecupareaunor domenii operationalecare raspunddin perspectiva disciplinei
in cauza la competentele generale. Aceste domenii operationale devin unita\i
de continut.
• Structurarea acestor domenii operationale in progresia de la simplu la complex (de la un an scolar la altul).
• Formularea unor competente specifice ale disciplinei pentru fiecare an de
studiu prin derivare din cornpetentele generale ~i prin raportare la descriptorii ciclului curricular din care face parte clasa la care se construleste programa.
• Verificarea rigorii derivarli - fiecare competenta speclflca trebuie: sa fie
in relatle cu 0 competenta generala; sa fie in acord cu descriptorii ciclului curricular; sa fie intr-o structura de coerenta vertical a cu forrnularlle
competentelor specifice din alIi ani de studiu; sa fie suficient de speciflca
pentru a fi svaluablla.
• Organizarea continuturilor pentru a constltul mijloace eficiente in formarea
setului de competente specifice pe fiecare an scolar,
• Asocierea competentelor cu intrarile de continut ~i realizarea reformularllor
necesare in ceea ce prlveste: definirea competentei (daca este prea vaqa,
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de exemplu, va trebui sa fie precizata), nurnarul competentelor,
unltatilor de continut prin raportare la timpul estimat.

numarut

•

Selectarea unor proceduri didactice considerate eficiente pentru dezvoltarea
cornpetentelor (acestea se vor trece la rubrica Sugestii metodologice).

•

Selectarea unor modalitali de evaluare relevante pentru a rnasura performanta
elevilor (acestea se vor trece la rubrica Sugestii metodologice).
Definitivarea

notei de prezentare a programei.

2.4. Formarea cadre/or didactice
Preqatlrea profeslonala pentru cariera dldactica ar trebui sa vizeze cu
precadere urmatoarele aspecte:
o pia\a a serviciilor de formare continua care sa incurajeze competitla ~i
calitatea programelor de formare ~i a furnizorilor;
un curriculum echilibrat pentru programul de preqatire iniliala a profesorilor,
respectiv 0 alocare orara suticienta pentru didactici ~i pentru practica in
scoala:
programe de preqatlre noi, pentru a raspunde unor nevoi noi ale sistemului:
licen\a~i masterat pentru nivelul pre-primar,cat ~i pentru managerii de institu\ii
scolare:
programe de masterat didactic ~i de doctorat in didactica, pentru a implica
profesorii intr-o preqatlre protesionala de lunga durata:
o perspectiva centrata pe student in abordarea disciplinelor din programul de
preqatire a cadrelor didactice, ceea ce presupune trecerea de la abordarea
rnaqlstrala la cea interactiva, lncepand cu proiectarea currlcutara. trecand
prin derularea activitalilor cu elevii ~i flnallzandu-se cu 0 evaluare formative:
astfel, reteaua conceptuala a cursului trebuie sa devina un set de repere
pentru activitatea investigativaa studentului;cadrul didactic universitartrebuie
sa transfere cunostintele declarative in ocazii de lnvatare procedurala, iar,
in vederea unei inva\ari de calitate, studentul trebuie implicat in contextualizarea procedurii tnvatate, pentru cazurile particulare ale unei clase de elevi;
in perspectiva unei evaluari cu adevarat formative pentru viitorul profesor,
examinarea in cadrul pregatirii iniliale trebuie sa faca apella rnodalitaf inovative de tipul: proiect, portofoliu, probe practice.
In contextul tnovatiilor curriculare, urrnatoarele accente formative sunt de
explorat ~i de inclus, atat in preqatirea ini\iala, cat ~i in cea continua a cadrelor
didactice:
• lectura personalizata a curriculumului scolar: lectura critlca a manualelor
scolare:
• proiectarea dldactica: contextualizarea invatarii;
• profesorul ca manager al proiectelor elevilor;
• facilitarea construirii portofoliilor elevilor;
• aplicarea evaluarii criteriale.
o atentie sporlta menta, in contextul restructurarf curriculumului national,
conceperea ~i dezvoltarea noilor profesii didactice sau de sprijin, respectiv a
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unor noi roluri asociate cadrelor didactice, necesare intr-un mediu educational
modern !ili eficient: pedagogii de recuperare (specialtsf in predare remediala),

specialistii in nevoi educatlonale speciale, mentorii de stagiatura !ilide instruire
practlca, formatorii, mediatorii etc.
2.5. Evaluarea rezultatelor scoler«
Evaluarea §i examinarea elevilor,atat cea curenta, cat !ilitestele !iliexamenele
nationale, vor trebui sa tina seama mai ales de profilurile de formare existente !ili
de modul in care acestea se concretizeaza in competente specifice !iliindicatori
de perforrnanta care sa asigure interfata cu evaluarea. Asigurarea unei legaturi
stranse intre curriculum !ilievaluare va da forma procesului de implementare a
curriculumului !iliva conferi legitimitate celor doua componente ale procesului
educa\ionaI31. Astfel, sunt necesare:
a. regandirea rnodalitatilor de trecere de la un nivella altul de scotaritate (Fig.
1 din Anexa 0 schema cu 0 poslblla solutle de aplicare);
b. regandirea structurii bacalaureatului, in asa fel lncat sa reflecte mai bine
specificul filierelor !ili sa demonstreze exlstenta unor compstente generale
!ilispecifice;
c. construirea instrumentelor !ilia strategiilor pentru evaluarea tuturor tipurilor
de competente pe care trebuie sa Ie dobandeasca elevii, conform profilurilor
de formare32;
d. realizarea unor metode mai bune de comunicare a rezultatelor scolare: flse
individuale;
e. crearea unor programe de recunoasters !ili de acreditare a cornpetentelor
dobandlte nonformal sau informal.
Curriculumul national stipuleaza prin prevederile sale standarde de tnvatare,
aceleasi pentru toli elevii. Performantele in cadrul acestora - in mod evident
diferite de la un caz la altul- se pot masura pe baza unor descriptori care traduc,
pe niveluri, gradele de achizitle, tara a denatura sensul acestei achizitii. Obiectul evaluarii iI constituie rnasurarea nivelului de performanta atins in formarea
cornpetentelor de catre fiecare elev.Aceasta viziune asupra evaluarii ar trebui sa
conduca la subiecte de examen centrate pe cornpetente. Evaluarile de feedback
derulate la finalul unui ciclu curricular se construiesc pe baza descriptorilor de
nivel ai profiluluide formare prin intermediulraportariila standardelecurricularepe
discipline. Aceasta tnsearnna ca descriptorii [aloneaza proiectarea currlculara la
nivelul flecarel discipline prin definirea unor standarde disciplinare pentru fiecare
ciclu curricular.Aceste standarde stau la baza construirii unor probe de evaluare
!ilia masurarll nivelului de perforrnanta alins in cadrul flecarui obiect de studiu.
Este nscesara formularea unor criterii de notare care:
sa ofere 0 formulare rninlmala, dar ~i acceptablla pentru pertormanta
minima
sa detalieze pertormantele pe baza achlziflei stipulate in programele scolare,
fara a denatura sensul acesteia.
sa ofere 0 progresie reala de la minim la performanta superioara in doar trei
trepte - minim, mediu, superior - fara nevoia unor diviziuni mai fine operate
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de catre cadrul didactic (cu cat sunt mai numeroase enunturile de evaluare
cu atat mai dificil sunt de aplicat in practice).
sa nu se hazardeze in a formaliza excelenta - tot ceea ce este peste
performanta superioara intra in categoria excelent, 0 formulare critenala nu

poate epuiza dimensiunea inovatiei !?ia originalitalii unui raspuns la 0 anurnita
proba.
Managerii sistemului de invatamant trebuie sa gaseasca solutli pentru
transparenta !?icorectitudine intr-o metodologie de examen care sa nu afecteze
evaluarea achlzitlilor stipulate prin curriculumul national.
2.6. Certificarea achiziliilor scoter«
La nivelul clasei preqatitoare, evaluarea curenta se va finaliza cu un raport
narativ al educatorului, conceput pe baza unui protocol unic de observare, elaborat la nivel national. Acest raport are rol de familiarizare a lnstitutlel-qazda cu
profilulelevului. De asemenea,ca feedback,se pot propune pacheteeducatlonale
de remediere.
La finalul ciclului de achizltii fundamentale (finalul clasei a Ii-a) este utila 0
evaluare nationala (eventual pe esantion reprezentativ). Evaluarea nalionala
la finalul clasei a II-a nu atecteaza parcursul educational al elevului, ci este 0
evaluare cu scop ameliorativ - rezultatele ei vor lnfluenta politicile educationale
promovate de MEdC. Pe de alta parte, aplicarea de catre fiecare lnstitutie scolara
a unor schemel modele de evaluare a progresului elevilor la nivelul scouteste
necesara pentru feedback, in scopul ameliorarll performantei scolil, Aceste
modele de evaluare sunt derivate din descriptorii profilului de formare, definili
pentru ciclul achizitillor fundamentale.
Pe parcursul claselor a III-a - a IV-a, scolile vor dezvolta mecanisme de
consiliere in vederea plasarf elevilor la nivelul clasei a V-a in colective potrivite
profilului lor de dezvoltare !?imisiunii asumate de scoala (de exemplu, clase intensive de limbi, optlonalltate semnificativa intr-o anurnita arie curriculara: arte,
educatie flzica, TIC etc.). in acest context, esecul scolar poate fi diminuat prin
asigurarea aplicarii unor pachete remediale.
La nivelul claselor a V-a- a VI-a, este necesar ca scollle sa dezvolte schemel
modele de evaluare a progresului elevilor pe baza descriptorilor deflnltl pentru
ciclul de dezvoltare. Rezultatele acestor evaluari locale ofera feedback !?idirectll
de dezvoltarel aplicare de CDS (de exemplu, dar nu numai, in zona de recuperare). Rezultatele obtlnute la nivel local se raporteaza la 0 eventuala evaluare
nationala. Evaluarea nanonala la finalul clasei a VI-a nu afecteaza parcursul
educational al elevului, ci este 0 evaluare cu scop ameliorativ - rezultatele ei
vor influenta politicile educatlonale promovate de MEdC.
La finalul ciclului de observare-orientare (clasa a IX-a) are loc certificarea
cornpetentelor absolventului, pe baza unei evaluari nationale (Fig. 2 din Anexa
propune schema unui mecanism de evaluare centrat pe cornpetente).
inscrierea elevilor la liceu are loc pe baza unui portofoliu personal care
cuprinde33:
recomandarea consilierului fundamentata pe baza unui protocol unic de
observare la nivel national;
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rezultatele scolare exprimate in nivel de perforrnanta a competentelor dobandite;
mostre ale activita\ii elevului evaluate in cadrul scolil, concordante cu interesele privind studiile ulterioare;
rezultatele evaluarilor scolare intermediare etc.
Conform reglementarilor in vigoare, studiile liceale se incheie cu un examen
national de bacalaureat, diversificat in functle de filiera !iii de profilulliceului, de
specializarea clasei !iii de optiunea elevului. Prezentarn in continuare, pe scurt,
doua variante de structurare a examenului de bacalaureat.

1. Bacalaureatponderat. Acesta presupune optiuni diversificate privind alegerea probelor sustinute, iar reglajul privind asigurarea unui examen echivalent
pentru toti absolventli se realizeaza prin asocierea unor ponderi fiecarui obiect
de examen, in functle de nivelul de dificultate-complexitate !iiifiliera absolvlta,
in acest context, curriculumul !iiiexamenele se structureaza pe trei niveluri de
complexitate, respectiv 0,5; 0,75; 1. Pentru certificare, absolventul trebuie sa
aleaga trei probe de complexitate 1, doua probe de complexitate 0,75 !iii una
de 0,5. Exista totodata posibilitatea de a converti doua probe de complexitate
0,75 intr-o proba de complexitate 1, precum !iii trei probe 0,5 in doua probe
0,75 (respectiv intr-o proba 1). De exemplu, un absolvent de $tiin\e sociaIe
poate alege probele de Filosofie !iiiIstorie de nivel 1, probele de Limba romans
!iiiLimba rnoderna 1 de nivel 0,75 !iiiprobele de Limba moderna 2, Matematica,
Arte vizuale !iiiTIC de 0,5.
2. Bacalaureat dual/ combinatl general. Acesta presupune sustinerea unei
probe generale de evaluare a cornpetentelor, urrnata de probe disciplinare,
decise pe baza unui mecanism de optiune a elevilor. 0 proba generala de evaluare poate rnasura, spre exemplu, cornpetente de comunicare, de rezolvare de
problerns sl de TIC. in mod concret, ar putea fi construita astfel: doi itemi pentru
limba materna vlzeaza nivelul C2 al Cadrului European de Referinta, un item
pentru limba rnoderna vizeaza nivelul 81 din acelasi cadru, un item de rezolvare
de probleme poate fi structurat cu trei optiunl: 0 dilerna morals, 0 arqurnantatle
loqica, 0 lnvestiqatie !iltiin\ifica,un item de TIC poate viza procesarea unor date
sau cautarsa unor informa\ii pe internet. Pe langa proba cu caracter general,
absolventul sustlne inca trei probe disciplinare, dintre care cel putin una din aria
currlculara de specialitate.
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Notes:
1Vlasceanu et at. (coord.) (2002) $coala la resauce. Reforma §icontinuitate in curriculumul

invatamantului obligatoriu, la~i: Polirom
Rapoartele Bancii Mondiale, la finele proiectului de reforma RO-3724 (Proiectul de
retorma a invalamantului preuniversilar cofinantat de Guvernul Rornanlei ~i Banca
Mondiala), precum ~i raportul OECD 2002, au apreciat pozitiv curriculumul national, 0
dovada a acestei aprecieri 0 reprezinta ~i faptul ca, in anii urrnatori, experti rornanl care
au lucrat in cadrul acestui proiect au fost solicitati de Banca Mondlala sa imparta~easca
~i sa foloseasca experientele de proiectare curriculara in programe de consultanta in
Europa de Est ~i Asia Centrala,
3 Crisan, A., Cerkez, M., Singer, M., Oghina, D., Sarivan, L., Ciolan, L. (1998), Curriculum
National pentru invatamantul obligatoriu. Cadru de referinta, MENI CNC, Ed. Corint,
Bucuresti,
4 Singer, M., Sarivan, L., Oghina, D., Ciolan, L. (2000), Spre un nou tip de liceu- Un model
de proiectare curriculara centrat pe competente, in Curriculum National. Programe §colare
pentru clasa a X-a, MEN/CNC, Bucuresti, Ed. Humanitas
sin anul scolar 2000-2001 erau in uz programele dezvoltate in cadrul Proiectuluide reforma
RO-3724 la clasele 1_ a X-a.
61ntreaprilie 2000 ~i februarie 2002, Consiliul National pentru Curriculum a pregatit 7000
de cadre didactice prin sesiuni de formare derulate la nivel nanonal,in cadrul unui program
finanlat prin Proiectul de retorrna RO-3724.
7 Schimbarea planurilor-cadru pentru invalamantul obligatoriu s-a realizat urmare a OMEC
3638/11.04.2001 ~i a planurilor-cadru pentru liceu prin OMEC 3670/17.04.2001.
8 Din aceasta perspectiva au loc urmatoarete schlrnbari: matematica la clasa a V-a _ 4
are in loc de 3-4; fizica la clasele a VI-a _ a VIlI-a - 2 are in loc de 1-2; chimie la clasele
a VII-a _ a VIII-a _ 2 ore in loc de 1-2; biologie la clasele a VI-a _ a VII-a, 2 ore in lac de
1-2; consiliere la clasele a V-a _ a VIII-a _ 1 ora in loc de 1-2.
9 Singer, M., Reforma cunlcuters de la concepere la implementare, in Vlasceanu et al.
(coord.) (2002) Scoala la rascruce, Reforma ~i continuitate in curriculumul invalamantului
obligatoriu, la~i: Polirom.
10 OMECT 46861 05.08.2003 aproba noi planuri cadru pentru clasele I _ a II-a, OMECT
5723123.12.2003 aproba noi planuri cadru pentru clasele a IX-a _ a X-a ~i SAM, OMEC
5198/01.11.2004 sproba nolle planuri-cadru pentru clasele a III-a _ a IV-a, OMEC 57181
22.12.2005 aproba nolle planuri-cadru pentru clasele a XI-a _ a XII-a.
11 Conform legHinva\amantului (Legea 84/1995, republlcata cu rnodiftcarile~icornpletarile
ulterioare), septembne 2003 marca trecerea la prelungirea~colaritatiiobligatorii de 9 ani (de
fapt prevederea era: 1 an preqatitor ~i 9 clase de invalamant obligatoriu). La inceputul anului 2002 avusesera lac discutii ~i consultari pe tema modalitatilor de a trece la invalamantul
obligatoriu de 9 ani. Au fost constituite grupuri de lucru care au demarat proiectul pentru
un nou plan de invalamant (au fost lansate chiar variante de lucru pentru consultare pe
2
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site-ul CNC). Au fost de asemenea identificate nevoile de revizuire a programelor scolare.
Ambele activltati de dezvoltare curriculara au avut ca punct de plecare baza conceptuala a
Curriculumului Na\ional (cadrul de referinl~ ~i mecanismul de generare a cornpetentelor)
precum §i concluziile studiului de impact finallzat in toamna anului 2001. Aceasta activitate
de dezvoltare curricutara a fost Insa stopata prin lipsa sustlnerf ministerului, care ave a
de fapt in vedere 0 alt~ structura a sistemului de inv~l~mfmt. Noua lege a inv~l~mantului

lansa ideea unui inv~l~mant obligatoriu de 10 clase, cu inceperea §colaritalii la 6 ani - ceea
ce §i prevedea legea 84 modiflcata. A fost ins~ invocat argumentul integrarii in Europa
pentru schimbarea acestei legi. Finalmente, prin confuzla intre 10 ani §i 10 clase, textul
Legii 268 consflinteste 11 ani de inv~l~mant obligatoriu.
12 Conform documentelor CNC, curriculum diferentlat (CD)
oferta educationa/a
cenlra/a, consland dinlr-un pachel de discipline cu afocarile orare asociale acestora,
diferentiata pe profi/uri (in cazu/ filiere/or teorelica §i tehn%gica) §i pe specializari (Tn
cazu/ filierei vocationa/e). Asigura 0 baza comune penlru pregalirea de profil (Tncazul
filiere/or leorelica §i lehn%gica) §i raspunde nevoii de a initia e/evul in Irasee de formare
specializale. Ofera 0 baza suficient de diversificala, penlru orientarea in privinta sludiilor
ulterioare sau penlru integrarea socia/a §i profesiona/a, in cazu/ fina/izarii sludii/or. Este
de fapt vorba tot de un trunchi comun (Ia nivelul unui profil sau al unei speclalizarf). Altfel
spus CO constituie 0 oferta centrala carela is-au afectat ore din alocarils CDS ale variantei
de plan anterioare.
13 Ordinul MECT nr. 4338 din 09.06.2008 referitor la aprobarea Reperelor metodologice
privind proiectarea curriculumului in dezvoltare locala in inv~l~mantul profesional §i tehnic poate induce 0 schimbare a starii actuale de fapt. Reperele metodologice stlpuleaza
pentru liceul tehnologic ca echipa mixta de profesori ai scolti §i reprezentantl ai mediului
de afaceri local sa identifice cornpetente profesionale ("care raspund nevoilor de formare
ale angajatorilor locali, care nu sunt incluse in SPP,dar care sunt complementare calitlcaril
pentru care se preg~tesc elevii"). La nivelul SAM se identifica doar situalii de inVa\are
care corespund nevoilor de formare. In Anexele acelulasl ordin este jalonat procesu de
proiectare a COL in cazulliceului §i al SAM precum §i Fi§ele de evaluare a COL (un format asemanator Fi§ei de avizare a CDS propuse de CNC in 2000). Chestiunea deschlsa
rarnane descentralizarea §i formarea unor echipe mixte profesori - agenti economici care
sa poata dezvolta in mod real COL, f~ra formalisme §i declaratil retorice in segmentul
compstentelor (atat in prlvlnta prolectaril COL cat §i a aplicarf acestuia).
14 S-a Intarnplat §i la inceputul proiectului de reforms RO-3724 §i in 2001 §i in vara 2006,
mereu dupa acela§i tipar: sunt invocate cererile cadrelor didactice, fara insa ca aceste
cereri sa fie contabilizate intr-un sistem care sa indice relevanta lor. Oescongestionarile
nu s-au fundamentat nlelodata intr-o analiza serioasa a programei sau intr-un studiu de
diaqnoza a opiniilor corpului profesoral pe esantion reprezentativ, ci s-au operat dupa
principiul noi credem ca...
15 in perioada 1999-2002, au existat trei tipuri de programe de matematica pentru liceu,
organizate astfel incat sa raspunda pragmatic finalitatllor fiec~rei filiere. Oiferenlierea de
continuturi a avut un substrat real urmarind instrumentarul matematic necesar domeniilor
dominante din diferitele filiere §i sferelor de interes ale elevilor inscri§i in aceste filiere.
Reconfigurarea curriculara de dup~ 2003 §i cresterea numarului de programe a dus in
mod paradoxalla unificarea contlnuturilor,diferentierea fiind data de gradul de aprofundare
prin nurnarul de ore. Aceasta a generat 0 intoarcere la abordarea academlca abstracts,
supratncarcata cu detalii teoretice §i putln inteligibil~ pentru masa larg~ de elevi. Au aparut
§i constranqeri administrative de tipul imposibilit~lii etaboraril de manuale pentru un numar
foarte mic de elevi.
16 in perioada comunista, istoria literaturii ca singur~ formula.de prezentare a programei
de roman~1materna a reprezentat 0 formula eficient~ de ideologizare: selecua canonului
s-a f~cut fie evanescent estetic, fie dup~ criteriul conforrnit~lii la doctrina cornunlsta. In
ambele sltuatii, programa reproducea discursul contormitatii la unltorrna,
17 intre 2002-2006, grupuri de lucru europene elaboreaza §i revizuiesc succesiv un text
menit s~ indice cele mai importante domenii de cornpetenta pe care absolventul ar trebui
s~ Ie dobandsasca. Acestea sun!: 1. comunicare in limba materna, 2. comunicare in limbi
modeme, 3. rnatematica, §tiinle !ii tehnologii, 4. cornpetente digitale, 5. cornpetente civice,
6. cornpetente culturale, 7. competen~ede inv~lare permanenta, 8. entreprenoriat. Fiecare
dintre aceste domenii cuprinde detaheri in termeni de cunostinte, deprinderi §i atitudini.
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18 Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 Dec. 2006 on Key
competences for Lifelong learning in Official Journal of the European Union, 30.12.2006
19 Oricum lnstantele europene nu fac decat recomandari, iar la momentul lnterventiilor in
curriculumul rornanesc, documentele europene, asa cum am mentlonat anterior, erau in
~roces de elaborare.
o Flnantat de UNICEF ~i ISE, proiectul a configurat un curriculum pentru zone defavorizate care sa accentueze latura pragmatica ~i contextualizarea inva\arii, propunand
o serie de inovalii meritorii, care au fost tnsa desconsiderate de minister ~i ignorate de
grupurile de lucru ale CNC-MEC (printre allele, programe scolare de ~tiinle integrate ~i
de istorie-geografie).
21 Evaluatorii au operat dupa 0 anurntta grila, fara a line seama de rigoarea obtinerfl unui
punctaj semnificativ, cacl metodologia dupa care realizasera aprecierile nu promova ierarhizarea, cI doar validitatea materialului in raport cu 0 lista de criterii eliminatorii.
22 Tinerii absolvenf se refera la disfunclionalitalile forrnaril iniliale in termeni foarte tran~anli:
universitatea nu pregate~te profesori, disciplinele pedagog ice sunt pur teoretice, practica
este inexistenta, didactica este 0 cenusareasa a planului de inva\amant etc. (v. Singer,
Sarivan, 2006).
23 Cele doua institulii au functionat in mare rnasura paralel, traditla noncomunlcarii [alonand
~i etapele proiectului RO-3724: in 1998 cand se elaborau programele de inva\amant primar
la CNC, SNEE redacta (pe baza vechilor programe sau a unor variante de lucru) descriptorii de perforrnanta. Bac-ul de la sfar~itul anllor 90 ca ~i acela de dupa 2001 a functionat
dupa programe de exam en separate, adesea la mare dlstanta fala de curriculumul nalional
(v. protestele profesorilor de engleza ~i ale experttlor in curriculum fala de programa de
bacalaureat in anii 1998, 2001, 2002, 2003).
24 Anexa 21a OMECT nr. 5164/29.08.2008, Metodologia de organizare ~i desfa~urare a
tezelor cu subiect unic pentru clasele a VII-a ~i a VIII-a in anul scolar 2008-2009.
25 Miclea, M., Vlasceanu, L., Potolea, D., BTrzea, C., Petrescu, C.P. (coord.) (2007) Nevoi ~i
priori tali de schimbare educationala in Romania - fundament al dezvoltarii ~i rnodernlzaril
invalamantului preuniversitar, Bucuresf : SNSPA. Acest proiect a fost inifiat ~i flnantat in
cadrul Planului sectorial al Ministerului Educatiei ~i cercetaril, Tn perioada octombrie 2006
- mai 2007.
26 1+4+5+3: Clasa prepatltoare - 4 ani pentru invalamantul primar - 5 ani invalamant
~imnazial - 3 ani de liceu.
7 Cadrul European al Callflcarilor (European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning, EQF pe scurt) reprezinta 0 Recomandare a Parlamentului European care a intrat in
vigoare in aprilie 2008 ~i care prevede 8 niveluri de referinla care relafioneaza calificarea
de un set de achizitii ale invalarii subcategorizate in cuno~tinle, deprinderi, cornpetente
sociale. Tarile membre urmeaza sa i~i relalioneze sistemele nationale de calificare la acest
cadru european pana in 2010, iar pana in 2012 sa asigure ca exlsta mentiunea referintei
EQF pe certificatele individuale de calificare.
28 Cea de-a treia cornponenta - CD - nu se justifica din motivele prezentate anterior.
29 in cadrul filierei tehnologice, liceele elaboreaza ~i prornoveaza oferte de curriculum local
in colaborare cu factorii economici din zona ~i cu reprezentantii admlnlsfratlei locale.
30 Printre acestea, se vor nurnara ~i enunturi atitudinale, care nu vor fi derivate la nivelul
unui an de studiu.
•
31 Chestiunea este mai deqraba conceptuala decat lnstltutlonala. Incepand cu 2007
functloneaza 0 lnstitutie care reuneste dezvoltarea de curriculum ~i evaluarea - examinarea rezultatelor ~colare, respectiv Consiliul Nalional pentru Curriculum ~i Evaluare in
Invalamantul Preuniversitar. Am observat insa in cadrul analizei noastre ca lncoersnta
curriculara continua ~i dupa momentul 2007.
32 Profilurile de formare vor fi definite pentru invalamantul obligatoriu, respectiv filierele
liceului ~i vor fi structurate ca set de competente generice cu dominanta cognitiva, expresiva
~i atitudinal-valorica.
Pentru finalul invalamantului
obligatoriu, propunem urrnatoarea
modalitate de certificare a cornpetentelor absolventului:
- Aplicarea a doua teste care se focalizeaza pe rezolvarea de probleme, lnteleasa in sens
larg. Aceste probe veriflca, fiecare, nivelul de performanta pentru cornpetentete generice
ale profilului de formare cu dominanta cognitiva. Cele doua teste vizeaza urrnatoarete
grupaje de discipline: a) rornana + limba modern a + istorie ~i geografie; b) rnaternatlca
+ §tiinle ale naturii. in functie de dominantele formative ale fiecarei arii curriculare, rezol-
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varea de probleme capata accente specifice ~i se raporteaza la cunostlnte procedurale
~i contextuale specifice decupajului epistemologic operat de fiecare disciplina ~colara in
cadrul ariei curriculare respective.
- Aplicarea unei probe practice care verifica nivelul de perforrnanta pentru cornpetentele
generice cu dominanta expresiva. Aceasta proba vizeaza, la alegere, urmatoarele grupaje
de discipline: a) Educatie plastica + Educatie tehnologica sau b) Educalie rnuzlcala +
Educalie fizica.
- Evaluarea portofoliului elevului. Portofoliul cuprinde mostre ale activitalii elevului, fi~e
de autoevaluare ale elevului, eseuri evaluative ale profesorilor precum ~i un proiect de
dezvoltare personala a elevului. De asemenea, contine recomandarea consilierului. Prin
intermediul portofoliului se pot evalua toate competentele generice ale profilului de formare.
Din aceasta perspectiva, rezultatele evaluarii portofoliului se pot pondera cu acelea ale
celor doua teste ~i ale probei practice. In acelasi timp, portofoliul constituie instrumentul
care da posibilitatea evaluaril cornpetentelor cu domlnanta atitudinal-valorica,
mai dificil
de masurat prin intermediul probelor clasice.
Aceasta modalitate de certificare a cornpetentelor
absolventului
acopera ansamblul
competentetor generice ale profilului de formare ~I este fezablla din punct de vedere al
aplicarii in sistem. Totodata, aceasta modalitate cornbina 0 serie de forme de evaluare,

ceea ce conduce la 0 rnasura mai precisa a rezultatelor invalarii.
33 in masura in care, in conditiile descentraltzanl, fiecare scoala se orienteaza catre
asumarea unei misiuni ~i a unei individualitall distincte, liceele pot organiza selectia
candidalilor.
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CURRICULUM IN THE SPOTLIGHT. A RESEARCH REPORT
CONCERNING THE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN ROMANIA
BETWEEN 2001-2008
Abstract
The Romanian National Curriculum was an innovation of the educational reform in the
mid nineties.A first sound analysis of the curricularchanges was developedin 2001. The
respective extended study was published in 2002. Our paper aims at researching into
the progress of curricular changes between the first study and nowadays (2001-2008).In
our analysis we focus on both the curricular development and its implementation. In this
respect we take into account the official curriculum as well as textbooks, teacher training
and asessment. Our report offers a number of conclusions and recommendations for
decision makers, curriculum developers, experts in assessment, teacher trainers.
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF BULGARIAN TEACHERS
SECONDARY EDUCATION

IN

Irene PSIFIDOU
Universidad Aut6noma de Barcelona, Spain
Abstract
The present paper presents some of the main findings of the author's Doctoral thesis:
"International Trends and Implementation challenges of Secondary Education Curriculum Policy: the Case of Bulgaria", Universidad Aut6noma de Barcelona, 2007. It
highlights the main achievements of the curriculum reform implemented in Bulgaria
progressively in all levels of education since 1999 and analyses the impact of the new
curriculum on teacher's training.
It is expected that teachers will need to posses adequate teaching competences and
specific subject knowledge to be able to work successfully with their students under the
new educational content. By analysing the new competences required for delivering
successfully the new curriculum, this study identifies those areas for which teachers
require further support and training so as to cope with the new needs emerging from
the curriculum reform and the demands of the 21s1 knowledge-based society.
The findings of this survey, based on a field study that took place from 2004-2005, allow
a comprehensive understanding of the competences and skills considered important
by different stakeholders and the civil society for secondary education teachers. The
collected data in the current investigation and the conclusions drawn could contribute
to fundament the guidelines for the national policy on teacher training and professional
development in Bulgaria, thus allowing for different actors involved to have a clear and
precise idea on the expected competences for secondary education teachers.

Introduction
After four decades under a totalitarian regime, Bulgaria passing through a
radical political change in 1989 becomes a democratic country. Eight years later,
having suffered serious socia-economic misbalance and ambiguity during the
beginning of the transition period from a centralized plan economy to a market
economy, Bulgarian citizens celebrated in the 151 of January 2007 their accession in the European Union.
This historic landmark in Bulgaria's uneven transition from a communistic
country to a member of the European Union, as well as the unfavourable demographic and labour characteristics of the country 1 had an important impact
on its national education system. Bulgaria in the beginning of 90s, faced the
urgent need to adapt its educational system for legitimizing and fostering this
socio-political transformation.
Making a considerable effort to democratise and modernise its educational
system, the Bulgarian government launched in 1999 a systematic curriculum
reform that took place progressively in all levels of education bringing Bulgarian's educational system closer to those of the occidental countries (Psifidou,
2007).
For the first time in Bulgarian history of the education system, a curriculum
framework was introduced structured into 8 curriculum areas (MES, 1999a).The
new curriculum was not any more a mere list of individual subjects but it brought
together similar subjects under the same curriculum area. It was also given
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the possibility to schools to develop their own curriculum, the so called School
Based Curriculum designed according to the particular needs of the region, of
the school and of the students. Moreover, National Education Standards (MES,
1999b) define for the first time the competences that students should acquire at
the end of the school year.
Despite these achievements, recent research (Psifidou, 2007) shows that
the implementation of the secondary curriculum reform in Bulgaria faced some
very important challenges attributed, among others, to the slow implementation
of complementary reforms and measures required to support the successful
implementation of the new curriculum, such as the adequate and timely training
of teachers.
It is well known that a curriculum reform can not be successful if supportive
measures in all the areas affected by such reform are not addressed effectively.
The lack of harmonization of the new educational content with adequate teachers' training created a mismatch among the intended, delivered and achieved
curriculum. This gap between theory and practice and between legislative intentions and actual institutional capacity may have significantly decreased the
potential positive impact of the curriculum reform on the quality of secondary
education in Bulgaria.
Indeed, despite all the good intentions of the Bulgarian government to reform
and modernize the education system, the Government's strategy in primary and
secondary education approved by the Parliament in June 2006 (MES, 2006),
states that the main challenges in primary and secondary education systems
are the decrease in the quality and relevance of skills taught and a decline in
participation rates, particularly in upper secondary level. The deteriorating quality
of education is often illustrated with examples such as the increasingly poor social
status of teachers and the broken link between school and family environment,
institutions and society.
It is obvious that curriculum reform first should consider teachers in secondary
schools who need to adopt the most adequate teaching and learning methods
to deliver the new content. Bearing this in mind, the present study analyses
the impact of the new curriculum on teachers' training based on the points
of view of different groups of interest involved in the educational system.
The following section discuss the methodology
research.

used for carrying out this

1. Investigation tools

In order to gather information on the impact of the curriculum reform on
teacher's education and training, we developed a rating instrument consisting
in two parts. The first part included a list of competences that should be rated
according to their importance and relevance for the Bulgarian educators to teach
under the modernised curriculum. The second part of the instrument questioned
the need of secondary education teachers for further training.
The development of the list of competences required a thorough examination
and consultation of international literature and research conducted on the area
of learning to teach.
----~R~e-v~ffi~ta-d~e-p-e-d~a-go-g~k-,-n-~~7~-~1~~O~O~8~------------~5

Various competences related to this research have been defined and analysed
by different authors. The categories of competences adopted for articulating this
investigation are based on the concept of "competency" applied in the teaching
profession, defined in the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of
the Council on the establishment of the European Qualifications Framework for
lifelong learning2 as following:
"Competence" means the proven ability to use knowledge, skills3 and per-

sonal, social and/or methodological abilities, in work or study situations and
in professional and/or personal development. In the European Qualifications
Framework, 'competence' is described in terms of responsibility and autonomy
(European Commission, 2008).
A competence is always 'a competence for action and presents the following
characteristics (Martinet, Raymond and Gauthier, 2001):
It is developed in real, rather than simulated, professional contexts;
It is situated on a continuum that ranges from the simple to the complex;
It is based on a set of resources: a competent person makes use of resources
mustered in contexts of activity;
It concerns the capacity to mobilize in a context of professional activity;
Competence, like know-how, is intentional;
It is effective, efficient, and immediate know-how that is demonstrated continually;
It constitutes a project, an endless goal.
The expected competences that secondary education teachers should have
or acquire in order to transmit effectively useful knowledqe" and values and help
to the development of skilled students and workers, could be grouped in three
main domains:
a) competences related with the teaching and the classroom work;
b) competences related with the school work;
c) competences related with the teacher as professional.
Within these domains there are more specific categories of competences,
which can also be further subdivided in more concrete skills.
According to the above mentioned authors, these competences can be
mapped in a synoptic way through the following graph which tries to give an
answer on how should be drawn the mapping of teaching competences and
skills to match and respond to the new key competences that every student
needs to acquire; which are the teaching competences and skills that should be
incorporated into the curriculum of teacher training institutions; and which are
those that should become the preferred focus of teachers' professional development activities and policies.
This map, enriched with findings and evidence of recent research, was
adapted and supplemented later on by Marcelo (2004) for its application in six
case studies conducted in: Chile and Mexico (from the region of Latin America),
Senegal, Ghana (fromAfrica), and Vietnam and Cambodia (in EastAsia), for the
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Source: Marcelo, 2004 found in World Bank, 2005.

purposes of the preparation of World Bank's secondary education policy report
(World Bank, 2005).
This map could guide the development of programmes for teacher education. The three domains should be approached with different grade of intensity
depending on the moment or formation level in which teachers belong. This way,
we have differentiated three levels:
Initial Teacher Education
Beginning Teacher Induction
Continuous Professional Development
The list of 12 basic competences could be part of any programme of teacher
education, being this in initial teacher education, induction or continuous professional development, but not with the same intensity. These competences are
also crucial in the specific case of Bulgaria who implemented a radical curriculum
reform, introducing for the first time national education standards and specifying
students' achievement in terms of competences developed during the learning
process.
The competences related with the work of the teachers in the classroom are
those that should be constituted in the axis of the initial teacher education, and
this is why this is marked in our graphic with a wider circle. Research shows
(World Bank, 2005) the importance for the beginning teachers to acquire a
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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repertoire of abilities and basic knowledge that allow them to begin their professional itinerary.
In continuation, the three main domains of competences and their subdivisions
are being presented in numerical order. For the complete list of competences
included in the questionnaire, see Annex 1.

1.1 Teaching domain
This domain contains the group of teaching competences which allude to the
capacity of teachers to mobilize a variety of cognitive resources to face and deal
with a specific type of teaching situation. Rather than a particular content or type
of knowledge, teaching competences and skills integrate and articulate cognitive resources which are relevant to a given situation, and are constructed both
through training and daily practice in the classroom. Teaching competences are
common to every curriculum area and school level, as they cut across subjects
and disciplines in all educational levels (Moreno, 2005).
1. Designing student-centred teaching-learning situations: Mastering
ways of representing and formulating the subject matter with the specific purpose of making it comprehensible to others and understanding of what makes
the learning of specific topics easy or difficult taking into consideration students
family and cultural background, abilities and prior knowledge (items 1, 2, 3, 8,
9,13,14,15 and 16 in annex 1); Planning sequences of teaching and evaluation
bearing in mind the logic of the content and of the learning process (items 4, 5, 6
and 7); Choosing varied and appropriate didactic approaches when developing
the competencies included in the curriculum (items 10, 11 and 12).
2. Directing student-centred teaching-learning situations: Creating the
conditions for students to become involved in situations-problems and in significant topics or projects, bearing in mind their cognitive, affective, and social
characteristics and making available to them the resources necessary in the
learning situations proposed (items 17 and 23); Presenting the subject matter
in networks of knowledge structured around powerful ideas, guiding students in
selecting, interpreting, and understanding the information provided and giving
them sufficient opportunities to practice and apply what they are learning providing them with improvement-oriented feedback (items 18, 19,20,21,22,24,
25,26,27,28,29,30
and 31).
3. Evaluating students learning and competences acquired: Constructing or employing different instruments to enable evaluation of progress and
acquisition of competences and skills and co-operating with colleagues for the
improvement of the available pedagogical and didactic options (items 35, 36,
37, 39 and 40); Communicating to students and parents, clearly and explicitly,
the results achieved and the feedback concerning progress in learning and
acquisition of competence (item 38).
4. Planning, organizing, and supervising the way the group-class works:
Defining and applying an effective working system for normal class activities
(items 41 and 42); Communicating clearly to students the requirements of correct school and social behaviour, ensuring that they adopt them and adopting
strategies to prevent incorrect behaviour (items 43,44,45 and 46).
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5. Adapting teaching to the student diversity: Participating in the preparation and implementation of a plan of adapted performance, designing learning
tasks adapted to students' possibilities and characteristics (items 47,48,49,50,
51 and 54); Helping the social integration of students with learning or behavioural
difficulties (items 52 and 53).
6. Integrating
the technologies
of information
and communication:
Evaluating the pedagogical potential of ICT as medium for teaching and learning for society (items 55 and 56); Using the ICT effectively to set up networks
of exchange related with the subject taught and its pedagogical practice (items
57, 58 and 59).
7. Communicating
clearly and correctly in the teaching language: Using
the appropriate oral language when addressing students, parents, or colleagues
and constantly, seeking to improve oral and written experience (items 60, 61,
62, 63 and 65); Stimulate students to process and reflect critically on content
and use it in problem solving, decision making, and other higher-order applications (item 64).

1.2 School domain
This domain includes the competences that teachers should display in order
to build up a knowledge management system in schools functioning as learning communities which are capable of responding to the needs of students as
citizens who have the right to learn.
1. Enhancing co-operating among various agents to achieve the school's
educational targets: Co-operating with the other members of the school staff,
the parents and the students in the management of the school and its activities
and projects (items 66, 67 and 68).
2. Working in co-operation with the other members of the pedagogical
team: collaborating with other members of the pedagogical team for the design
and adaptation of teaching-learning situations and the evaluation of learning
(items 69 and 70).
1.3 Protessionet domain
The debate about the professional, non-professional or semi-professional
nature of school teaching has been going on for decades. This domain refers to
the professional knowledge of teaching and teacher professional developments
in terms of lifelong learning.
1. Acting critically as a professional: Reflecting about practice and acting
upon the results of such reflection (items 72 and 73); Explaining adequately the
degree to which students achieved desired learning targets (item 74); Making
the class a place open to multiple viewpoints and adapted to various cultural
backgrounds (items 75, 76 and 77); Establishing relationships among different
fields of the subject matter knowledge identifying the core issues and axes
(items 71 and 78).
2. Becoming involved in an individual and collective project of professional development: Evaluating one's own competences and adopting the
means to develop them using available resources (item 79 and 81); Exchanging
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ideas with colleagues about the suitability of pedagogical and didactic options
(items 80 and 82).
3. Acting ethically and responsibly in the performance of functions:
Respecting the confidential aspects of the profession and acting ethically and
responsibly in difficult circumstances (items 83, 84, 85, 86 and 91); Encouraging
democratic conduct in class, avoiding all forms of discrimination (items 87, 88,
89,90,92,93,94).
In order to carry out the study and ensure high accuracy of the information
collected, the rating instrument was translated into Bulgarian including a cover
page where the framework and objectives of this study were explained.
The questionnaire was administered in 46 secondary education schools and
26 regional inspectorates across Bulgaria through the established network of
the Paideia Foundation based in Sofia, as well as in the University of Sofia, the
Ministry of Education and Science two NGOs and the Syndicate of Bulgarian
teachers (see section 2).
201 respondents were asked to rate the "direct" or "indirect" degree of importance (scale of 1 = not important; 2= indirectly important; 3 = directly important)
that developing each competency would have for secondary level teaching, and
for organizing teacher education activities accordingly (for the detailed list of
competences and their rating see annex 1).
By "degree of importance", we mean the relevance that each competence
has in the Bulgarian school system and specifically this of secondary schooling, as well as in the broader social and cultural national context. Thus, the
degree of importance is understood by whether each of the listed competences
is indispensable or not for transmitting successfully new content and values to
secondary education students in Bulgaria. Therefore, as "directly important" is
defined a competency absolutely necessary for teachers to perform successfully
their profession. "Indirectly important" is a useful competency but not necessarily
required for secondary education teachers in Bulgaria, while "not important" is
an absolutely irrelevant and unnecessary competence for the teaching force in
the Bulgarian education context.
We considered significant to examine the degree of importance each respondent attributes to each competency, because in a way, this reflects the
actual and ideal image this respondent has on the effective action of teachers
in the classroom and school. It reveals the expectations that he/she has from
schoolteachers in terms of their qualifications and the way he/she perceives the
responsibilities and role of secondary teachers nowadays in Bulgaria.
To be able to interpreter any statistical analysis, obviously, it is required to
be adopted ad hoc a concrete rating scale. Taking into consideration the psychological and socio-cultural factors and variables that interfere in our particular
investigation, the application of a natural statistical distribution (Curve of Gauss:
Gaussian or normal distribution, see http://mathworld.wolfram.com/NormaIDistribution.html) cannot reflect the reality. Therefore, in order to apply processes
that have been proved significant, we have adopted the following rating scale
applied in the case studies conducted by the World Bank in order to examine
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and valorise teacher education and training in different developing countries
(World Bank, 2005):
competences with a mean of 2.75 or higher are considered "directly" important; and
those competences
portant.

with a mean between 2.74 and 1.75 as "indirectly" im-

The responses given to the questionnaires allowed for a quantitative analysis
based on a statistical elaboration carried out with the EXCEL statistical tool.

2. Selection of informants
The rating instrument described above was administered to 201 respondents
across Bulgaria through the network of Paideia foundation. The selection of
informants was based on three main categories:
a) the social category comprising representatives from non-governmental organizations, parents' associations, and students from secondary education
and higher education;
b) the category of educators including teachers in secondary education schools,
professors in higher education (universities) and trainers in in-service training
for teachers; and
c) the category of administrative staff comprising Ministry officials responsible for
educational policy development, secondary school directors, unions' directors
and inspectors from the regional inspectorates.
The aim was to address representative actors involved in the curriculum
reform process covering virtually the whole territory of Bulgaria including both
rural and urban areas, developed and less developed regions, and municipalities
of varied size. Thus, the opinion of these groups of respondents is statistically
significant since the sample of our research is representative in terms of geographical coverage and number and profiles of actors involved in the education
system.
The findings are presented and discussed in the following sections.
3. New competences for secondary education teachers
It is well known that the democratization of the educational system and the
modernizationof the curriculum, demands the development of new competences
and skills for teachers. The new National Education Standards (MES, 1999b)
define the expected competences to be acquired by students at the completion of
each educational level- where emphasis is made on problem-solving, teamwork,
peaceful conflict resolution, dealing with complexity and living with ambiguity,
be lifelong learners, and cope with constant changes. However, particularly in
transitional countries, such as Bulgaria, secondary students can hardly be expected to acquire these 21st century competences, if the teachers in charge of
their education simply are not qualified with them.
The issue of teaching competences beyond and across different knowledge
areas and disciplines becomes critical one in the context of the consensus
around the 21st century competences needed for students, At the macro level,
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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what teachers should know and be able to do, continue to be country specific,
although it appears to be increasingly shaped by world trends. Six national
studies carried out by the World Bank show quite a remarkable convergence in
terms of the stakeholders' views as to the teaching competences that teachers
should acquire and display in classroom (World Bank, 2005).
The present section reviews the evidence gathered in respect of the importance attributed by the different informants to a reach gamma of competences
internationally considered highly related to the teaching profession. The study
examines the perspective of people closely associated with teacher education,
as well as the opinion of secondary school teachers themselves.
In continuation, we present the findings in three different but complementary
ways:
a) by the degree of importance attributed by each group of respondents to the
main categories of competences that constitute each of the three domains:
teaching domain, school domain and professional domain (see section
3.1 );
b) by those competences rated as most and least important by each group of
respondents (see section 3.2);
c) by those competences rated as most and least important across the groups
of respondents (see section 3.3).
Finally, we discuss the opinion of the actors on which of the three domains
-teaching, school and professional- secondary education teachers require further
training in order to deliver successfully the new curriculum (see section 3.4).

3.1 Degree of importance by competence domain and responding
group
The results presented below (see table 1) are organized by domain of competences and group of respondents. Each domain is subdivided between two
and seven main categories of competences.
The teaching domain is represented in seven main categories of competences:
1. Designing teaching-learning situations for the subject-matter to be learned,
and doing so in function of the students and of the development of competences included in the curriculum.
2. Steering teaching-learning situations in order for the content to be learned,
and doing so in function of the students and of the development of the competences included in the curriculum.
3. Evaluating learning progress and the degree of acquisition of students' competences in the subject matter to be learned.
4. Planning, organizing, and supervising the way the group-class works, in order
to help students learning and socialization processes.
5. Adopting teaching to student diversity.
6. Integrating the technologies of information and communication into the
preparation and development of teaching-learning activities, classroom
management, and professional development.
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7. Communicating clearly and correctly, both oral and written, in the different
contexts related with the teaching profession.
The school domain is subdivided in two main categories of competences:
1. Co-operating with the school staff, with parents, and with the various social
agents to achieve the school's educational targets.
2. Working in co-operation with the other members of the teaching staff in tasks
enabling the development and evaluation of the explicit competences of the
training plan, and doing so in function of the students.
The professional domain is divided in three main categories:
1. Acting critically as a professional, interpreting the objects of knowledge or
culture in performing one's functions.
2.

Becoming involved in an individual
development.

and collective

project of professional

3. Acting ethically and responsibly in the performance of functions.
In processing the results, some significant similarities and differences were
found among different types of respondents in terms of the degree of importance
they attribute to each group of competences (see table 1):

3.1.1 Overall conclusions by responding group
1. Only one group of respondents, the teachers' unions, identified as directly
important all set of competences belonging to all the three domains: teaching, school and professional. This is to be expected as teachers' unions
defend the corporate interests of teachers. As many competences require
indispensable for teachers to display, more they value and demonstrate the
importance and complexity of their labour.
2. All group of respondents considered as directly important the set of cornpetences belonging to the teaching domain expecting from teachers to know
the subject matter, teach effectively and communicate properly. This finding
reveals the traditional perspective of the teaching responsibility that prevails
in the Bulgarian community: teachers should know in depth the subject
matter and be able to transmit knowledge efficiently. Other more "modern"
competences that teachers should acquire are not yet consolidated in individuals'mind.
3. Only two out of the seven responding groups, the teachers' unions and members of NGOs, valued competences related to the school domain accordingto
which schools function as social communities where teachers should cooperate with the other members of the teaching staff. It is interesting to find out
that only these responding groups that from their nature constitute a group of
people, a small community, such as teachers' union and Non-Governmental
Organizations value the respective competences on team working, cooperation, collaboration, exchange of ideas, etc. For the remaining responding
groups, the teaching profession is perceived as an individual labour.
4. Ministry officials, students and university professors do not find it necessary
for teachers to display competences linked to the professional domain,
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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Table 1. Degree of competences'

importance

Teaching Domain C;ompetencea

1. Designing teaching-Ieaming situations for the
subject-matter to be learned
2. Steering teaching-learning situations in order
for the content to be learned
3. Evaluating learning progress and the degree of
'~n"i~ai""n
of ..II IriAn":'
4. Planning, organizing, and supervising the way
the oroun-class works
5. Adopting teaching to student diversity
6. Integrating the technologies of information and
communication into teachina-Iearnina activities
7. Communicating clearly and correctly, both oral
and written
School Domain COl'!'!petencea
1. Co-operating with the school staff, with parents,
and with the various social agents
2. Working in co-operationwith the other members
of the teaching staff
prgfesalol'lal Domain Com~tences
1.Acting critically as a professional
2. Becoming involved in an individual and collective project of professional development
3. Acting ethically and responsibly in the performance of functions
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Source: Author
X: directly important: competences with a mean of 2. 75 or higher
0: indirectly important: those with a mean between 2.74 and 1.75
NB. Only one competency from the entire list was rated as "not important" from a group
of respondents and therefore we will not deal with this category (see Annex 1for the
detai/ed statistical analysis of the completed list of competences by domain and group
of respondents).

such as acting critically ethically and responsibly as a professional in the
performance of their duties. This is a weak point for implementing successfully measures targeted to the professional development of teachers mainly
because policy-makers themselves and university professors responsiblefor
teachers' formation do not see the need.
5. It is remarkable to see that from the seven different groups of respondents,
there is absolute convergence only between the opinions of Ministry officials and students. These are the two extreme ends in the social scale of
the teaching activity: those at the top who design the education and those
at the bottom who receive it. These two groups identify as direclly important
for teachers only one group of competences out of the twelve belonging to
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the teaching domain: the ability of teachers to communicate clearly and cor-

rectly both oral and written.
6. It is also interesting to see that the above-mentioned group of competences
referring to the communication skills of teachers is the only one for which
all responding groups agreed that it is directly important for the teaching
profession. This puts in evidence that beyond all competences unanimously
important is the communication between and among teachers and students,
teachers and parents, teachers and the other school staff. The acknowledgement of the need for communication is a strong point for the Bulgarian
pedagogic society in order to secure the democratic principles and spirit at
schools and facilitate the implementation of the curriculum reform.
7. The opinions of teachers and inspectors are aligned from the point of view
that both of them value competences belonging to the teaching domain and
the professional, although they do not value exactly the same competences
within these domains. It is a positive sign to find convergence in the viewpoints
of those who lead the teaching-learning process and those who evaluate this
performance. Although, these groups do not value as absolutely necessary
the need for teachers to act in a school, which functions as a learning community and this contradicts with the current global trends.
3.1.2 Overall conclusions by domain of competences
In concrete, as far as it regards the teaching domain competences:
1. Designing teaching-learning situations for the subject matter to be learned
was identified as directly important only by teachers' union, university professors and inspectors. Far less importance was given to this competency
by secondary education teachers, Ministry officials, members of NGOs and
university students. This set of competences refers mainly to the knowledge
of the subject matter and its effective transmission to students. It is worth
noting that those who value more this competence are university professors
and inspectors who are specialized in a concrete subject. One could expect
to find convergence in the opinion of teachers and teachers' unions but it
seems that the latter see this set of competences more from the perspective of defending one's specialization and the status of each subject in the
school curriculum.
2. Steering teaching-learning situations in order for the content to be learned
considered very important only by the members of the Bulgarian Teachers'
Syndicate in Sofia, secondary education teachers and university professors.
This is to be expected as those groups are the only actors who actually teach
and are expected to display such competences.
3. Evaluating learning progress and the degree of acquisition of students'
competences was rated as directly important only by teachers' unions and
university professors. Secondary education graduate (current university)
students attributed the lowest rate to this category of competences in comparison to the other groups of informants (see annex 1). We should point out
that this survey was conducted at a time when the introduction or not of an
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external national school-leaving exam was a hot topic of an extensive and
often conflictive debate among different actors in the educational system.
University professors and teachers were in favour of an objective external
exam, whether students and parents were opposed to its introduction. This
shows that the groups who were in favour of the national Matura exam were
also attributed greater emphasis in the competences of teachers to evaluate
and assess students.
4. Inspectors, secondary education teachers and teachers' unions considered
directly important the set of competences on Planning, organizing, and su-

5.

6.

7.

1.

pelVising the way the group-class works, in order to help students learning
and socialization processes. One could say that responding groups value
as important those competences that correspond to their main functions in
the educational system.
Only the members of NGOs and teachers' unions considered very important
the set of competences on adopting teaching to student diversity. It is evident
that from their one nature, these two responding groups are sensitive towards
issues of solidarity within the educative activity. The rest of the informants
and especially inspectors (experts) did not perceive this competence as
indispensable for teachers. The lack of understanding on the need to cope
with students with special educational needs as well as students of different
economic and cultural background may debilitate ongoing efforts of the Bulgarian government to mainstream these students in public comprehensive
schools.
Integrating ICT into the preparation and development of teaching-learning
activities was rated as directly important only by university professors and
teachers' unions. Ministry officials and to far less extent teachers, students
and inspectors (experts) did not value competences that enable teachers
to use ICT in the teaching-learning process. The lack of understanding the
benefits computers can bring in the teaching-learning process is one of the
weakest points of the Bulgarian actors involved in the education system. It
becomes evident than only the group of teachers' unions who believe that
computers can support the teaching profession and university professors
who realize the need of ICT in their daily functions (conducting research,
retrieving leT-based information, etc.) value such competences. This makes
obvious that there is a great need for (in)formatting the Bulgarian society on
the utility of ICT as a pedagogical tool.
All respondents with no exception at all attributed high importance to the
competence on communicating clear and correct, both oral and written, in the
different contexts. This is something that we have concluded earlier on (see
section 3.1.1) highlighting its importance for the successful implementation
of the curriculum reform.
As far as it regards the school domain competences:
Co-operating with the school staff, with parents, and with the various social
agents to achieve the school's educational targets is identified as very im-
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portant only by the Teachers' Union in Sofia, while in contrary, inspectors
(experts) think it is the least important (see annex 1). One may deduce that

the former responding group assigns the teaching procedure on the societal
level based on their proper activity, whether the latter, sees the problematic
of the teaching-learning process within the boarders of the classroom.
2. Towork in co-operation with the other members of the teaching staffis valued
as an important competency only by teachers' unions, while ministry officials,
NGO members, teachers, university professors, students and inspectors did
not include this in the list of the necessary competences. It is obvious that all
responding groups, except the members of teachers' union, have rather individual activities to perform. Members of teachers' unions consider education
matters within a broader spectrum of bilateral or multilateral co-operation.
Finally as far as it regards the professional domain competences"
1. Acting critically as a professional was considered indispensable only by the
members of NGOs and teachers' unions. From what we have said up to now,
one could remark that the professional status of teachers is not widely accepted in Bulgaria. This is a challenging issue for more European countries
who strive to increase the attractiveness and status of the teaching profession (OEeD, 2004). It is good enough to find out that merely professional
institutions, such as NGOs and teachers' union, understand more easily
the professional side of teachers' responsibilities. Special attention though
should be given in raising awareness towards the professionalisation of
teachers in Bulgaria.
2. Becoming involved in an individual and collective project of professional development was not among the priorities of any of the group of respondents.
The lack of acknowledging the need for upgrading teachers' competences
to cope with the new emerging needs, mainly in a time when a curriculum
reform and a broader educational change are taken place in Bulgaria, could
be a great obstacle to its success. These findings reveal the need for giving
incentives and motivating Bulgarian teachers to participate in programmes of
professional development and commit themselves to carry out this reform.
3. Acting ethically and responsibly in the performance of functions was not
considered significantly important by ministry officials, university professors
and students. While this can be viewed as a sever deficiency, one could think
that these responding groups may not think that this is a priority, as other
crucial areas mentioned above required immediate attention at the time this
survey was carried out (2004-2005).
3.2 Most important and least important competences by group of
respondents
In continuation we present the set of the first highest rated competences,
as most important and the least important competences for each the seven
responding groups independently of the category they belong.
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3.2.1 Ministry officials
The opinion Ministry officials have is very crucial since they are the ones who
develop policy for reforming the educational system according to their believes
and the perception they have on the strengths and weaknesses of the system.
In the table below (see table 2), we present the competences they consider as
directly important for the teaching profession. All listed competences were rated
with the maximum point 3.
From the table below, it becomes obvious that most of the competences
Ministry officials contacted during this survey (in 2004-2005) valorise as indispensable for secondary education teachers belong to the teaching domain1 and
the remaining to the professional dornairr'. Ministry officials do not recognize as
directly important competences that belong to the school domain. For them the
co-operation between the school staff, the parents and the various social agents
to achieve the school's educational targets is not directly important. In other
words, they consider teachers responsible to teach effectively and professionally
without having a direct role to play in the transformation of the school to a learning community by sharing knowledge and collaborating with their colleagues,
the parents and other agents concerned. This opinion does not comply with the
increasing trend in developed school systems to establish teachers' networks,
to increase collaboration and knowledge sharing among the teaching staff not
only of the same schools but also of other schools (Hargeaves, 2003).
As far as regards the teaching domain competences, Ministry officials put
an emphasis on the knowledge of the subject matter and the way is delivered to
students. They also valorise the ability of teachers to assess students' progress
using formal tests, performance evaluations and informal assessments (see
annex 1, items 35-37).
They recognise the importance of using adequate communication means and
different learning rhythms adapted to the needs of students.Apart from valorising
student-centred learning, they also acknowledge the importance for teachers to
establish links with other subjects and to engage students in dialogue, Le. they
are in favour of interdisciplinary and interactive methods of learning.
Ministry officials see teachers as professionalswho encourage the democratic
conduct in classroom, allowing students to have and express different point of
views. This was made obvious both by the findings of our survey (see table 2,
items 87 and 88) as well as the personal interviews conducted with ministry
officials (Psifidou, 2007).
In continuation, we present the lowest ratedcompetences between 2.10 (item
34) and 2.30 (item 82) considered as least important for the teaching profession.
From the findings, it becomes evident that while Ministry officials give importance to fruitful communication between teachers and students, this is limited
in the context of the subject matter. They do not think it is important to involve
students in the planning of the teaching process. They see teachers more as
mere transmitters of learning, having a rather behaviourism approach towards
their role. This may be a persistent characteristic of the authoritarian orientation
of communism, which opposes to the theories of Freinet" and Montessori2.
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Ministry officials do not attribute learning mainly to factors related to the
teaching-learning process and they do not find important for teachers to conduct
research, which would enable them to develop and acquire further skills. This
opinion is far away from the theory of investigation-action, which is highly valued
and increasingly becomes a consolidated part of teachers' training programmes
in other European systems (Hargeaves, 2003).
Table 2. Most and least Important competences for ministry officials

process
Source: Author
NB* The items numbered from:
01 - 65 belong to teaching domain competences
66 - 70 belong to school domain competences
71 - 94 belong to professional domain competences

3.2.2 Members of Non-Governmental Organizations
The opinion of the members of Non-GovernmentalOrganizationswho work as
experts and researchers in the field of educational policy development is highly
significant because it is not conditioned by their institutional status. The reforms
implemented in the education system do not have a direct impact on them. The
fact that they do not have personal, political or economic interests of the way the
education system is shaped and evolutes, allows them to observe the educational
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system and its function with a critical eye. Most of the time, they keep a neutral
position between practitioners and policy-makers and they feel free to express
their opinion which is based on scientific research and evidence. Often, they are
those who consulUassist policy-makers to conceptualise or implement reforms
and this makes their point of view even more significant for our study. We should
also not forget that their role is increasingly acknowledged at world level, taken
that the United Nations accepts them as official consulting bodies.
Based on the findings of our questionnaire, NGO members addressed in this
survey give special attention to the fruitful communication between teachers and
learners; the democratic conduct in class; and the effective evaluation of students.
They consider indispensable for secondary education teachers to display most
of the competences belonging to the teaching domain and fewer to the school
and professional domains. In the table below (see table 3) they are presented
only those competences rated with the highest point of 3.
As far as regards the teaching domain, they consider as directly important
competences belonging to six out of the seven categories. Namely, they acknowledge the importance of designing and steering teaching-learning adequate
situations for the subject-matter to be easily learned by students; enhancing their
critical thinking; monitoring and evaluating students' progress in terms of content
learning and acquisition of new competences; fostering group-class works in
order to help students'learning and socialization processes; adopting teaching to
student diversity; and communicating clearly and correctly, both oral and written,
in the different contexts related with the teaching profession.
From the school domain, they consider as directly important for teachers to
collaborate with other members of the pedagogical team for achieving consensus
on the design and adaptation of teaching-learning situations and the evaluation
of learning. In general though, they attribute far less importance to competences
belonging to this domain in comparison to the other two: the teaching and professional domains.
From the domain of professionalism, they value as directly important for
teachers to display competences that enable them to act critically as professionals facilitating students' meaningful learning; to be aware of the values at
stake in one's performance; and to encourage democratic conduct in class giving
students due attention and support.
From the competences considered as least important for the teaching profession we present in the table below (see table 3) those rated by NGO members
with the lowest grades: between 2.00 (items 3 and 19) and 2.40 (items 11, 15,
23,43,56,57,67,
79 and 80). These competences are related to knowing the
background of students; conducting research; using leT in teaching processes;
and preventing and intervening in the incorrect behaviour of students.
The lack of valuing the family and cultural background of students shows that
NGO members are not informed on recent research findings, which provide evidence that the achievement of students depends on the socioeconomic profile of
their families. The results of international assessments such as PISA for example,
show that students who come from rich families and have educated parents are
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better achievers than poorer students with uneducated parents (OECD, 2003).
This finding is also controversial to previously valued competences, such as
involving teachers in bearing in mind social differences (sex, ethnic origin, socioeconomic, and cultural), needs and special interests of the students; taking a
critical look at one's own origins and cultural practices, and at one's social role,
and being aware of the values at stake in one's performance, since for teachers
to display such competences, it is required to know about students' family and
cultural background.
NGO members as Ministry officials do not value the research skills for teachers and do not consider important the use of computers for the preparation
and development of teaching-learning activities, classroom management, and
professional development. This is unforeseen as educational experts working
at NGOs usually have a more international perspective of developments in the
educational sector, being well informed on the added value computers bring to
pedagogy.
Finally, contacted NGO members do not valorise the role of teachers as
contributors and controllers of students' correct school and social behaviour.

3.2.3 Members of teachers' unions
The opinion of the members of the Bulgarian syndicate of teachers in Sofia
is significant from the point of view that they are those who together with the
teachers, better understand their needs. They are those who are in a position to
raise their voice to Ministry officials, to fight for the preservation of the rights and
social status of the teachers. They are those who defend the necessities and the
position of teachers within the school and the broader social community.
However, it is to be expected that the members of teachers' unions have a
corporate interest with teachers and often are quite critical to government policies
that do not fully comply with their expectations.They see the educationalproblems
from the point of view of corporative interests and not from the perspective of
the teaching-learning process. Thus, their opinion may be conditioned by their
function in the educational system, which is to defend the working interests of
teachers.
In the first section of the table below (see table 4), we present those competences rated as directly important with the maximum of 3 points. The findings
show that the members of teachers' unions interviewed for the purposes of this
survey, value a rich number of competences belonging to all the three domains:
teaching, school and professional domain. They do though attribute a special
interest to competences related to the teaching domain and especially to the
knowledge of the subject matter.
Furthermore, they consider indispensable for teachers in secondary schools
to adapt their teaching methods to students possibilities and cognitive, affective
and social characteristics. They value the ability of teachers to communicate
clearly and correctly, both oral and written, in the different contexts when addressing students, parents, or colleagues. They regard teachers as responsible
for the continuous monitoring of students' understanding and evaluation of their
progress through different formal and informal assessment tools.
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Table 4. Most and least Important competences for teachers' unions
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Representatives of teachers organized in unions contemplate the importance
of different multimedia tools, such as computers, as means for facilitating the
learning and teaching process. They also ponder the significance of the cooperation with the other school staff on defining targets and putting into practice
projects for the improvement of the educational services.
While overall, it seems that members ofteachers' unions have acknowledged
most of the key competences for the teaching profession within the context of
the knowledge society and more concrete in the case of Bulgaria, this conclusion
becomes controversial when we examine the competences that they consider less
important. The following paragraphs illustrate this controversial point of view.
While we saw that they value the cooperation with the other teaching staff,
they limit this cooperation within concrete areas. For instance, they do not think
it is important to co-operate with colleagues to determine the desirable rhythm
and stages of progress in the training cycle, nor to exchange ideas on the available pedagogical and didactic options.
Furthermore, encouraging colleagues to participate in research aimed at the
acquisition of competences is not a priority for them.
Moreover, they do not think it is necessary to inform students and the public
on the decisions taken for the organization of the teaching procedure. While
they consider it indispensable for teachers in secondary schools to adapt their
teaching methods to students' possibilities and cognitive, affective and social
characteristics, they do not think it is important to take into consideration the social differences, needs and special interests of the students. These controversial
findings do not allow us to draw clear conclusions on whether the members of
teachers' unions are in favour or not of student-centred teaching and learning
methods, in which students have an active role to play both in the planning as
well as the implementing phase.
Finally, while they contemplate the importance of different multimedia tools,
they do not think teachers should display competences in evaluating the pedagogical potential of leT for adopting a critical attitude to its advantages and
limitations as a teaching and learning tool.
We should mention though that the competences rated as least important
by the members of the teachers unions have being given in average 2.6 points
which is quite high in comparison to the lowest rates given by the other group
of respondents. This means that even though they do not consider the abovementioned competences as directly important, they still find them useful for
teachers. This makes them the only group of respondents who valued almost all
the listed competences. One could think that on one hand, being the defenders
of the teaching professioh, members of teachers' unions by valuing a rich gamma
of competences prove the important and complex labour of being a teacher. On
the other hand though, they also acknowledge the multifaceted responsibilities
that teachers should assume at the time of implementing a reform.

3.2.4 Teachers
The opinion of the teachers is undoubtedly the most significant, since they
are the ones who do the actual work knowing at first place the skills and com72

petences they should be equipped with in order to perform successfully their
profession. The opinion teachers have on the degree of importance of each
competence reflects the way they perceive their role and responsibilities within
the school time, and to a certain extend determines their real action. Analysing
the subjective opinion of teachers in this respect is therefore as significant as
analysing objective data (days of sickness leave, unjustified absences, etc.),
which could alert us to potential dissatisfactions and lack of commitment to the
application of this reform.
It is to be expected that if teachers do not perceive the new key competences
required to bring forward the reform, is unlikely that they have understood the
changes and the ultimate goal of the curriculum reform. Thus, the degree of their
understanding towards the needs for specific skills and competences determines
also the degree of their implication in this reform and its potential successful or
not implementation.
The first section of the table below (see table 5) presents the most important
of the listed competences according to the opinion of teachers rated between
2.95 (items 20, 43, 87 and 92) and 2.99 (items 1, 5 and 64).
It is notable from the findings that teachers give a special importance on
competences related to the teaching domain, and especially, on the profound
knowledge of the subject matter and its effective transmission to students.
They are also in favour of an interactive teaching-learning process, stimulating students to be actively involved during classroom time. They valorise the
provision of feedback to students and the regular monitor and assessment of
their understanding (see annex 1, items 35 and 37). They also recognise the
importance of communicating clearly and appropriately with them as well as
with their parents. Finally, they understand the importance of helping students
to work and live together, communicating clearly to them the requirements for
an appropriate school and social behaviour.
Teachers do not regard as directly important competences belonging to the
school domain, while from those belonging to the professional domain; they
valorise only competences related to the democratic conduct in the classroom
avoiding any kind of discrimination.
As far as regards the least important competences for teachers, we list in the
table 5 those rated between 2.07 (item 58) and 2.31 (item 73). It is surprising to
find out that among them there are competences related to the leTs and their
potential use as a pedagogical tool. It becomes obvious that teachers do not know
the utility of computers for investigating, interpreting, and communicating information, and resolving problems. It is also interesting to see that while valuing the
knowledge on the subject matter they do not think it is indispensable for teachers
to be able to establish relationships among different fields of the subject matter
knowledge; and this, in the time when the new curriculum is being applied in
schools, structured in curriculum areas, which establish interdisciplinary links.
Furthermore, teachers do not find important the self-evaluation as a mean to
identify their needs and further develop their competences, which in reality is a
sine qua non requirement for professional development. Finally, they do not see
the need to exchange ideas with colleagues about the suitability of pedagogical
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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and didactic options, neither to encourage them to participate in research aimed
at the acquisition of competences. In general lines, there is a tendency for individualism, as what they valorise most is whatever they can do alone.
Knowing about family and the cultural background of students; seeking
pertinent information regarding students' needs; helping the social integration of
students with learning or behavioural difficulties; and participating in the preparation and implementation of a plan of adapted performance are also among
the lowest rated competences by teachers (see annex 1). It is surprising to find
out that while one of the policy priorities in Bulgaria is the mainstreaming of
children with special education needs, Bulgarian teachers do not think that is
within their responsibilities to know how to help these children to be integrated
in the school.
3.2.5 University professors
Pre-service education for secondary education in Bulgaria teachers takes
place at the universities.Therefore, universityprofessorsare the main responsible
for the initial education of teachers. They are those who should equip teachers
with the adequate knowledge, skills and competences to be able to cope with
the requirements of the teaching profession. Bearing this in mind, the opinion
of this group of respondents is significant since it reveals the expectations that
university professors have for teachers and on which specific competences place
the focus at the time of their training.
In the table below (see table 6) there are listedthose competences considered
by university professors as directly important to the teaching profession and have
been rated with the maximum 3 points.
University professors, as Ministry officials and teachers, valorise more
competences related to the teaching and professional domains rather than
the school domain. They perceive teaching as an interactive activity between
teachers and learners based on pedagogical methods adapted to students'
possibilities and characteristics, different ages and backgrounds. They believe
that teachers should be in charge to develop to their students skills related to
critically thinking, problem solving, decision-making, and making other higherorder applications. This of course implicates that teachers themselves should
display such skills at first place.
They also value the knowledge of the subject matter but also the ability to
establish relationships with the other curriculum subjects, being in this way the
only group of respondents who values interdisciplinarity (see table 6, item 5).
They give a special attention to the adequate communication skills of teachers. They believe that teachers should be able to take a position and discuss
coherently,effectively,constructively and respectfullywhen addressing students,
parents, or colleagues, avoiding all forms of discrimination.
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for university

professors

According to university professors, teachers should regularly evaluate and
monitor students' progress using formal tests and performance evaluations as
well as informal assessment tools. Moreover, teachers should be in a position to
evaluate their own competences and should take care for improving their skills
and competences.
Finally, university professors expect from teachers to know the pedagogical potential of ICT and its limitations and help students use computers in their
learning activities (see annex 1, items 55, 56 and 59).
As far as regards the least valued competences by university professors,
the findings reveal some contradictions. The second section of the table below
presents the lowest rated competences: between 2.31 (items 42, 51 and 90)
and 2.46 (items 54, 58, 68 and 84).
While they value the differentiating teaching according to students' characteristics and backgrounds, they do not think it is necessary to know about the
family and cultural background of their students. This is surprising as the latter
is a precondition for carrying out the former.
University professors, do not think it is absolutely required for teachers
to exchange ideas with colleagues on the appropriateness
of the available
pedagogical and didactic options, neither to participate in the preparation and
implementation of a plan of adapted performance. Finally, they do not see the
benefit of using the ICT effectively to set up networks of exchange related with
the subject taught.
From the findings, it becomes immediately obvious that from the three domains of competences under examination, the one that this group of respondents
values less is the school domain. In other means, university professors do not
think it is directly important nowadays for the Bulgarian context to build up a
knowledge management system in schools, which should function as learning
communities capable of responding to the needs of students as citizens who
have the right to learn.

3.2.6 University students
We have chosen to ask the opinion of university students on the necessary
competences secondary education teachers should have in Bulgaria for two main
reasons: firstly because those university students contacted, have been studying
in secondary schools at the time the reform was taken place and the new curriculum for secondary education was being applied at schools. Therefore, they
were the firsts to witness the change and identify the strengths and weaknesses
of their teachers' competences to deliver the new curriculum. Secondly, some of
them are thinking to become teachers and therefore have a special interest in
the topic. These two points make the opinion of university students towards the
role and competences of teachers significant for the present study.
In table 7, the highest rated competences based on the university students
are presented: between 2.83 (items 21, 48, 52, 85 and 92) and 2.96 (item 71).
University students attribute a balanced value to competences belonging
to all the three domains: teaching, school and professional. They realise that
teachers should not only know the content of the subject matter but also to use
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Table 7. Most and least Important competences for university students

Source: Author
NS' The items numbered from:
01 - 65 belong to teaching domain competences
66 - 70 belong to school domain competences
71 - 94 belong to professional domain competences

the adequate pedagogical methods while teaching, to contribute to establishing a school learning community collaborating with their colleagues and to be
professionals when they perform their duties.
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Students expect from teachers to have a good knowledge of the subject they
teach and to be able to establish links within the different fields of the subject
matter knowledge. They are in favour of an interactive teaching-learning process
during which a teacher always monitors the degree of students' understanding.
They give focus on the communication skills of their teachers while interacting
with them, their parents, or with their colleagues.
Students are the only group of respondents being particularly sensitive with
the issue of the social integration of students with learning or behavioural difficulties. They understand the need for teachers to be able to cope with diversified
classrooms, avoiding all forms of discrimination and converting the classroom
in an appropriate and beneficial learning environment for everybody.
While they do not give the highest rates to competences belonging to the
school domain, still students consider them directly important for the teaching
profession and especially those referring to the cooperation with the other members of the school staff in defining targets, and in the preparation and putting into
effect of projects on educational service. They also expect from their teachers
to encourage students' participation in the management of the school and its
activities and projects (see annex 1, item 68).
From the competences perceived by students as indirectly important for
teachers, we selected to present on the table below those rated with the lowest
grades between 2.00 (item 34) and 2.30 (item 54).
Students while valuing the capacity of teachers to help for the social integration of students with different abilities and backgrounds, they do not think it is
necessary for teachers to know the family and cultural background of them and
their social differences, or to seek pertinent information regarding students' special
interests and needs. This is contradictory as one is a precondition of the other.
Students see the benefit for teachers to collaborate among them but within
certain limits. For instance, they do not think this is absolutely necessary for
performing tasks such as determining the rhythm and stages of progress, or
exchanging ideas regarding the appropriateness of the available pedagogical
and didactic options.
It is interesting to find out that also for students as for other groups, competences related to the integration of leT into the preparation and development of
teaching-learning activities, classroom management and professional development are not directly important.
Finally, students do not see why teachers should need to know how to make
judicious use of the legal and authorized framework governing the profession,
or to be informed about national educational policies related to the curriculum,
their contractual obligations and quality management.

3.2.7 Inspectors
Inspectors in Bulgaria are subject experts who among other tasks, they are
called to evaluate the work of teachers. They are those who should identify good
and bad practices, recommend which teachers need additional training, reward
those who are doing a good job and guide those who need assistance. Thus,
the opinion of the inspectors on the required competences for teachers is very
Revisla de pedagogie, nr. 7-12/2008
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important, since based on this opinion, they assess and evaluate the work of
the teaching force.
In the table below (see table 8), the highest rated competences between:
2.97 (such as items 5,8 and 17) and 3.00 (such as items 20, 33 and 83) and
the lowest competences rated between 0.28 (item 82) and 2.03 (items 57, 75,
78 and 80) are presented.
The findings do not allow us to get a clear idea of how inspectors perceive
an ideal teacher, neither an appropriate teaching-learning situation. What we
can say for sure is that based on the findings, inspectors expect from teachers
to have a plethora of competences concerning the teaching domain, while to
school domain competences and those competences that define the degree of
professionalism of teachers, they attribute much less weight. One could assume
that inspectors are still focusing on the more traditional competences which
require a teacher to know well the subject to be taught.
Examining those competences considered directly important for inspectors,
one would say that they value the knowledge of teachers on the individual as
well as the interdisciplinary dimension of the subjects they teach, based on
interactive and student-centred teaching methods. Explicitly, inspectors believe
that the most important competences for Bulgarian teachers today are to know
the contents of the subject matter and its relation to other subjects; to create the
conditions for students to become involved in situations, bearing in mind their
cognitive, affective, and social characteristics; and to invite student to think and
act autonomously.
However, the degree to which inspectors endorse the teaching-learning
procedure with interactive and democratic principles that respond to the special
needs of students is being questioned as they rate very low competences involving students in the teaching-learning process, such as allowing to practice and
apply what they are learning and to receive improvement-oriented
feedback; to
establish relationships among different fields of the subject matter knowledge,
aligning the cultural background embedded in the prescribed curriculum and that
of the students; and to make the class a place open to multiple viewpoints.
Within the teaching domain competences, inspectors, together with ministry
officials, members of NGOs and teachers' unions who have been contacted, as
well as university professors give special attention to the evaluation and assessment procedures used by teachers. This is understandable due to the role they
have in the education system and also because the assessment results can be
a useful basis for them to be able to assess further students and teachers. We
should not forget however that the function of inspectors is ambiguous: on one
hand they contribute to the further development of teachers' competences and on
the other, they have the power to attribute punishments to the low performers.
Finally, while inspectors value the communicative abilities of the teachers
entrusted in an appropriate oral language when addressing students, parents, or
colleagues (see table 8, item 60), they do not see as necessary the co-operation
between the school staff, parents and various social agents for achieving the
school's educational targets (see annex 1, items 66-70).
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Table 8. Most and least Important competences
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Source: Author
NB* The items numbered from:
01 - 65 belong to teaching domain competences

66 - 70 belong to school domain competences
71 - 94 belong to professional domain competences

Inspectors, as Ministry officials, NGO members, students and teachers, do
not think is directly important for teachers to know how to apply information and
communication technologies in pedagogy. In consequence, competences that
enable teachers to integrate leT into the preparation and development of teaching-learning activities, classroom management and professional development
are not viewed as necessary.
Inspectors expect from teachers to act ethically and responsibly in the performance of their functions displaying certain competences belonging to the
professional domain, such as, avoiding all forms of discrimination by students,
parents, and colleagues; makingjudicious use of the legal and authorised framework governing the profession; and dealing pedagogically with student negative comments. They don't see though the urgent need for teachers to become
involved in an individual and collective project of professional development,
neither to be able to evaluate one's own competences and adopt the means to
develop them using available resources. This is quite surprising as inspectors
should normally motivate teachers to develop further their skills and care for
their professional development.
Moreover, exchanging ideas with colleagues about the suitability of pedagogical and didactic options; and encouraging colleagues to participate in research aimed at the acquisition of competences set out in the training plan and
educational targets of the school are not absolutely necessary competences for
teachers based on the opinion of those inspectors contacted for this study (see
annex 1, items 80 and 82).
3.3 Most and least important competences across responding groups
We present in continuation (see table 9) the most and least important competences considered across the different groups of respondents.
The most important competences were rated between 2.90 (items 8, 61,62
and 87) and 2.96 (item 29) and belong to the domain of teaching and professional competences. It is clear that overall special attention is given to the subject
matter knowledge but also to its relation to the other subjects of the school curriculum. This is a new requirement for teachers since for the first time in 1999,
the Bulgarian school curriculum was presented as a consortium of curriculum
areas rather that a list of individual subjects, and thus, teachers are called to be
able to establish links within and among different curriculum areas.
All informants (Ministry officials, inspectors, teachers, university professors,
students, members of teachers' unions and NGOs) independently of the group
they belong to, their profession and function within the school system recognise
those general competences that nobody can question nowadays their utility.
These competences refer to the need for interactive teaching where students
have an active role to play; the ability of teachers to establish a learning envi-
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ronment that invites students to think and act autonomously, engaging them in
sustained discourse structured around powerful ideas.
All respondents see the necessity for adequate monitoring of students'
progress using formal tests and performance evaluations, as well as informal
assessments of students' contributions to lessons and work on assignments.
Realising the need for the effective assessment of students is very positive
especially at a time when the Bulgarian government is designing and piloting
national tests based on external evaluations for increasing their objectivity.
Finally, all informants value the set of competences referring to the adequate
communication between teachers, parents and students. They expect from
teachers to be able to communicate clearly and correctly, both oral and written,
in the different contexts, encouraging a democratic conduct in class, and avoiding
Table 9. Most and least Important competences for all groups

Source: Author
NS* The items numbered from:
01 - 65 belong to teaching domain competences
66 - 70 belong to school domain competences
71 - 94 belong to professional domain competences
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all forms of discrimination. The fact that 201 respondents coming from different
professions and geographical zones in Bulgaria recognized the need for effective
communication within the pedagogical process is very positive since this constitutes a solid basis for enhancing dialogue and resolving potential problems.
On the other extreme, those competences considered by all group of
respondents as the least important for the teaching profession belong to all
three domains: the teaching, the school and the professional domains. It is
characteristic that none of the school domain competences was considered as
directly important. In the table below, we selected to present the lowest rated
competences between 2.26 (item 19) and 2.45 (items 40 and 56). Apart from
the competences presented in table 9, other competences valued as indirectly
important to the teaching profession can be found in annex 1.
Based on the findings, all groups agreed that knowing about students' family
and cultural background is not a prerequisite for secondary education teachers.
This is quite surprising, as there is evidence at international level about the benefit
of knowing the background of students, considering this highly interconnected
with their behaviour and performance at school (European Commission, 2007).
Research suggests that there is a rather strong relationship between a pupil's
socio-economic background and his or her achievements in reading and writing
skills: pupils with higher socio-economic status achieve better results. Furthermore, a direct relation between the mother's education and the pupil's results and
achievements is established: the higher the mother's education, the higher the
pupil's chances of achieving better results (Jariene and Razmantiene, 2006).
Another very important issue not considered as prerequisite for being a good
secondary education teacher is helping the social integration of students with
learning or behavioural difficulties and organizing heterogeneous groups for
students to work together. The lack of realising the necessity of this may causes
difficulties in the implementation of measures already adopted in Bulgaria for
mainstreaming students with special educational needs to general comprehensive schools.
According to all informants, competences also involving cooperation with the
teaching staff for either determining the desirable rhythm and stages of progress
in the training cycle or exchanging ideas about the suitability of pedagogical and
didactic options are not significantly important in the Bulgarian context. Furthermore, communicating information relevant to teaching and learning process to
students and parents, as well as co-operating with the school staff, with parents,
and with the various social agents to achieve the school's educational targets
are not determinant for being a good teacher in Bulgaria.
It is worth mentioning that overall the pedagogical dimension of the information
and communication technologies was not valued across the groups of respondents. Teachers at secondary schools are not expected to know how to evaluate
the pedagogical potential of ICT in order to use it effectively into the preparation
and development of teaching-learning activities, classroom management, and
professional development. It is obvious that not having basic knowledge and
sensibility towards the benefits arising from computers may result problematic
for the success of the curriculum reform.
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It is remarkable that none of the groups expects teachers to evaluate its
own competences and participate in research aimed at the acquisition of further
competences by using available resources. In general, neither administrators,
nor educators or the social group realizes the need for the continuous development of teachers' competences and skills by participating in an individual and
collective project of professional development.
Finally, it is noteworthy that unanimously all respondents did not consider
significant for teachers to know about the national educational policies related to
the curriculum, their contractual obligations and the quality management of the
teaching-learning process. This is quite interesting given that the same groups of
respondents often complain about not being informed well in advanced about the
curriculum reform and the new measures adopted, something that has impeded
their commitment with this reform (Psifidou, 2007).

3.4 Teachers' qualifications and training needs: responding groups
opinions
To increase the significance and utility of our findings and to enable us to
identify those areas that require immediate intervention if curriculum reform is
to be successful, we have asked the different informants to specify in which
domain(s) of competences (teaching, school and/or professional domains) they
Figure 2. Teachers' training needs by domain of competences
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think teachers require further training. We gave the possibility to respondents to
choose more than one of the three domain competences.
We received 201 answers based on which, the 62.7% of the respondents
believe that Bulgarian teachers are lacking training on professional domain
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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competences at first place and at second and third places on school domain and
teaching domain competences (51.2% and 32.3 respectively, see figure 2).
The ministry officials (90%), members of NGOs (100%) and the inspectors
(experts 71.9% believe that the main weaknesses of teachers are related to
competences belonging to the school domain. From all informants, only the
majority of the university professors (53.8%) and students (45.8%) think that
secondary education teachers are lacking training mainly on teaching domain
competences. Teachers unions identify equally most of the knowledge and skill
gaps for teachers in school and professional domains competences (80%).
If we compare these results with the importance the informants attributed to
the listed competences, we would find a divergence in their opinion. While we
have seen that almost all responding groups gave great importance on competences related to the knowledge of teachers to the subject matter and their
ability to transmit such knowledge effectively, the majority of them moreover
suggested that teachers should acquire further competences in school and
professional domains. This shows that the role of Bulgarian teachers is still in
transition between the traditional function of teachers who are mere transmitters
of knowledge related to their specialization, and their new role arisen from the
modernization of the society and its education system, demanding a multidisciplinary and multifaceted role of teachers acting professionally in a dynamic
learning environment.
These findings are to be expected in a transitional society such as Bulgaria,
which within a short time of period witnessed radical changes in its political and
economic aspects. From a communist to a democratic society and from a developing country to new member country of the European Union, the Bulgarian
society needs time to assume the changes occurred in all aspects of life. It is
very positive though to find out from our survey that the civil society perceives
and realises these changes and the resulted requirements at teacher and student
qualifications to bring forward such progressive changes.

Conclusions
The findings of the present study alerts for certain problematic areas that may
impede the successful delivery of the new curriculum in classroom.
Analysing the responsesof different informants,we have seen that there is no
convergence in the different actors' opinions on basic issues, such as the roles
and responsibilities of secondary education teachers. Each group of respondents perceives the responsibilities and functions of teachers in a different way
based on their own interests and needs. This could result in difficulties in terms
of building consensus on key areas when it comes to both decision - making
and implementation. Different stakeholders attribute more or less importance
to different competences and stress very different areas for teacher training
and professional development needs. These different points of view and lack
of consensus alert for potential problems in the conception and introduction of
new approaches to teacher training.
The motivation to use new technologies in the teaching-learning processwas
very low in Bulgaria according to our data. Ministry officials, teachers, inspec-
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tors, members of NGOs and students interviewed do not believe that it is overly
important for teachers to display competences related to the introduction of new
technologies (ICTs) into the preparation and development of teaching-learning
activities. Only university professors and teachers' unions showed certain sensibility towards ICTs but none of them recognized the need for teachers to know
the pedagogic potential of ICTs.
This lack of knowledge and motivation both from the part of those who make
decisions, as well as from those who teach and of those who learn may impede
the implementation of measures oriented towards the use of new technologies in
schools and the modernization of the education system. Thus, the urgent need
to inform and educate the Bulgarian society on the use of new technologies as a
promising didactic instrument becomes obvious from the findings of our study.
This need has been recognised by the Bulgarian government who made a
considerable effort since 2005, through the National Strategy for the Introduction
of Information Technologies in Bulgarian Schools (2005-2007), to equip teachers
with basic skills on the use of ICT and the introduction of computers in the teaching
process (World Bank, 2007). In May 2007, the Council of Ministries adopted an
updated plan of action for the implementation of this strategy, and in 2007, the
MES prepared a second strategy for Education and ICT (2008-2013).
None of the informants considered indispensable the action-research approach in the teaching profession as a means for the development of teachers'
knowledge, skills and competences. This lack of awareness may also result in
a bottleneck for the modernization of the Bulgarian education system and its
alignment with European standards. The European Commission in its Communication for Improving the Quality of Teacher Education, based on the Common
European Principles for Teacher Competences and Qualifications (European
Commission, 2007), highlights that teachers should be encouraged to review
evidence of effective practice and engage with current innovation and research
to keep pace with the evolving knowledge society. In a context of autonomous
lifelong learning, their professional development implies that teachers undertake
classroom-based
research and incorporate into their teaching the results of
classroom and academic research.
Five out of the seven groups of informants (ministry officials, teachers, university professors, inspectors and students) do not consider overly important for
teachers to acquire competences related to the adaptation of teaching practice
student diversity. These findings suggest that the majority of our informants are
not sufficiently sensitive about the principles of personalization and solidarity in
teaching and learning. Teachers should be able to work with students with special
education needs and students of different economic and social backgrounds
and nationalities for the integration and mainstreaming of such students in
public comprehensive schools. Taken into consideration the significant number
of minorities, as the Roma, and other disadvantaged groups who live today in
Bulgaria, it becomes vital to educate citizens on the importance of helping and
living together.
The evidence gathered in this study suggests that, as in other European
countries, the professional status of teachers is not broadly acknowledged in
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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Bulgaria as this entire domain of competences has not been particularly valued by
the different actors. It is subject matter knowledge which still retains a privileged
consideration in the frame of mind of all actors in the education community, as the
type of knowledge teachers should master and be qualified in. Special emphasis should be given to increase the awareness towards the professionalisation
of Bulgarian teachers and the need to perform their role in a professional and
ethical way. Moreover, there is a clear need to motivate teachers to participate
in projects of professional and personal development through continuous training. The answers received from 201 informants reveal that our informants do
not acknowledge as a priority the professional development of teachers, given
that none of the responding groups deemed as necessary the participation of
teachers in professional development activities. This is particularly worrying at
a time when a curriculum reform was being implemented.
Finally, the role of teachers as evaluators and the competences that they
should display in terms of objectively assessing students' learning progress are
well accepted by all groups of informants except for students. It is not surprising
that secondary school students manifest their rejection to this teachers' role, also
manifested with their strong resistance against the establishment of an objective
external school-leaving exam.
For the secondary education reform to be effective, i.e. for it to impact positively on building the personal competences of future citizens and their smooth
transition from school to work and labour market insertion, the involvement and
synergy of all actors concerned is required. Moreover, it is necessary to increase
the awareness of the Bulgarian society towards those areas that have been
identified as problematic in this study.
Teachers should understand school as a representation of the society where
they should act ethically and responsibly sharing knowledge and contributing to
its best function. Special attention should be given in the development of competences, both to teachers as to students, on one hand on team-working and on the
other, on the understanding and incorporation of values of tolerance, democracy,
collaboration and solidarity. Adapting teaching to students' diversity and helping
the social integration of students with learning or behavioural difficulties should
become an integral element of teacher education programmes.
The findings of this survey facilitate a comprehensive understanding of the
competences and skills considered important for secondary education teachers by different stakeholders and the Bulgarian civic society. The divergence
between the opinion of policy-makers and this of the actual practitioners on
teacher training needs and teaching skills alert on potential difficulties for the
successful implementation of the curriculum reform.
As Bulgaria did not have the capacity to supervise and monitor education
quality systematically and an impact study on the curriculum reform has not
been conducted yet (World Bank, 2007), the present study gave the opportunity
to different stakeholders and the civil society to raise their voices and valorise
the reform.
The collected data in the current investigation and the conclusions drawn
could contribute to fundament the guidelines for the national policy on teacher
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training and professional development, thus allowing for different actors involved
to have a clear and precise idea on the expected competences for secondary
education teachers.
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Notes:
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of European reference levels described in terms of learning outcomes, and mechanisms
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EQF as a reference tool to compare qualification levels used in different qualifications
systems, relate their qualifications systems to the EQF by linking qualification levels to
the corresponding EQF levels and, where appropriate, develop a national qualifications
framework. This recommendation
was adopted by the Commission and the European
Parliament in April 2008.
3 'Skills' means the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and

solve problems. In the European Qualifications Framework,skills are described as cognitive
(use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) and practical (involving manual dexterity and
the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments) (European Commission, 2008.
4 'Knowledge' means the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning.
Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practises that is related to a field
of study or work. In the European Qualifications Framework, knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or factual (European Commission, 2008).
5 Competences which allude to the capacity of teachers to mobilize a variety of cognitive
resources to face and deal with a specific type of teaching situation.
6 Competences referring to the professional knowledge of teaching and teacher professional developments in terms of lifelong learning.
7 The most important concepts of Celestin Freinet pedagogy are the following:
- Pedagogy of Work ("Pedagogie du travaif') - meaning that pupils learned by making
useful products or providing useful services.
- Co-operative Learning ("Travail cooperatif') - based on co-operation in the productive
process.
- Enquiry-based Learning (·Tatonnement experimentar) - trial and error method involving
group work.
- The Natural Method ("Methode naturelle") - based on an inductive, global approach.
- Centers of Interest ("Complexe d'interef') - based on children's learning interests and
curiosity (source: http://freinet.org/icem/history.htm).
8 The Montessori Method is a teaching methodology developed in Italy by Dr. Maria Montessori. The method is characterized by an emphasis on self-directed activity on the part
of the child and clinical observation on the part of the teacher (often called a "director",
"directress", or "guide"). It stresses the importance of adapting the child's learning environment to his developmental level, and of the role of physical activity in absorbing academic
concepts and practical skills (source: hUp:llwww.montessorLorg/).
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Annex1.1
Detailed statistical analysis of competences
by group
201 respondentswere asked to rate the "direct"or "indirect"degree of importance(scale
of 1 = no importance; 2= indirectly importance; 3 = directly importance) that developing
each competency would have for secondary level teaching, and for organizing teacher
education activities accordingly.
Competences with a mean of 2.75 or higher are considered "directly" important and
those with a mean between 2.74 and 1.75 as "indirectly" important.
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2.67

3.00

2.94

2.78

3.00

3.00

2.91

3.00

2.46

2.91

2.86

2.50

2.00

2.80

2.63

2.69

2.42

2.78

2.55

2.80

2.50

3.00

2.94

2.92

2.54

3.00

2.81

3.00

2.80

3.00

2.99

3.00

2.58

2.97

2.91

2.80

2.80

3.00

2.97

2.92

2.50

2.94

2.85

2.70

2.60

2.80

2.61

2.77

2.33

2.78

2.66

2.90

2.80

3.00

2.96

2,92

2.75

2.97

2.90
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T~ohlng
Domain
€ompetenGes

>r

'10

-n

12

U

14

15

10

tleanng In rmnc representations. social differences
(sex. ethnic origin. socioeconomic. and cultural).
needs and special inter""I" nf Ih.. "II orhml"
Choosing varied and
appropriate didactic approaches when developing the competencies included in the curriculum
Explaining why certain
teaching approaches
were selected and is able
to describe them
Foreseeing situations of
learning that enable integration of competencies
in varied contexts.
Recognizing the importance for learning of student prior knowledge. interests and experiences
Knowing about family
and cultural background
of students
Being able to describe the
different ways of learning
of their students
Uses strategies to put
into action student prior
knowledge

,

I:III~

I

a
(!)

~

~

.2
c:

::> ~

f!

i
~

~

~

·m
-a

~

!

i I~~

F

2.70

2.80

2.60

2.53

2.62

2.25

2.72

2.60

2.90

2.75

3.00

2.68

2.77

2.38

2.68

2.74

2.50

2.40

3.00

2.90

2.77

2.58

2.94

2.73

2.67

2.60

3.00

2.43

2.69

2.75

2.66

2.69

2.56

3.00

2.80

2.47

2.85

2.33

2.61

2.66

2.40

2.20

2.80

2.32

2.38

2.08

2.56

2.39

2.11

2.40

2.80

2.71

2.46

2.08

2.84

2.49

2.90

3.00

3.00

2.82

2.77

2.78

2.94

2.89

2. Steeril1jl }eaohing-learning situa¥?n!l in ofger for the t!,9ntentto be learned, and doing
so In function o[ lIle stud!'lnts and of th~ develppmenrof the comf)9tences included in '!t1e

fil

curriculum
17

18

'11r

92

Creating the conditions
for students to becornelnvolved in situations-problems and in significant
topics or projects, bearing
in mind their cognitive.
affective. and social characteristics
Establishing a learning
orientation by starting
lessons and activities
with advance organizers
or oreviews
Presenting the subject
mailer in networks of
knowledge structured
around oowerful ideas

~

2.80

2.80

3.00

2.95

2.92

2.63

2.97

2.87

2.90

2.60

3.00

2.88

2.62

2.75

2.94

2.81

2.56

2.00

3.00

2.60

2.85

2.54

0.28

2.26

,

Teaching

Iilomain
Gonijlelelicas
lU

7f

II

-n
-z.f

25

-zo
L7

28

29

-30

31

li

Making it obvious that
leaming of subject matter is essential
Establishing a learning
environment that invites
students to thinks and
act aulonomously, even
allhe risk of error
Using teaching
approaches thai allow for
more Ihan one response
or thai invile thinking
aboul different possibilities
Making available to
students the resources
necessary in the leaming
siluations proposed
Giving sludents opportunity to learn, dedicaling
most of the available
lime 10 curriculum aclivities
Questioning 10 engage
sludenls in sustained
discourse structured
around powerful ideas
Guiding students in selecting, interpreting, and
understanding the informalion available
Shaping students'learning by means of frequent
and pertinent strategies,
steps, questions, and
feedback, so as to help
the integrationand transfer of learning
Providing correct, substantive and timely feedback to students
Adequate monitoring of
student understanding
Giving the students sufficient opportunities to
practice and apply what
they are learning and to
receive improvementoriented feedback
Providing all students
with opportunities
to
leam

sz

(II

j
;D

i
&

...

t

{!

...,
II)

.i3

1:1)

J

1
~

",.

2.40

2.80

2.80

2.95

2.85

2.88

2.97

2.81

2.80

3.00

3.00

2.97

2.92

2.83

2.97

2.93

2.70

3.00

3.00

2.70

3.00

2.75

2.81

2.85

2.40

2.40

2.60

2.30

2.83

2.58

2.53

2.52

2.70

2.60

3.00

2.80

2.46

2.58

2.94

2.73

3.00

2.80

3.00

2.96

3.00

2.79

2.97

2.93

2.90

2.60

3.00

2.63

2.77

2.75

2.75

2.77

2.70

2.67

2.80

2.88

2.77

2.67

2.16

2.66

2.67

3.00

3.00

2.96

2.85

2.67

2.94

2.87

2.90

3.00

3.00

2.99

2.92

2.88

3.00

2.96

2.89

3.00

3.00

2.84

2.85

2.79

2.00

2.77

2.70

2.80

3.00

2.92

2.92

2.67

2.94

2.85
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32
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34.

35

36
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39
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TeacHing
Domain
.comptt~n~8

t

:E

0

e
Z ~

en
c
.2

C

~

i'!

1 l
.,~

J!l

s

~

-Ii!

!

'l§
{l.

3. Ellalullting leaming pr~ress ana rille degree of acquisition of 81lJdenlsiCQiilpetencesin
!~e subject malter to be leamed1
.
In a learning situation,
managing information
in order to overcome
student's
probtems
2.70 2.50 2.80 2.84 2.85
2.58
2.91
2.74
and difficulties, and to
modify and adapt teaching to sustain students'
oroaress
Flexibly altering learning activities according
2.80 2.60 3.00 2.90 3.00
2.71
3.00
2.86
to feedback received
Explaining how teaching will be changed
2.10 2.60 3.00 2.77 2.69
2.00
2.94
2.59
according to feedback
received
Monitoring students'
progress using both
formal tests and performance evaluations
2.80 3.00 3.00 2.92 2.92
2.58
3.00
2.89
and informal assessments of students' contributions to lessons and
work on Bssionments
Constructing or employing instruments to
enable evaluation of
2.90 3.00 3.00 2.46 3.00
2.33
2.74
2.48
progress and acquisition of competences
and skills
Planning learning sequences and assessment procedures taking
2.70 2.80 2.80 2.83 2.92
2.63
2.97
2.81
into account both subject matter and learning
processes
Communicating
to
students and parents,
clearly and explicitly,the
results achievedand the
2.70 2.60 3.00 2.79 2.77
2.54
2.69
2.73
feedback concerning
progress in learning
and acquisition of competence
Co-operating with the
teaching staff to determine the desirable
2.50 2.50 2.60 2.32 2.54
2.17
2.28
2.42
rhythm and stages of
progress in the training
cycle

,

I

40

I~
41

4Z

-'13

44

'JO

46

47

48

'teaohing
Domiln
Eompt!lences

:.ii

~

..
sz t
:l

fl

:fl

,~

r

I

t
<II

I

]

(/J

Exchanging ideas with
colleagues regarding the
appropriateness or the
2.50 2.60 2.60 2.38 2.46 2.25
available pedagogical
and didactic options
4. Plalinlng. O~3,nlZing. and suPervising the way the grolJp-cla!l$ works, In
, sllidents leamln and S~l!I~tic:mlprocess.es:
Defining and applying an
effective working system
2.60 2.75 3.00 2.87 2.62 2.67
for normal class activities
Providing students with
explicit lnformatlon on
2.20 2.50 2.60 2.78 2.31 2.67
how lesson time will be
distributed
Communicating clearly
to students the requirements or correct school
2.60 2.40 2.60 2.95 2.62 2.67
and social behaviour ensuring that they adopt
them
Fostering students' participation - as a group
and as individuals - in I
I 2.89
3.00 3.00 2.95 2.85 2.58
establishing the norms to
work and live together in
the classroom
Fostering student participation by having everyone participate in the
2.70 3.00 3.00 2.89 2.77 2.58
generation or behavioural
norms,or at least insuring
they are known by all
Adopting strategies to
prevent incorrect behaviour cropping up, and
2.60 2.20 2.80 2.91 2.77 2.71
intervening errectively
when it does
. 5. A1i6iilbla leaooiniftto sll1den! diyersltY'
Designing leaming tasks
adapted to students' pos2.90 2.80 3.00 2.89 3.00 2.73
sibilities and characteristics
Foreseeing learning situations that allow Ior an in2.80 2.75 3.00 2.51 2.92 2.83
tegration or competences
in different contexts
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I,
2.38

I,' :lit
{?

2.45

order 10'help

2.97

2.78

2.91

2.57

2.90

2.68

2.94

2.89

2.97

2.84

2.88

2.69

2.72 . 2.86

2.53

2.76

95

1T~iI9llfiQl
Domain
~mpetefKlG!I

4!T

O{f

01
52

53
M

05"

56
--s7

58

96

s

sz

.,
~ .~
:::l)

,
I!!

~
~

i1
~

GI

]

II)

~

!

19
(2

Organizing
different learning rhythms
adapted to students'
3.00 3.00 3.00 2.88 2.92
2.71
2.61
2.87
possibilities and characteristics
Setting learning objectives that allow for a
2.70 2.80 3.00 2.88 2.69
2.50
2.69
2.75
wide spectrum of cognitive orocesses
Organizing heterogeneous groups for students
2.70 2.80 3.00 2.28 2.31
2.71
2.19
2.57
to work tooether
Helping the social integration of students with
2.70 2.60 2.80 2.32 2.54
2.83
2.34
2.59
learning or behavioural
difficulties
Seeking pertinent information regarding
2.30 2.60 3.00 2.32 2.62
2.17
2.29
2.47
students' needs
Participating
in the
preparation and imple2.60 3.00 3.00 2.32 2.46
2.30
2.34
2.58
mentation of a plan of
adaptedpertormance
6. lln!&(Jr¥l111lg
Inlil~~no qgleB ~'lmO~~t:_IDIl anc CXlmmuilf®jlbn'lhlo-'t/fe pl"flpa~on allP'
development of teac~ingrteam,"g activities, classroom managemal}t, and profession!!'
Adopting a critical and
well-founded attitude
to the advantages and
limitation of leT as medium for teaching and
leamino for society
Evaluating the pedagogical potential of leT
Using a variety of
multimedia tools for
communication, using
the leT effectively to
investigate, interpret,
and communicate information, and to resolve
problems
Using the leT effectively to set up networks
of exchange related
with the subject taught
and its pedagogical
practice

2.70

2.60

2.60

2.29

2.92

2.25

2.06

2.49

2.60

2.40

2.60

2.26

2.92

2.29

2.06

2.45

2.70

2.40

3.00

2.32

2.69

2.25

2.03

2.49

2.60

2.60

3.00

2.07

2.46

2.04

2.25

2.43

,

,
[,
-5!f

-w

t51

62

63

64

os-

lTeaol'irl'lg
Jilomaln
Q.mpElten~s

I

I :i
I

,8:z

~

2.70

4~

I:

!

Helping students use the
ICT in their learning activities, to evaluate such
use, and to analyze critically the data gathered by
these networks

I

II -6

2.20

:J

~

3.00

2.35

& s~
rtJ

2.85

:s
, ~

2.25

2.38

IS!

2.53

7,~Communlcatfng <llearlyand eorrecMy,both oral andmriften. in the ClifferentcOrilexts-~lilted
w.iththe ,!eaBilng professIOn:
Using the appropriateoral
language when addressing students, parents, or
colleagues
Presenting clearly the
purposes of each lesson
Respecting the rules of
written language in documents aimed at students,
oarents and colleaoues
Knowing how to take a
position, and maintain
one's ideas and discuss
coherenlly, effectively,
constructively and respectfully.
Using questions to stimulate students to process
and reflect on content,
recognize relationships
among and implications
of its key ideas, think critically about it, and use it in
problem solving, decision
making, and other higherorder applications
Communicating
ideas
rigorously, using precise
vocabulary and correct
syntax; correcting errors
made by students in their
oral and written work;
constantly, seeking to
improve oral and written
experience

2.89

3.00

3.00

2.98

2.92

2.92

2.97

2.95

2.90

3,00

3.00

2.96

2.77

2.67

3.00

2.90

2.90

3.00

3.00

2.94

2.85

2.71

2.94

2.90

2.90

3.00

3.00

2.94

3.00

2.87

2.94

2.95

2.90

3.00

3.00

2.99

3.00

2.79

2.97

2.95

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.96

2.92

2,75

2.94

2.94

I
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School

I!lornah,,!
Compelances

66

67
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bit

(U
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s
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en
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c:
:l

ii
~

e
.2

CD

e
0..

J!l
c:

~

.3

~

III
-0

en

8.

~

1. Co-operating with the school stair, wltl) parents, and with the various social agal11Sto
achieve the school's educationel targ!!ls;
Co-oparatingwith the other members of the school
staff in defining targets,
and in the preparation
2.60 2.60 3.00 2.61 2.54 2.71 2.34 2.63
and pulling into effect of
projects on educational
services
Promoting participation
and the flow of relevant
2.40 2.40 3.00 2.59 2.38 2.50 2.31 2.51
information to parents
Encouraging student participation in the manage2.50 2.60 3.00 2.64 2.46 2.79 2.31 2.62
ment of the school and its
activities and projects
2. Working In co-oPt1f1!tlOIl
with the Olh!!f members of the teacl:jil1gstaff in tasks enabling
the development and evaluallon ofthe exp!lclt competences of the training plan, and doing
so In func~on of the studlll1ts:
Knowing which are the situations requiring collaboration with other members
of the pedagogical team
2.60 2.80 2.80 2.60 2.77 2.29 2.34 2.60
for the design and adaptstion of teaching-learning
situations and the evaluation of learning
Working to achieve the required consensus among
the members of the teaching staff

2.33

2.80

2.80

2.57

2.62

2.33

2.34

2.54

Professional

,I

2

iJ9lllaln
eOlllpetenoes

•. '1. ~ellil9::~~!~~~!![:,!.es!i)Onf1.J1
I
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I
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I
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en

~

!
•

J9
AI

"ierprE'ibngtl)'4;JiO)iJi!.ct!rciliKlfOWI~geor cUI!!:!rel'i'

Identifying the core issues
and the axes (concepts,
postulates,and methods) of
2.71
2.92
2.38
2.85
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.96
knowledge in the subject in
order to facilitate students'
meaninofullearnino
Critically distancing oneself
2.54
2.57
3.00
2.60
2.28
2.50
2.74
2.06
from the subject taught
Reflecting about practice
and acting upon the results
2.60
3.00
2.80
2.31
2.77
2.46
2.06
2.57
of such reflection
Explaining adequately the
degree to which students
2.70
2.80
3.00
2.86
2.85
2.58
2.93
2.82
achieved desired learning
taroets
Establishing relationships
between the cultural back2,60
9round embedded in the
2.50
2.80
2.28
2.62
2.58
2.03
2.49
prescribed curriculum and
that of the students
Making the class a place
open to multiple view2.90
2.80
2.69
2.67
2.06
2.64
3.00
2.33
points
Taking a critical look at
one's own origins and cul2.60
2.80
2.80
2.75
2.75
2.34
2.66
2.59
tural practices, and at one's
social role
Establishing relationships
among different fields of the
2.70
2.75
3.00
2.28
2.62
2.92
2.03
2.61
subject matter knowtedoe.
2. ~,!:QrriirltlltJvol~.~ lri,lin l!l~iyiaual ~rid goUIk:!lveI1roJecl pr)lfe.§lIlol'!aldl?'(eiCl2..mejjt
Evaluating one's own competences and adopting the
3.00 . 2.71
2.70
2.40
2.80
2.27
2.06
2.56
means to develop them using available resources
Exchanging ideas with colleagues about the suit2.40
2.03
2.40
2.80
2.19
2.62
2.58
2.43
ability of pedagogical and
didactic oouons
Reflecting on one's practice, and putting the results
2.70
2.60
2.80
2.54
2.85
2.74
2.42
2.66
into oractice
Encouraging colleagues
to participate in research
aimed at the acquisition
2,00
of competences set out
2.30
2.20
2.60
2.11
2.46
2.63
2.33
in the training plan and
educational targets of the
school
I ;.3~~ctlhgelhlcallyand responsibly In IHs,perfQfirianceoffi.Jnctions.:

,

gi

fIJ

tlU

81

tiL

tI'J

Being aware of the values
at stake in one's performance

2.88

3.00

3.00

2.81

2.77
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DQmain
~ompeteflce~
Attributing
learning
mainly to factors related
to the teaching-learning
process
Interpreting
student
learning difficulties as a
challenoe to be met
Dealing pedagogically
with student negative
comments
Encouraging democratic
conduct in class. Giving
students due attention
and support
Allowing for differences
in postures and points of
view arnonq students
Keeping high expectations: believing that the
students are capable of
learning and that they are
capable of and responsible for teaching them
successfullv
Explaining, in function of
the public interest, the
decisions taken concerning students'learning and
education
Respecting the confidential aspects of the
profession
Avoiding all forms of discrimination by students,
parents, and colleaaues
Making judicious use of
the legal and authorized
framework governing the
profession
Knowing about national
educational policies related to the curriculum,
contractual obligations
of teachers and quality
management
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2.22

2.60

3.00

2.47

2.46

2.68

2.56

2.57

2.70

3.00

2.80

3.19

2.92

2.83

2.88

2.90

2.80

2.80

3.00

2.94

2.69

2.75

2.90

2.84

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.95

2.77

2.71

2.84

2.90

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.91

2.77

2.54

2.78

2.86

2.80

2.80

2.80

2.62

2.85

2.46

2.75

2.73

2.30

2.60

2.60

2.50

2.31

2.50

2.59

2.49

2.70

2.80

3.00

2.86

2.77

2.79

2.84

2.B2

2.90

2.80

3.00

2.95

2.92

2.83

2.94

2.91

2.70

2.75

3.00

2.93

2.77

2.21

2.94

2.76

2.60

2.60

2.80

2.63

2.69

2.13

2.47

2.56

Source: Author
Note:
MI: Ministry officials from the Directorates of General Education policy. Teachers'training, Textbook
approval selection, National Assessment Unit; NGO: Experts from Paideia foundation and Special
Education needs; Unions: Teachers' Union of Sofia; Teachers: Teachers from 46 different comprehensive and elite schools from a/l regions in Bulgaria; Prof: University Professors of the University of
Sofia from the department ot: Bulgarian language and literature, Sociology, Philosophy, Joumalism,
Foreign languages (French language), Mathematics; Students: Students from the University of Sofia;
Experts: Inspectors from 26 regional inspectorates across Bulgaria
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EDUCATIONAL REFORMS OF 1999 IN POLAND. VIEWS OF THE
TEACHERS AND THE WIDER PUBLIC
Inetta NOWOSAD
Uniwersytet Zielonoqorskl, Poland
Abstract
The paper presents some essential aspects of the curriculum reform started in Poland
in 1999. The main curricular changes, the relationships between schools and local
communities, the changes in the evaluation procedures and the professional status of
teachers are discussed based on statistical analysis of teachers and other stakeholders' opinions.

The introduction of the reforms of the educational system has changed the
landscapeof Polish schools.This became primarily obvious in their organisational
aspect. What should constitute a true change however, are the internal transformations in the system, leading to improvements in the quality of education. Within
the last few years, almost all of the legislative changes have been implemented
in everyday school practice. Therefore, the public had ample opportunity to form
their opinions about the assets and deficiencies of the proposals.
Generally, structural changes have been received by the public with moderate scepticism. CBOS opinion polls report that 37% of the population see them
as insignificant, 23% as detrimental and mere 18% as constructive. Moreover,
every fifth of the respondents failed to express their opinion. All in all, the functioning of the educational system is perceived in a negative light, much more so
than in the polls conducted in 1998, when 54% evaluated education positively,
4% as unquestionably positive, 5% as unquestionably negative, 26% as rather
bad and 11% failed to express their opinion. The polls of 2001 confirmed the
downward slide in public perception, with mere 1% of undeniably satisfied and
42% of satisfied moderately. 10% more were critical (32%) and 15% failed to
express their opinion. It is essential to see the tendency in order to understand
public reception of the changes.
Opinion polls conducted by GUS provided similarly startling statistics: only
18% of the Poles were happy with school curricula and mere 55% approved of
the level of instruction standards at schools. The tendency was commented in
the following tone: 'poor curricula, but teachers teach well'. This view is reflected
in statistics concerning achievements at international knowledge competitions,
at which Polish students outrival their counterparts from the West, especially
with regard to encyclopaedic knowledge. Polish reality is still permeated with
the cult of encyclopaedic knowledge, well illustrated by enormous popularity of
television quizzes. The opponents to the reforms claim that we should not imitate
western patterns in the way we used to imitate educational patterns from the
East, because the level of education is much higher in our country. However,
notably such reasoning failed to be confirmed by the PISA research.
High esteem of teachers' work in the post-reform reality draws attention to
their opinions, which remain in line with tendencies expressed by the representatives of other professions requiring higher education. 'Teachers are neither more
crilical nor more satisfied with the state of education in Poland' (Putkiewicz, 1999,
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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p. 72). Research conducted by Elzbieta Putkiewicz demonstrates that the higher
educated the respondents the stricter their assessment.
However, it is important to remember that the view on the reforms does not
equal the view on the overall state of education. The CBOS polls have repeatedly
estimated the public support for the reforms. The poll of 1998 revealed that 40%
of the questioned population were in favour of the reforms, labelling them as
'indispensable and urgent'. One year later the figure dropped to 23%. The other
half of supporters did not reject reforms as such, but stated that there were more
urgent matters at hand. The polls also revealed that twice as many teachers as
other respondents saw the need for changes as 'indispensable and urgent'. As
teachers are much closer to educational problems, the number of undecided
respondents was two times lower. Moreover, the number of opinions stating that
reforms were 'unnecessary' was twice as low as the number of negative opinions
expressed by non-teacher respondents. Teachers' attitudes greatly helped overcome the tumbling public support, which according to Marta Zahorska, resulted
from the magnitude of a variety of changes introduced to public life at that time
at a very rapid pace to boot (Zahorska, 1999, p.118).
The statistics concerned with teachers' support find little confirmation in
the most important teachers' forum, i.e. ZNP 'Glos Nauczycielski' (Teachers'
Voice). Articles and opinions in the periodical revealed a good deal of criticism
and reluctance towards the reforms. Similar sentiments were exposed by the
referendum conducted by the periodical, in which teachers were not merely asked
about the need for the reforms, but about their attitudes towards some crucial
issues, such as: the curricular reform, the structural reform, the management,
as well as the system of promotion and evaluation. 'Only the curricular reform
managed to attract more teachers than to repel (70%); the other issues failed to
win the approval of the majority of the interrogated teachers' (Zahorska, 1999,
p. 117). However, with a's many as 280 000 respondents, it is still impossible to
delineate accurate state of teachers' predilections, as the motivation behind their
participation in the referendum has never been precisely determined.
It is characteristic that vocational education commands little attention in the
educational debate, which may have its roots in the dominance of conservative
educational ideology, with its focus on general education and universal development, and little regard towards down-to-earth matters of vocational preparation.
Another possible cause of the inadequate attention may be rooted in financial
deficiencies, as vocational schools tend to require much more financing than
general education. On top of the two pre-conditions, there is also the deprivation
of finances in the industry struggling with the post-reform turbulence. Industrial
institutions, in their battle to survive, fail to find appropriate financing for the
education of their future employees. As long as the circumstances persist, there
is little incentive to reform vocational education to make it fit into the reality of
the 215t century.

The 1999 reform gradually reveals its aftermath.The results of primary school
and lower secondary school leaving examinations are widely discussed. Secondary school leaving examinations (A-Levels), after a wave of criticism, have
settled into public consciousness as not as revolutionary as predicted. There
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is a persisting outcry against the co-habitation of primary and lower secondary
schools, against impromptu dismantling of minor schools and against the creation
of monster-institutions in small towns. The concentration on structural reforms,
with little regard to curricular changes has also been received negatively. Ad hoc
organisation of teachers' professional development with strenuous deadlines and
unrealistic expectations has similarly won little respect in public opinion.
Although, it has long been a truth universally acknowledged that Polish schooling needs a great deal of reconstruction, yet there are important areas which
have failed to find their way to reforming scenarios, mainly due to deficiencies
in financing, but also because of non-material obstacles such as: negligence in
the popularisation of nursery education, parallel_education and life-long education. The concept of integrated, subject-block framework of instruction leaves
a good deal of space for improvement and, despite its long-lasting traditions, it
suffers from insufficient theoretical foundations, as well as from shortages in the
necessary resources for prompt and massive implementation. It is also doubtful
whether the obsessive enthusiasm surrounding external examinations launched
on such a scale and at such a cost, is fully justified.
There is a growing need for continuous corrections in structural construction
of the system. There are new challenges resulting from ever expanding prospects
for the development of individuals and particular social groups, as well as from
ever multiplying dangers associated with the materialisation of the negative
aspects of globalisation.
Regardless of overall evaluation of the reforms, whether they will be rendered
successful or a failure, there will emerge a prerequisite for debates on the subject
of further reforms, anticipated to introduce Polish schooling to the confrontation
with the requirements of the lifestyle of the 21 sl century.

Curricular Reform
The prerequisite for curricular changes advocated in the ZNP referendum
was confirmed by a survey conducted on an independent group of teachers by
the Institute of Public Affairs (Instytut Spraw Publicznych) in 1999, 5 months
before the introduction of the reform. Teachers complained about the format of
the curricula in use so far stating that they are too hefty, incompatible with pupils'
mindsetand largely ineffective.They also pointed out their encyclopaedicpropensity, ossified contents and incongruity with pupils' environment. It is this rationale
that led teachers to give priority to the curricular reform, apparent in the extent
of their support (depending on the scope of the proposed changes: from 72% to
89%). The results of the survey among general public revealed approximately
60% of support, which is 11% less than in the year before (Zahorska, 1999,
pp. 128-132). The discrepancy between teachers' opinions and the opinions of
general public proved to be the greatest in the query concerned with curricular
reform. Other issues divulged not more than 3 to 7% of divergence.
Another aspect of the reform deliberated by the public was the pace of its
introduction. Teachers had a mere month to familiarise themselves with new
curricula (400 proposals) and new textbooks (26 volumes for primary schools,
72 for lower secondary and 101 for secondary schools). Teachers, spoilt for
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choice on the one hand and with little time at hand on the other, failed to make
a proper, purposeful choice, especially with omnipresent chaos created by improperly calculated quota of published copies leading to shortages in bookshops
(Oziurzyfiski, 2002, p. 16)
In the first year after the reform teachers expressed their doubt whether they
would continue with the programme they had chosen. They openly stated that
the first year would be a testing ground for the new curricula and textbooks,
which being detrimental to the quality of instruction, started a wave of criticism directed at textbooks. Tadeusz Mosiek, the author of a report 'Textbooks

2000/2001', proved that 98% of officially approved textbooks featured printing
gremlins, language errors and even factual errors. Moreover,some of them were
incompatible with the framework of the new reform. With the tendency to draw
from conventional solutions, 'lower secondary school textbooks appear to be
directed at pupils from higher secondary level, who by definition are supposed
to be a selected target group rather than an indiscriminate array of pupils from
a given neighbourhood. Furthermore, apart from incompatibility with pupils' potential, textbooks often failed to comply with objectives and requirements of the
reforms' (Paciorek, 2000, p. A10). The lowest scores were given to Geography
and Biology textbooks.
The chaos that permeated educational circles in the first year after the introduction of the reform resulted in the reaction of disorientation. In the frenzy
of massive implementation of new procedures, the reformers referred to newly
coined or imported notions, which having been enigmatically explained merely
served as clever, but mysterious catch phrases. Frequently, high-sounding declarations of the introduction of new practices conveyed an erroneous impression of revolutionary changes, while in fact they had more to do with old, familiar
practices disguised in the new language. Unnecessary exposition of the change
rather than continuation only deepened teachers' insecurity,leading to needlessly
reluctant reactions to otherwise benign and straightforward proposals, resulting
in narrowed support for the reforms.
As far as curricula are concerned, the reformers have managed to go from
one extreme to another. The rigid division into unconnected subjects present
in the pre-reform system has now been replaced with an integrated approach,
which unfortunately has been excessively prolonged, possibly conductive to
postponements in the acquisition of specialist knowledge, which must not be
underestimated. Moreover, integrated curriculum, however valuable, poses a
serious challenge for teachers, whose qualifications frequently leave much to
desire. It is true that many teachers enhance their qualifications by acquiring
higher education degrees, but it is equally true that the majority of them, due
to obvious time constraints, study extramurally, obtaining partial and frequently
outdated (concerned with subject-based rather than integrated system) erudition.
Unfortunately, the reformers have failed to incorporate some healthy headstart
for the teachers, who ideally should be first primed and then given new tasks,
rather than given new tasks and left alone to do something about them. Sadly,
learning from mistakes has to make do in the initial years of the new system, to
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the detriment of the quality of instruction, a circumstance that should be absent
from the process of education of our children.
Changes in the Structure of Education
The structural reform was met with lively public reaction. It is true that structural changes were of special importance to the creators of the ministerial project,
possibly serving as a spectacular, tangible indicator of the introduced changes.
New names of schools and the transfer of institutions may justify the whole ado,
should changes in curricular and methodological department fail to produce
a desirable effect. There are many, who claim that radical, costly and chancy
structural changes at practically all levels of educational hierarchy were not of
utmost importance at that time, as most of the objectives, contents, methods
and organisational patterns could have been implemented without resorting to
such drastic measures.
The first year of the reforms (1999/2000) will be most distinctly remembered

for the spectacular act of the shortening of the primary level from 8 to 6 years and
for the introduction of the new intermediate 3-year-long lower secondary level
(Gimnazjum). Thus, period of compulsory universal education was prolonged
by one additional year. The emergence of a new organism in the structure of
Polish education promptly awakened numerous reservations: whether it would
manage to even out the extent of didactic contents and lead to superior quality
of educational offer; to what extent it will level out pupils' educational chances;
whether it will influence pupils' educational choices. The apprehensiveness in
academic circles was additionally boosted by numerous relevant articles in the
press. Ultimately, the controversial division gained the acceptance of as many
as 60% of teachers, with a noticeably smaller proportion of supporters in rural
areas (Zahorska, 1999, pp. 133-134). General public support for the dissection
of the universal level approximated 53%.
3500 lower secondary institutions were anticipated, but the number rose to
4995, mainly, according to a ministerial report, due to active social involvement,
manifesting itself in numerous protests among both parents and teachers. 'In
some cases local authorities were forced by public pressure to find the middle
ground and consequently either left small, uneconomical rural schools or partitioned the lower secondary level placing particular classes in the buildings of
different schools' (Edukacja... , 2001, p. 24). Some of the conflicts ended up in
the occupation of schools. Local authorities were caught between the rock and
a hard place, giving and taking, but ultimately in most cases yielding to parents'
and teachers' pressure, which is evident from the number of additionally formed
institutions. Undoubtedly, authorities proved to rely on public opinion about
school. 'Such conflicts and social upheavals greatly influence social perception
of local authorities. Accidents involving commuting pupils or faulty organisation of transportation inevitably undermines the mandate of local authorities,
whereas flexible approach to negotiating the middle ground, even if detrimental
to the original intentions of reformers, in due course boost the authority of local
councils, facilitating through this the implementation of basic principles of the
reforms' (Putkiewicz, Zahorska, 2001, p. 35). The give and take policy not only
managed to forestall many conflicts, but also naturally provoked involvement
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on the part of teachers and parents. After 2-year-long research at lower secondary schools K. Konarzewski emphatically maintains that 'the quality of teacher
- parent co-operation is higher in rural schools. Parents in rural areas estimate
teachers' competence and involvement higher, and participate more enthusiastically in school life' (Konarzewski, 2002, p. 81).
Deeper comparative analyses of the primary and middle levels conducted in
the initial year of the new arrangement proved favourable for the latter. Since then
however, the situation has gradually evolved. 'Nowadays, the leading role of the
lower secondary level seems to lose its ground in favour of the primary level'. As
the equalising benefit of the middle level seems to be exhausting its impetus, it is
now too soon to predict whether the painful introduction of the transitional period
will result in new, well equipped educational centres with well qualified staff and
prove beneficial in the long run. 'Such reservations are more often expressed
by lower secondary school teachers than by teachers from primary schools' (Konarzewski, 2002, p. 83). Yet again, it must be said that lower secondary schools
seem to be much better off in rural areas. The analyst concludes that 'if there
are any improvements in the educational system, then more so in rural than
in urban areas' (Konarzewski, 2002, p. 80). Rural schools managed to secure
basic facilities, forward sensible offers of extra-curricular activities and arrange
complex logistic care of their pupils. Every aspect of advantageous position of the
middle level over primary level seems to be doubly advantageous in rural areas.
For instance, whereas in urban areas the percentage of teachers with higher
education in both kinds of school is approximately equal (4% discrepancy), in
rural schools the discrepancy is much more SUbstantial (16%). Undoubtedly, the
upward spiral elevating educational standards in rural communities will balance
educational chances of rural and urban areas, mainly thanks to the introduction
of the new middle school.
The main deficiency of the reforms manifests itself in its negligence towards
nursery education. It is true that nursery schools have sustained their position
within the structure of the educational system, but the reforms have failed to articulate any vital objectives such as the enhancement of quality standards or the
policy of equalising educational chances at the threshold of school. The section
of the reforms concerned with nursery education merely managed to mention
the function of childcare, overlooking all educational aspects.
With proportionally small percentage of children attending nursery schools in
comparison to western countries, the decision to sustain non-compulsory status
for 6-year olds seems to be detrimental to their chances at the threshold of the
subsequent chapter in their lives. Moreover, regional and economic disproportion
will persist to result in a smaller percentage of nursery school children from rural
areas and poor families in urban areas. Ironically, it is these children who most
need the developmental boost provided by nursery schooling.
The decision to leave 6-year olds out of compulsory education, together with
the new 6+3+3 stage division, leads to a situation in which secondary education
is completed at the age of 19, well past pupils' physical maturity and one year
past their legal maturity. Such a situation may be conductive to educational and
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disciplinary problems, as well as to a delayed influx of young, capable professionals to economy and overdue initiation into social activity.

Relationship between Schools and Local Communities
Curricular and system changes introduced in 1999 were accompanied by
the shift in responsibility for the educational process, resulting from the ongoing
progression of decentralisation. District governments took over the responsibility
for the primary and middle level, while county government was put in charge of
the higher secondary level. The remainder of educational institutions was taken
into the custody of the regional council (Gesickl, 2002, p. 101). The change of
liabilities was met with 50% support from teachers and 47% from the general
public.
The extent of the outward delegation of duties led to organisational, economic
and social complications. Additionally, the introduction of self-governance and
consequent abolition of central administration supervision meant the extension
of head teacher's, teachers' and parents' authority. On the other hand, school
gained more local character by becoming intertwined in the network of interdependencies with local taxpayers, who in order to have their children properly
educated practically financed the functioning of the school. In response, school
is supposed to react to particular needs and expectations of local community,
by acknowledging and facilitating parental involvement in educational decisions.
The introduction of this kind of agreement is yet to be materialised in everyday
educational practice, since financial constraints impede the development of an
educational offer satisfactory for pupils and their parents.
Unfortunately,regulations enabling head teachers to make independent decisions in order to improve the quality of instruction still persist in the form of dead
law, as it is only sporadically possible to motivate teachers to intensified activity
without being able to reimburse their efforts. AdditiQnalhindering circumstances
result from deficiencies in appropriate facilities at schools' disposal. There are
still shortages in provisions for libraries, common rooms, gymnasiums, let alone
specialist Chemistry, Physics or Biology laboratories. The situation is especially
stringent in rural schools, 43% of which function without a gymnasium, 20%
without a computer room (if there is one, the hardware is usually out of date),
30% have no access to the Internet and 46% have not got their own library.
Moreover, commuting pupils' access to extracurricular activities is limited due
to time and territorial constraints (there is usually one school bus departing at
a fixed time). Also, many schools work in shifts, which leave no space for any
additional afternoon activities.
New social and political conditions have also led to newly born, disconcerting
circumstances in which a vast percentage of schools have ceased to cooperate with other institutions in the local community, such as culture clubs, local
industries etc. There is a growing tendency to narrow the number of institutions
remaining in partnership relations with schools. The type of institutions featuring
in co-operative interdependency is also limited to culture clubs, cinemas and
libraries, with extremely scarce appearance of newly created establishments
such as Social Educational Society, School Aid Foundation, educational centres,
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new companies, shopping centres or religious congregations. Moreover, if cooperation takes place, it is usually of random character, typically instigated by a
particular material necessity. There is also a tendency to asymmetry of services,
with schools being at the receiving rather than at the giving end, with a propensity
to demand financial support, services or organisational assistance.
Although local authorities exert far-reaching influence on the functioning of
schools, and schools on the other hand constitute a sizeable component in the
local budget, the financing of education is still perceived more as an inevitable
expense than a rational and potentially profitable investment. The authors, on
analysing 6 districts, have noticed the phenomenon of favouring of some schools
at the expense of others. 'District Councils tried to support 'good' schools, with
scarcity of discernible, uniform criteria. Typically, the evaluation was made on
the basis of percentages of successfully passed examinations to secondary
schools. At times, a criterion of participation in subject competitions was added.
Schools were also given premiums for actions on behalf of the local community,
especially those aimed at obtaining additional financing from outside; as well
as for 'good behaviour,' in cases when there were no complaints from parents
(Putkiewicz, Zahorska, 2001, p. 34). At the same time, local authorities, on deciding about the financing of particular institutions, abstained from official quality
assessment, claiming that the board of education (Kuratorium) is in charge of
evaluation procedures. Head teachers, officially appointed by local authorities, loyally dismissed any accusations of disagreement, but also unanimously
'complained about the regulation compelling them to forward their profits to the
communal budget.' It is true that district councils customarily consented to the
redistribution of the funds back to schools, but occasionally with as long as 6
months' delay. Head teachers, instead of seeking out financing prospects from
sponsors in order to patch leaky budgets, should rather use their valuable energies, as they claim, to more immediate matters connected with the functioning
of their premises (Putkiewicz, Zahorska, 2001, p. 40).
Some financial relief is habitually provided by voluntary donations made by
parents, a sum of which is consistently higher in urban areas. Some funds are
also gathered by letting school premises to parties, by organising charitable
events or by seeking out sponsors. Such feats however, are by definition detrimental to the wellbeing of pupils, as money-gathering events rob them from
the valuable access to school facilities after lessons. Also, sponsors providing a
school with significant funding will rightly expect to be able to exert some influence on decisions concerning their recipient. Thus, head teachers are forced
to submit their sovereignty, yield the privilege of organising extra activities for
their pupils and comply with conditions imposed by the payers, losing in the
process the main objective of their mission, the delivery of a comprehensive
educational package.

Changes in Evaluation Procedures
The process of the introduction of reforms changed the methods of evaluation
at schools. The ministerial act of 19 Apr 1999 concerning evaluation, promotion, classification and examination procedures in public schools instituted new
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rules for internal and external evaluation. Each school was obliged to suggest
its own modifications, which led to impulsive solutions, far from perfection, but
fragmentarily innovative and thought provoking.
In the majority of cases, numerical character of marks was replaced by graphic
marks, such as stamps or pictures, which frequently met with reservations and
scepticism. Here is a typical opinion of a parent: 'I cannot see the difference between didactic methods now and in the past... this year my child instead of marks,
gets clouds and smiling faces'. The most upsetting aftermath of the introduced
changes was observable among primary school teachers of years 1 to 3, since
their evaluation procedures were not changed as such, but teachers were asked
to introduce changes to graphical appearance of their marks, accommodating
their scale to numerical marks from higher years. Teachers of higher years either
adopted methods that had been experimentally used by their colleagues or copied ideas from subject-matter publications. Otherwise, schools with progressive
solutions forwarded their ideas to other schools, gaining head teachers' approval
and hoping for reciprocal assistance in the future (Kopaczynska, 2004). Individual
and well-argued proposals were a rarity.
External evaluation, introduced by the reforms, was instituted by the foundation of especially assigned examination boards, expected to design uniform
examinational requirements, prepare examination tasks, administer the examinations and tests, evaluate the tests and forward the results to all concerned
persons and institutions. The system of tests at the end of each stage and at the
beginning of each following was designed to achieve comparability of certificates
and provide valuable diagnosis and pre-orientation data. Such see-through system, being a dependable assessment of schools and individual teachers, for the
same reason provoked reluctance and fear in teachers, who were additionally
put under strain aggravated by the insecurity on the employment market. 81%
of teachers saw external evaluation in negative light, stating that it would lead to
redundancies. The same group of teachers opposed internal evaluation, fearing
that pupils would be prepared to examinations rather than simply educated, which
would in turn lead to competition between teachers, who would go to desperate
measures to promote their classes. Evidently, the negative trend requires corrective measures in the future. On the other hand, school rankings have gained
social recognition through their featuring in local press and now constitute a
constant element of social control over education.
The novelties in evaluation failed to gain popularity comparable with that
of the new format of A-level examinations (matura), which for years managed
to attract both local and national press, as well as made their mark in national
political elections. The new government of that time criticised the new format of
'matura,' advocating the slogan of 'the return of familiarity.' The consensus was
possible only on limited grounds, such as the conviction that the examinations
must objectively reflect knowledge, and that tests should be assessed by external
examination boards. Social pressure, in accordance with left-wing opposition of
that time (SLO-UP-PSL) highlighted deficiencies in pupils' preparation to the new
format, claiming the reform was not yet ready (Rybak, Karnowski, Ryciak, 2001,
p. 22). Thus, obligatory introduction of the new format was postponed until the
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year 2005. Additional controversies resulted from the fact that the format would
eventually eradicate the existence of entrance examinations to colleges and
universities, and it was expected that higher schools would promptly comply
with the notion. However, appropriate regulations had not been issued and the
situation remained highly ambiguous.
After the experience of May 2005 it must be admitted that the majority of plans
succeeded: the examinations were uniform in the whole of Poland, the criteria
were identical and explicit, tests were marked by external examination boards
and the results entirely 'or partially were acknowledged by higher schools. To
obtain the certificate pupils now have to pass 3 obligatory subjects at basic level
(Polish - oral and written; foreign language - English, French, German, Russian,
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Slovakian or Swedish) and one additional subject
from the list of obligatory subjects (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy,
Geography, Mathematics, History, the History of Music, the History of Art, Social
Sciences, Dance), (the language of minorities only for pupils from classes with
the language in the timetable). To pass the basic level it is necessary to obtain
30% of the total number of points. Moreover, all examinations, apart from Polish,
may be taken at two levels of difficulty: basic and extended. Thus, apart from the
minimum of three obligatory subjects, pupils may take the obligatory subjects at
the extended level, as well as take one, two or three additional subjects. Here,
the list features the same selection of obligatory subjects plus modern languages,
Information Technology, Latin and Ancient Culture, Grecian and Ancient Culture
and a minority language.
The key issues featuring in 'the post-initiation' discussions included the following:
high percentage of failed examinations (from 11 to 17 % depending on the

region). The best results were achieved in foreign languages and Polish and
the worst in Mathematics.
unfair admission procedures to colleges and universities to the disadvantage
of pupils with old-type 'matura'. According to 'Dziennik Polski', 'pupils who
have passed the old format of examinations are planning to forward an official
complaint to the ombudsman, asserting that they have been discriminated
in the admission procedures, and that the recruitment to higher schools has
breached the constitutional right to universal and equal access to education'.
The protest reached ministerial ranks.
excessive time span of the examinations. In 2005 they lastedfrom 18Apr to 31
May. Head teachers wasted a great deal of time and effort on the organisation
of the examinations. It is argued that if the examinational procedures lasted
shorter, pupils would be able to spend additional three weeks learning. The
Minister of Education and Sport, Miros3aw Sawicki asserted that the period
would be shortened in the following year.
excessive delay in the publication of results.
imperfections in the transfer of data. Contrary to what had been agreed, the
system of computer-based forwarding of results directly to higher schools
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failed. Moreover, it is true that it is possible to find one's results on the Internet,
but only in some regions, depending on the examination board.
Academic circles found the results of the new format of 'matura' as a bitter
pill to swallow. According to many rectors, the minister and the teachers should
redefine the method of educating young adults. However, the new format earned
trust in some higher schools, who decided to accept candidates entirely on the
basis of 'matura' results. It is yet too early to see if students admitted according
to the newly defined criteria will be able to cope with the requirements of higher
education.

Professional Status of Teachers
It was the nature of the new status that fuelled the most heated controversy
among teachers. The aspect of the reforms failed to induce any discernible social
reaction, although national press and television informed about optimistic rises
in teachers' salaries and the newly introduced intricate system of promotion. In
reality the promises were only partially instituted, but the public had managed to
recognise teachers' pay as more than sufficient. With such attitudes, the public
was more eager to exert pressure on teachers to yield to the new requirements
instigated by the reforms, demonstrating limitedtolerance towards teachers' fears
and reluctance, and expressing hushed opinions bordering with indignation.
Teachers'lack of enthusiasm towards the new status may be explained by the
fact that the proposed alterations directly tampered with their financial standing
by significantly differentiating salaries, according to the quality of work and the
rank in the hierarchy. Such plans, accompanied by ambiguous criteria in assessment procedures, inevitably led to arguments among teachers. 'Merely a half
of surveyed teachers are in favour, the rest are either against or abstain from
expressing their opinion' (Zahorska, 1999, p. 136). How to explain the phenomenon in the context of 83% support of the differentiation of salaries according
to the quality of work, expressed in the same study? In the interviews conducted
by the authors (Putkiewicz, Sielawa-Kolbowska, Wilkomirska, Zahorska, 1999,
pp. 135-137) there are several answers. The main reason indicated by teachers
lies in the deficiencies in the system of assessment of their work, especially if
made by non-professional bodies. The majority of 75% is reluctant to accept the
possibility of parental influence in the process of assessment and the selection
of teachers, and 50% are against pupils' involvement in the processes. Otherwise, a great deal of reluctance is rooted in the fact that teachers are jaded by
the promised increase in salaries, which in practice appeared to be more like a
reimbursement in line of inflation than a true pay rise.
The changes in the professional status of teachers still constitute the one
aspect of reforms, which has not acquired its proper resolution and is still
negatively looked upon in schools. Teachers' dissatisfaction is mainly rooted in
their negative experiences, which sadly is detrimental to the interests of pupils.
Teachers admit that they devote insufficient time and attention to pupils' needs,
since most of their time is consumed by needless bureaucracy,which is supposed
to authenticate their pedagogical achievements (Nowosad, 2005, 25-29). The
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following opinion is representative of a prevalent sentiment: 'the quality of work
is now measured by the volume of filed papers'.
Luckily, decision-makers, the creators of regulations have noticed the detrimental predicament, as indicated by some of the changes introduced in the
procedures concerning teachers' promotion. Will they fulfil teachers' expectations
and mobilise them to more effective work? It yet remains to be seen.
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Universitatea .AI. I. Cuza" lasl, Romania
Rezumat
Abilitatea cetaleni/or europeni de a vorbi §i Tnlelegecel pulin doua limbi straine este
considerata un mijloc de integrare, deoarece permite inlelegerea §i respectul reciproc,
promoveaza diverse schimburi in cadrul Uniunii Europene §i mare§te posibilitatea de
circulalie libera. Limbile straine sunt un element cheie al ceUileniei europene fiind
esenliale pentru "unitatea in diversitate" ce constituie esenla Uniunii Europene (v.
TratatulConstitutional §i Carla drepturilor fundamentale, en. 22). ln lucrarea de fata ne
propunem sa analizam, fara a fi exhaustivi, principalele documente europene de politici
lingvistice §i transpunerea aeestora Tnpredarealinvalarea limbilor straine in sistemul
de educatie preuniversitar din Romania. De asemenea, vom prezenta rezultatele unei
anehetepedagogice realizatape un lot de profesori de limbi straine §i vom avansa 0 serie
de propuneri pentru imbunatatirea politici/or lingvistice educationale, care vizeaza, in
principal, dezvoltarea suporlurilor curriculare §i activitali/or pentru formarea profesorilor.
elaborarea unor ghiduri metodologice de aplicare a instrumentelor europene, difuzarea §i implementarea documentelor europene de politici lingvistice (Cadrul European
Comun de Referinla pentru limbi, Porlofofiuf European af Limbilor. Pa§aporlul Lingvistic
Europass) $i crearea unui forum pentru facilitarea schimbului de bune practici.

1. Politlcl lingvistice europene
in Uniunea Europeana tralesc peste 450 de milioane de oameni care apartin
unor comunitatl etnice, culturale ~i lingvistice diferite. in acest context, proiectul
lnteqrarll ~i extinderii europene este conditlonat de pastrarea ~i promovarea
dlversltatil lingvistice. Cetalenii europeni vor sprijini ideea unei Europe integrate
doar daca propria lor mostenlre lingvistica ~i culturala va fi parte integranta a
acesteia.
Limba este principala sursa de cunoastsre a celuilalt ~i nu poate fi redusa la
un cod depersonalizat. In anul 2000 a fost adoptata Carta drepturilor fundamentale ale Uniunii Europene. Aceasta prevedea in articolul 22 respectarea
dlversltatii lingvistice, iar in articolul21 interzicea orice discriminare, inclusiv cea
lingvistica. Comisia Europeana, in special Direcfia Genera/a pentru Educafie §i
Cu/tura au intreprins in ultimile decenii 0 serie de acfluni ce au vizat promovarea multilingvismului ~i in special rnodalitatlle de tnvatare ~i predare a limbilor
stralne.
Astfel, in Cartea alba intitulata A preda §i a invafa. Catre 0 societate a
cunoa§terii, din 1995, Comisia recunostea rolul central jucat de limbi in construirea unitalii europene ~i sublinia importanta ca fiecare cetatean european sa
poata vorbi cel putln doua limbi stralne pe langa cea materna 1.
in martie 2000,Ia Consiliu/ European de primavara de la Lisabona, Uniunea
Europeana sl-a propus un obiectiv ambitlos pentru 2010: "sa devina cea mai
competitiva ~i dlnarnlca economie bazata pe cunoastere din lume, capablla de
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o crestere econornlca continua, care sa of ere locuri de munca mai bune l?i 0 mai

mare coeziune sociala,,2.De asemenea, statele membre au definit cornpetentele
lingvistice ca 0 prioritate, iar un grup de experf in politici lingvistice au facut 0
serie de recornendari in acest sens.
Doi ani mai tarzlu, Consiliul european de la Barcelona prevedea imbunata\irea
cornpetentelor de baza, mai ales prin inva\area a cel putin doua limbi stralne de
la cea mai frageda varsta,
Tot in cadrul Consiliului de la Barcelona, l?efii de state l?i de guverne au
subliniat lipsa datelor privind cornpetentele lingvistice reale ale cetatenilor l?i
s-au pronuntat pentru elaborarea unui indicator european de cornpetente lingvistice3. Acest indicator ar juca un rol esentlal in oferirea unei baze comune de
evaluare a cornpetentelor elevilor l?iar furniza informatii importante decldentilor
sistemelor de educatle l?iformare. in acest sens, scalele de referinta stabilite de
Cadrul European Com un de Referin1a pentru limbi ale Consiliului Europei
ofera 0 baza programelor ce vizeaza descrierea cornpetentelor lingvistice ale
persoanelor intr-o rnaniera oblectlva, practica l?itransparenta. Prin urmare, se
impune ca profesorii l?icellaltl actori care partlclpa la evaluare sa prirneasca 0
formare adecvata privind aplicarea practlca a cadrului comun.
In colaborare cu Consiliul Europei, Uniunea Europeana a declarat anul
2001- Anul european al limbilor. Pe parcursul intregului an, au fost organizate
peste 8000 de activitati (festivaluri, campanii de informare, conferinte, seminarii,
expozttll l?iconcursuri) in mai mult de 60 de limbi.
Prin intermediul studiilor de strategie, Comisia a promovat dezbaterea,
inovarea l?ischimbul de bune practici. Mai multe re\ele academice din intreaga
Uniune Europeana au fost tnsarclnate sa studieze aspectele esentlale ale politicii
de predare a limbilor straine, in speta predarea lirnbllor straine pentru persoane
cu nevoi speciale, folosirea noilor tehnologii in laboratoarele de limbi straine l?i
predarea limbilor stralne in educatla prirnara l?iprescolara.
Comisiaa finantat,de asemenea,un studiu intitulatProfilul european pentru
formarea profesorilor de limbi straine. Un cadru de referin,a, care analizeaza
componentele esenuale ale formarii profesorilor de limbi straine :;;iofera un cadru
de referin\a atat pentru factorii de decizie in materie de polltlcl publice, cat l?i
pentru formatorii profesorilor. Elaborat de catre 0 echlpa de experf condusi de
profesorii Michael Kelly l?iMichael Genfell, profilul propune 40 de elemente cheie
pentru programele de formare ale profesorilor de limbi stralne",
in noiembrie 2005, Comisia a prezentat 0 prima comunicare despre multilingvism in care s-a prezentat 0 strategie europeans de sustinere a diversltatil
lingvistice. Comisia a cerut statelor membre sa-sl elaboreze un plan de actiune
national care sa fixeze obiective precise pentru promovarea l?i predarea limbllor strains l?is-a stabilit ca, in 2007, toate statele membre sa se reuneasca
pentru a prezenta actiunlle intreprinse in domeniul politicilor lingvistice. Cu
ocazia acestei comunicari, Comisia Europeana a lansat :;;iun portal web, care
faciliteaza accesul la lnforrnatii privind inva\area/predarea limbilor straine in
Uniunea Europeana''.
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in ultimii ani, Cadrul European Comun de Referinta a devenit un veritabil
document de referlnta, fiind tot mai utilizat pentru reforma curriculum-ului national
ljii pentru compararea certificatelor de limbi.
Recomandarea Nr. R(9S)6 a Comitetului de Miniljitri incuraja stateIe membre sa sustina lnstltutlile in utilizarea Cadrului European Comun de Referinta
pentru a planifica ljii reforma predarea limbilor straine intr-o maniera coerenta
ljiitransparenta'',
Cadrul European Comun de Referinta are doua par\i: schema descriptiva
(este un instrument care invita la reflectie asupra capacltatilor, cornpetentelor,
strategiilor, activitatilor, domeniilor, condttiilor ljiiconstrangerilor care determina
folosirea limbii) ljii sistemul nivelurilor comune de referinta (ofera un mijloc
de inregistrare a progresului elevilor cu ajutorul parametrilor schemei descriptive
pe rnasura ce ei iljii dezvolta cornpetentele).
in 2005, a fost realizata a cercetare pe baza de chestionar in toate statele
Uniunii Europene. Scopul acestei investtqatli a fost sa ofere 0 privire generala
asupra cunoasterli ljii folosirii Cadrului European Comun de Referinta. Din
raspunsurl, a reieslt ca acest document a lnfluentat elaborarea unui mare nurnar
de curricula la nivelul scolllor primare, gimnaziale ljii liceale7.
in ceea ce prlveste gradul de utilizare al Cadrului European Comun de
Referinta, unele state I-au folosit integral in formarea initiala ljiicontinua a profesorilor, altele doar partial, Problema cea mai des mentionata a fast cea a difuzarii
insuficiente a Cadrului European Comun de Referinta, care iiimpiedica pe profesori sa-l cunoasca mai bine. 0 alta problema tine de complexitateadocumentului,
care ingreuneaza accesulla schema descrlptiva ljii la folosirea eiB.
Acest document a stat in atentia decldentilor ljiiexpertilor politici ljiiin cadrul
forumului interguvernamental Cadrul European Comun de Referinta pentru
limbi !ji dezvo/farea politicilor lingvistlce: provocari !ji responsabilitati,
organizat intre 6-S februarie 2007 de catre Consiliul Europei. Obiectivul general
a fast sa examineze caile de folosire a acestui instrument la un maximum de
eficienta in demersul de promovare a multilingvismului in Europa.
Un alt instrument la fel de valoros in evaluarea competentelor lingvistice
este Portofoliul European al Limbilor, care prezinta lntorrnatll despre experlenta
titularului sau, precum ljiidovezi justificative concrete despre ceea ce el a realizat in limba stralna studlata. Portofoliul are trei par\i componente: pa!japortul
limbilor(prezinta a privire de ansamblu asupra capacltatllor elevului in domeniul
diferitelor limbi la un moment dat), biografia lingvistica (este organizata astfel
tncat sa implice elevul in planificarea propriilor actlvltatl de lnvatare, in retlectia
privind aceste activitati de invatare. precum ljii in evaluarea progresului saul
ljii dosarul (ii ofera elevului posibilitatea de a selecta materialele care ii vor
servi drept documente justificative ljii de ilustrare a rezultatelor obtinute sau a
experlentelor rnentlonate in biografia lingvistica sau in pasaportj''.
Examinat prin prisma functlilor sale de prezentare ljii cea pedagogica, devine clar ca Portofoliul European al Limbiloreste conceput pentru a contribui la
realizarea celor patru obiective politice-cheie ale Consiliului Europei: protsctia
dtversltatii lingvistice ljii culturale, promovarea tolerantel lingvistice ljii cullurale,
promovarea multilingvismului ljii educatia cetateniei democratice.
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Consiliul Europei nu s-a limilal la elaborarea unor inslrumenle de evaluare
~i certificare a competentetor lingvislice, ci a propus slalelor membre oorienlare
comuns in aplicarea politicilor lingvislice educationale, in acesl sens, a fosl
publical documenlul De /a diversitate lingvistica /a educa,ie p/urilingvistica:

ghid pentru e/aborarea politici/or lingvistice eaucettonet«, deslinal atat
decldentilor politici (direclori de institutil, rninistri), cal ~i celor lrnptlcatl in predarea/lnvatarea limbilor straine.
De asemenea, Ghidul pentru elaborarea politicilor lingvistice educa(ionale
sta la baza proieclului Profiluri de politici lingvistice educationa/e, care otera
aslstenta sub forma de expertiza slatelor membre pentru a-~i analiza ~i planifica
polilicile intr-o slralegie globala coerenta, Elaborarea Profilului esle realizata
intr-un spirit de dialog intre autoritaflle nauonate ~i experlii Consiliului Europei,
carejoaca un rol de calalizalor pentru reflectia decidenfilor nationali ~ia expertilor,
reprezentand loale limbile din sistemul educativ.
Prin proieclul Standarde europene de competente lingvisitice pentru
transparenta §i calitate, Divizia de Politici Lingvistice vizeaza sa raspunda
intr-o manlera mai aprofundata numarului crescut de cereri ale statelor membre
privind orlentari relative la nivelurile Cadrului European Comun de Referin(a,larg
utilizal in elaborarea programelor ~i examenelor. Drept urmare Consiliului de la
Barcelona(2002) ~ia CornunlcariiComisiei(iulie 2003), callflcarlle vor fi rnasurate
la finalizarea invalamantului obligaloriu printr-un indicator bazat pe nivelurile
Cadrului European Comun de Referin(a. in acest sens, grupuri de expertl
elaboreaza Descriptorii nive/uri/or de referinta pentru limbi nationa/e sau
regiona/e, care propun contlnuturi lingvistice precise ~i structurale apartinand
celor sase niveluri. Acest proiect vizeaza ameliorarea calilalii invalamantului
limbilor ~i certificarllor, ajutand ministerele Educatiel ~i organismele de examinare sa planifice, sa rnasoare progresul elevilor ~i sa faciliteze transparenta
~i comparabilitatea evaluarilor la limbi.
Un all obiectiv esle promovarea Portofoliului European al Limbilorcare face
mai bine cunoscute slandardele Cadrului European Comun de Referin(a ~i
favorizeaza educatla interculturala in mediul scolar, dar ~i in educatla adultllor,
in 2005, existau 74 de modele ale Portofoliului European al Limbilor validate in
25 de slate membre.
Cea de-a doua lnstltutie a Consiliului Europei este Centru/ European pentru Limbi Modeme, a caret misiune este de a incuraja excelenta ~i inovatia in
predarea limbilor.
Proiectele Centrului sunt organizate in cadrul programului pe termen mediu.
Programul curent, care acopera perioada 2004-2007, grupeaza 22 de activitali
sub titlul Limbi/e pentru coeziunea socia/a - educetie pentru limbi tntr-o
Europa a mu/tilingvismu/ui §i mu/ticu/turalitiitii.
2. Transpunerea politicilor Iingvistice europene in predarea/lnvatarea
Iimbilor stralne in sistemul de educatie preuniversitar din Romania
Ca membra a Uniunii Europene, Romania a raspuns la lnitiatlvele Comisiei
Europene de stimulare a interesului pentru sludierea limbilor stralne, prin di-
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seminarea ~i aplicarea proiectelor inovatoare la nivelul inva\amantului preuniversitar ~i universitar.
Tara noastra partlcipa lrnpreuna cu Franta, Italia Spania ~i Portugalia la proiectul Euromania, din cadrul programului Lingua 2. Scopul proiectului este de a

forma ~i dezvolta cornpetentele de intercomprehensiune orata ~i scrlsa in limbi
romanice- elevilor europeni de scoala prirnara. Durata proiectului este de 3 ani
(2005-2008), pe parcursul carora se va urmari colectarea datelor ~i lnforrnatiilor
din domeniul predaril limbilor romanice, punerea acestor inforrnahl la dispozltla
speclaflstilor in domeniu, sensibilizarea factorilor de decizie pentru a-i convinge
sa incurajeze dezvoltarea multilingvismului european ~i dezvoltarea unei politici
comune de promovare a limbilor inrudite 10.
Romania este ~i membra a Centrului European pentru Llmbl Modeme, ea
participand, din 1995, la toate seminariile ~i proiectele pe termen mediu organizate de aceasta instltutle. in 2004, tara noastra, reprezentata de Asoclstla Quest,
a ini\iat un proiect pe termen mediu privind asigurarea calitatii ~i autoevaluarli in
inva\amant. Destinat formatorilor ~i managerilor din domeniul educativ, proiectul
a urrnarit pe parcursul a trei ani (2004-2007), realizarea unui "training kit", pe
care formatorii sa-l poata folosi in preqatirea praotica, folosind un proces de
instruire in cascada,
Pe de alta parte, Ministerul Educa\iei ~i Cercetarii,precum ~iAgentia natlonala
Socrates au organizat numeroase conferlnte destinate decidentilor politici,
inspectorilor ~i formatorilor universitari, consacrate obiectivelor strategice ale
programului de lucru Educa,ie §I formare 2010.
in ceea ce priveste legislatia rornaneasca in domeniul educatlel, aceasta
este cornpatibila cu deciziile ~i declaratllle comunitare referitoare la educatla
in limbi stralne, formarea permanenta, asigurarea mobilltatll ~i dimensiunea
auropeana.
Conform Strategiei Dezvoltarii inva,amiintului Preuniversltar, planificata
prospectiv pana in 2010, politicile educationale din Romania vlzeaza in primul
rand dobandirea competentslor-chele specifice economiei cunoasterli~i societatll
lnformationale, printre care se numara ~i comunicarea in limbi straine 11.
Formarea acestor competente este realizata atat prin proiecte de educatie
forrnala, cat ~i prin susunerea ~i validarea capacltatilor dobandite prin contexte
de lnvatare nontormala ~i informala. Astfel, programul A doua §ansii, adresat
adolescentlior ~i adultilor care au abandonat scoala fara a finatiza inva\amantul
obligaloriu, a inclus ~i studiul llmbli engleze, programa scolara fiind elaborate
pe module.
in cadrul Curriculumului Na,ional, llrnbile moderne fac parte din trunchiul
comun, apartlnand ariei curriculare .Limba ~i Comunicare".
Proiectarea curriculara a avut ca punct de reper documentele Comisiei
Europene referitoare la dezvoltarea cornpetentslor cheie ~i Cadrul European
Comun de Referinta. Din aceasta perspectiva, curriculum-ul de timbi moderne
contribuie la dezvoltarea a patru din cele opt competente cheie identificate la
nivel european: "comunicarea in limbi stralne": "a inva\a sa lnvetl": "cornpetente
interpersonale, interculturale, sociaIe ~i civice"; "sensibilizarea la cultura"12.
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De asemenea, curriculum-ul se bazeaza pe formarea ~i dezvollarea unei
cornpetente reale de comunicare, pe necesilalea corelarii contlnuturilor predarii
cu inleresele ~i nevoile celui care lnvata, pe asigurarea contlnultatli obieclivelor ~i
contlnuturilor de la 0 clasa la alia, pe valorificarea specificului formaliv allimbilor

moderne din puncl de vedere cognitiv, afectiv ~i social.
Programele scolare pentru limbi moderne (ciasele III-X) lncorporeaza conceptele cheie din Cadrul European de Referinla ~i urmaresc, in acelasi timp,
dezvoltarea unor abilitc'!\ide comunicare in contexte precum: a stapant sistemul
limbii, a invata sa devii, a invata sa inveti. Prin urmare, perspectiva asupra
cornpetentelor de comunicare nu mai este una strict lingvistica. in momenlul de
fata, predarea limbilor moderne in ciclul primar ~i cel gimnazial se concentreaza
asupra deprinderilor integratoare centrate pe producerea ~i receptare mesajelor
(orale ~i scrise).
in evaluarea cornpetentelor lingvistice sunt avute in vedere nivelurile
prevazutede Cadrul European Comun de Referinfa.
Un instrument de evaluare aflat in curs de implementare in scollle rornanesf
este Portofoliul European al Limbilor.Acest document prezinta invatarea limbilor
straine dinlr-o noua perspective: daca pana acum, invatamantul rornanesc a
acordat 0 importantadeosebita laturiiteoretice, pe asimilarea notiunilor~i regulilor
gramalicale, odata cu aplicarea Portofoliul se insista mai mult pe lalura practica,
elevul fiind privil ca un actor social.Astfel, el constlentizeaza ca-~i poatevalorifica
competentele nu numai in cadrul scolll, ci ~iin timpul vacantelor,cand catatoreste
in stramatate sau in vlata de zi cu zi, cand comunlca cu copii din alte tari. De
asemenea, elevul poate sa-~i aleaqa singur activitatile de studiere a limbilor
strame. fapt ce-I rnotiveaza ~i-I face mai lncrezator in propriile forte. Evaluarea
pozitlva (expresiile de genul ..nu stlu sa fac" au fost inlocuite cu forrnularl pozitive precum .prioritatile mele") incurajeaza initlatlva elevului de a se autoevalua
corecl ~i-I determina sa-~i perfectioneze limba.
Urrnarind racordarea ofertei formale de invatare a limbilor moderne din
Romania la dinamica pietei muncii, un grup de cercetatorl de la Institutul de
$tiinte ale Educatie! propune introducerea Pa§aportului Lingvistic Europass
in ciciul superior al liceului ~i in invatamantul universilar13. Implementarea sa
in invatamantul tehnic, ciasa a X-a, pe ruta de preqatire prin $coala de Arte ~i
Meserii, precum ~i anul complementar, poate rauonallza procesul de certificare
a cornpetentelor lingvistice ~i optimiza metodologia de certificare a acestor
cornpetente, realizand astfel jonctiunea cu nivelurile de calificare cerute de
mediile profesionale din Europa.
3. Impactul politicilor lingvistice europene asupra profesorilor romani
lnvastlgatle pe un lot de profesori din judetulla§i
SCOPUL cercetarii: Identificarea reprezentanlor profesorilor de limbi moderne asupra aplicabilitatii politicilor lingvistice europene in sistemul de educatie
preuniversitar din Romania.
OBIECTIVELE cercetarii au vizat identificarea reprezentarilor profesorilor
pe urrnatoarele dimensiuni:
01 - cunoasterea documentelor europene de politici lingvistice
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02 - integrarea politiilor lingvistice europene in politicile curriculare din
Romania
03 - adaptarea procesului de formare ini\iala ~i continua a profesorilor de limbi
mode me din Rominia pentru utilizarea Cadrului European Comun de Referinta

~iPortofoliului European al Limbilor
04 - adaptarea rnodalitatllor de evaluare ~i certificare a cornpetentelor
lingvistice ale elevilor din Romania la cerintele lrnplernentarf Cadrului European
Comun de Referinta ~iPorlofoliului European al Limbilor.
METODA cercetarii: Ancheta de politici curriculare pe baza de chestionar (analiza Alpha=O,7450). Variabilile independente: gradul didactic, varsta ~i
sexul. Variabile dependente: gradul de informare privind documentele europene
de politici lingvistice, aplicabilitatea Cadrului European Comun de Referinta,
aplicabilitatea Portofoliului European al Limbilor ~i aplicabilitatea Pesepottutu;
Lingvistic Europass.
Lotul cercetat
Cercetarea, derulata pe baza de chestionar, a fost realizata in luna mai 2007,
in 23 de scotl din judetul la~i alese prin esantionare stratificata. in prealabil,
chestionarul a fost pretestat la 45 de profesori, iar ulterior a fost aplicat unui lot
de 120 de profesori, ale~i prin esantlonare aleatoare.
• To\i profesorii chestlonati apartln ariei curriculare Llmba $i comunicare,
predand limbi straine (limba franceza, engleza ~i germana).
• Dintre cei chestlonatl, 22% sunt barbati, iar 78% - femei .
• in ceea ce priveste distribu\ia pe grade didactice, am urrnarit sa apllcarn
chestionarul la acelasi nurnar (30) de profesori debutanti, cu definitivat,
gradul II ~i gradul I.
• Distributia pe varsta:
in studiul de fa\a, din motive de spetiu, vom prezenta doar rezultatele anchetei
privind obiectivele 01 ~i 04.
01-ldentificarea reprezentarilor profesorilor de limbi moderne asupra documentelor europene de politici lingvistice.

20-30 ani
43.50%

26%

Ipoteza 1: Profesorii detin putine lnformatii despre documentele europene
de politici lingvistice.
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Ipoteza este confirmata, asa cum indica graficul de mai jos. Un procent semnificativ (41,2%) din profesorii chestionati au afirmat ca detin putine lntorrnatii
privind documentele europene de politici lingvistice.
Calculand corelatia dintre gradul didactic al profesorilor ~i lipsa lor de infermare privind documentele europene de politici lingvistice, am reliefat 0 legatura

semnificativa. Astfel, constatarn ca profesorii cu experlenta mai mare in practica educatlonala, detin mai multe lntormaul decat profesorii debutanti. Acest
fapt semnaleaza ca formarea initiala nu include cursuri, seminarii ~i/sau lucrari
practice de prezentare ~i de aplicare a instrumentelor europene. Observarn ca
profesorii cu experlenta au avut posibilitatea de a se informa mai mull, in cadrul
stagiilorde formare continua sau a cercurilorpedagogige.Totodata,documentelor
informative sau normative venite de la inspectorat ~i schimburile de informatii
intre colegi reprezinta canale functlonale de dezvoltare a cunoasterli politlcllor
lingvistice europene.
f.nulle

pupne
41,20%

~~~~

~D,~~~~
f.PUpnY
11,5%

Ipoteza 2: Profesorii cred ca documentele europene de politici lingvistice
sunt adresate doar decldentilor pollticl.
Formularea acestei ipoteze s-a bazat pe presupunerea ca profesorii practicieni, obi~nuiti cu sistemul de invalamant relativ centralizat, au grad mai mic
de interes asupra politicilor lingvistice, considerand ca acesta reprezlnta un
Correlations

.. Correlation is significant at the O.01/evel (2-tai/ed).
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camp de manifestare predilect al decidentilor de la nivelele nationale. Ipoteza
a fost infirmata lntrucat 48,9% dintre respondenti au afirmat ca documenlele
europene de politici lingvisitice ii privesc in mod direcl, ~i doar 30,5% Ie-au
atribuit decidentilor polilici de la nivel cenlral. Aceasta constalare ne dovedeste
ca majoritalea profesorilor sunl constlenti de rolul esentlal pe care il au in aplicarea polilicilor educationale, fapl ce nu-i determina totusl sa se informeze in
mod corespunzator.

Ipoteza 3: Profesorii consldera ca documenlele europene de politici lingvislice prevad doar rnasurl cu caracter general, neoperatioanallzat, ce vizeaza
promovarea multilingvismului.

cadre
didactice
48,9%

Ipoleza 3 a fost conflrrnata, avand in vedere ca 47,3% din cei chastionaf
limileaza continutul documenlelor europene la rnasurl cu caracler general, in
limp ce doar 16,8 % au afirmal ca documenlele cuprind ~i metodologii concrele ~i
sislemalizale de evaluare. Astfel, descoperim ca lsuficienta lnforrnatiilor pe care
Ie detln majorilalea profesorilor esle cauzata ~i de prejudecala ca documenlele
de politici educationale europene trebuie sa fie neaparat prelucrate la nivele
nationale ~i ullerior lransmise la nivelele locale, eventual in lermeni de plan de
masuri, regulamente. etc. Conslderand ca documentele de politici lingvislice
cuprind doar masuri de ordin general, ce nu Ii se adreseaza in mod direcl, un
procenlaj insemnal de profesori nu Ie acorda irnportanta cuvenita ~i ignora faplul
ca aceslea pol fi transpuse, direcl de ei in~i~i, in procesul didaclic.
Ipoteza 4: Principala sursa de informare a profesorilor privind documenlele
europene de politici lingvistice esle reprezentata de site-urile educatlonale.
Ipoteza a fosl confirmata: 40,5% dinlre sublecti recurg la inlernet pentru a se
informa, in timp ce 27,5% au acces la documenlele europene, iar 18,3% sunl
inforrnaf de catre inspecloralele scolare, in special prin intermediul inspeclorului
de specialitale. Procenlajul mic al celor care partlcipa la conferlnte ~i seminariile
(7,6%) este explicabil, daca luam in considerare faplul ca la nivellocal au fost
organizate foarte putine expuneri publice despre politicile lingvistice europene.in
general, acestea s-au desfasurat in cadrul cercurilor pedagogice, fiind abordate
in planuri secundare.
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Un alt aspect care se reliefeaza este ~i nurnarut mic de profesori care
ajunge sa fie lnformaf de catre inspector. Putem conch ide ca actorii politicilor
educationale de la nivel local nu au suficiente initiative de popularizare ~i promovare ale instrumentelor europene, sau/sl nu dispun de strategii eficiente de
realizare a acestor actiuni.
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04 - Identificarea reprezentarllor profesorilor de limbi moderne asupra
evolutiei rnodalitatilor de evaluare ~i certificare a competentelor lingvistice in
Romania prin aplicarea Cadrului European Comun de Referinta ~i Portofoliului
European al Limbilor.
Ipoteza 1: Elevii sunt responsabilizaf cu privire la propriullor succesul scolar,
prin practica autoevaluarii.
tpoteza a fost conflrrnata, tntrucat 48,9% dintre cei chestlonati au apreciat
la nivele medii responsabilizarea elevilor, iar 27,5% au apreciat chiar ta nivele
superioare. Profesorii sunt convinsi ca aceste instrumente ii determine pe elevi
sa se implice in planificarea propriilor acnvitati de tnvatare ~i reflecteze asupra
progresului ~colar inregristrat.
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Jpoteza 2: Cornpetsntele lingvistice ale elevilor sunt formulate ~i evaluate
in termeni pozitivi.
Ipoteza a fost conflrrnata. Evaluarea pozltlva prornovata de instrumentele
europene a fost apreciata ca avand un succes mare - de catre 39,7% ~i respectiv
medie - de 38,9% dintre cei chestionaft inlocuirea expresiilor de genul .nu stlu sa
fac" cu tormulad mai optimiste, precum .aceasta este prioritateamea" ii rnotlveaza
pe elevi in studiul lor, contribuind la cresterea randamentului scolar.
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Ipoteza 3: Introducerea nivelurilor de cornpetenta ale Cadrului European
Comun de Referinta facillteaza recunoasterea cornpetentelor lingvistice pe plan
european.
Ipoteza a fost confirmata: 38,2% dintre subiecti au apreciat ca recunoasterea
~i certificarea cornpetentelor lingvistice ale elevilor pe plan european este
realizata Intr-o rnasura medie de catre documentele europene, iar pentru 35,1%
au estimat acest aspect ca fiind un succes mare. in sustinerea aflrrnanilorfacute,
profesorii au rnentionat diplomele DELF Junior, Cambridge, Toffel, DELE care
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descriu cornpetentele

lingvistice in functie de cele sase niveluri prevazute in

Cadrul European Comun de Referinta. Desi aceasta ipoteza este user retorica,
am apreciat ca verificarea ei, in registru obiectiv, poate fi utila pe linia validarii
unor curricula deschise unui cadru al politicilor ~i strategiilor didactice europene
comune.
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4. Sinteza rezultatelor cercetarli privind obiectivele 3 §i 4
1) Profesorii considera ca principalele succese ale reformei curriculare realizate sub inftuenta politicilor lingvistice europene sunt: elaborarea obiectivelor
cadru §i de referin\a unice pentrutoate limbile moderne studiate; pivotarea accentului de pe continuturi pe cornpetentein proiectarea curriculara; predarea limbilor
straine dintr-o perspectiva actionala, centrata pe elev; armonizarea programei
scolare de limbi moderne cu celelalte programe scolare europene.
2) Profesorii de limbi moderne folosesc ocazional Portofoliul European al
Limbilor §i Pa§aportul Lingvistic Europass in demersul didactic iar Cadrul European Comun de Referinta ~i Portofoliul European al Limbilor este utilizat, in
special, in definirea obiectivelor.
3) Principalele dificulta\i Intamplnate de profesori in aplicarea Cadrului
European Comun de Referinta §i a Portofoliului European al Limbilor sunt:
complexitatea documentului; lipsa unor ghiduri de utllizare: lipsa de precizie a
unor descriptori; difuzarea insuflclenta a documentelor.
4) Cadrul European Comun de Referinta ~iPortofoliul European al Limbilor
sunt folosite insuficient in formarea ini\iala a profesorllor de limbi moderne, in
tim ce, in cadrul stagiilor de formare continua, Cadrul European Comun de
Referinta ~i Portofoliul European al Limbilor sunt prezentate dintr-o perspectiva
predominant teoretica.
Pe baza rezultatelor acestei anchete, conslderarn ca ar fi oportune mai multe
strategii de interventle atat in elaborarea curriculum-ului,cat ~iin formarea ini\iala
~i continua a profesorilor.
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5. Ganduri pentru

0

agenda de strategii curriculare

1. Dezvoltarea plurilingvismului curricular prin folosirea efectelor de sinergie
a inva\arii celei de a doua sau a treia limbi straine.
2. Posibilitatea de a tnvata mai multe Iimbi straine in paralel sau succesiv,
gra\ie unor programe suple, modulate, individualizate, in care elevul este actorul
propriei pregatiri lili este pregatit sa se autoevalueze.
3. Includerea unor module de studiu allimbilor vecine.
4. Achlzitlonarea programelor de studiu comparativ al Iimbilor (EuRom 4,
ICE, SI) in aceeasl idee a autoformarf asistate.
5. Realizarea unui sistem de asigurare a calita\ii curriculumului predat.
6. Redactarea in limba rornana a unui rezumat concis lili usor de tnteles a
Cadrului European Comun de Referinra lilia principiilor care stau la baza sa.
7. Introducerea unor sub-niveluri suplimentare la Cadrul European Comun
de ·Referinra pentru a facilita accesul profesorilor la acest document.
8. Realizarea unei cercetari la nivel national pentru a identifica principalele
dificul1i3\icu care se confrunta profesorii in aplicarea instrumentelor europene.
9. Realizarea unui ghid metodologic de aplicare a celor trei instrumente
europene, adaptat la particularitatlle sistemului nostru de inva\amant.
10. Elaborarea unei baze de date cu modele de aplicare a descriptorilor
Cadrului European Comun de Referinta lili a Porlofoliului European al Limbilor
liliasocierea lor cu anumite grupe de varsta.
11. Realizarea a doua versiuni a Porlofoliului European al Limbilor in limba
romana, destinate copiilor ~i adolescentilor, cu 0 ternatica adaptata varstel.
12. Renuntarea la metodele didactice tradltlonale, in favoare unor metode
interactive care vor insista mai mult pe comunicare lili pe stimularea gandirii
critice.
13. Reconsiderarea, in spirit constructivist, a formelor lili a metodelor de
evaluare la limbile strains lili acordarea unei aten\ii deosebite autoevaluarll de
catre elevi.
14. Folosirea unor metode pedagogice inovatoare, de tipul Galanet (proiectul
intercomprehensiunii limbilor romane), E tandem (tnvatarea in tandem a Iimbii
unui partener prin intermediul Internetului), «Dis moi les couleurs du monde»
(confruntarea culturilor prin compararea Iimbilor).
15. Promovarea largita a unui bacalaureat european plurilingv.
16. Elaborarea unor baterii de teste ilustrand cele sase niveluri de cornpetente
lingvistice prevazute de Cadrul European Comun de Referinra.
6. Ganduri pentru

0

agenda de strategii de formare

1. Identificareaunui lot mare de profesori care ar putea deveni formatori in domeniul aplicarf instrumentelor europene (Cadrul European Comun de Referinra,
Porlofoliul European al Limbilor, Pa§aportul Lingvistic Europass).
2. lnltlsrea unui proces de formarea in cascada a profesorilor de Iimbi straine
pentru folosirea instrumentelor europene.
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3. Dezvoltarea suporturilor ~i actlvltatllor pentru formarea profesorilor in folosirea documentelor europene de politici lingvistice: prezentarea ~i explorarea
suporturilor ~i actlvitafilor intr-un atelier central.
4. Organizarea unor cursuri de formare pentru familiarizarea profesorilor cu
instrumentele europene, punandu-se accent pe metode interactive (discutii ~i
apflcatii).
5. Stagiile de formare ale profesorilor pentru aplicarea instrumentelor europene in evaluare trebuie sa puna accent pe Invatarea activa sau invatarea

prin actlune: fiecare profesor sa prirneasca Portofoliul European al Limbilor §i
Pa§aponul Lingvistic Europass ~i sa Ie completeze el Insusi,
6. Formarea unei retele locale de persoane e contact pentru consiliere
individuala, ~i pentru a sustlne persoanele reticente sau mai putin experimentate.
7. Sustinerea unui program de acreditare ~i calificare a cursurilor de formare
in domeniul aplicarll Gadrului European Gomun de Referinta, a Ponofoliului
European al Limbilor §i a Pa§aponului Lingvistic Europass.
8. Crearea unui forum care sa faciliteze schimburile de experienta ale profesorilor in ceea ce priveste folosirea instrumentelor europene.
9. incurajarea cadrelor didactice la mobilitate mternafionala, luandu-se
masurile administrative necesare in acest sens.
10. Instituirea unor premii de excelenta, pentru profesori, in colaborare cu
Centrele Gulturale.
11. Infilntarea ~i dezvoltarea unui masterat de politici lingvistice.
12. Asigurarea unei dimensiuni europene a procesului de formare continua
a profesorilor de limbi stralne.
Aceste propunerisunt inspirate,in mare rnasura.de dificultatile~iinsuficlentele
cu care se confrunta predarea/lnvatarea limbilor straine in tara noastra. Fara a
fi sceptici, recunoastern ca aceste propuneri implica ~i 0 serie de rlscuri, care
pot impiedica aplicarea lor sau, ca rezultatele asteptate sa nu fie atinse. Cel
putln doua riscuri sunt evidente: lipsa de rnotivatle a multor profesori, de a aplica
documentele europene de politici lingvistice, fie din cauza efortului suplimentar
pe care-I presupune, fie din lipsa materialelordidactice; schimbarea oblsnuintelor
~i a atitudinilor profesorilor necesita 0 perioada lunga de timp.
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EUROPEAN LINGUISTIC POLICIES AND THEIR IMPLEMENTA·
TION IN PREUNIVERSITY EDUCATION SYSTEM IN ROMANIA
Abstract
The ability to speak and comprehend at least two foreign languages is considered a
means of integration, 8S it allows mutual understanding and respect, promotes various
exchanges inside the European Union and enhances the possibility offree circulation.
The foreign languages are a key to the European citizenship, being essential for "the
unity in diversity" of the European Union (see Constitutional Treaty, The Charter of
fundamental rights of the European Union, Article 22). In this article, we propose an
analyse, without being exhaustive, of the main documents on linguistic policies and
their application in the teaching/learning of the foreign languages in the Pre-University
educational system in Romania. We will also present the results of a pedagogical inquiry
on a group of language teachers and we will propose some measures for the improving
of the language education poliCies, which refer, mainly, to the development of the curriculum supports and of the activities underway to improve teacher training, the need
of a methodological guidelines to applying the European instruments, the spread and
the implementation of the European documents (The Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages, The European Language Portfolio,Tile Europass Language
Passport) and the creation of a forum, to facilitate the exchange of good practices.
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TOWARD IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION IN EGYPT:
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION
STANDARDS
Nagwa M. MEGAHED
Women's College of Arts, Sciences, and Education,
Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt
Abstract
One of the priorities of the Egyptian Ministry of Education (MOE) in its reform
effort was to improve the quality of education through the implementation of
the National Education Standards. The National Education Standards document was published in 2003, and thus it preceded the legislation that created the Quality Assurance and Accreditation body in 2006. In support of the
Ministry of Education's effort, the USAID-Funded Education Reform Program
(ERP, 2004-2009) was initiated as an integrated set of activities intended to
establish a foundation of policy and institutional capacity for sustainable and
replicable reform in seven target governorates in Egypt: Cairo, Alexandria,
Fayoum, Beni Suet, Menia, Qena and Aswan. One of the major activities of
ERP is to assist the Ministry of Education in its implementation of the national
education standards. This research focuses on the process of implementing
the national education standards in the seven governorates in Egypt. This
depends on the analysis and review of relevant MOE and ERP documents
and related literature. In addition, focus group interviews were conducted
with MOE personnel from the seven focal governorates representing different levels of the system. The objectives of the study include to find out how
and to what extent the standards were implemented, what are the relevant,
valued outcomes, what factors constrained or enabled the reform processes
and their impact, and what suggestions might be drawn for improving the
reform activities.
Introduction
Education is a right guaranteed by the State [Article 18].... Education in
the State Educational institutions shall be free of charge in their various stages
[Article 20] (Constitution, Arab Republic of Egypt, 11 September 1971).
Following the 1952 revaluation, expanding access in education has been the
main objective for the Egyptian government. When Mohamed Hosni Mubarak
(1981-present) became president, the efforts to expand educational access
continued, including extending compulsory schooling from six to nine years.
However, in the wake of the 1990 World Conference on Education for All (InterAgency Commission, 1990), president Mubarak (1991; included in MOE, 1992,
p. 5) called attention to what he termed "the crisis in education... In spite of the
fact that education exhausts the resources of the national budget and individual
families, the end-product still remains poor and inadequate. Education continues
to suffer from a predominant focus on quantity rather than quality." In the volume,
Mubarak and Education, in which this speech was published, the egyptian government's conception of improving educational quality is articulated:
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Education should, therefore, change from an outdated mode of teaching
dependent on memorization and repetition to a new form of instruction, which
would include the student as an active participant in the educational experience and an active partner in the learning process. (MOE, 1992, p. 43).
"In September 2003 the MOE issued the National Standards for Education,
leading to an emphasis on improving the quality of the educational process. The
Standards became one of the milestones on which the quality of several aspects
of the education process will be based" (MOE, 2007, p. 126). The standards
development project proceeded "on a logical course inspired by the education
policy, which the President announced in 1992, the objective of which was to
achieve 'education for all' ... Having succeeded in achieving this objective, ...
according to internationally approved quantitative indicators, the state is now
inspired by the President's vision which is represented in his call for a qualitative change in education ...
In pursuance of the effort aimed at achieving quality education, the Ministry presents this work in the form of a Document on National Standards
of Education in Egypt from a comparative international perspective. This
document contains standards and performance indicators in the following
five domains: the effective school, the educator, educational management
excellence, community participation, the curriculum and learning outcomes."
(MOE, 2003, p. 4)
Improving educational quality was also emphasized in the context of the
economic transition in Egypt. Began in 1991, the government of Egypt embarked
on a comprehensive Economic Reform and Structural Adjustment Program (ERSAP) supported by donors 1. The major objective of this reform was to allow the

private sector to achieve rapid, efficient, and sustainable growth. The ERSAP
advocated a shift from a centrally planned economy with a dominant public sector
to a market-based and export-oriented economy in which the private sector plays
a leading role (AI-Mashat & Grigorian, 1998; USAID/EGYPT, 2007). Promoting
private sector growth remains a priority for job creation.f Egypt's labor force is
growing at a rate of 500,000 new entrants per year. But one of the challenges
faced by privatization was the quality of education, which was viewed by the
World Bank specialists as inadequate: "in spite of high enrollment rates, literacy
remains low, more than half of the officially unemployed hold an intermediate
degree or higher, and yet there is a shortage of skilled workers. This suggests
large inefficiencies and a serious market mismatch with'the educational system"
(World Bank, 2000, p. 4).
The Ministry of Education has developed and implemented many educational
reforms since the ERSAP (see Megahed 2002) and the acceptance of the National Education Standards (MOE, 2007).Among these projects is the "Education
Reform Program." The Education Reform Program (ERP, 2004-2009) was initiated as an integrated set of activities intended to establish a foundation of policy
and institutional capacity for sustainable and replicable reform in seven target
governorates in Egypt: Cairo, Alexandria, Fayoum, Beni Suef, Menia, Qena and
Aswan. This program is a bilateral agreement between the Egyptian Ministry of
Education (MOE) and the United States Agency for International Development
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(USAID) and is being implemented by the Academy for Educational Development
(AED), American Institute for Research (AIR), and other firms. One of the major
activities of ERP is to assist the Ministry of Education in its implementation of
the national education standards.
This research focuses on ERP-supported reform in the area of standards
implementation. It aims at answering the following questions:
What strategies and activities were pursued by ERP staff/consultants and
MOE personnel to implement the national education standards?
What evidence (perceived and/or documented) is there that these strategies
and activities had an impact on changing policies and or practices?
What conditions and other factors were perceived to have constrained
enabled the implementation and impact of reform efforts?

or

What are the suggestions for improving the reform activities for implementing
the standards?

Research strategy and methodology
This research is part·of a more comprehensive research project that follows
what is called documentation research (see Bickel, 1984). Documentation research is an approach creating and maintaining stronger and more productive
relationshipsbetween researcher/evaluatorsand policy makers/practitioners(see
Ginsburg and Gorostiaga, 2003). Conceptually and operationally,documentation
research can be seen as related to "decision-oriented research" (Cooley and
Bickel, 1986) and, like "utilization-focused evaluation, begins with identification...
of specific, relevant decision makers... who will use the information that the
evaluation produces" and then proceeds to collect and analyze data and present
findings in ways that inform the issuesthey deem important (Patton, 2002, p. 173).
An ERP-MOE Monitoring and EvaluationWorkingGroup was identifiedto function
as an oversight committee for the comprehensive documentation research, with
a team of ERP staff and consultants collaborating with MOE research/evaluation personnel to collect and analyze the relevant data. The research depends
on reviewing and analyzing relevant MOE and ERP documents as well as on
conducting focus group interviews.
- Focus Group Interviews
To supplement and provide richer insights into the findings derived from the
document review and input from ERP staff and the M&E Working Group, focus
group interviews were conducted with a range of categories of MOE staff. Focus
group interviews are "[a]mong the most widely used research tools in the social
sciences; ... this technique came into vogue after World War II and has been a
part of the social scientist's took kit ever since" (Stewart et al., 2007, p. 1)3.Using
a focus group interview approach seems very appropriate for the purposes of
this research, in that it involves moderating a discussion of a group of persons
who "are known to have been involved in a particular situation... , [about which]
the hypothetically significant elements, patterns, processes and total structure
of this situation have been provisionally analyzed [by the researcher], ... in an
effort to ascertain their definitions of the situation" (Merton et ai., 1956/1990, p.
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3). Nevertheless, there are disadvantages as well as advantages of using focus
group interviews, while "[o]n balance, it appears that the advantages of the focused interview of groups more than offsets the disadvantages when one seeks
clues to diverse definitions of the situation by a numerous body of individuals"
(Merton et al., 1956/1990, p. 135)4.

- Samples and Interview Questions
The sampling strategy was designed to identify participants for the focus
group interviews who represented a range of relevant perspectives on the implementation of standards process and outcomes. Focus group interviews were
conducted with a total of 133 MOE personnel from the seven focal governorates
representing three different levels of the system: a) school administrators (37), b)
standards support team members - including district directors and staff, supervisors, and senior teachers (42), and c) local system administrators - including
governorate directors and staff (54).
Interviewees were asked first about the most important accomplishments for
the standards support teams and the quality teams as well as the impact of the
teams' activities on professional development for teachers and other educators
in the focal governorates. Interview questions included:
a. What would you describe as your team's most important accomplishments?
b. How do you think the work of your Standards Support Team had a positive
impact on professional development activities for teachers and other educators in this governorate?
c. What circumstances or factors helped your team to achieve these accomplishments?
d. What, if anything, do you think your team has been less successful in doing?
e. What circumstances or factors limited your team's effectiveness in these
areas?
f. What ERP-supported activities have been most helpful in enabling the work
of your Standards Support Team? Why?
g. What, if anything, could ERP have done differently to enable the work of your
Standards Support Team?
- Data Analysis
The interviews were transcribed then data were classified and analyzed to
select the most relevant and comprehensible quotes that represent the perspectives of different groups in different governorates. The selected quotes were then
translated and integrated in the research.
Approach to Implementing Educational Standards
The approach guiding ERP's activities concerned with the implementation of
standards was collaborative, research-based and data-driven. In order to initiate
the work at the onset of the project, ERP respective staff as well as educators
from all seven governorates representing all stakeholders - parents, teachers,
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supervisors, principals and directors - worked together to develop the vision,
identify the mechanism, the content, and the strategy of standards implementation. The implementation was research-based in the sense that products of past
USAID efforts, such as the New School Program, were carefully reviewed and
the group (ERP respective staff and stakeholders) agreed not to proceed to the
next steps until adequate piloting or field testing of the tools took place. It was
data-driven in that decisions were based on collected and examined information
(ERP, EO 2006a).
Four priority areas were established in relation to the implementation of
standards. The first area involved advocating for standards at all levels of the
school community and the education system. The message was that decisions
ought to be standards-based to insure reliability, validity and, above all, quality.
The second area promotes reflective practice through standards-based self-assessment by communities, schools, principals, teachers and even students. The
third area involves approaching the school as the unit for reform. In this case the
whole school - administrators, teachers, parents, Board of Trustees members,
and students - works together to promote education quality. Finally, there was
a focus on creating a cadre of standards advocates. So, developing the cadre,
building their capacity, proving their value, and presenting the findings in order
to obtain official recognition (ERP, EO, 2006a).
The mechanism for standards implementation involved creating two important
groups: "standards support teams" at the governorate level and the "quality teams"
at the school level. The standards support teams delivered trainings, held meetings, developed tools, supported the administration of these tools and monitored
and assisted in the implementation of standards for all stakeholders. Their direct
link in the schools is the quality teams, which were tasked with administering
standards-based tools at the school level to come up with recommendations for
improvement (ERP, EO 2006a and 2006b).

Planning Phase of Standards Implementation
The overall program for standards implementation followed a participatory
and collaborativestrategy.Stakeholdersand MOE personnel- parents, teachers,
supervisors, and school principals - collaborated beginning with the planning
phase in 2004-2005. In addition, there has been a level of collaboration between
ERP and other USAID-funded programs as well as other international organization-funded programs involved in the area of standards implementation.
Based on the discussions on "standards-based planning" at a forum attended
by MOE representatives and ERP staff and consultants held at the beginning
of 2005, a general framework for the implementation of standards was developed to include the following stages for standards awareness and school self
assessment:
1 - Constituting standards support teams in the seven governorates and training them
2 - Constituting quality teams in the family of schools and training them by the
standards support teams
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3 - Developing assessment tools (for students, teachers, administrators, and
parents) in the effective schools and community participation areas of the
standards
4 - Piloting school self-assessment tools, refining the tools, and re-piloting the
refined tools in one school in each governorate
5 - Finalizing the new tools, developing a guide for the area of "effective school,"
and creating a guide for the area of "community participation"
6 - Diffusing and facilitating the use of the school self-assessment
EO,2006b).

tools (ERP,

The involved process is examined below.
Constituting
Levels

Standards

Support Teams at Governorate

and District

The main tasks for the standards support teams in the governorates were
defined to include: a) developing awareness of the national standards; b) receiving central trainings and transmitting the lessons learned from these training to
the quality teams in schools; c) diffusing a culture of standards among their colleagues (teachers, subject content supervisors, administrators, Board ofTrustees
members, NGO representatives) at district and governorate levels by organizing
works hops, meetings, and trainings in national standards; d) collaborating with
quality teams in the implementation of school self assessment; e) participating
in refining the school self-assessment tools; f) providing training for the quality
teams in the preparation of a standards-based school portfolio; and g) monitoring/providing support to the implementation of national standards in schools.
To select members of the standards support team, meetings were held in
each governorate/province
to introduce the national standards and the ERP
work procedure (AIR, AED, et al., 2005a). Then each undersecretary of education sector in each governorate, in consultation with the director of the focal
district, nominated people for the standards support team in that governorate.
Subsequently, ERP staff conducted interviews with the nominees to select the
best candidates.
ERP staff organized series of training workshops for the standards support
teams focusing on the National Education Standards and school self-assessment. As a result of their training, the standards support teams were able to
develop training materials for foundational standards workshops (to be provided
for the school-based quality teams). They incorporated existing New Schools
Program training manuals to build capacity for effective school self-assessment
(ERP, EO, 2006b, AIR, AED, et al., 2005 band 2005c).
To supplement the workshops and other activities conducted in Egypt, ERP
staff organized study tours to the United States for members of the standards
support teams to expose them to the US experience in implementing standards,
such as a U.S.-based training course titled "The Impact of Standards on Curriculum and Assessment" at California State University-Chico in 2006 and 2007
(AIR, AED, et al., 2006a and 2007).
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Constituting

School Quality

Teams at School

level

The main tasks for the quality teams in schools include: a) developing awareness of the national standards in schools, b) conducting the school self-assessment, c) writing reports on the results of school self-assessment and submitting
them to the quality support teams and the Board ofTrustees (BOTs), d) providing
recommendations and suggestions to ERP and the BOTs, and e) participating
in the development of school improvement plans. In order to form quality teams,
ERP staff requested the nomination of seven individuals from each school. Team
members normally included the school principal, school undersecretary, school
social worker, SBTEU manager, two excellent teachers, and the BOT head or
other member (ERP, EQ, 2006b).
ERP staff organized a variety of capacity building activities for the school
quality teams (ERP, EQ 2006b). These focused on applying standards and raising
cultural awareness in schools about self-assessment, using school self-assessment tools, and developing standards-based portfolio of school achievements.
The school-based self-assessments were to be used to generate school improvement plans, which would, among other things, guide professional development
efforts at the governorate and district levels. The point of reference for this activity has been the MOE's National Standards for the effective school (AIR, AED,
et aI., 2006b). ERP staff also organized capacity building activities focused on
developing and implementing school improvement plans.
Developing,

Piloting,

and Refining

the Assessment

Tools

As noted above, assessment tools were a key component of efforts to conduct standards-based school self-assessment, which would identify strengths
and weaknesses and thus inform school improvement plans. The development
of the school self-assessment tools was informed by reviewing documents and
tools for school self-assessment developed by the USAID-funded New Schools
Program and the World Bank/European Union-funded Education Enhancement
Project (ERP, EQ, 2006b). As a result of this process, ERP (Educational Quality
and Monitoring & Evaluation divisions) staff in collaboration with the members
of the standards support teams created a refined and simplified set of school
self-assessment tools.
The simplified tools (one set for students, teachers, administrators and parents) were piloted in six schools from six governorates, representing all levels:
one general secondary, one technical secondary, two preparatory schools, and
two primary schools. This first piloting of school self-assessment tools was
conducted in September 2005, and involved responses from 300 students, 40
teachers, 10 administrators, and 40 parents. Forms were distributed and collected, data were analyzed, and a report on findings was developed for each
school. A second piloting in one school from each governorate was conducted
to finalize and the refined tools; then a final report was developed by each
governorate office. Subsequently, a ERP published a handbook describing the
tools and how they can be used in the process of school self-assessment. This
handbook was designed to promote a scaling-up of this important process (AIR,
AED, et aI., 2005d).
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Diffusing

and Facilitating

Use of the Assessment

Tools

MOE in collaboration with ERP (Educational Quality and Monitoring & Evaluation divisions) staff conducted a workshop in Alexandria for standards support
team members in all seven focal governorates (10 to 12 MOE personnel per
governorate). This workshop represented the culmination of a long process of
developing, field testing, reviewing, piloting and finalizing the school self-assessment tools. Important outcomes of the workshop were final drafts of the
four school self-assessment
tools (school management, teachers, students
and community members) as well as a User's Guide. These documents were
shared with staff of other international organization-funded projects working on
standards application; a dialogue was initiated in order to coordinate such efforts
(AIR, AED, et aI., 2006a and 2006b).
Following the Alexandria workshop, standards support teams (with ERP
staff support) conducted one-day seminars for a total of 350 members of community development centers and boards of trustees in the seven governorates
on the use of standards for assessment and planning (AIR, AED, et aI., 2006b).
Furthermore, standards support teams organized refresher trainings for members of quality teams from each ERP-supported school during the third and
fourth quarters of 2006. The trainings also introduced to the link between the
self-assessment process and school accreditation (AIR, AED, et aI., 2006c and
2006d). Subsequently, 200 schools implemented self-assessments using the
tools focused on the standards domains of Effective Schools and Community
Participation. As another strategy for raising awareness of school communities
regarding the importance of standards-based reform, including standards-based
school assessment and improvement, the standards support teams in the seven
governorates developed a plan for a competition to determine the best School
Reform Portfolio (AIR, AED, et aI., 2006c and 2006d).
To summarize, by the end of March 2007, despite various problems, MOE
personnel constituting the governorate standards gave support to the school quality teams - with the assistance of ERP staff and consultants. Thus, they helped
raise awareness about national standards in at least the 248 ERP-supported
schools and their communities. Additionally, standards support teams from the
seven focal governorates developed, piloted, and refined tools and user's guide
for conducting school self-assessments, a key component of Egypt's accreditation and quality assurance initiative6. Moreover, all ERP-supported schools had

completed self-assessments, produced school reform reports/portfolios, and
drafted (in collaboration with BOTs) school improvement plans. In some focal
governorates,the school self-assessmentresultswere used to rank order schools
according to their capacities to achieve the standards-based indicators.
MOE Personnel's Perceptions on the Applications of Standards
Perceived Accomplishments of the Standards and Quality Teams
When asked about the teams' accomplishments, 6 out of 133 participants
reported limited knowledge about the work of the standards support teams and
the quality teams. This was the case for 5 out of 8 participants in the Local System Administrators group in Aswan, which involved individuals who had been
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appointed just prior to the interviews being conducted: "I do not know anything
about these teams". "This is the first time that I heard about these teams." "We
might know the people but we do not know their work or their activities." In addition, one participant in Bani-Suef local system administrator mentioned: "This
is the first time for me to hear such a thing. I do not have enough information; I
am taking notes exactly like you ... "
However, a large majority of participants not only was knowledgeable about
the teams but identified positive accomplishments. They agreed that the most
important accomplishment of the standards and the quality teams included: a)
creating awareness about standards and promoting a culture of standards; b)
developing rubrics for the standards; c) implementing school self- assessment
(including the school's vision, mission, and improvement plan); and d) enhancing
school-community participation. Illustrative quotes include:
"The most important accomplishment for the standards support team ... [was]
for teachers, school principals and ... supervisors to ... develop rubrics and
to constitute a team responsible for implementing school self-assessment[,
which] was the first and leading experience in the whole governorate ... "
(Alexandria Local System Administrator)

"We promoted the culture of standards and the most important accomplishment is that we now know where we are as schools... We enabled the school
to develop a portfolio for its achievement. .."
(Aswan Standards Support Team Member)

"After we returned from a study abroad program we were asked to develop a
plan for school self-assessment and improvement; we focused on students'
dropout problem. We were able to determine the reasons for this problem,
develop its improvement plan, and recruit volunteers from teachers to help
students. However, the plan stopped; I do not know why."
(Bani-Suef School Administrator)

"[The most important accomplishment was] the school self-assessment and
the expansion of such culture made teachers think of their performance and
their weaknesses ... Instead of trying to hide their problems they are now
trying to fix such problems, aiming at improvement."
(Minia Local System Administrator)

It is important to mention that in Fayoum, although the 8 participants in the
Local System Administrators group knew about the activities of the standards
and quality teams, they expressed some reservations regarding how much of
a real impact the teams had on the schools, both those receiving direct ERP
support and others in the governorate: "It is not clear for most schools what the
quality team is. Maybe it is clear at the reform schools because they received
training ... " There is no impact for the quality team on schools; only some posters
and reports, that is all, words on paper ...". "The culture of standards is spread
at the 40 [ERP-supported] schools, but this is all on paper and nothing was
implemented... ".
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Factors

Influencing

Effectiveness

of Teams

When asked about the factors that helped the teams to achieve their accomplishments, the interviewees mentioned the following: a) creating change
agents, groups, or teams to promote cultural change with a careful selection for
the team members; b) getting the support needed from leaders and people in
charge; c) receiving training, developing capacity building activities, and technical
support; d) engaging in exchanges and learning lessons from the experiences
of colleagues in other governorates; and e) participating in study tour programs
abroad. These experiences helped members of the standards and quality teams
to recognize the need for change, develop the confidence in their ability to make
changes, and function with a spirit of cooperation and teamwork. The following
give a sense of the comments by the interviewees:
"ERP's support for these teams' activities, organizing a lot of meetings and
training programs and providing experts in areas such as educational quality
and standards, actually helped the quality teams very much"
(Alexandria Local System Administrators).

"The extensive training that we received inside and outside Egypt helped
us a lot."
(Alexandria School Administrator)

"The support from the leaders is very important; the idarra director supports
what we do and this is very encouraging."
(Aswan Standards Support Team Member)

"The team was interested and believed in its work ... The schools were also
interested; without the school's interest we would not be able to do what we
have done."
(Fayoum School Administrator)

"The team members were carefully selected and worked voluntarily..."
(Qena School Administrator)

In discussing what limited the effectiveness of the efforts of standards support
and school quality teams, interviewees noted the following structural factors: a)
the poor facilities in schools, b) the lack of financial and other incentives to engage
more people in the reform activities, c) the heavy workload of teachers and other
school staff, d) the absence of formal system roles for the standards support and
school quality teams, e) the scheduling conflicts for training and exams; and f)
the restrictions on community members' school visits because of security requirements. They also mentioned the following interpersonal factors that limited the
effectiveness of these teams, for example: g) the lack of cooperation by some
school leaders, h) the lack of transparency and exchange of information across
various levels of the educational system, i) the lack of coordination among different reform projects, and j) the transfer of the teachers from their schools or
idarras short time after they have received training. For example:
"The load of work for teachers made it hard to involve them in training."
(Alexandria Standards Support Team Member)

"There is no reward system for schools' participation in reform efforts ... [and]
the team does not have a formal stand.... For example, I remember calling
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one of the school principals a million times and every time he/she was coming
up with an excuse." (Aswan Standards Support Team Member)
"Some members of the standards support team were moved from their schools
to other schools. This was after they received a lot of training."
(Aswan Local System Administrator)

"The team includes community members and they have the tendency to
work ... There should be some flexibility from the muddiriya [officials] that
allows these members to enter school and implement their positive ideas.
How can we call for effective community participation but do not allow them
to enter school?"
(Fayoum Standards Support Team Member)

"Schools in AboKorkas have poor facilities and limited equipment. They operate in two shifts... These schools are not ready for reform ... "
(Minia Local System Administrator)

Suggestions for Improving ERP's Activities
Moreover, in discussing how ERP activities could have contributed more
efectively to the work of standards support and quality teams, interviewees
focused on the necessity of expanding and improving training and follow-up
activities, especially in relation to developing and implementing school improvement plans. For example:
"The quality team with all its accomplishments; does not have indicators for
success. Their work stopped at the stage of providing suggestions for school
improvement and they did not receive any training on how to develop this
plan and how to implement it."
(Alexandria School Administrator)

"There is a gap between the standards support teams and the team who
is responsible for developing the school improvement plan. The standards
support team finish their work by providing recommendations based on the
school self assessment then the other team move to the second stage, there
is a missing connection here."
(Alexandria Standards Support Team Member)

"If the team receives more follow-up it will get more work done."
(Aswan Standards Support Team Member)

"The reform should not be limited to the Fayoum idarra. Other schools should
be included under the reform umbrella."
(Fayoum Standards Support Team Member)

"The training provided is still not enough because standards support is a
huge issue."
(Minia Local System Administrator)

Conclusion
This research first drew on the review of various documents to describe the
processes involved in the ERP's support for standards implementationand school
self-assessment. It illuminated some of the challenges faced, as well as the
activities undertaken in this regard, including collaborative planning and various
efforts to promote standards awareness and facilitate school-self assessment.
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The latter activities included: a) constituting governorate-based standards support teams; b) constituting school-based quality teams; c) developing, piloting,
and refining the assessment tools (related to effective schools and community
participation standards); d) diffusing and facilitating the use of the assessment
tools; and e) initiating the development of tools in other areas of standards (l.e.,
concerning administration and teaching).
The findings from the focus groups with various MOE personnel indicated
a positive assessment of the accomplishments of the governorate-based standards support teams and the school-based quality teams. Interviewees identified
factors that facilitated the work of these teams as well as factors that limited
their accomplishments. They mentioned ERP-organized training and technical
assistance activities as being particularly valuable, though they also had recommendations for how ERP's support for standards implementation and school
self-assessment could have been strengthened.
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Notes:
1 The World Bank approved a Structural Adjustment Loan to Egypt in the 1991. It was the

first policy-based Bank loan to Egypt. It was part of a larger donor package of assistance,
which included a Stand By Arrangement from IMF and Paris Club debt reduction (World
Bank,2000,p.6)
2 In reaction to global pressures, internal policies in Egypt had to shift. Private enterprise
was increasingly accepted as a requirement for growth, along with an economy open
to free trade. It was also accepted that a healthy economy would require a significant
increase in productivity, the attraction of private capital, and the ability to compete successfully with alternative trading partners in the European Union (Gill & Heyneman, 2000,
pp. 401- 402).
3 Merton & Kendall (1946) orig'inally referred to such interviews, whether involving one
interviewee or a group of interviewees, as "focused interviews."
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The advantages include a) lower cost in time and money of obtaining a broader range of
viewpoints from a variety of research participants (Freyand Fontana, 1993, p. 32; Stewart et
aI., 2007, pp. 42-43) and b) social interaction within the group stimulates participants' ideas
through synergism and snowballing (Albrecht et aI., 1993, p. 51; Crabtree et aI., 1993, p.
143; Frey and Fontana, 1993, p. 32; Jarrett, 1993, p. 193; Morgan, 1993, p. 232; Stewart et
aI., 2007, pp. 46-47). The disadvantages include a) "social pressures [may] prevent a topic
from being discussed in groups" (Crabtree et aI., 1993, p. 145); b) individual's responses
"may be biased by a very dominant or opinionated member" (Stewart et al. (2007), pp.
43-44; see also Merton et aI., 1956/90, pp. 149; Puchta and Potter, 2004, p. 22).
5 Complementary efforts undertaken during the same period by ERP staff affiliated to the
BOT component of the Nonformal Education (EQUIP1) division include: a) facilitating
strategic planning workshops for BOT members, providing a foundation for subsequent
development of annual school improvement plans; b) training BOT members on how to
develop their school improvement plan based on information collected using four previously introduced tools: standards-based school self-assessment questionnaire, BOT
performance indicators questionnaire, teacher questionnaire, and student questionnaire
tool (ERP, 2005c, p. 19).
6 ERP-supported efforts also included developing the following manuals, user guides, and
documents (all available in Arabic): 1) Applications of Standards, 2005; 2) School Self
Assessment, 2006; 3) School Portfolio and the Monitoring and Evaluation for the Quality
Teamsin Reforms Schools, 2006; 4) Training Program in the Culture of Standards forAdult
Education and Literacy Cadres, 2006; 5) Training Program in the Culture of Standards for
the BOT Members, Trainer manual, Date NA; 6) Training Program for Standards Support
Teams Members, Trainer Manual, December, 2006; 7) Educational Supervision in the light
of National Education Standards, Trainer Manual, Date NA, 8) The Role of School Media
in promoting the Culture of Standards, Trainer Manual, Date NA; 9) Training Program for
Standards Support Teams: The Training and Preparation of Trainers, Trainer Manual,
2007; 10) Training and Facilitation Skills for Standards Support Teams, Trainer Manual,
2007; 11) Monitoring Skills for Standards Support Teams and Quality Teams, 2007; 12)
Rubrics for the Area of Community Participation, Revised version of the NSP document,
February 2007; and 13) Rubrics for the Area of Effective School, revised version of the
NSP document, February 2007.
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FINANCE-DRIVEN

REFORMS IN COMPARATIVE
THE CASE OF ROMANIA

PERSPECTIVE.

EvaSZOLAR
Center for Higher Education Research and Development, Debrecen, Hungary
Abstract
This study is a comparative review of the literature of the finance-based educational
reforms. The main objective of this analysis is to contribute to the better understanding
of the educational reforms that will result in the marketization of educational financing.
The educational policies of post-socialist transformations have been characterized
by the paradigm of neo-liberalism, marketization, liberalization, decentralization and
privatization. Firstly, the study will examine and will present the main worldwide trends
and challenges in education. Secondly, it will address the issue of educational policy
borrowing, will present the dominant intemational borrowers and their objectives.
There we can conclude that it is highly problematic and less successful to promote
and to implement the finance-driven objectives of Anglo-saxon educational policies in
a Continental system, like the Romanian one. Furthermore, these are "foreign" from
the cultural-historical heritage of the French-type Romanian education system. Thirdly,
the analyses will concentrate to the educational financing issues in times of transition,
where is outlined the changing role of the state and the redistribution of responsibility
for educational funding with local governments, namely the decentralization reform.
At the end we will examine the international and national experiences of one of the
neo-liberal educational policies, the per student voucher-type funding techniques. The
facts from outside and after implemention supports only to some part the expectations
from voucher-schemes, they draw our attention that the marketization, school choice
and per student funding can lead us to the increased inequalities, lower social justice
and social cohesion.

1. Transformatlonsand educational reforms
Parallel to the expansion of globalization the educational policies of postsocialist transformations have been characterized by the paradigm of neo-liberalism, marketization, liberalization, decentralization and privatization. Romanian
educational reforms fit into these trends, in all educational sectors. We can
undoubtedly find differences concerning the level of progress of neo-liberal reforms among educational sectors and countries; in the majority of the countries
in transition for instance privatization has affected mainly the higher education
and adult education, while primary and secondary education have hardly been
concerned - so far. At the same time, the logic of autonomy and market system
control is outlined more and more explicitly in all sectors, which provides the
framework for institutionsand individualsto be empoweredwith growing decisionmaking as well as financial responsibility and influence. The essence of reforms
- on international and national level - actually means the change of paradigm of
educational policy, which has been organized based on Enlightenment, where
the top-down, state centralized informational initiatives have been worldwide
succeeded. This it was replaced by the bottom-up decentralized decision-making in educational policies.
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The previously mentioned changes in education started to determine the
public and academic debates on Romanian educational reforms, since in the
terminology of discourse such concepts have infiltrated into the public common
talk. Among the dominant concepts of discourse we can find the contrasting of
decentralization and centralization, the promotion of democratic and local governance forms, the spreading of diversity instead of uniformism and the policies
of institutional autonomy, school choice, competition, and quality. On the whole,
these describe and demonstrate the change of educational policy, which is placed
into the context of transitions
in a broader sense (by common talk), namely the working democracy and
market economy. In the majority of transition countries - in Romania as well - the
slogans of democracy and educational pluralism are the ones that appear in the
rhetoric of the legitimization of educational policies. Fundamentally, with this
rhetoric they have been looking for legitimacy for the same neo-liberal practice
in educational policy as the Western countries with their slogans of equality and
choice. However, the common reference points everywhere are the Europeanization and the acceptance of European Union practices.
If we examine what kind of legitimating arguments stand behind certain
educational policies, then it can be seen that we are not necessarily talking
about professional and practical issues. Thus the discourse is not necessarily determined by the profession and the sectorial ministry (e.g. educational,
health). One example of interpretational problems is when the given profession
is having a debate with the minister in charge about financing issues, although
the authority concerned may not represent its own standpoint or educational
philosophy, but the one determined by the Ministry of Finance. We could state
that the governors of strategic sectors as education or health care are only the
executors of the decisions and philosophy of the Minister of Finance and budgetary experts. In compliance with the intention of the governments, the access to
all levels of education are higher, although the available financial resources do
not follow this expansion, thus the situation generates a broad range of tensions
within the educational system.
The new rhetoric of educational reform strategies and their approving laws
can be understood by the previously mentioned way of thinking. The model
basically accomplishes at the same time the efficiency interests of the budget,
the democratic objectives and the logic based on left-wing values (equality,
social fairness). According to this logic, the building-in of educational pluralism
and the possibility of choice for individuals into education make the accomplishment of higher cost-effectiveness and efficiency possible through theories of the
voucher system (per student educational financing). Institutions compete on the
educational free market for students and for financial resources guaranteeing
their subsistence, which urges schools to improve quality and efficiency. During
this competition certain schools begin to prosper, while others are compelled
to close due to the fact that students turn away from them. In certain schools
the performance of consumers grows as a result of the increase in professional
standards of the institution and its staff. It means that the consumers choose
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among institutions based on rational, well-considered and autonomous decisions
and through this they generate 'market cleaning' among suppliers. The task of
school managements is to work on the harmonization of demand and supply and
on the implementation of cost-effective techniques, with a lower bureaucracy and
in a decentralized interpretation. The essence of educational reforms conceming
financing, we can find in these facts.
However, generic reforms appear not only on the level of strategies, but in
the legislation as well, these reforms still remain under-researched in Romania.
Especially the changes in management and financing mean the field, of which
not much continuous and actual information can be gained in the publications of
either the independent research institutions and researchers or puffer organizations. The frequently quoted international assessment tests (for example PISA
and TIMMS) are not suitable for the establishment of managing and financing
educational policies, since they can be relevant concerning mainly to the conceptions of the curriculum, assessment and quality. Centralized data collection is
a very expensive task but it is indispensable for fact-based policy-making even
if governments share part of their responsibilities in this field with the parents
and the local community through school choice and different market techniques.
Rustin (1998) aptly mention that in this interpretation of educational governance
the problems can be privatized, but whilst the responsibility is decentralized the
power still remain centralized.
The prerequisite for the interpretation of the processes is not only data collection but the spreading of the multidisciplinary nature of pedagogy, of its paradigm
change and the spreading of the culture sensitive comparative approach in
Romanian academic thinking. There is a clear need for a sadlerian approach in
education: "... we should not forget that the things outside the schools matter even
more than the things inside the schools, and govern and interpret the things ... A
national system of Education is a living thing, the outcome of forgotten struggles
and difficulties, and of 'battles long ago'. It has in it some of the secret workings
of national life." (Sadler 1900, cited by Higginson, 1979, p. 49). Many leading
comparatist scholar call for the multidisciplinary, multidimensional and holistic
research in education (Holmes, 1965; Bray-Thomas, 1995; Arnove- Torres, 2003;
Crossley-Watson, 2003; Zajda, 2005; Kozma, 2006; Bray et al., 2007; PhillipsSchweisfurth, 2007). Urging the paradigm change of pedagogy, Kozma (2004a,
p. 1217) points out that today "it is a stereotyped opinion that teachers should
talk about children rather than measuring, they should talk about schools rather
than about society. All these sound nice naturally, but these are very misleading. It is something like when medical researchers would be accounted for local
surgeries or when physicists would be accounted for fitting electricity." In the
following parts - on the one hand - we try to give a multidimensional and multifaceted interpretation for the examined question, and on the other hand we try
to present the nature of the reforms with the help of comparative education.
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2. Some considerations on borrowing educational policy
Globalization means not only the free movement of capital, but the free
movement of cultural and educational properties as well. Today you do not need
to make great efforts to be informed about the actual situation and problems of
the Anglo-Saxon, the Continental or the Third World educational systems. If we
take a look around, it may seem that similar questions are posed and similar
challenges influence the education worldwide, just like in Romania (for example
the international measurements of achievements, the efficiency of educational
systems and the ability to finance and control them). This is not an illusion, but it
is reality as well, since very similar educational policies are introduced in different
parts of the world, however, all of these do not always depend on the recognition of certain educational systems but on the philosophy of the borrowers of
educational policies and investment resources. If we study this question deeper,
we can see that Continental and Third World countries dominantly implement
educational policies of the Anglo-Saxon system. The opposition of deep structures and the historical-cultural insensitiveness of the implementation, generate
a range of tensions in the national educational systems (for example in Romania
and in other Central-Eastern European countries as well). Elements of AngloSaxon educational policies are to be recontextualizedand reinterpretedwithin the
national systems of education which has been built on peculiar historical logics.
It is a mistake to believe that for example in Romania tensions have occurred
during educational transformation only because the system has not been able to
free itself from its Soviet features. The Soviet system was a further developed or
more radical version of the Continental, French-type educational system, where
the Continental system was elaborated as a result of the enlightened absolutist
ambitions and the reform of Napoleon. Thus, the roots of the Romanian educational system can be found in the latter, rather than in the Soviet educational
policies (of course there is no doubt that the Soviet design added some elements
to the heritage). The current educational policy borrowing contrasts itself with
the previous practices, since we do not borrow from the continent but from the
systems based on Anglo-Saxon logic. In the following we examine the actors
of educational policy borrowing and the characteristic features of the types of
educational systems.
The failures of the educational reforms in other countries are not to be copied but to learn from them. The term "borrowing" is used by Phillips and Ochs
(2003) to describe what can be defined as the conscious adoption in one context
of policy observed in another. They use the adjective "conscious", since they
consider borrowing to be essentially deliberate and purposive. Policy borrowing
implies influence, and so a "borrowed" policy may ipso facto demonstrate that the
borrower country has been influenced by ideas from elsewhere. And influence
of course can also be deliberate and purposive in ways, which are more or less
irresistible, as with conditions imposed by the World Bank and other aid agencies (Phillips, 2005, p. 24-25). Samoff outline that "the organization and focus of
education nearly everywhere in the modern era reflects international influences,
some more forceful than others" (1999, p. 52). From the Phillip's arguments
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(200S, p. 2S) we can draw a question: how can we make difference between the
purposive attempts of policy borrowing and the outcomes of general processes
of globalization? Maybe the first one is a result of long-term academic investigation in education, where the implementation is deliberate and context sensitive,
and takes more than one decade (e.g. the comprehensive school reform). The
other one is an outcome of the fashionable Western practices, and they are
politically and financially motivated. The last practice of educational borrowing
will yields increasing tension in national systems of education. As Turner points
out in the context of decentralization policy borrowing practices that we believe
that if a group of similar individuals or institutions find themselves in the same
position, they will act in the same way: conversely, if a group of individuals and
institutions act in different ways, then we believe that there must be something
different about them that explains the difference in their behavior (200S, p. 8S).
The difference in our view it could be found not only in the social, but in historical
and cultural context of educational phenomena. In conclusion of this passage, we
can state that it is highly problematic to implement an educational policy inspired
from Anglo-Saxon context (e.g. voucher-plans, financial decentralization, market
system control mechanisms) to a continental education system, because the
philosophy of the school system of Britain it is very different from the Romanian
one (or we could mention as a real counterpoint the France schools).
The second objective of this part is to define the differences between the
Anglo-Saxon and continental educational system.
In the course of Enlightenment the absolutist monarchs initiated more and
more enlightened policies. These were launched from a top-down orientation;
they were centralized and central reforms, not decentralized and local ones.
The first one is a characteristic of Continental educational policy, but the second
one of the educational policy before Enlightenment. From its establishment the
Continental system is the outstanding field for social reform attempts and for
state-driven modernization. The antecedents of the continental system can be
traced back to the Napoleonic Wars. The countries "liberated" by Napoleon (e.g.
South Europe) are more similar to the "French type" of the educational system
than those countries where the Napoleon's reforms arrived with the help of local forces (e.g. Central-Eastern Europe). In the latter ones the French influence
was felt only indirectly, since the other type of the Continental system (the German) was more influential in these countries. The Continental system carries
its culture and the logic of its spreading on itself until now. That is to say, the
change to the Anglo-Saxon system and the replacement of the Continental one
is unfamiliar and it breaks away from the historical-cultural traditions (Kozma,
2006, p. 223-226).
The major characteristics of the Continental system:
• Its determining institution is the classical secondary school (lycee, gymnasium).
•

Not students were taught there, but subjects.

•

The basis for organizing the institution is the division of subjects.

•

It ends with a subject-based
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final exam (Baccalaureat, Abitur).

•

It aims to train public servants.

• It is run and financed by the state.
• It is centralized and selective, democratic state with centralized educational
governance (Husen-Postlethwaite, 1985; Kozma, 1992, p. 213-214; 2004b,
p. 52; 2006, p. 242).
The Anglo-Saxon education system is more practical and competency-based
compared with the knowledge-based continental model. The first one is geared
towards making the student to investigate, answer questions and encourages
becoming highly autonomous. From a historical point-of-view it is "Europe without
Enlightenment", since it carries traits of education before Enlightenment that was
based on the educational system of the Western churches. These "educational
systems" were not inferior or superior to each other; they only formed a network
with each other. The school was "the school of the community", the local institution which was founded, sponsored and directed by members of the community.
In contrast to the Continental system, it was extremely diverse and it did not
have a binding force because it was established from "bottom-up", based on the
institutions of former communities, and not "top-down", coming from the court of
the monarch. Due to its diversity, it cannot be interpreted as a system.
The major characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon system are the following:
Its determining institution is the public school.
It does not have a unified structure.
It is operated with local curriculum and is directed by local forces.
Authorities intervene into education financially and not by administrative
tools.
It is financed mainly by local and special taxes. Its finance is divided between
institutions and students, and the prerequisite of financing is to belong to
school districts.
It is decentralized and governed by local school authorities.
Test-based, evaluative pedagogical culture.
Weak public sector,strong privatesector (Husen-Postlethwaite,1985; Kozma,
2004b, p. 53; 2006, p. 244-260).
The documents and strategies of educational policy do not - usually - take
into account the cultural and social concepts, that determine the educational
systems. It may seem that these concepts have the same meaning in America
and in Europe, although there are deeply rooted differences among them. In
the strategic documents of the educational reforms we often encounter with the
concepts of equality and equality of opportunities, their elaborators usually try
to gain legitimacy and support for their initiatives with such "slogan collections".
There are significant differences between the two concepts mentioned above,
since one of them possesses European, while the other possesses American
historical roots. Kozma (1998, p. 3-4) points out the essence of concepts, namely
that one of them can be interpreted in the context of justice and social solidarity,
while the other with the terminology of freedom, success and competition.
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The theoretical differences are extremely significant in the interpretation of the
conceptualized (e.g. knowledge vs. competency based education) questions of
the often quoted international achievement measurements. Comparatist scholars
(Kazamias-Schwartz, 1977, p. 167-174; Kazamias, 2001, p. 442) suggest that the
lEA studies (e.g. TIMSS, PIRLS) are decontextualized and largerly scholiocentric,
they are based on a monomorphic view of science and they are ahistorical. They
are billed as good examples of scientific cross-national research, they are highly
regarded among segments of the international educational community and they
have been politically influential in educational reform. Other critics (Crossley,
2000, p. 320; King, 2000, p. 273 cited by Kazamias, 2000, p. 442) formulate that
these assessments do not pay sufficient attention to the importance of 'contextual
and cultural factors' and in King's viewpoint "A major overall criticism might be
that lEA studies have been mainly about within-school questions or the impact of
calculable outside factors on them ... the subtle cultural ecology or inner dynamics
of learning process and its possible follow-up lacked sufficient attention".
The third aim of this part is to examine the most important actors that promote the implementation of the Anglo-saxon educational system or that of its
certain policies. A national government "...is not totally independent concerning
its educational policy today and it is not left on its own, either" (Kozma, 2006,
p. 205). We could say that the power of educational policy control has become
a matter of redistribution, which means that international organizations have
entered the arena with the demand for growing influence for themselves, thus
gradually pushing out the Weaker national states from the forming of their own
educational policy. In the beginning, these trends it was formed under the leading role of the UNESCO, later from the 80's onwards under the leadership of
the World Bank Group. Two continents, two educational points of views. Just
to indicate, we are going to present the international organizations in education
with their direct or indirect roles.
Traditional multilateral organizations differ from each other in their membership, aims and operational mechanisms - from our point of view the way they
approach education may be the most important. What they have in common is
the fact that they are all oriented towards the educational policy.
1. OECD: It was established in 1960 and is known as the "club" for rich countries, this limits its membership (for example Hungary is a member, Romania is
not). In the beginning it was not interested in education, later a separate office
was opened for this field. Above all, it deals with economic policies, it formulates
recommendations for developing countries as well, although they are not allowed
to take part in the work of the OECD. It rather supports competition-based reforms.
Its instrument is benchmarking, ie. norms and indicators.
2. World Bank and IMF: These are specialized organizations ofthe UN, they
were established after World War II. They are financial organizations. They are
thought of as "banks" and this characteristic feature determines their relationship with the educational system. IMF influences education indirectly, through
central budgets. World Bank has been concerned in the development of education since 1960, however, at this time it used the technical background of the
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UNESCO and later it set up for itself. At first, its major priority was the issue of
the development of human resources, which was pushed into the background
after the neo-conservative and neo-liberal revolution and after the questioning
of its validity. Earlier it followed a "European", and later an Anglo-saxon rooted
educational policy. It rather supported finance-based reforms. Their instruments
are loans and conditions.
3. UNESCO: It is an organization of the UN as well, by now it has become
a rival of the previously mentioned ones. Its values can be interpreted in terms
relating to "Europe", it directs special attention for the issue of human rights and for
the enforcement of social justice. Basically, it follows the Continental educational
policy. Planning has a central place in its educational policy (IIEP). This is the
only organization which broke the Iron Curtain. It rather supports (or supported
for a long time) reforms based on equality. Its instrument is the expertise.

4. EU: It is a regional organization having a stronger articulated educational
policy since Lisbon. It competes with the others and at the same time is a "compromise" of the Continental and Anglo-Saxon educational policy. It strives to
strengthen the new form of multilateralcontrol among its members. Its instrument
is the meta-control. (King-Buchert, 1999; Kozma, 2006, p. 205-219; Robertson
et aI., 2007)
The costs and technical support of Romanian educational restructuring were
provided in the first place by the World Bank Group, which popularized AngloSaxon educational policy. Duringthe period of transition Romanian governments
did not possess financial resources for development, still expansion gradually
reached the higher education, due to the intention of the governments. World
Bank - unlike UNESCO - could offer financial and educational loans for the
country.The educational policy of the OECD made its way mainly as a refe-rence
point and through achievement tests, while that of the European Union had success only in certain sectors and especially only after becoming a member of the
EU. The success of the Anglo-Saxon conceptions and the outstanding actor of
Romanian educational restructuring is the World Bank. Their success in public
educationwe can find in the sector financing method, which is more efficient, than
the smaller EU projects.Although all internationalorganizations have emphasized
sector financing since the Jomtien conference, still there is a difference among
them. Certain organizations have better success in certain sectors, while other
organizations have better success in other sectors. Accordingly, both UNESCO
and the EU have projects only in public secondary education, while they have
complete reform programs in higher education, which are again financed by
the World Bank. In the sector level shaping of public education it is the World
Bank that represents a determining force in the first place, although the EU has
entered the arena (for example by emphasizing social sensitivity) as well, but
only in the last few years.
The financial restructuring of public education reform is mainly run by costeffective motivation on the Anglo-Saxon pattern and it is obvious that its sector
level success prevails over the fulfilment of the continental patterned project
ambitions, which have a smaller range (for example the issue of disadvantaged
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students and class-size debate). Naturally, in Romanian educational policy
it is very hard to define, what comes from the Continental and what from the
Anglo-Saxon systems, since peculiar compromises have been born (for example affiliated small regions). The Jomtien Agreement looks as such, because it
included the political agenda (for example training fees and privatization) of the
Washington Consensus, although earlier it had not been part of the Continental
educational policy.
The loans for educational purposes coming from the World Bank amounts to
230 million dollars, which is just a small part of the raised loans since 1990 (the
total amount is 7597 million dollars). Currently, the educational reform is operated
with only one project in Romania and the state has to pay back an 82 million
dollar educational debt (World Bank, 2007). The following reform programs and
projects were financed by World Bank loans 1:

•
•
•
•

The educational reform (1994)
Higher education reform (1996)
School rehabilitation (1997)
Rural education (2003)
Accordingly, Romania has financed almost all of its educational programs
by loans in the last 17 years. Besides, it is important to mention that there were
also projects aiming to improve the equality of opportunities in education, which
were only partly2 coming from World Bank loans, the European Union covered
a much larger portion of the expenses in regard of their finance (for example
PHARE).
The meeting point of globalization and national educational systems is the
economy, and the educational sector which is essential for the economy: the
vocational education. Following the neo-conservative and neo-liberal reforms
of the 70's, vocational education meant the first channel through which the concept of marketing "filtered" into education (Kozma, 2006). Through the flow of
global and multinational capital, there born the opportunity to shape the national
educational systems. This process led towards convergence. Here we have to
emphasize the following: there is a strong belief that the FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) is the engine of development and economic growth, what creates the
opportunity for reducing poverty3.According to this belief, competition increases
between states in the struggle for international capital, which urges them to
make their economy and business atmosphere attractive for this type of capital.
The opportunity for this "attraction" is provided by international organizations
(especially by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group) and
by their packages (Structural Adjustment Programs - SAP) suggested for neoliberal restructuring within a national framework. There are packages for every
field, we are going to deal with the educational one here. According to different
authors, the content of the package for globalization or for restructuring contains
the same: they mean the decentralization of education, its marketization, and the
reinforcement of choice and the privatization of education (UNESCO, 1993, p.
59-63; Carnoy, 1999; Daun, 2005, p. 93; Apple, 2004a; 2004b; Kozma, 2006, p.
88, 197).As Holmes (1981, p. 32) argues, British and American experts almost
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always favor, regardless of circumstances, the introduction of decentralized
system of educational administration. Leader scholars (Samoff, 1994) outline
that the structural adjustment policies encourage an emphasis on inadequate
skills and reproduce existing social and economic inequalities, results in lowered
enrolment rates and low quality in education. And as Epstein (2005, p. 616)
point out these policies promise a reduced public bureaucracy what impede the
delivery of more and better education. In Daun' (2001) viewpoint the SAP's by
reducing wasteful expenditures and increasing responsiveness to demand can
promote a more efficient education.
Carnoy (1999, p.16) outline that the developing-country governments are
under the next pressures:
Firstly, to increase spending on education to produce a more educated labour
force, because the well organized education system and a more educated labour
force can act to attract globalized finance capital, which plays an increasingly
important role in the global economy. (Long-term interests)
Secondly, the global finance capital also has short-term economic interests
that push governments to reduce the public sector. It has a private sector bias.
This ideological package pushed by global finance capital pressures governments
to reduce the growth of public spending on education and to find other sources
of funding for expected expansion of their education systems. This broader
agenda of limiting public spending on education may prevent governments from
choosing the most effective ways of expanding and improving education in the
new global economy.
The International Labour Organization (1996, p. 6-12) distinguishes between
competitiveness-driven, finance-driven and equity-driven reforms, Camoy (1999,
p. 42) use ILO's categories in their analysis to education. We concentrate there
to describe the finance-driven educational reforms. The international agencies
like the IMF and World Bank are the main advocates for finance-driven reforms
(e.g. shifting public funding from higher to lower levels of education, privatization of secondary and higher education, marketization of primary education, the
reduction of costs per pupil in all levels of education). Their main goal is to reduce
public spending on education. Since their ultimate objective is the same as in
competitiveness driven reforms - to improve the productivity of labour - they are
also concerned with improving the efficiency of resource use and educational
quality. Thus we can conclude that at first it is the budgetary policy of the IMF
which rather prevails when the amount of public expenditure decreases, following
this as a second step, they try to improve the efficiency of the consumption of
financial resources in order to reduce the demand for public expenditure.

3. Educational expenditures in the transition
In Romania the transformation meant that the state transformed its role
in education. In the Western welfare states the discourse was dominated by
contrasting the terms of the "caring" and "withdrawing". Withdrawal does not
only mean the partial abandonment of educational state funding but also such
transformations (e.g. marketization and voucher)with which the state can achieve
to maintain only the cost-effectively operated schools, especially those which
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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are to be sponsored by the parents with vouchers in their hands on a demandside financing basis. Nevertheless, in Romania it is problematic to talk about
the "withdrawing" state, because of its welfare role playing which is considered
extra-residual. However, even under such circumstances the spreading of neoliberal policy and the period of transformation - basically reinforcing each other
- resulted in withdrawal. All these meant a lining up to the international trends,
which evolved worldwide after the welfare change of the 70's.
Following the neo-liberal and neo-conservative revolutions it became more
and more difficult to legitimate the previous standard of educational state funding.
The notion of the keynesian welfare and interventionist state was succeeded by
the neo-liberal "small and cheap", catalyst, organizer and strategic state model
(Apple, 2004a; 2004b). As a matter of fact - considering the legitimacy of educational policies - we can conclude that those challenges, related to education,
which were responded with centralization and state intervention from the 1930's
in Europe, today they are addressed with decentralization and with the "hidden
hand" of the market (such as inequalities and low standard).
Beside domestic financial pressures, there were also outside promoters for
the direction of restructuring and for the restraint of educational state budget,
namely IMF and World Bank. The presence of IMF and the effect on its inflationary
financial policy is extremely important for the standard of educational expenditure.
Here - with regard to our topic field - the content of reform programs is more
essential than the simple fact of conditional loan borrowing, since the content of
reform programs affects the standard of the funding of education in a direct or
indirect way. In this case it affects the GOP-proportion which was allocated to the
educational system during the period of transformation by the succeeding Romanian governments. The Ministry of Finance is responsible for the educational
budget of a given fiscal year, which is elaborated based on the suggestions of
the Ministry of Education and which is forwarded to the Parliament to be voted
for. Its standard depends on the previous years and on the estimated costs. It
is also the Ministry of Finance that controls the budget in order to keep balance.
The Ministry of Finance and the balance of the budget form the channels through
which IMF is able to influence the standard of educational expenditures in an
indirect way. During transformation the fiscal policy of the IMF was characterized by the ambition to liquidate the deficit with the following instruments: real
value decrease and inflation, deregulation, spontaneous privatization and the
reduction of public expenditure. Education as a budgetary organ fell "victim" to
this financial practice to a great extent.
Finance-based reforms in this context meant that one of the major ambitions
was the reduction of educational expenditure, and the promotion of savings and
multi-channel funding. In the first 14 years of transformation reduction on the expenditure side was intense, there very little (2,5-3,5 % of the GOP) was spent on
education from the Gross National Product and fundamentally nothing happened
on the investment side. The element of multi-channel funding in regard to the
transformation of educational expenditure began to be felt only by the programs
aimed to improve the management of education and by the laws.
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The low standard of the educational budget meant the continuation of socialist "traditions", since the degree4 of expenditure was kept on a permanently

low level in the preceding decades of system transition (it was between about
2,2-2,5 % of the moderate GOP). After 1989 this practice went on, by this time
the rhetoric had also changed and the phenomenon of lack of financial resources
was often referred to, which permanently determined the standard of funding.
Despite the high social expenses of transformation it is essential to point out
that the budgetary decisions are not born in an intellectual vacuum, but they are
determined by the dominant values - and social attitudes. According to Sernien
1. Dlagramm: Per student expenditure In public education (EURIPPS)
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(1987) it is not an acceptable maxim for an educational politician to follow the
principle of "cut your coat according to your cloth", since the coat is cut according
to the given circumstances in regard to interests and representation of interests.
The international representatives of higher financial sponsorship - UNESCO,
somewhere GECD and World Bank - emphasize that this plays an important role
in the shaping and in the maintenance of competitiveness of a certain country.
Nevertheless, here we have to mention that the budgetary amount is pressed to
education from the outside and educational policy basically executes the previously concluded financial decisions.
The practice of educational finance in Romania bears on itself the concept
of paradigm change of international organizations. After the 1970's economists
in favor of market instruments as opposed to state solutions began to turn up in
international organizations, this process coincided with the changing educational
policy of the World Bank. The new economist generation started to reason for
the modernization-theory and for the human resource-theory in their educational
programsworldwide in order to support market or quasi-market solutions. We can
find such famous World Bank economists as Psacharopoulos, Mingat and Tan,
Woodhall, Cohn, Jimenez, Thobani, furthermore the supporters of the voucher
system like Friedman and his students: West, Hoxby, Chubb and Moe, Tooley.
They became involved in putting an end to welfare economic theory.
"The real innovation in this field was brought by the 1980'swhen the influence
of liberal economists increased again - for the first time since the 1920's - to the
detriment of the role of the state and of overall planning. This paradigm change of
economics is reflected in the change of educational economics which places the
Revisia de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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funding of education instead of planning into the centre of educational economic
researches ... With the arrival of neo-liberal economics planners were replaced
by economists dealing with funding ... By today they are the ones who determine
research fields and their major nodes in educational economics as well. The
spectacular attitude change of the turn from the 80's to the 90's came along in
education: privatization, influencing and regulating the market-conform attitude
of institutions, diversification of maintainers, quality control. The educational
application of the attitude and methods of company economics and company
management is meant under the term of big change." (Kozma, 2001, p. 10).
The major point of views of the criticism of new generational economists:
• The state is not able to finance expansion.
•

State education promotes a low standard.

•

The redistribution
dequate.

•

State education creates inequalities.
Bureaucracy, lack of settlements of accounts and community control.

of the available resources and its techniques

are not a-

4. Experiences on educational marketlzation and vouchers
System control in education can take place in many ways, for example
by planning, participation, privatization and market simulation (Setenyi, 1992;
Ainley, 2004; Daun, 2005, p. 93). According to some authors, privatization is one
form of decentralization (Winkler, 1991).At the same time per student financing
is considered as partial privatization by certain authors (Carnoy, 1999), while
others (Semien, 1993, 1997; Karlsen, 2000, p. 536) view it as quasi-rnarketlzation. According to UNESCO (1993) the spreading of decentralization is going
to result in the privatization of educational services. It is important to make a
difference between the definitions of marketization and privatization, where the
marketization of education is possible through the introduction of such logic
and practices, which are characterized by the market and competition within
the public service system, while privatization basically means the handing over
of education into private hands (such as parents, non-profit organizations). The
privatization movement is, however, much more complex than a mere increase
in private funding, it can take many forms:
• An increase in the number of fully privately managed and funded schools;
• Privately managed schools financed by public funds;
• Public schools fully or partially financed by private funds;
• Public schools run as private institutions and which compete for public
funds;
• Private courses complementing of certain services;
• Distance courses etc. (Caillods, 2002, p. 9).
According to Semien's views as well, privatization means a shift towards the
.prtvatet-pole of funding, control and governance. Belfield and Levin (2002, p.
22) use similar interpretation to understand the privatization. In their approach
most privatization policies fall into one of the above three forms:
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1. Increasing the number and proportion of private providers.
2. Raising the amount of funds contributed directly by the users of the
services (Le. students and their families) and lowering the amount contributed
through subsidies.
3. Enhancing parental monitoring of schools and school choice over government rules and regulations.
To describe the current characteristics of Romanian financing reforms, we
believe that the usage of the definitions of marketization and privatization is legitimate. Both the growth of the "private" -pole and the logic that is characteristic
of the competition sphere are clearly taking shape in public education. School
choice and the voucher type per student funding gives dynamics to the decentralization, marketizing and privatization of public education. Without these, the
reform of the system would not operate or it would be useless.
The aim of the last chapter of this study is to present the international experiences and results of the implementation of market simulation (e.g. liberalization,
choice, marketization and quasi-markets, voucher and competition). The rhetoric
of educational policy draws up its supporting principles in its ambitions for quality,
equality and social justice, effectiveness and efficiency. Here, by the overlook
of specialized literature, we try to reveal the relation between the previously
mentioned educational policies and objectives. The different countries possess
various and miscellaneous experience in connection with the educational implementation of market techniques. They are successful in one country, but failed in
another. We will not possibly find the essence of these phenomena in whether
marketization increases quality or inequality or not, but rather in how advantages
and disadvantages are distributed among different socital groups.
Educational vouchers refer to a system of public educational finance in which
parents would be given a tuition certificate by government that could be used
to pay tuition at any "approved" school, public or private. Many types of schools
including those seeking profit would compete for students and their vouchers in
the marketplace. Presumably, competition would lead to a greater range of choice
and rising efficiency and innovation in education as schools had financial incentives to attract and maintain their enrolments (Levin, 2001, p. 3-4). The voucher
system firstly, it was proposed by Thomas Paine in The Rights of Man (West,
1967), but the well-known advocate of this market technique is the neoclassical
economist Milton Friedman (1955). In Chubb and Moe (1990) perspective the
voucher and choice promote higher student achievement, adequate school organization, lower bureaucracy, better school management and higher quality.
The voucher proposal has generated educational policy debates in every
country where it was implemented. As Levin (2001, p. 5-6, 11-12) outline the
advent of educational vouchers has generated vocal movements among both
advocates and detractors. Advocates argue that families need more choice and
that educational vouchers will provide competition and improved school effectiveness and productivity in the public spending. Detractors claim that educational
vouchers will primarily generate business profits and marketing costs that could
have been used to provide better educational services, will lead to increased
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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inequities in educational outcomes and will undermine a common educational
experience necessary for democracy. The choice gives dynamics to the voucher
system, thus the choice is in the forefront of these debates. For the proponents
this technique will replace an educational monopoly with competition, by forcing schools to compete for students, the discipline of market competition is
expected to replace the captive audience enjoyed by the most existing public
schools. In Friedman's viewpoint that competition will improve the performance
of all schools that remain viable in the market while eliminating those that cannot survive competition. Thus, educational vouchers and other forms of market
choice have been recommended as ways to increase the responsiveness of
schools to family preferences and as a means of creating dramatic improvements
in productivity. Some opponents (Fiske and Ladd 2000; Henig, 1994, Ollsen et
ai., 2004) suggest that the facts do not reflect these ambitious objectives, or
only with limits, because they increase the socio-economic and race inequalities, between schools and individuals. Newest arguments claim that this market
technique has eroded the social cohesion.
The educational finance of Central-European countries undergone by transition is also determinated by the above thoughts; however, we can find essential
differences as well. The per student funding way of marketization of education
is the valid funding technique of all educational levels, in the most post-socialist
countries. Nevertheless, there are differences in how free the educational market
is, or who are allowed to establish schools and how enrolment takes place. In most
cases, following the practice of developed and well-operating democracies, most
countries guarantee the choice of children's education and the right for school
choice as a constitutional right for parents (e.g. Hungary). The practice to enter the
educational market has been similarly liberalized, namely establishing schools,
although there are certain carefully thought restrictions in public education (e.g.
the private schools are not allowed to function on a for-profit basis).
The enforcement of the right for school choice is very similar in the countries
in transitions, since enrolment is connected to districts almost everywhere. This
only means that students are guaranteed to be enrolled to the schools of the
district by all means, but they are not tied there, they can choose a school outside
their districts and parallel to this, they can take their funding with themselves.
The districts are much more permeable than within the Anglo-saxon system,
because here moving is not necessary for a student to be enrolled to the preferred school, thus from this point-of-view, a more liberal system was introduced
in most post-socialist countries.
In the Anglo-saxon system schools are required to enroll all students of
their districts and they are not allowed to select among them. In most of the
countries in transition schools are allowed implicitly to select their students, it
is especially true in the case of students coming from outside the district and
in the case of private schools. Schools can usually admit students outside the
district according to their capacity; from this point of view the choice of parents
is limited. Families can choose, but the school takes the decision. Every school
is interested in reaching the necessary number of students for its maintenance
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by guaranteeing suitable quality. Well performing institutions are interested in
the admission of only highly performing students; otherwise they would lose
their audience. Summarizing, results expected from per student financing in
the context of post-socialist countries have to be interpreted according to the
above mentioned facts.
By interpreting Table 1, we can see that Romanian voucher system belongs
to the circle of generous programs, since it is introduced in all publicly financed
educational institutions, it makes it possible for schools to select among students, its amount is equal in the case of average student, and the financement
of transportation is part of this aim as well. Nevertheless, as a result of the social
and ethnical diversity of Romanian population, the Romanian voucher system
is different because its amount can change on the basis of social economic and
ethnical conditions. Thus compared to the financial possibilities, we can talk
about a sensitive and regulated quasi-market.
Beside the transformation of financing technique, changes have been taking
place in Romania in regard of the maintainers and of allocation. Through decentralization the maintainer of the institutions became the local governments share
the costs in maintaining the institutions. However, the degree of state normative
does not mean any guarantee in the operation of the institutions, while earlier
the state guaranteed the finance of institutions. Presently, local governments
acting as maintainers can close schools indirectly, if they judge that a school can
no longer be financed. As an example, in small schools the per student funding
does not guarantee the necessary financial resource for their operation, and the
income of the small settlements is minimal as well, there is no possibility for collecting other taxes (for example commercial taxes). As result small schools are
either going to be closed or they lose their legal entities and become members
of affiliated small regions. All these lead to cost-effective solutions (such as the
increase in the number of student per teacher, the employment of teachers
paid by the hour, economizing of wages and allowances, the postponement of
building maintenance and modernization or financing them by loans). Thus, the
new financing practice causes financial difficulties for some local governments
independently of the number of students or the number of student groups. At
the same time, education is the constitutional responsibility of the state, which
is not to be avoided or neglected; still by the previously mentioned practices the
state assigns a higher portion of its responsibility to local and institutional level.
The voucher system basically remains indifferent in regard to the problems of
small schools and to the problems of the local governments of small settlements
apart from the fact that they centrally attempt to involve some regional and social-economic sensitivity. Furthermore, the voucher system continues to keep
the already existing inequalities.
Nevertheless, the above mentioned problems do not concern Romania only,
since they appear in many parts of the world in similar forms with the formerly
presented funding practices. A number of foreign authors points out how the
funding technique of education, which is expected to carry out the principles of
equal opportunities and quality principles, generates new inequalities or how it
keeps the already existing ones.
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Table 1: Design features
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student performance.
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with family funds.

::;upport services
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school.
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services information mandated
by the state.
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value of the voucher
and redeem remaining
funds.

.....
annot reoeem more
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amount of the voucher.

Iransponauon to local
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No Independent
information collected
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full Information
disclosure to parents
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state.
I::;ChOOISmust maintain
test scores at a
pre-specified level.

::;cnools must meet
basic regulations and
follow specific
curriculum.

Source: Sawhill-Smith, 1998, p. 40; Levin, 2002.

Carnoy (1999, p. 56-55) draws our attention to arguments from Latin-America
and suggest that the most important reason for decentralization may not be
greater teacher or school autonomy. Many decentralization reforms do not
have their origins in the desire to increase school productivity, but in the need to
reduce central government financial and management responsibility for primary
and secondary education. The Colombian experience in the late '80s and early
'90s is a case in point. There, municipalities opposed the decentralization reform
and rewrote the legislation because they realized that they would have to bear
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much more of the cost of education than in the past. Similarly, in Argentina (1978
and 1991), Chile (1980) and Mexico (1991), decentralization reforms had strong
elements of devolving management and financial responsibility to the provinces,
municipalities and states mainly because the central governments wanted to see
these sub-jurisdictions bear a greater share of educational costs. The experience
with this finance-driven version of decentralization suggests strongly that decentralization with slower growth in or reduced financial and technical assistance
from the central government to local and state-run schools may achieve financial
goals, but tends to increase inequality in educational performance.
As Arenas (2005, p. 588) point out the effects of finance decentralization and
of market tools can be seen in three main areas. First, national funding for education decreases while parental contributions increase. Second, there is a swelling
in ethnic and class segregation. Third, although improved academic standing of
students is a main justification for these measures, the evidence on their effects
is inconclusive. Bray and Borevskaya (2001) present arguments from Russia,
where are serious differences (e.g. per pupil spending in Chukotskyi Autonomomous District is 18,5 times higher than in Tumen District) between regions in per
student funding. Balogh (1992) has similar arguments for Hungary, where there
are multiple differences in educational spending between settlements.
Tan (1998, p. 47, 57-58) in the context ofmarketisation of education and social
stratification in Singapore suggest that the encouragement of greater school autonomy and the fostering of competition among schools, namely the promotion of
a quasi-market threatens to exacerbate not only the disparities between schools
in terms of educational outcomes, but also social inequalities. A more serious
issue raised by competition is that of a growing hierarchy of schools and social
stratification. The intense competition among schools has meant that schools
that were already academically selective have remained so. School principals
who wish to maintain or improve their ranking positions need to keep a constant
watch on their student intake. Growing inter-school competition and the associated trend of increased academic selectiveness by top schools will lead inevitably
to a further stratification of schools. The growing stress on school accountability
and the use of narrowly defined, easily quantifiable performance indicators has
clearly had a detrimental impact on some schools. Far from promoting choice
and diversity, heightened inter-school competition and rivalry may in fact work
against these goals. Other authors (Rounds Parry, 1996; McEwan-Carnoy, 1999
cited by Carnoy, 1999, p. 58; Elacqua-Gobierno, 2006) after the analysis of the
Chilean data conclude that the facts do not bear the oft-mentioned claim that
competition between public and private schools results in improved performance.
The competition may have some positive effect on average public schools, but
this was swamped by the opposite influence of 'cream skimming', where private
schools skim off the better-performing students from public schools. The phenomenon of 'cream skimming' is well-known in Romanian public education as
well, which led to the inter-school segregation and to student homogenization
following the introduction of the head quote, the possibility to limit the choice and
the principle of 'money follows the student'. However, this phenomenon is not
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usually present at church-financed schools that have a mission, but at state-run
institutions with high prestige.
"How long is it possible within the state monopoly for parents to possess the
right for choice without jeopardizing the values of social justice and equality of
opportunities?" (Husen, 1994, p.165). The critics of choice argue that choice
proposals jeopardize the ability of public schooling to promote equal outcomes
and equality of opportunity, Those who run schools of choice will tend to structure
admissions processes so as to avoid undesirable students, giving the schools
rather than the consumers the ultimate 'choice' (Olssen et aI., 2004, p. 204). In
relation with 1993 Education Act in Great Britain Walfold (1990; 1994, p. 142;
1997) outlines that the major purpose of the 1993 Education Act. .. was not to build
a more fair and generous education system, but to reconstruct a more differentiated and hierarchical system which will more closely aid social reproduction. The
ideology of choice allows a partial masking of this process and while choice may
allow a few individuals to benefit, the majority has little to gain. In Sweden the
non-socialist government (1991-1994) gave parents increased possibilities to
choose between schools, both public and independent (private, but tax-funded),
by introducing vouchers and generous conditions for the establishment of independent schools. Above all, well-educated and otherwise resourceful parents
made use of the increased freedom of choice. It may be added that these new
alternatives in reality were an urban phenomenon (SOU, 2000, p. 39 cited by
Lundahl, 2002, p. 692). Larger groups of children were separated from ordinary
classes and placed in special schools for intellectually disabled pupils, and ability
grouping in classes tended to increase (Lundahl, 2002, p. 692). The promotion of
choice in the New Zealand reforms was at odds with school zoning policies which
had been introduced in the 1950s to promote equality of educational opportunity.
Consequently, when the reforms commenced in 1989, a school zoning policy
was retained event though it could be seen to be anomalous within the overall
neo-liberal rationale of the reforms. The more right wing national government
abolished school zoning regulations thereby allowing schools to compete freely
for students. Many schools introduced their own admission criteria. Competition between schools for both students and resources increased markedly and
predictably some schools attracted more socially advantaged students (Olssen
et aI., 2004, p. 199-200). Fiske and Ladd (2000) argue that the school choice
policy introduced in New Zealand has led to increased ethnic and socio-economic
polarization. School choice evidence from Hungary supports similar conclusions
(Havas-Lisko, 2005; Zolnay, 2005).
Other argument for the finance-driven educational reforms and marketizalion are based on the objective of higher efficiency. Perhaps the most claims
for educational vouchers is that they will improve productive efficiency and effectiveness of the schooling system by producing better educational results for
any given outlay of resources. This conclusion is based upon the notion that
market competition among schools for students will create strong incentives, not
only to meet student needs, but to improve educational productivity. To those
who believe in the efficiency of a competitive marketplace, this is almost a truism
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that does not require empirical proof. To those who question market efficiency,
the issue of evidence is central (Levin, 2001, p. 12-13). Chubb and Moe (1990)
point out that the private funded or managed schools are more effective than
their public counterparts. The advocates for the marketization of education use
these tenets to make more efficient the public school system. For example in
Hoxby (1998) estimation the private schools are most cost-effectiveness. Belfield and Levin (2002, p. 39-41) had been collected the arguments for efficiency.
Firstly, in order to run education systems effectively, governments would need
to gather huge amount of information. Secondly, any agency will be inefficient
if it does no have clear objectives and a budget constraint which is imposed
from the outside. Thirdly, an open market encourages the development of new
services and products. Fourthly, private ownership and private management are
considered to be more efficient than government ownership and management.
Some comparisons (Jimenez et aI., 1988; Jimenez-Lockheed, 1995) in developing countries support this opinion, but if the evidences are analyzed in depth the
support for cost-effectiveness disappear (Carnoy, 1999).
The rising tide of efficiency in contemporary education often masks a reduction in both the quality of education provided and attempts to reduce levels of
resources invested in education, particularly in the public sector. It is argued
and instanced that the forms of efficiency which were imposed on schooling and
higher education systems were motivated more by goals of cost cutting, a desire
to vocationalise the curriculum and a desire to impose an ethos of business style
principles upon publicly funded education systems, often during times of financial
uncertainty (Welch, 1998, p. 157).
In Chile from cost-effectiveness standpoint evidence suggest that private
schools do only somewhat better than public ones (Carnoy-McEwan,
1997).
In most countries private schools lower their costs partly through selecting out
..higher cost" students and by "free-riding" on the system of public education
(e.g. by hiring a higher proportion of part-time teachers) (Carnoy, 1999, p. 57).
Other examples for cost-effectiveness are the larger class-size, the decreased
teacher salary and the rationalized school management in private or marketized
education systems. Furthermore, Carnoy (1999, p. 58) suggests that the Chilean
data do not bear the oft-mentioned claim that competition between private and
public schools results in improved public school performance. The competition
had some positive effect on average public school performance, but this was
swamped by the opposite influence of cream-skimming. Financially-driven decentralization reform is also likely to put increased pressure on teacher salaries,
especially in the lowest-income regions, thus creating resistance among very
educational actors needed to improve the quality of education (Carnoy, 1999,
p. 59). Competition between private and public schools within a given neighborhood should make both sets of schools more effective in delivering education to
families. To go a step further, one could say that the more choices available to a
family, the more effective all the schools should be within that neighborhood. A
thorough review of the effects of competitive pressures on improving the United
States education sector shows this to be the case (Belfield-Levin, 2002, cited
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by Belfield-Levin, 2002, p. 42). There are positive effects from an increase in
competition (measured by the number of schooling options available to a student)
on a range of educational outcomes, including test scores and attainment. But
the effects are substantively modest: a one standard deviation in competitive
pressure (which would require a large-scale reform) would probably only boos
outcomes by 0.1 standard deviations. Specifically, with a one standard deviation
increase in competition, academic outcomes are 0 average about 0.1 standard

deviation higher; graduation rates are between 0.08 and 0.18 standard deviation
higher; school efficiency is higher by approximately 0.2 standard deviations; and
students' wages are higher by 0.1 standard deviations. The effects of competition
are in the "right direction" as it were, but about two-thirds of the studies show no
significant change as a result of competition (Belfield-Levin, 2002, p. 42). Thus,
we can state that there is no clear evidence for the introduction of cost-effectiveness policies in public education.
Conclusions
Globalization and the neo-liberal ideologyfilters into education sector through
economy. Earlier an especially important "channel" of it was the vocational training, later the higher education and at last its effect can be discovered in the field
of public educational funding and regulation as well. Certain fields of education
are driven towards the Anglo-saxon type of unification, while others are left
untouched - temporarily (for example the structure of public finance). Present
challenges (such as the funding of expansion) at every parts of the world serve
as the source of standardization, where are given uniform answers to different
questions by international organizations.
The major international organization for the reforms of Romanian education
is the World Bank, which elaborated and financed programs concerning whole
sectors for the country. As a result, Romanian educational system bears the
characteristics of both the Anglo-saxon and Continental systems. Within the
framework of their financement reforms, the Washington organizations recommend the transformation of the role of state, the transferring of its responsibility
to local and institutional level, multi-channel financing, the marketization of
public education, the demand-market system control and the privatization of
certain sectors, furthermore these organizations finance these objectives in
their programs as well.
The role of the state in education has experienced a legitimating crisis, as a
result of historical events and the paradigm change in economics. The instrument
for the escape from the crisis and for system regulation is the building up of the
market and of decentralization in education. The major promoters and "borrowers" for the national educational policies are the international organizations:
the World Bank and some regional banks. The UNESCO and its educational
policy remain "in the background".
The ambitions of the Washington organizations for the establishment of the
basis of the new educational practices are clearly drawn out from the changes
of Romanian educational legislation. The Anglo-Saxon, nee-liberal educational
policy is reflected - beside minimal recontextualization - in the continuously
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supplemented elements, which are built on the top of the other. All these create
a legal basis for the implementation of the educational reforms in funding and
management.
Romanian public education is experiencing a gradual marketization as a result
of continuous liberalization and the part of the "private"-pole has increased over
time in funding and management. The imperative of marketization appears at
the same time in all fields of public education: the curriculum, wages, funding
and management. The experience of other countries calls our attention to the
fact that reform ambitions did not completely fulfil all the previous expectations.
This fact has to lead Romanian decision makers to become professional in their
decisions.
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Abstract
According to various empirical research projects, pupils believe school assessment
is just when the grade received is equivalent to the knowledge demonstrated. In the
text we present and discuss the results of our empirical research on the opinions of
teachers and parents about justice in school assessment. The overall results mean
that both parents and teachers support an objective and transparent network of the
assessment of knowledge.

1. Introduction
When we deal with the issue of assessing knowledge we soon determine
that the various scientific disciplines (pedagogy, psychology, sociology, philosophy, etc.) create their own specific view on this issue. Within a single scientific
discipline there also exists a range of theories on this issue, theories that can
even contradict one another. These diverse conceptual frameworks enable the
questions of assessing knowledge to be approached in a variety of ways, thus
arriving at a variety of answers. For the teacher's assessment of knowledge in
school practice, however, these differences can represent a serious difficulty.
Therefore it is necessary to seek answers to the questions as to whether and how
these theories developed within specific scientific disciplines (such as pedagogy,
etc.) are comparable, and how they are taken into account by other scientific
disciplines (such as psychology, etc.). For the needs of school assessment
practice it is very useful, if not essential, to create a specific common conceptual framework, or rather interpretation, of assessment: in our case, about what
procedures should be followed in assessing knowledge on a systemic level in
order for assessment to be perceived as just in the opinion of teachers, pupils
and parents. In the following discussion we will attempt to find an answer to
this on the level of teachers and parents: when, in the opinion of teachers and
parents, is assessment in school just? And consequently, what, in their opinion,
is the common framework of justice regarding assessment in school?
2. Justice and the assessment of knowledge
The opinions of teachers and parents obtained with the research whose
findings we present in this article will be compared with certain findings from
various other empirical research projects, which show that assessment that does
not assess purely demonstrated knowledge is judged by pupils to be unjust.
According to this research, pupils believe assessment is just when the grade
received is equivalent to the knowledge demonstrated (Kodelja, 2006, Meuret,
1999, Dubet, 1999). When the pupil knows that he or she cannot expect the
subjective intervention of the teacher in the grade, and is convinced that the
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grade will only evaluate knowledge, he or she can understand that the decision
regarding knowledge is related to him or her alone, and that he or she may not
shift this decision to anyone else. Perhaps this freedom of the pupil, that is, the
opportunity that this kind of assessment of knowledge presents to the pupil to
take the consequences of his or her actions upon him or herself, is one of the
reasons that pupils find this kind of (retributive) assessment of knowledge just
(Krek, 2000). This rule of justice in the assessment of knowledge thus demands
the same criteria for all pupils. Pupils perceive assessment as unjust when the
assessment of the knowledge of various pupils is assessed according to different
criteria, or by criteria that hold only for the individual teacher. The rule therefore
implies that for pupils the two values of justice in the assessment of knowledge are
universality (the same criteria hold for everyone) and egalitarianism (or in other
words: equality, meaning that in the assessment of knowledge each student has
the same point of departure as all of the others). It also seems unjust to pupils
"... if the teacher uses a negative grade as a means of disciplining the individual
pupil or the whole class, if he or she gives better pupils a higher grade than they
have earned simply because they are "hard working", if he or she humiliates a
pupil who has achieved a poor grade with insulting notes or comments, etc."
(Kodelja, 2006, p. 210, cf. Dubet, 1999, p. 182-183). This kind of perception of
justice can be written into systemic solutions for the assessment of knowledge:
we are familiar with it in Slovenia, for instance, where the rules instruct the teacher
to assess purely the pupil's knowledge ("the assessment of knowledge is the
determining and evaluating of achieved knowledge"), or in France, where the
official rules about assessment demand that the teacher assess only the level
of achieved knowledge and competence that is foreseen in the curriculum, and
that he or she not assess the pupil's level of conscientiousness, whether the pupil
participates in the class, the amount of effort invested, specific learning problems,
etc. The grade must also be independent of the pupil's gender, nationality, social
origin, more or less pleasant character, attractive or unattractive appearance,
etc. (Kodelja, 2006, Kovae Sebart, 2002, Merle, 1999).
In addition, the research also points out that "the fact that the grade can
accurately measure the quality of a particular task or answer does not satisfy
the pupils as a guarantee of the justice of assessment. The conviction that the
teacher is impartial is also necessary" (Kodelja, 2006, p. 211, cf. Merle, 1999).
This means that the assessor must not influence the grade, for instance through
the 'halo effect', when undisciplined pupils receive a lower grade for the same
or similar demonstrated knowledge, and vice versa. To summarise, from this
point of view it is unjust to award a grade that is not a consequence purely of the
pupil's (lack of) knowledge, but rather of his or her behaviour; it is also unjust to
treat better and worse pupils unequally, as well as to fail to respect the personal
dignity of the pupil when making assessment. Thus assessment must not take
the role of a means with which the teacher seeks to directly achieve effects other
than purely assessing knowledge.
When is the teacher just in the sense of impartiality?! Viewed from a methodological standpoint, the evaluation of the teacher's impartiality in the assessment
of knowledge can most likely be influenced by everything that is described in the
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methodology as the unit measure characteristics of the test: validity, objectivity, as well as reliability (Bryman, 2004, Engel & Schutt, 2005, Sagadin, 1993,

Sarantakos, 2005). We proceed from the assumption that, for the pupil, evaluation of the impartiality of the teacher is most clearly connected with objectivity in
the assessment of knowledge, to which it is necessary to add that objectivity is
connected with the validity and reliability of the assessment of knowledge.
We assume that the questions (e.g., the test) with which the teacher will
assess the knowledge is conceived such that the assessment is valid (l.e., that
it actually measures the content of knowledge and the level of knowledge that
it is intended to measure). Then that in doing so the teacher is more impartial
the more the measure of demonstrated knowledge excludes his or her subjective influence on the execution of the assessment of knowledge. Here we may
object that, for the pupil, the assessment of knowledge will not be unjust if the
teacher influences the pupil in an encouraging way when during the verbal assessment of knowledge the pupil has difficulties, is nervous, etc. But how far can
the teacher go with this? When does the teacher treat everyone equally? Can
we understand it as a just assessment of knowledge if the teacher encourages
one pupil, virtually giving him or her the answer on a plate, while with another
student simply terminates the assessment when the answer is unknown? This
draws our attention to the fact that the evaluation of the teacher's impartiality
is nonetheless also dependent on the more or less objective implementation of
the assessment of knowledge. Furthermore (and especially), it is a case of the
objectivity of assessment from the point of view of the evaluation of the answers
(Sagadin, 1993). Objectivity in the assessment of knowledge should, to the
greatest extent possible, be achieved with "tasks of an objective type" in which
the pupil simply circles the correct answers, which are entirely unambiguously
determined. In this case it is impossible to arrive at differences in judgement
when it comes to evaluating the results (in fact, it is not even necessary for a
person to undertake the evaluation of results, as it can be done by a suitable
computer programme). However, as soon as we want to assess the understanding of concepts, the possible links between them, the application of what has
been learnt to concrete examples, the solution of concrete problems in various
circumstances,the teacher is in the position of having to evaluate the answers him
or herself. The correct answers are not now entirely unambiguously determined
in advance, and it is thus possible for the subjectivity of the teacher to influence
the judgement of the suitability of the answer. The teacher can thus also have
an undesired influence on the grade. We assume that it is not simply a case of
an error in evaluation (for instance, due to tiredness, etc.). In the assessment of
the pupil's demonstrated knowledge, factors related to the teacher's and pupil's
subjectivity and their intersubjective relationship can also come into play. It can
be a case of the teacher's attitude to the pupil, which can be conditioned by the
pupil's behaviour, the pupil's demonstrated interest in the subject, the characteristics of the pupil's personalitythat are more or less agreeable to the teacher,etc.
When will the pupils judge the teacher to be more partial? If the teacher now and
again makes an error in the evaluation of answers or is inconsistent in evaluation
(but the grade is corrected when this is pointed out, and no evident determined
Revisla de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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reason is seen behind the error or inconsistency)? Or when it is recognised that
the knowledge of a particular pupil is always evaluated with a lower grade due
to his or her behaviour, or those who more obviously demonstrate an interest in
the subject receive a higher grade, etc.?!
Validity is, therefore, not only dependent on how the assessment of knowledge is conceived, but is actually judged from the viewpoint of the grades that
the pupil receives for the demonstrated knowledge, that is, the final result of the
entire process of the assessment of knowledge, also conditioned by the teacher's
objectivity in the execution of the assessment of knowledge and the evaluation
of answers. One could say that objectivity influences the validity (it influences
the accuracy of the measurement of that which is intended to be measured), as
well as the reliability of the assessment of knowledge. Objectivity, validity and
reliability are thus interconnected and interdependent categories, and are all
included in the perception of justice.
In the continuation we will examine how teachers and parents understand
and adopt certain suppositions of justice in the assessment of knowledge that
we have presented in the article. Thus, we will answer the following research
question: what is the opinion of parents and teachers regarding whether the
assessment should be dependent only on the pupil's knowledge, and which
factors should, in the opinion of the parents and teachers surveyed, be taken
into account by teachers during assessment?

3. Empirical research of the opinions of parents and teachers
Within the framework of a research project spanning a number of years and
concluding in 2006, we undertook empirical research on a representative sample
of Slovene primary schools. In this research, amongst other things, we examined
the opinions of parents and teachers about when they believe the assessment
of knowledge to be just.
3.1. Description of the Sample
The research included parents who have children in the first five grades of
nine-year primary school, and class teachers who teach these grades. We sent
questionnaires to 75 primary schools (to 42 primary schools we sent questionnaires for parents and teachers, and to 33 schools we sent only the questionnaire for teachers, as we wanted to increase the number of teachers in order to
ensure a more representative sample). The schools were selected on the basis
of region and size. Thus we included schools from all of the regions of Slovenia,
ensuring that schools from city and country environments were represented
equally, as were larger and smaller schools. Completed questionnaires were
returned by 3097 parents and 304 teachers, from 84.0% of the primary schools
included in the research.
The largest proportion of the parents (79% of the returned questionnaires
had been completed by mothers and 21% by fathers) had completed 4-year
upper-secondary school (37.9%), a quarter of them (24.5%) had completed 2
or 3-year vocational school, and about one tenth (10.8%) had only completed
primary school, while one tenth (11.0%) have completed further education and
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13.4% had a higher education degree. Their average age was 35.7 years. Of
the parents who returned the questionnaire, 35.4% had a child in the first grade,
almost a quarter (22.8%) had a child in the second grade, more than a fifth
(21.1 %) in the third grade, and one tenth in the fourth (10.8%) and fifth (9.9%)
grades of nine-year primary school, respectively.
Approximately half of the teachers surveyed have completed further education (47.2%), while exactly the same proportion had a higher education degree.
The average age of the teachers was 37.6 years and their average length of
work experience was 15.0 years.
The greatest share of the teachers taught the second grade of nine-year
primary school (34.5%), slightly fewer taught the first grade (31.3%), while 17.9%
of those surveyed taught the third grade and 15.9% the fourth grade.

3.2. Data Gathering Procedure
No more than 20 questionnaires were distributed to parents in each class. If
the class contained more than 20 pupils the teachers distributed the questionnaires to the parents of the pupils who appeared in the first 20 alphabetical places
of the class role. We first constructed the preliminary forms of the instruments,
which were then tested on a test sample of teachers and parents. The instruments were then refined on the basis of these tests.
3.3. Methodology
In the empirical research we used the causal-nonexperimental method of
pedagogical research. The data from the questionnaire was treated on the level
of descriptive and inferential statistics, using the frequency distribution (f, f %)
of the attributive variables, basic descriptive statistics of the numerical variables
(mean, standard distribution) and the c2-test of hypothesis independence.
3.4. Results and Interpretation
3.4.1. The Teacher Should Assess the Demonstrated Knowledge of
the Pupil
Between teachers and parents a statistically significant difference emerged in
answers to the question: "Should assessment be dependent only on the pupil's
knowledge or not?" (c2 42.212; g 2; a 0.000). In both groups, however, the
majority of those surveyed agreed that assessment should be dependent only
on the pupil's knowledge. Nonetheless, a noticeably larger share of parents than
teachers answered that assessment should be dependent only on the pupil's
knowledge: almost two thirds of parents (65.1%) and less than half of teachers
(46.3%). One third of teachers (33.1%) answered that assessment should not
be dependent only on the pupil's knowledge, while only slightly more than one
fifth of parents (22.6%) responded in this way. More teachers than parents were
undecided: 20.6% of teachers and 12.3% of parents. The majority of parents
judge that there is greater justice in assessment if when assessing knowledge
the teacher only assesses demonstrated knowledgeand not other circumstances.
Here the results are similar to those of research examining the opinion of pupils
about justice in assessment. In Slovenia, as already stated, the official rules

=
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about assessment demand that the teacher assess only the level of achieved
knowledge and competence that is foreseen in the curriculum, and that he or she
not assess the pupil's level of conscientiousness, whether the pupil participates
in the class, the amount of effort invested, specific learning problems and other
circumstances. However, through professional discourse the interpretation has
also come into existence that assessment that does not take into account the
amount of effort invested by the pupil, and the circumstances that determine his
or her knowledge, can be unjust. The teacher can judge, for instance, that the
poorer demonstrated knowledge of a pupil who is capable of achieving more in
view of his or her ability and conscientiousness could be the consequence of
other circumstances, such as difficult social conditions, a culturally impoverished
living environment, a poor state of health, etc. Furthermore, the teacher could also
judge that the state has not provided appropriate forms of individual assistance
for the pupil - assistance that could, at least in part, alleviate the pupil's unequal
educational opportunities - and therefore believe that these circumstances should
be taken into account in the assessment of knowledge. In addition, the teacher
is also aware that the curriculum contains various educational goals that are
not linked purely to knowledge, but are, for instance, connected to social skills,
and this may also be taken into account in assessment. Thus assessment is
not built purely on the principle: the same grade for the same demonstrated
knowledge. If we take the case where the teacher believes that for project work
it is necessary to assess the class on the basis of group work (in view of the
fact that for the teacher there are important goals, such as cooperative learning,
developing a "spirit of cooperation", as opposed to competitiveness, etc.), and all
of the pupils receive the same grade, irrespective of how much they have each
contributed to the final product. In our opinion, the teacher's decision in such
cases accounts for the difference between parents and teachers in the results
stated above: teachers have devoted a certain amount of addition thought to the
question, including conceptual thought on the assessment of knowledge, whereas
parents have not, and therefore more parents indicate a greater desire to have
their child's knowledge assessed on the basis of comparisons and demonstrated
knowledge. Of course, the question remains as to how parents would respond
to the question if they were familiar with the theories and goals followed by the
teachers in assessment.
In addition to the general question of whether the assessment should be
dependent purely on demonstrated knowledge we also posed questions about
the individual steps that a teacher should follow (or not follow) when assessing
knowledge. The results are as follows.
More than one tenth of the parents surveyed (13.5%) answered that the
teacher should take into account the good behaviour of pupils in assess-

ment. Only 1.7% of teachers responded that in assessment the teacher can
also take into account the good behaviour of pupils. Three quarters of parents
(75.5%) answered that the teacher should not award the pupil a higher grade
than he or she has earned for the demonstrated knowledge just because the
pupil behaves well in class, while the same response was given by 94.3% of
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the teachers surveyed. More parents (11.0%) were undecided on this question
than teachers (4.0%).
The idea that the relationship
of the teacher to the individual pupil has an
influence on assessment seems correct to more parents (10.9%) than teachers (1.0%). Almost all of the teachers (95.7%), and the vast majority of parents
(82.4 %), answered that it does not seem correct for the relationshipof the teacher

to the individual pupil to have an influence on assessment.Again there were more
undecided parents (6.7%) than teachers (3.3%) with regard to this question.
In comparison to teachers (0.7%), more parents (9.1%) believe that in assessment the teacher should take into account the success of the pupils in
other subjects. Almost all of the teachers (98.0%) and the great majority of
parents (84.0%) responded that in assessment the teacher must not take into
account the success of the pupils in other subjects. Once again more parents
were undecided than teachers (6.9% versus 1.3%).
In comparison to parents (78.7%), a statistically significant share of teachers (87.8%) answered that the teacher must not assess the pupil with a higher
grade simply because the pupil will be adversely affected by the grade earned
by demonstrated knowledge. Compared with teachers, more parents were undecided regarding this question (13.6% versus 1.6%), and more parents (7.7%
versus 0.7%) believe that teachers can assess the pupil with a higher grade
than the grade earned by demonstrated knowledge if the pupil will be adversely
affected by the grade.
With regard to questions such as the grade including criteria like good behaviour, the relationship of the teacher to the individual pupil or the pupil's success
in other subjects, the teachers lack of agreement is also conditioned by the rules.
The rules do not prohibit all of these possibilities individually, but rather define
that it is knowledge that must be assessed.
It is interesting that within the group of parents and teachers the largest
share of parents agree that the teacher can take the conscientiousness of the
pupil into account in assessment by awarding a higher grade than that earned
by demonstrated knowledge. The majority of the parents surveyed (52.9%) and
the largest portion of the teachers (45.7%) are convinced that the teacher can
take the conscientiousness of the pupil into account by awarding a pupil who
has made a particular effort to achieve a certain grade a higher grade than that
actually earned by his or her demonstrated knowledge. Slightly less than one
third of parents (31.3%) and teachers (32.0%), however, believe that in assessing knowledge the teacher must not take into account the conscientiousness of
the pupil. There were more undecided teachers (22.3%) than parents (16.1%)
in this case.
Although parents, in view of their majorityopinion that assessment shouldonly
be dependent on the pupil's knowledge, most likely understand assessment as
just if it is in accordance with the retributive principle of justice, which in our case
could be stated: the same grade, the same knowledge, half of them still believe
that conscientiousness is a factor that should influence assessment. Amongst
teachers we have already sought the reason for this standpoint in a concept of
assessment that does not understand the idea of justice in assessment only as
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demonstrated knowledge. It is interesting, however, that more than 50% of parents
believe that the conscientiousness of the pupil should also be assessed, and that
the pupil should be awarded a higher grade if he or she has made an effort to
achieve this grade, while at the same time we have seen that 65.1 % of parents
responded that assessment should only be dependent on the pupil's knowledge.
Perhaps parents view this question through the prism of their own child, their
own experience with the assessment of knowledge, where for a particular subject a lower grade has been awarded relative to the amount of effort invested,
and they see this as unjust. Thus it would be interesting to also verify how many
parents would answer that the conscientiousness of pupils should be taken into
account in assessment if the question were asked specifically about their own
child. It would also be interesting to know how many of them would agree with
taking conscientiousness into account in assessment in such a way as to give
the pupil a lower grade than the demonstrated knowledge if the teacher judged
that he or she had invested too little effort. These particular questions regarding
conscientiousness were not included in our research. We did, however, pose
the question as to whether the teacher can motivate the pupil for further learning
by awarding him or her a lower grade than that earned by demonstrated knowledge. Only 10.1 % of parents agree with this, and even fewer teachers (5.6%).
It is not likely that teachers or parents WOUld, in contrast to these answers, be
predominantly in favour of the teacher encouraging the conscientiousness of
the pupil with a non-objective, lower grade. We note, however, that although the
overall share of agreement is small, in comparison with teachers a somewhat
higher portion of parents agree with this kind of non-objective assessment. This
indicates a pattern (including answers regarding taking the conscientiousness of
pupils into account in assessment) that shows that the views of parents on justice
in assessment are less consistent than the views of teachers. Amongst parents
there appear a relatively high proportion of, conditionally said, views that depart
from the prevailing views of parents, and according to the logic of rationality (the
alignment of principles) contradict certain other prevailing answers.

3.4.2. Comparability of the Demonstrated Know/edge of Pupils and
the Assessment of Know/edge
A large share of parents and teachers are also in favour of comparability in
the assessment of knowledge, answering that each assessment must be such
that it enables a comparison of the demonstrated knowledge of pupils. Again in
this case, the difference between the answers of teachers and parents is statistically significant (c2 107.177; g 2; a 0.000). A comparison of the responses
of parents and teachers shows that in both groups the majority agree with this
standpoint,and in very high percentages:91.0%of parents and 75.8% of teachers
agree with the statement. Only 4.0% of parents and 17.8% of teachers believe
that it is unnecessary for assessment to be such that it enables a comparison of
the demonstrated knowledge of pupils. Undecided are approximately the same
share of parents (5.0%) and teachers (6.4%). It is clear that parents and teachers
believethat assessment should be such that the grade includesthe demonstrated
knowledge of the individual pupil, and is at the same time comparable with the
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grades of other pupils. It would appear that this comparison gives parents addition information about the knowledge of their children. Teachers make a similar
judgement, evidently believing that they better inform parents and pupils about
demonstrated knowledge if they link the information to a comparison of the
demonstrated knowledge of the other pupils in the class.

3.4.3. Transparency of the Assessment of Know/edge
The vast majority of parents (84.5%), and even more teachers (89.1%), are
in favour of the transparency of assessment, as they are convinced that before
the verbal or written assessment of knowledge the teacher must make it clear to
the pupils what they are expected know. Of those surveyed, only 9.5% of parents
and 6.6% of teachers judge that it is not necessary for the teacher to make it
clear to the pupils what they are expected to know; 6.0% of parents and 4.3%
of teachers are undecided with regard to this question. The differences between
the answers of teachers and parents are, in this case, statistically insignificant
(c2 = 4.541; g = 2; a = 0.103).
In summary, the results reflect a conviction amongst teachers and parents
that in assessment it is necessary to respect an objective network of assessment
that forms a clear, transparent measure and a precise procedure of measuring.
There exists a preference for a concept of the assessment of knowledge that,
in spite of differences arising from the subjective influence of teachers (personal
equations, the 'halo effect', greater comparability of grades only within the same
class and the same teacher, etc.), nonetheless enables teachers, parents, pupils
and schools to more easily compare their success or lack of success, that is, the
pupil's (lack of) knowledge. The results may also be explained within Bernstein's
theory of explicitand implicit pedagogy (1999). In a network of assessmentformed
in this way the pupil's profile is shaped with a review of grades. Each pupil knows
"where he or she is", as do the pupil's teachers and parents. As stated above,
it is true that in this kind of assessment of knowledge subjective elements still
influence the grade, but they are covered and limited by the obvious objectivity of the described network. If the assessment procedures are numerous and
dispersed, and thus non-transparent, and if the pupil is assessed in such a way
that he or she does not even know when the teacher made the assessment and
what was actually assessed, the comparability of the demonstrated knowledge
is not possible. The claim that this kind of assessment of knowledge is less of
a burden and less stressful for the pupil, as he or she is not exposed to the
pressure of having to demonstrate specific knowledge at a particular point in
time on the basis of transparent demands, however legitimate, certainly leads
to a lack of transparency in the assessment of knowledge. Especially if, due to
theories that lead to interpretation, diagnosis and appraisement, other types of
the child's behaviour and disposition become important for evaluation, that is,
the teacher's attention is directed towards each child, towards his or her total
"action or inaction". As Bernstein points out, this can cause the formation of
contradictory views, as the parents do not necessarily agree with the teacher's
view of the child, and they take that which the teacher assesses as imperfect,
intrusive and inexact dispositions and procedures. (cf. ibid.). As it seems, writRevista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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ten in the answers of teachers and parents there is, put simply, a disagreement
with the approach to the assessment of knowledge conditioned by the concept
of implicit pedagogy.

3.4.4. Assessment as a Means of Discipline
Almost half of the parents (48.1%) and only 4.6% of the teachers answer that
the teacher can establish discipline in the class by asking questions of undisciplined pupils. Almost all of the teachers (90.5%) and only slightly more than one
third of the parents (38.5%) believe that the teacher must not establish discipline
in the class by asking questions of undisciplined pupils. Again with regard to this
statement more parents are undecided than teachers (13.4% versus 4.9%).
The differences between the answers of teachers and parents are statistically
significant (c2 = 307.060; g = 2; a = 0.000).
From certain findings of empirical educational research of school assessment it is possible, as we have already pointed out, to determine that to pupils it
seems unjust if the teacher uses a negative grade as a means of disciplining the
individual pupil or the entire class, if the teacher gives better pupils a higher grade
than that earned simply because they are hard working, if the teacher humiliates
a pupil who has gained a poor grade with insulting notes and commentary, etc.
Various theoretical analyses of teachers' assessment of knowledge have also
established the weakness of assessment that is used as a means of disclpline.
In Slovenia, this kind of assessment is also formally defined as an abuse of assessment, and is the subject of school inspection. The teachers' establishing
discipline in the class through assessment is explicitly prohibited by the relevant
legal acts, and this, of course, is evident from the answers. The parents' answers,
however, perhaps indicate the observation that this kind of assessment does,
nonetheless,occur. The question was not intended to determine an endorsement
or non-endorsement of this phenomenon, but rather was formulated in such a
way that it could be understood - that the teacher can establish discipline by
asking questions of undisciplined pupils. An answer that teachers can do this
could indicate that parents are familiar with this kind of assessment and that it
is present in schools.
4. Conclusion
What do the results show us? The results show that between parents and
teachers there are statistically significant differences in the answer to the question "Should assessment be dependent only on the pupil's knowledge?" In both
groups the largest proportion agree that assessment should be dependent only
on the pupil's knowledge. Nonetheless, a noticeably larger proportion of parents
than teachers answer that assessment should be dependent only on the pupil's
knowledge.
In addition, a high proportion of both parents and teachers reject the assessment of knowledge in which there is an influence of individual additional criteria:
attractive appearance, the relationship of the teacher to the individual pupil, the
success of the pupil in other subjects, and the adverse effect of the grade on the
pupil. Here it is noticeable that teachers, in comparison with parents, in a larger
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portion do not agree with the influence of these factors on assessment. The only
exception is regarding the statement that speaks of taking into account the pupil's
conscientiousness in the grade, with which more than half of the parents agree
and less than half of the teachers. Comparison of the results prompts another
question: why is it that a lower percentage of teachers than parents agree with
the assessment only of demonstrated knowledge, whereas in a higher proportion
they reject the listed additional criteria for assessing knowledge? The opposite
is true with parents: on the one hand, a high proportion of parents support the
assessment of (purely) knowledge, as well as comparability in the assessment
of knowledge, while, on the other hand, they are less decisively opposed to
taking into account success in other subjects or the pupil's attitude towards
the teacher in assessing knowledge, and support the taking into account of the
conscientiousness of the pupil in the assessment of knowledge? How would it
be possible to explain this?
Certainly, as we have emphasised, teachers are bound by legal order,
whereas parents are not. In addition, unlike parents, teachers have experience
with generations of pupils and not just with their own child, a fact that is undoubtedly reflected in their standpoints. Furthermore, theories of assessment influence teachers' opinions more than those of parents, who mostly are not party
to such theories, or are familiar with them only through their own experience
with the assessment and interpretation of teachers, and through the teachers'
interpretations in assessing their own child.
A larger portion of parents than teachers support assessment purely of knowledge and are in favour of comparability; that is, criteria that emphasise justice,
that support the validity of the grade, and that are a condition for establishing
an objective network in the assessment of knowledge. We assume that this is
the case because, on the one hand, as we have already stated, parents are
normally not directly informed about the theories of assessment that prevail in
school practice and are most likely less aware than teachers that it is also possible to form an assessment of knowledge based on the measures highlighted
by the concepts we can attribute to implicit pedagogy. On the other hand, the
individual statement does not, of course, reveal or draw attention to other criteria
that could lead to a departure from the respecting of objective measures in the
assessment of knowledge, measures that teachers are probably more aware
of than parents.
A further question is why a small portion of parents, around ten percent (which
is nonetheless larger than with teachers), support the taking into account of success in other subjects, the pupil's attitude towards the teacher in the assessment
of knowledge, and the taking into account of the conscientiousness of the pupil in
the formation of the pupil's grade. Perhaps this indicates that teachers have more
consistent standpoints regarding the assessment of knowledge than parents.
The fact is that the relatively low level of agreement in the overall convictions
of the majority of teachers in comparison to parents regarding the justice ensured
by taking knowledge as the single measure of the grade in the assessment of
knowledge does not mean that the teachers agree with the implementation of
additional criteria in the assessment of knowledge. Only the taking into account
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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of conscientiousness departs from this pattern. This is perhaps understood as
an exception, where the teacher departs from the accepted principle only in the
case of the individual pupil. Of the one third of teachers (33.1 %) who do not
agree that knowledge is the only criteria for assessment, the answer most likely
includes their reflection that it is necessary to (also) assess the other goals of
the lesson (such as the development of cooperation amongst pupils), not only
the standards of knowledge, as we pointed out in the introduction (in as much as
the taking into account of conscientiousness is also included in these answers,
it probably takes account of the logic pointed out earlier, whereby the teacher
makes an exception from the rule).
It is also a fact that the answers of the teachers and parents only go as far
as a certain deviation; they do not arrive at differences such that the answers of
each group (in the question of transparency of grades, etc.) are completely in
contradiction. Not just in one, but in both groups a larger proportion of respondents are in favour of the taking into account of the conscientiousness of the
pupil in the grade in such a way that the teacher gives the pupil a higher grade
than he or she would earn on the basis of knowledge alone. This could signify
an acceptance of the supposition that it is necessary to build upon that which
the child already knows and is able to do, to praise the child in areas where he
or she is more successful and thus to help the child to overcome difficulties in
areas where he or she is less successful. Taking into account conscientiousness
in grades is also the one point in which it seems to teachers and parents that it
is possible to depart from the principle of objectivity.
The results therefore mean that both parents and teachers support an objective and transparent network of the assessment of knowledge. The results also
draw attention to the fact that amongst both teachers and parents the prevailing
viewpoints regarding justice in assessment are in line with those of pupils, as
determined by the research referred to in the introduction. This finding is also
relevant to school policy, irrespective of what kind of professional viewpoint forms
the basis of the systemic establishment of the assessment of knowledge.
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IMPLEMENTING POLITICAL EDUCATION AS A SCHOOL
SUBJECT: A CASE STUDY OF TEACHERS' PEDAGOGICAL
DECISIONS IN POST-1997 HONG KONG

~~~~~----------

Timothy YUEN WAI WA
Hong Kong Institute of Education, Hong Kong, China
Abstract
Whether and how politics should be taught in schools has been a contentious issue in
education as it has come along with worries about indoctrination and influence of partisan politics etc. However. few studies were ever conducted to investigate how politics,
if it has the chance to be included in the school curriculum, will be taught to students.
In the case of Hong Kong, a subject known as Government and Public Affairs (GPA)
was launched in late 1980's as a result both of the development of the representative
government at that time, and also as preparation for the then impending transfer of
sovereignty. Thisprovides a chance for research effort to study how politics will be taught
once it has gained the status of a regular school subject. This work presents the result
of study conducted to GPA teachers about how these teachers of politics perceived as
important factors that shaped their pedagogical decisions. Data were obtained through
in-depth interviews and a grounded theory approach was followed. Pedagogical choice
was found to be a complex matter as it is a function of different factors: the official curricula, school ethos, social ethos, personal beliefs of the teachers, and even class size.
It is hoped that this study will contribute to the understanding about how politics, as a
subject, is taught in post-1997 Hong Kong. It will also provide reference to countries
that try to incorporate the teaching of politics in their formal curriculum.

1. Context: The teaching of politics in Hong Kong's schools and the
coming about of GPA
Literatureon political education in Hong Kong's schools often discusses about
whether political education per se or as a part of civic education was allowed in
different historical contexts, which were marked by different socio-political factors. A few examples of this are given below.
Morris (1997) for example proposes that from the ending of the World War II
to mid 1960's, there was a distinct need of the colonial government to depoliticize Hong Kong. State coercion was resorted to in order to counter the threat to
legitimacy given that both warring factions across the Taiwan Straight, namely
the Nationalist Party in Taiwan and the Communist Party in the mainland, saw
the colonial government with hostility. Tse (1997) points out that the 1985 Civic
Education Guidelines was conservative in tone and weak in its political content
because there was then a need by the colonial government, which was still to
rule for more than a decade, to dodge the issue of national identity.
These studies are valuable as they inform our understanding of whether and
which types of political education were allowed in Hong Kong's schools. There
is then a need of research to gain knowledge of how teaching of politics will be
implemented in schools, once there is room to do so. This will be of referencing
value to countries that try to rethink about citizenship education, particularly by
incorporating some forms of political education in schools.
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The room for politics as part of the formal curriculum emerged in mid 1980's.
The political scene of Hong Kong changed rapidly with the beginning of the 1980's.
The concern about politics grew as a result of the initiation of talks between Britain and China about Hong Kong's future in 1982. The development of elected
district boards and the issue of the White Paper entitled "The further development
of representative government" in 1984 added further impetus to the interest in
political participation. On 14th March 1984, Rita Fan, a Legislative Councilor,
told the Legislative Council that, as the political system of Hong Kong was about
to change, it was important that the young generation should receive political
education in schools. When she repeated the request and sought concrete action by the government on 2nd May in the same year, C.H. Haye, Director of the

Education Department, replied that the government was considering starting a
new subject Government and Public Affairs (GPA). In late 1980's, GPA was offered as an examination subject both for the Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Examination(sat by secondary five students) and the Hong KongAdvanced Level
Examination (sat by the secondary seven students). Apart from introducing political concepts and theories, the subject allows the students to study the politics
of Hong Kong, China, as well as that of Western democracies, like the USA.
GPAwas introduced as the subject through which students at senior secondary
level could learn about politics and make sensible and informed decisions over
political issues and discussion. These are all related to the need to develop the
qualities of citizen required for the building up of a democratic system. Reader
should however remember that GPAhas never been made a compulsory subject
and has only been offered in a small number of secondary schools. After 1997,
in fact the development of representative government has met with very limited
success. The lack of blessing from China is one of the fatal blows. Besides, the
priority of the authorities' political agenda seems to have shifted toward the promotion of national identity and a form of depoliticized patriotism. This has been
reported earlier in this section. It casts a shadow over a subject like GPA that
aims at developing informed citizens who make rational political judgment. The
discourses reported in this essay, particularly those about the changing social
ethos and the marginal status of the subject, mirror this perceived reality.
2. The present study
The aim of this paper is to study what GPAteachers, as teachers of politics,will
consider in making their pedagogical decisions and what impact such decisions
will have on the students. The data in this study were obtained in a project that
ran for two years and ended before 2005. In the project, teachers of the subject
Government and Public Affairs (GPA), the only subject devoted completely to
the study of politics in Hong Kong's secondary schools, were invited for in-depth
interviews. Thirteen teachers, representing more than one third of the GPA teachers in practice, was obtained through convenience sampling and snowballing.
The small size of the sample reflects the fact that the subject is only adopted by
a small number of schools. The interviews were made possible as the author had
taken an active part both in drafting the subject's curriculum and subsequently
in teaching the subject. As a corollary, a network was developed with GPA
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teachers. Teachers the authors are familiar with were invited as the first batch
of informants and they in turn recommended the second batch of informants for
interviews. The sample was not randomly chosen but care was taken to ensure
that the sample was broadly representative in terms of age, gender, teaching
experience and school background. The interviews were semi-structured. Each
of the interviews lasted from one to two hours in which the informants could freely
express their views. The conversations were audio-recorded. The identities of the
informants were kept confidential as had been promised to the participants and
all transcription works were done by the author so that the voice of the informant
would not be heard. Furthermore, to minimize the chance of misrepresentation,
the transcriptions were verified by the teachers before adoption. In the course of
analysis, other important personalities, like the curriculum planners of the subject,
citizenship educators and political scientists in Hong Kong were also consulted
to inform the author's understanding. Pertinent documents relating to the subject
were also reviewed. Theoretical propositions followed instead of preceded data
analysis as the authors followed a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss,
1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In this regard, the author listened to what the

teachers said with an open heart and captured the emergence of ideas and
concepts, instead of asking the informants to confirm on the author's theories
and propositions. It was the informants' discourses that guided the author to
construct the story. Moreover, in reporting and discussing the findings, relevant
discourses are enclosed so that the reader can understand the author's construal
and make alternative interpretation whenever necessary.

3. What teachers consider as factors shaping their pedagogical
choice
In the in-depth interviews, the GPA teachers were invited to talk, inter alia,
about the following topics:
• What do they want to achieve through teaching the subject?
• Do they consider the aims, objectives and teaching activities as stipulated
in the curriculum documents important?
• How do they teach the subject in class?
• What are the factors that determine their choice of teaching methods?
The followings report the views expressed by the teachers in the interviews.
Pertinent quotes are added in italic to illuminate the points as expressed by the
teachers.
3.1 The official curriculum
The official curriculum documents 1 do not seem to be important in determining the way the subject is taught. Neither the aims and objectives specified in
the Syllabus nor the teaching methods and time allocation etc. specified in the
Teaching Guidelines are regularly consulted and closely followed. The former is
deemed too general while the latter too idealistic. When the official curriculum
documents do not direct the teaching of the teachers, the subject will be taught
in a variety of ways as deemed appropriate by the teachers.
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Informant 4: "I think I would, especially in the beginning. At first, you don't
have the experience. I would then refer to the official documents to ensure that
I had taught the things and achieved certain things. It is not the case now as I
know the whole syllabus so well as I am dealing with it everyday .. ."
Informant 10: "They are very generic in fact. I do read them but only to get a

brief sketch... Instead I read them every year... The call for students to analyze
and think rationally can be achieved. But, those related to action and participation may be too idealistic... I do read them as reference to make the year plan
and before teaching a topic ... But, I will not necessarily follow the methods in
teaching."
3.2 The social ethos
The informants shared a lot about how they perceived as important features
of social ethos in Hong Kong that have impact on the teaching of GPA in schools.
The following represents a number of such features.
Lack of tolerance for divergent views
There is a concern among some teachers that the room for dissident voices
may be shrinking as there is the need to unify behind an official stance and a
correct way of thinking. This may then make the teaching of politics difficult.
These can be reflected in the following extracts.
Informant 10: "(So, civic education is) promoting formality and obedient
citizens. I am not that an expert on civic education .... But, the political ethos
is becoming that there can only be one voice and what Mr. Tung said is right
and what has been decided ... (The Subject laughs). So, the atmosphere is not
that we can have discussion and we take what turn out to be the best in the
discussion."
Informant 12: "Now if you are doing the discussion and the conclusion you
arrive at is not in line with the overall direction, then... What should I say? May
be it is deemed that you are the so-called "Oppose China and bring chaos to
Hong Kong" elements. Basically it is like this... This sort of mainstream social
ethos makes teachers, like me, who want to teach GPA not just as a subject,
but also as a way of understanding living and preparing for political participation
very difficult."
Patriotism being promoted in a depoliticized context
The promotion of patriotism is in fact understandable in view of Hong Kong's
reunification with China in 1997 (Morris and Cogan, 2001). That patriotism being
promoted is a form of cultural patriotism and that there is a trend of depoliticization in Hong Kong have been reported in literature (Leung and Print, 2002;
Leung and Ng, 2004). It is interesting however that these are also mentioned
independently by some teachers interviewed in the study.
Informant 6 explained that Hong Kong is undergoing a depoliticization process: "It is the society as a whole. It is the ethos of depoliticization ... Yes, now
the government and Mr. Tung are actually depoliticizing Hong Kong. Mr. Tung
said he is working for the good of the people and doesn't like politics..."
Informant 8 narrated in a rather emotional way: "The best thing (the new
principal deems) will be to hoist the national flag. The best thing is to hoist the
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national flag! (The Subject said this two times.) Yes, she said this to me many

times. She asked me to attend seminars that explained the national flag. She
spoke to me face-to-face about how we can organize the raising of the flag (in
school) and salute etc. Now she is thinking in this way... "
3.3 The school ethos
Pragmatic consideration
The education system of Hong Kong is marked by elitism and tense competition for tertiary places (Luk, 2003). Whether a student can eventually gain
access to the universities is taken as the yardstick to measure how successful
s/he is as a student. In return, whether a school can help its students to get good
scores in public examinations is often the most important factor affecting the
school's esteem. This utilitarian approach to education is in line with the tradition of education in China. Even Confucius believed that students should study
well in order to join the officialdom. For school heads, public examination result
is often the most important consideration whether a subject should be adopted.
This then defines the ultimate goals of the GPA teachers: getting good results
for students in open examination.
Informant 14 said, "Anyprincipal will be very concerned with the results in the
public examinations. Thisapplies to every subject,and notjust to GPA. Theschool
principal will not be willing to see the reputation of the school being tarnished by
a subject, whose results are failing ... We stress a lot on independent thinking.
But, I guess, once we are in public examination, the principal will resort to using
another standard. It is not then to determine the importance of this subject in
terms of its meaningfulness ... Yes, (it is) in terms of marks. It becomes that of
passing rate and credits etc."
Conservative attitudes towards classroom teaching
The perceived school ethos, in terms of expectation of how subject should be
taught and how order should be enforced in class etc, can confine the parameters
for discussions and other livelier way of delivery.
Informant 5: Discussion and activities and etc ...are good I think. But, it has to
depend on the time it is implemented ... Here, when we have classes, we cannot
make noise. Theprincipal does not accept this. So when we have discussion and
so... (making noise means bringing in trouble)... Then the principal will stand
outside, dropping ears in and looking in. After the class the principal will ask why
it was so noisy and the children seemed not keeping order. Thus here we are
very traditional and classes concern mainly the delivery of knowledge."
Informant 4 explains how the school tries to protect the students by "keeping them in": "Yes, the school loves the students and does not that encourage
students to take the hardship of going out and seeing too much. There is also the
fear that they may see some people (get into wrong company) and turn bad."
Considering GPA as a marginal subject
The school leadership sees GPA as marginal. As a corollary, the subject will
be a loser if it is to fight with other subjects for resources, in terms of both money
and class time. There can be many reasons for this marginal status.
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Very few schools are taking it is one. It is only an optional subject taken by
a small amount of students is perhaps another. Besides, it cannot bring the
same prestige that other well established disciplines like English Literature and
History carry.

Informant 5 said:" Frankly speaking,in the eyes of the school, it doesn't matter
whether the subject exists or not. It exists because it has been there ... There is
no emphasis on it as the subject is best described to be marginal... This subject
is not taken as the key subject. In terms of resources, I find that practice tells
more. The school cuts back everything we have when it finds that Education
Department is giving $1200 for the subject to purchase books. Other subjects
do have the monies, says a thousand something."
Informant 14 said: "Some students are doing English Literature at the same
time. English Literature requires the students to take some project work. It is
not a matter of choice. It will be too burdensome if students are to work on two
projects. Then after conferring with the students, it was found that those students
taking English Literature would not like to do the Project Assessment Scheme2
of GPA... I had to give up."
3.4 Personal belief of the teachers
Studying politics being a very sensitive matter
Can teachers allow students to discuss politics critically? Will students be
allowed to learn politics not just by classroom study but by some forms of participations? The answers to these questions are more likely to be affirmative if
there is more social acceptance to the learning of politics in schools. However,
in the teachers' view, this is not the case. Social attitude toward political education, in many teachers' minds, can best be described as being sensitive. This
sensitivity was rooted in history. The fact that political education was for a long
time banned by laws, the political turmoil in the 1960's, and the lack of political
consensus in Hong Kong after her return to China in 1997 make the discussion
of political issues particularly controversial. It seems that the sensitivity is shared
by different parties: teachers, students, parents and school heads alike, though
the reasons behind may not be identical. The following quotes reflect these.
Informant 4 portrayed the concern of parents by saying: "There will be seminars to explain to parents what subjects we offer. When they come across with
GPA, they would immediately become very concerned and ask what exactly we
are teaching to the students. I think the parents will not consult the Syllabus in
details and find out what the objectives are and what the content will be. But,
when they come across the term "government" and "public affairs", they will
become very sensitive ... I feel that there is the inference among parents that we
are giving a political stance to the students when we teach the subject."
Informant 10 said, "I don't really feel the pressure. However (ironically), students will tell me not to talk of them, as they are sensitive. (The Subject laughed).
This happened when I criticized China. This also happened when I talked about
the Taiwan'sindependence issue as people related with China had criticized that
we (Hong Kong people and press) should not promote and talk about these."
Views about students in general and female students in particular
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If students are to be allowed to arrive at their own conclusion in matters of
politics, say by discussions, debates and projects etc., there needs to be trust
on the abilities of the students particularly with regard to language and analytical
skills. This however is not in line with what was found in the study. In general
most of the teachers tend to think that their students are very weak in many
different ways.

Informant 8 said: "When I first came the students were very proud but they
were brilliant. Now, they are still proud, but they are simply under the wrong belief
that they are like those who graduated from the school 20-30 years ago... But,
they study. say by rote, to get over the examinations."
The mostly mentioned weakness is that of language, especially English
in case the school is an English-medium school. At the same time, teachers
share the view that language is of paramount importance in studying GPA as
students need to read a lot and write a lot. Analytical power is another deficiency
mentioned.
While the teachers interviewed generally do not think highly of their students,
in terms of interest and abilities in studying politics, some of the teachers are
particularly negative in case of female students.
Informant 4 believes girls naturally are passive and ignorant about the society and said: "In the case of our school in particular. there are only girls (female
students). They are rather passive. They know very little of the society I always
have the impression that girls do not know much. They should know more about
things in the society so that they can safeguard themselves. I find that they will
simply recite things given them."
The beliefs about girls as mentioned in the excerpt above is in broadly line
with the Yin Yang beliefs of China's tradition whereby women were compared
to the moon, a weaker sex of passivity.
3.5 Class size
The number of students in class is considered important if a more studentcentred mode of teaching is considered. Large classes make it virtually impossible. From the quotes below, we should note the teachers' perception that small
class size is the necessary condition for heuristic teaching.
Informant 14: The fact is I am having smaller class now. I get eleven students
in my (A Level) class. This enables me to change my mode of teaching. Instead
of lecturing to them, I try to be student-centred. I will use a number of different
methods.... It's difficult to do it in Certificate Level as it is a big class of more
than thirty people. "
4. A teachers' account of how politics is taught in class?
This section portrays the teachers' account of how they teach politics in class.
The structure outlined by the GPA teachers in the last section helps define the
way politics is taught through the subject. We should try to see how the factors
unfold in shaping the pedagogical choices of the teachers, as well as the possible impact of such decisions on the students.
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What follows are derived from the teachers' discourses but it should be
noted that there are individual differences in the ways teachers conduct their
lessons.

4.1 Being Examination-oriented
The teachers are quite pragmatic and examination is an important consideration. This comes as no surprise particularly given that GPA, as a marginal
subject, and under the impression of a depoliticized Hong Kong, has to fight for
its survival, and best so by yielding good results in public examinations, which
is foremost in the principals' mind. The question now is that given GPA teachers
consider achieving good public examination results as one of their foremost
aims, how the teaching of the subject will be impacted. We have to go back to
the teachers' discourse again to find the answer.
Informant 12 expounded, "Back to the basic, you need to see what sorts of
questions are asked in public examinations and where the focus is. Those aims
and objectives basically are not linked directly to the questions asked (in the
public examination). So, I won't pay much attention to them."
If one examines the questions of GPA asked in the public examinations, we
can see that some questions will repeat themselves, albeit in similar and not in
identical form, in the course of a few years. This is not unique and in fact can
be found in other subjects too. An important question is whether teachers can
discern this and whether they need to train their students with a set of pre-set
answers. This seems to be confirmed with the quotes below
Informant 3: "The Syllabus has not been changed for so many years... What
you can ask actually is very little and very restricted ...1would also examine with
students the questions asked in the previous ten years and see how the topics were asked (in examination) and prepare with them...1would do this and I
believed many teachers are still doing this now. This doesn't apply only to this
subject. It is basic to many subjects.
Informant 5: Yes,yes ... and I think notjust me. Actually, I think all colleagues
taking the subject will need to ... prepare the students on these questions.
A more basic question worthy of reflection here is whether a political subject
that asks for individualjudgment of the students is suitable to go with an examination which basically is in the form of a paper test, given that an official curriculum
with paper test can be more effective in conveying an objective truth.
4.2 Lecture-based teaching
Most of the informants depend on an expository method of delivery, though
the degree may vary. In some cases, students are reported to lack even the
most basic interest and some are found sleeping in front of their teachers.
Some teachers use discussions. Visits and projects can be added, albeit only
occasionally. Interestingly, teachers do not see older students in senior forms
as a strong factor that requests a change from a didactic delivery mode to a
more heuristic mode, say to discovery or discussion based teaching. Besides,
even for a teacher who is leading his students to do projects by enrolling into
PAS,teaching can be reverted to a didactic mode in the non-PAS parts.All these
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may point to the fact that conventional style of teaching is popular among many
schools in Hong Kong.
The following quotes may help to illustrate the points I make in the last
paragraph.

Informant 6: UFirst,there will be lectures and explanations. Notes and other
references will augment this. Sometime, there will be discussion, group discussion I mean."
In this quote, we find the teacher is willing to add discussion after basic information has been delivered through lecturing. This is markedly different from
the teacher quoted below, who believes that lecturing should almost be the only
acceptable method, given the perceived low abilities of the students.
Informant 8: I want the students to see it and judge and evaluate etc. If you
leave it to the students, it will waste a lot of my time ... This is not covered in the
textbook that deals mainly with the institutions ... I think I can do this in a better
way through lectures. If I give them discussion, they will talk and talk and at the
end can give me back only a factual account ... The best I tried before was to
bring them to see the Legislative Council meeting. (As the researcher knows,
that had to be more than ten years ago!)
After telling how he lectured and helped students to make notes, the teacher
reported in the quote below then explained livelier forms of delivery weren't
adopted due to students'lack of political interest,with girls particularly highlighted
in the case.
Informant 7: 'The girls, you know, do not have much interest in political things.
The boys are comparatively more interested in asking things. Vel}' few girls will
ask questions... They even sleep (in class)... In fact, I always have the feeling
that I have been vel)' unsuccessful (in my teaching) ... 1cannot lead the students
to actively engage in discussion. I cannot lead them to think on the questions.
There is no (not much) interaction in the classroom... They lack interest and do
not give much response too."
.
The author has to caution here that not all teachers are using a didactic form
of delivery. Some informants in the study did portray the use of heuristic methods
in class as can be seen in the sections that follow.
In pedagogical terms, desirability may not move in tandem with feasibility.
Besides, it should also be noted that to force through more active learning, like
project, without having the necessary pre-condition, i.e. a smaller class size, can
even be counter-productive.
In the following example, the teacher narrated how she couldn't handle individual project in a class of 40 students and, as the schools insisted on doing
one project, had to group the students in order to reduce the number.
Informant 10: "tn Certificate Level this year, I require the students to do a
project in summer ... I shall group the forty students, into groups of four... There
can be better care of the projects as a result because teachers can have the time
in a lower ratio (teacher-to-projects)... Apart from introduction and outlining the
methods of carl}'ing out the study, actually the teachers will be heavily engaged
in the process, say in answering students' questions. Without these (intensive
teacher support), all result will only be a heap of information. There will not be
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much thinking and analysis. As such, there is nothing to gain after the projects

have been finished... Actually this is also true of visits... I don't find it easy to
invite other teachers to help too. Yousimply can't lead too many students to visit
a place, say a law court.
The heavy dose of teacher's care needed for more active form of learning
as mentioned in the quote above can well be one of the reasons why a lecturebased mode of delivery is popular given the huge class size the teaches have
to face.
Another point worthy of reflection is whether students will need to memorize
instead of analyze to get through the examinations given that there is a tendency
among some teachers to teach with a lecture-based mode, and that there is a
need to prepare with students "good enough answer" to cater for questions that
come out in similar shape over a few years? There is no investigation in this part
but the examiners' reports do help to cast light on this. Comments made to the
subject at its Advanced Level, out of the five-year period 1996-2000, are given
in table 1. It should be noted that the lack of analysis and the need to be critical
did repeatedly come out in different years.
However, we have to bear in mind that this is a problem not just related to
GPA but to actually most subjects whose examinations are basically based on
paper tests. Actually a comment made by the informants point out that this problem actually has been ameliorated in the GPAcase as it involves discussion of
current issues not covered in the text. It is the discussion of current issues that
we should now turn.
4.3 Current issue discussion
Current issues are often discussed in class. A public policy area is required
as part of the examination content in the subject at Certificate of Education Level
whilst as for Advanced Level discussion of politics will also involve knowledge
of current issues. The Syllabus for Certificate of Education Level, for example,
stipulates in its preamble: "Candidates are expected to apply their knowledge on
basic facts and understanding of related concepts to a discussion of the latest
concepts, ideas and issues."
Teachers in general considered the discussion of current issues a merit of
the subject.
Informant 3: "Our subject is good in the sense that it asks about current issues and applications of learning on such issues."
Teachersinterviewed actually expressed that the discussion of current issues
is an important part of their lesson. This can be understood from the discourse
reported below.
Informant 6: "We are riding with the current issues. Say, even if I am doing
the teaching of politics of China, I would still spare some 20 minutes or a lesson
to discuss with them what the Chief Executive in Hong Kong has just said."
Using current issues means a less institutional and a more lively way to study
politics. As the issues are often controversial, students will be required to make
criticaljudgment as can be reflected in the discourse below.We should also note
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Table 1: Examiner's Comments made to GPA (A Level)

in this case the choice of issue can reflect the teacher's resentment against the
attempt to play down dissident voice.
Informant 12: "So, it is better to learn through the study of real cases. You
may go into the cases related to the topics and pick up the most heated points
for discussion ... You (the police) played the music (Beethoven's symphony)
through the loud speakers to cover the voice of the demonstrators. The police
claimed that this was a move to calm down the tense climate. The demonstrators
believed that it was their right to have their voice heard. This also represented
a value conflict for students to think about. "

As issues requires critical judgment, another interesting question to ask here
is how teachers will react if the students' views over issues contradict the views
held by the teachers. Many teachers in this study did show a remarkable degree
of openness as can be illustrated by the quotes below.
Informant 4: "I think in teaching GPA, what is important is that the students
will find that they have freedom of speech in front of the teachers. If the teacher
shows his/her temper to dissonant views of the students, it will be most discouraging. I try to exemplify this myself. They are free to look at me (my reasoning) and point out any disagreement. Actually every three to four lessons, I will
confer with my students to get feedback about whether they find discussions in
class agreeable and whether improvement can be made ... There is a relationship (between teaching GPA and democracy) ... My belief is that only through
(democratic method) can we bring out the voice from the bottom of the heart.
My experience is that when I was young, my father already allowed me to speak
up and let me choose."

4.4 Listening to students' views
Do GPA teachers listen to the views of their students while politics and political issues are being taught in class?
It should be emphasized here that though as discussed above a lecture-based
mode of teaching is popularly adopted by many teachers, it doesn't mean that
students have no air time in class. This dichotomy is too simplistic. In fact, it is
practically impossible for a teacher to speak the whole lesson and the students
simply listen without speaking or giving any feedback. Whether a class is lecturebased simply reflects the relative importance of the teachers' and the students'
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discourse. So, whether GPA teachers listen to their students is a good question
which we now turn.
There are at least two areas to probe here, one being quantitative, the other
being qualitative.
In quantitative terms, almost all teachers said that they give chance to students
to speak in class, with most of the teachers mentioning the question- and- answer
technique they used during or after their lecturing.
However, in the qualitative side, which should focus on how much the teachers
appreciate the students' views, a contrast can be spotted. The following quotes
may help to illustrate the difference.
Informant 14: "I will ask them to do role-play. For example, they are put into
groups of three. Then one will be the presenter, the other two are respectively the
observer and the critic. I ask them to play their roles. I work just as a recorder,
like a secretary. I will type their conversation out and the day after I ask them to
compare the different viewpoints. I will then analyze and put together their views
and share mine with them too. The students like it too .. ."
It should be understood from the quote above that the teacher has worked
assiduously to maintain a respectful environment so that students' voice can be
meaningfully heeded, not just by the teacher, but also by their fellow students.
Together, they construct the truth to be learnt. In fact the teacher's approach
can even be compared to that suggested by Donna Styles in her work Class
Meetings: Building Leadership, Problem-Solving and Decision-Making Skills in
the Respectful Classroom (Styles, 2001).

This is markedly different from the story revealed in the quote below.
Informant5: "Yes,what it says like discussion and activities and etc...are good
I think. But, it has to consider the actual circumstances. For example, as for my
kids, when they discuss, they don't discuss but only quarrel. Ha ha... Why? It
actually goes back to their cultural background. Yes. The kids of this school, in
fact, come from the bottom of the society. Many are new immigrants (from the
mainland). Their culture is the hard one. They quarrel when any thing comes up.
You know that type. That is not discussion based on good reasons. So, they put
forth an argument and you don't accept it and they think it is wrong. They don't
know how to... say...accommodate difference in opinion".
4.5 Sharing own views to students
Do GPA teachers, in the course of teaching, share their views with student?
This is confirmed from my interviews. The following are examples of such discourses.
Informant 12: For example, in the election of the District Boards, the Govemment explained that it would be more democratic to have a number of appointed
members than having all members elected. Is this true? So, here in interpreting
this issue, I shall express my opinion.
Informant 8: "I want the students to see it and judge and evaluate etc. If you
give it to the students, it will waste a lot of my time. They may not be able to do
it too. But, if I can do it for them, let's say when I talk about the Communist Party
of China and the problem of transfer of political power. This is not covered in
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the textbook that deals mainly with the institutions. I shall bring out this based
on my own understanding nonetheless. You can say I am doing inculcation or

indoctrination. I think I can do this in a better way through lectures. "
While the sharing of the teacher's opinion in the two quotes above may result
from a lack of confidence on the students, the second quote can also be seen
as a reaction against tendency of the government to promote a non-critical form
of patriotism.
In fact, we should not take the teachers' expressing of own political views
to students simply as a slip of tongue that will not normally be expected. The
following quote describe the teachers' thought most vividly.
Informant 6 explains, "I cannot rule out...that in the process I will show my
inclination. But, this is also acceptable.. .Fake objectivity, on the other hand, is
not good. Topretend to be neutral when you are not is not ethical. "
The fact that the sharing of views to students was so popularly mentioned
made the author interested in probing the students' conception of indoctrination. Interestingly, though almost all informants can define indoctrination, many
will add that this is related to the authorities. A couple of these discourses are
reported below. We can relate them to their perception of declining tolerance
as discussed earlier.
Informant 5: "Inpolitics, I guess, it is the rulers who want the people to accept
their ideology. In the process it is to transfer the entire ideology and hope that
the recipients just absorb everything like a piece of paper. I think ...generally...
not welcoming divergent views and voices."
Informant 6: "Indoctrinationin the teaching of the subject should be construed
more as the subject could be used by the government to sell its ideas to the
students instead of the other way round."
While some teachers are willing to leave the students to their own judgment,
some are adamant that their views about core values, or a part of it, must be
followed. The quote below shows such a thought.
Informant 9 explains: "Part of the political culture and particular political
values, such as freedom and democracy and the rule of law etc, you can say it
is indoctrination (i.e. can be passed on through indoctrination) ... You can say
I will impose these on them in a forceful way... This is to ensure that they will
accept."
4.6 Participation is not encouraged
Political participation of the students is viewed with great caution and in fact
no teachers interviewed indicate that they would encourage or organize such
participation. This can result from sensitivity discussed earlier or from the consideration that such participation is not important to examinations.
Informant 14: "But, it will be difficult for students to participate into politics, as
they are already busy with their study. There is a lot of homework too... I think
that there is a directive issued to school about organizing students in election
campaigns. I will not deliberately tell the principal that the students do take part
in such activities (out of their own initiative). I shall not initiate such activities."
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Informant 2: "Those who are participating are not likely to do well in the subject ... Those who are actively participating may be good at verbal communication, but not with language. Besides, because they are active in participation,
they don't read a lot."

5. Limitations of the study
The usefulness of this study should not be exaggerated as firstly this is only
a small scale research that can only generate insights rather than results that
can be safely generalized. The sample in this study was not chosen by random
though care was taken to ensure that teachers of both genders and of different
age groups and experience etc were covered. The study only takes into account
teachers' views about how they implement political teaching. There is no triangulation, say by enlisting students' views. On the other hand, Fairbrother (2003)
points out that students' resistance can exist in matters of political education. We
should also be aware of the fact most of the interviews were conducted between
2002 and 2004. The outbreak of epidemics SARS and the economic downturn
in this period brought about immense hardship to the people. The dissatisfaction
with the governance under Mr.Tung's administration was tremendous (lo, 2007;
Yuen and Byram, 2007). It is not known whether this would have an impact on
the teachers' perception, particularly about how they see the society. Whether
there are changes following a change of administration and the revival of the
economy is beyond the scope of this study. In the same token, the study will not
reflect the possible impact of the 2007 December decision of China's National
People's Congress to postpone direct election in Hong Kong. Notwithstanding
these shortcomings, this study may help us to rethink over a number of issues
relating to the teaching of politics in schools, particularly about what teachers will
consider when politics is taught as a subject with public examinations.
6. Some concluding remarks
I have to say that I am really impressed by the teachers I interviewed both in
terms of their dedications and their efforts to enlighten their students in acquiring the political literacy required for the thriving of a democratic system. The
subject GPA is also a very good attempt to provide a platform for the training
of democratic citizenship as it offers knowledge of political concepts, theories,
and gives the students a chance to study the political systems of Hong Kong,
China and the West. This can inform the students to engage in discussion of
issues and prepare them for participations. However, the findings in this study
also point to the complicated nature of political education in schools. It is not
an operation taking place in vacuum but instead is a process framed heavily by
different factors. The official curriculum documents will not actually explain much
about what is going on in the classroom. Factors such as school ethos, social
ethos, class size and student nature etc. will work through the beliefs and the
perception of the teachers to affect their pedagogical decisions and affect the
outcome of the teaching and learning process. literature, apart from discussing
how political education could or could not take place in different eras, has better
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to deal with this if the picture of political education in schools, especially in the
case of Hong Kong, is be understood.
Another interesting revelation from this study is that we may need to rethink
about the concept of indoctrination. Indoctrination is often a pejorative term and
discussed together with propaganda (Roderick, 2001). Literature discussion of the
concept normally is grounded on the belief that indoctrination is a pre-emptive and
often selfish act of the indoctrinator to brainwash the indoctrinated (White,1967;
Snook, 1972; Green,1972; Brownhill and Smart, 1989; Heater,1990; Spiecker
and Straughan, 1991; Hocutt, 2005). However, in this study we find that individual
teachers can also come close to restrain the students' freedom of political belief
when they resort to the "benevolent" move to ensure that certain core values
relating to democracy be kept. On the other hand, while the teacher's ultimate
motive is to ensure that students need to be critical, they can also be discouraged from analyzing and judging independently as they lack the abilities to do
so. Gender and class consideration further complicate the picture.
Last but not the least, if an open and liberal classroom environment (Hahn,
1998) is needed in the nurturing of open-minded citizens, who can help the
flourishing of a democratic society, this study points out that a lot of works will be
helpful, ranging from controlling class size so that more student-centred methods
can be adopted to building up a more supportive school and social ethos. Teacher
training and development, both of the subject matters and of pedagogical issues,
should also be contemplated.
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POLICY ON RELIGION AND EDUCATION: THE SOUTH AFRICAN
CASE IN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
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Abstract
Thepaper evaluates current SouthAfrican government policy regarding the relationship
religion-education against societal imperatives abroad as well as in South Africa itself.
Recent policy shifts are examined after taking cognisance of historical and contextual
background information. The authors conclude that current policy on the relationship
religion-education does not account for caveats flowing from foreign experiences regarding identity and social capital building. A more sensible approach would have been
to allow each school governing body to draft its own policy.

1. Introduction and Aim
The relationship between religion and education remains contentious (vide:
Van der Walt & Wolhuter, 2005: 3-4, 21-22). In Western Europe, the transformation of societies from homogeneous secular to pluralistic postmodern, multi-religious societies, and 9/11 have placed religious education in the public domain
(Miedema, 2006-2: 114). In the post-1994 political and societal reconstruction
in South Africa, religious education policy was also subjected to a complete
overhaul. The South African case is noteworthy for several reasons:
• Government policy regarding the relationship religion-education has been
structured within the parameters of the South African Constitution (Act 108
of 1996) that contains what has been hailed as one of the most progressive
Bills of Rights in existence.
• The democratisation of South African politics and education as well as the
adherence to the principle of multicultural/intercultural education reflects
international trends.
• Transitologies, i.e. the simultaneous collapse and reconstruction of state
apparatuses as well of as socio-political and education systems, potentially
reveal education-societal interrelationships and denouement. According to
Cowen (2000: 2000:349), "transitologies act ... as lightning storms do on
dark days. Transitologies are drama. They reveal to us, behind their drama
and their rhetoric, the educational patterns that are ordinarily, in ordinary
daylight as it were, difficult to see". The devotion of an entire number of the
International Journal of Educational Development in 2002 to South Africa is
a recognition of this transitological effect (Musson, 2006:8).
The aim of this article is to evaluate current South African government policy
regarding the relationship between religion and education. This is done against
two yardsticks:
• international perspectives and developments regarding the relationship
religion-education, and
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•

the societal imperatives regarding the relationship religion-education
Africa itself.

in South

The rationale of policy analysis is first explained. This is followed by a literature
survey of recent trends regarding religion-education policy. The historical and
contextual background of the relationship religion-education in South Africa is
then outlined. Recent policy shifts in South Africa are examined before a general
conclusion is drawn.

2. Research Method
Steyn (2001: 60) defines education policy as an official statement of intent
regarding the manner in which identified needs of a target population are to be
served. Policy analysis, on the other hand, is a form of research to assist in decision making (Potgieter, 2004: 4). It is the study of the causes and consequences
of government actions. This entails an evaluation of the alternatives available to
public actors for solving societal problems, in the process assessing the merits
of specific programmes (Jones, 1977: 174). Use can be made of experimental
design, comparative evaluation, replication, and cost-benefit analysis. In this
study, the two yardsticks mentioned in the previous section are employed.
Education systems are established to serve societies (Van der Merwe, 2003:
133-147). It is therefore appropriate to turn to societal imperatives when assessing education systems and education policy. Judgment should be passed as to
how well a policy takes account of the forces that shape a society.
Taking account of international perspectives is also a widely acknowledged
approach in the examination of educational issues (Steinberg, 1987: 11)because
it allows gaining insight into the immediate situation and enables an escape from
the limitations inherent in an inside-view (Wolhuter, 1997: 36). Comparative
studies reveal the universal factors and principles of education systems, education-society inter-relationships,the national-domestic context, and the similarities
and differences in the shaping societal forces operative in the various systems
under comparison (Wolhuter, 2003: 145).
The South African Constitution supports the use of this method. When interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court "must consider international law" (section
39 (1) (b)) and "may consider foreign lawn (section 39 (1) (c) (Republic of South
Africa, 1996-1)).

3. Contemporary international trends in religion-education

policy

Schools seem to have originated around 3 000 B C in Egypt and Mesopotamia for the training of scribes (Fagerlind & Saha, 1984: 32). Cohen (1970: 55)
theorizes that schools originated in the ancient world to serve political ends, l.e.
to serve the state. The first schools were therefore situated in palaces. By the
third millennium B C, school education was the prerogative of priests (Bowen,
1972: 13) who as scribes had religious as well as political power.
The religious imperative soon became dominant, however. Most schools in
the contemporary world can trace their origins to the church schools of the early
Christian era. Those were the only schools in early medieval Europe. With the
spreading of European rule over the globe, church schools, in the form of misRevista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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sionary or early colonial settlement schools, became the first schools in large
parts of the world.
Since the early nineteenth century, the pendulum has swung back to political
interests. Nation states created national systems of primary school education.
The first of these were in Europe, where the school systems had primarily political goals, although they were still openly Christian in ethos.
Gradually, during the late nineteenth and in the twentieth century, secularism
gained ground. Secularism is the "dogma" that faith and spiritual matters should
be banned from the public realm (including state schools) to individuals' private
lives (Fowler, 2002: 34; Van der Walt & Wolhuter, 2005: 12). The increasingly
pluralist religious composition of the countries of Western-Europe and North
America during the second half of the twentieth century gave rise to another
new policy development. Multicultural education demanded from schools to
strive towards the cultural enrichment of all pupils (henceforth referred to in
South African parlance as learners), to introduce them to the cultural diversity
of the world and to prepare them for living in such a world (Kelly et al., 1988:
442). This had two implications for the relationship religion-education. Firstly, it
put even more pressure on the teaching of only one religion in state schools,
on these schools having a specific religious ethos and aiming at the inculcation
of that specific religion in the learners. Secondly, schools were expected to acquaint learners with the entire spectrum of religions prevalent in society with the
aim of promoting understanding and tolerance towards others (see for example
the Swann Commission's Report - Great Britain, 1984: 465- 520). The 1988
Education Reform Act in England incorporated such changes in policy (Rose,
2006: 186). Until 1997, Christian religious knowledge was taught in Norway as
a compulsory subject in state schools, but this was replaced by a compulsory
subject by means of which Christianity, other religions and secular world views
are taught on an equal basis (Hagestaether & Sandsmark, 2006: 275). A similar

policy change was effected in the Netherlands as from 1985 (Westerman, 2001:
21; Miedema, 2006-2: 117).
These policies encountered opposition in several countries. Criticism centres
around the adolescent's task of identity building, the dynamic nature of religion
in the twenty-first century, the inability to provide for spirituality as essential trait
of religion, the denial or underestimation of the role of religion in social capital
building, and parents' and pupils' levels of dissatisfaction with the new policies
as well as those of the officials expected to implement them.
These religious policies seem to fail the test when evaluated against human
rights conventions. The United Nations' Declaration on Human Rights (1948)
as well as other international conventions on human rights declares freedom of
thought, conscience and religion as fundamental human rights. also in educational context (Article 18). The United Nations' Convention on Civil and Political
Rights (1966) stipulates that parents have the liberty "to ensure the religious and
moral education of their children in conformity with their own convictions" (Article
81.4). Also the European Convention on Human Rights contains stipulations to
this effect (Article 2). It was on these grounds that some Norwegian parents in
November2004 successfully challenged in court the policy on religious education
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in state schools (Hagestaether & Sandsmark, 2006: 284). 31% of the parents
surveyed wanted schools to convey what children were taught at home as right
and true (this view was especially common to parents who were religiously active); 49% wanted the school to teach that all faiths were equally valuable, but
only 10% wanted them to teach that all faiths were equally true (Hagestaether &
Sandsmark, 2006: 282).Although 86% of pupils in grade 4 were satisfied with the
subject Religious Education, only 12% of the senior learners were satisfied with
the information they received in the subject (Hagestaether & Sandsmark, 2006:
281). The parents argued that adolescents were facing the task of developing
personal identity, as explicated in Erikson's psychosocial stages of human development (Dworetzky, 1981:43). They insisted that religious education according
to the new Norwegian policy would lead to identity confusion (Hagestaether &
Sandsmark, 2006: 278).
Present intercultural pedagogies furthermore acknowledge the dynamic (process) nature of culture (Jackson, 2004: 8). Culture is therefore no longer seen
as a "photo-copying machine"; in a pluri-cultural environment individuals create
their own culture. This also applies to religion as an aspect of a community's
culture. Much has therefore recently been written about the individualisation of
religion in contemporary society (Miedema, 2006: 120, 121). People no longer
write a standard religious biography; instead they write what is characterized as
a religious choice biography. Engebretson (2003: 11)describes this phenomenon
as "cafeteria religion".Without denying the group-nature of religion,contemporary
pedagogies of religion use categories such as "Muslim" or "Sikh" as reference
points in guarding against obscuring the underlying diversity, interaction and
change (Jackson, 2004: 8). By acknowledging the dynamic nature of culture, the
"smorgasbord" approach to religious diversity as well as the adolescent's task
of identity building, modern pedagogies of religious education, such as those
developed by Robert Jackson (University of Warwick), Julia Ipgrave (Leicester),
Heid Leganger-Krokstad (Norway) and others, capitalize on children's readiness
to engage with religious questions and help them find their own positions in
debates about religious plurality (Jackson, 2004: 8-9).
The presentation of a static and sterile religious variety, as contemporary
policies of religious education seem to propagate, is not only at variance with
reality, but perilously close to what Baumann calls a "dominant discourse"
(vide: Jackson, 2004: 7) that reifies peoples' views and stereotypes of cultures,
religions and ethnic groups, no matter how much such views might be at odds
with the complex real world. Rose's (2006:188) survey on Local Educational
Authorities in England with regard to the subject Religious Education confirms
this view. In responding to the question whether the study of faiths as discrete
and separate entities adequately reflected the nature of the principal religions in
the United Kingdom, 30 of the 59 Local Educational Authorities that participated
in the study responded in the affirmative, 18 in the negative, 4 were uncertain
and 7 did not respond.
Religion is a complex phenomenon. Van der Walt et al.'s (2007) analysis
revealed that it has a multilayered structure: a directly observable outer layer (of
a cultic or ritual nature), a confessional, dogmatic or theological layer, a faith or
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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pis tic dimension and finally, at the deepest level, a spiritual layer. All people share
certain primordial or foundational questions at a deep spiritual or emotional level,
and seek answers to these questions in religion (Waaijman, 2000: 1). Engebretson (2003: 5) describes spirituality as an apprehension of the sacred dimension
of life. A widely subscribed definition of spirituality is that of Harris, namely that
"spirituality is our way of being in the world in the light of the mystery at the core
of the universe" (Engebretson, 2003: 9). The spiritual is a subjective experience,
something deeply personal to the individual (Allport, 1950/1966; Allport & Ross,

1967). Miedema (2006-2: 117) therefore criticises the treatment of religion in
modern school curricula as something purely cognitive to the exclusion of its
more essential affective-emotional and experiential aspects.
Rose's (2006: 196) survey of Local Educational Authorities' experience with
the new (post 1988) policy on religious education in England found that these
Authorities indeed called for greater emphasis on spirituality (Rose, 2006:
190). Engebretson's (2003) synthesis of research on religion and adolescents
in Australia found that while there was a decline in interest in Christianity and
in religions during the years of childhood and adolescence, young Australians
preferred a private spirituality rather than adhering to any form of organised
religion. The decline in traditional church membership among young Australians and the growth of membership of the charismatic churches can be linked
to the latter's emphasis on a personal experience with God (Engebretson, 2003:
10-11). Australian adolescents yearn for meaningful personal experiences that
speak to them of a spiritual life (Engebretson, 2003: 11). Similar findings were
registered among adolescents in the Netherlands by Vermeer and Van der Ven
(2004: 51 ff.).
In an age characterized by increasing individualization, multiculturalism and
the demise of the once omnipotent nation-state, social analysts such as Fukuyama (1999) identify the creation of social capital as one of the greatest challenges. "Social capital", says Fukuyama (1999: 16), is "a set of informal values
or norms shared among members of a group that permits cooperation among
them". The mayor of Amsterdam, Job Cohen, in his 2002 New Year's Address
appealedto his fellow citizens not to underestimatethe binding role of religionand
to give it more attention in the public domain (as reported by Miedema, 2006-2:
115-116). Even the a-religious have to concede the potential of religion with its
Absolutes to create social capital. Nijhuis et al. (2005) reconstruct how critical
thinker JGrgen Habermas has moved in his writings from his original position
of maintaining that in the course of history, communicative rationality replaced
religion as moral source, to his latest position that communicative rationality is
indeed incapable of doing so. In his opinion, there are moral perceptions pertaining to human dignity that can only be adequately expressed in religious language.
Secular language that ignores the semantics of religion therefore forfeits its
original meaning (Habermas, as quoted by Nijhuis et aI., 2005: 53). Habermas
cites the current discussions about the human embryo as an example. Many
participants in this debate now also invoke specific religious arguments (Nijhuis
et aI., 2005: 53). The mere cataloguing of the religious diversity in a particular
community, aimed at fostering inter-religious tolerance and understanding - as
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modern religious education policies tend to do, therefore constitutes a neglect
of a potential source of social capital.
Social capital can of course also accrue from focusing on common religious
values in exchanges between adherents of the different religions. In Hagestaeter and Sandsmark's (2006:279) survey, many of the respondents asked for a
subject that focused on common values. Rose's (2006: 119) research on Local
Educational Authorities' experience with religious education likewise identified
a need for a greater recognition of the generic aspects of religion. The study
revealed the need for religious education to combat racism, and to take greater
account of environmental and interfaith issues. British Schools Minister Adonis
recently confirmed this view by saying, "Religious education ... can make a positive contribution to pupils' broad personal development and well-being, as well
as bringing issues of community cohesion, diversity, tolerance and respect" (as
reported by Pigott, 2007: 6).
Related to the last point is the matter of civic education, the aim of which
can be summarised as guiding the child to become a critically-reflective citizen.
Schools should help learners understand democracy and how to function in a
democracy. Topics such as racism and xenophobia should therefore receive
explicit attention. All these aspects of civic education stand in a close relationship
with a particular worldview (Miedema, 2006-1: 19).
This brief analysis of international trends regarding the relationship between
religion and education seems to indicate that religious education should be offered in schools in such a manner that social capital can be accrued. On the
one hand, educators should help learners master their own religions and faith
convictions, to live according to the values associated with them and to enter
into balanced and well thought-out dialogues about them. On the other hand,
religious education should emphasize the place and role of commonly shared
religious values and norms, in the process bring learners to an understanding
of shared spirituality. The process should promote shared knowledge, mutual
understanding, tolerance of and respect for the religious differences prevalent in
modern societies. In brief: religious education in schools should even-handedly
promote specific faith values as well as interfaith values, and provide opportunities for these values to reciprocally support one another, and as it were "feed
off each other".

4. Religion-education in South Africa: historical and contextual background
Prior to Western contact, education in Africa was, with the exception of initiation schools, informal and a part of everyday living (Fafunwa & Aisiku, 1982: 7, 8,
270-282). Formal educational institutions in SouthAfrica date from the settlement
of the Dutch East Indian Company in 1652. Since around 1676, formal schooling
was characterised by racial segregation (Van Niekerk, 1988: 105). The system
transplanted from the Netherlands was based on both national sentiments and
Christian religious tenets, and entailed a partnership between church, state and
parents (Venter & Verster, 1986:79). The national-Christian character of formal
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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education (especially for Whites) was later legally entrenched in the National
Education Act (Act 39 of 1967) (Pistorius, 1982: 356).
The basis of formal education in Sub-Saharan Africa was laid by the nineteenth century missionaries (Cowan et al. 1965: 4). Since the beginning of the
nineteenth century, missionaries came in large number to South Africa to convert
the indigenous people. As part of their activities, they established missionary
schools (Coetzee, 1958: 408-1427; Behr, 1988: 228-229) which were later supplemented by government schools. These in time became the dominant school
type. As elsewhere in Africa, especially Black intellectual scholarship is critical
of missionary education, mainly on two counts: missionary education provided
education to only a small percentage of children, and the it nurtured a culture of
submissiveness to the socio-political order and authority structures, rather than
teaching Blacks the skills of independent, critical intellectual inquiry (Nkomo,
1990: 2; Mphahlele & Mminele, 1997: 83). Scholars have been equally critical

of the Christian-national ethos and the coercive nature of the policy (all pupils
placed, without any choice, in a Christian straightjacket). The policy was also
seen as an instrument of White domination; it taught children supremacist ideas
(vide: Christie, 1991: 175-189).
Education became a central issue in the political unrest in the two decades
prior to the adoption of the new Constitution in 1996. The relationship between
religion-education was not the main point of contention, however, but rather
racial segregation in schools and the inferior quality of education in schools for
Blacks (Nkabinde, 1997: 5, 6, 20-21).
In 1996, the new Constitution with its progressive Bill of Rights was adopted
and a new socio-political dispensation inaugurated. Section 15 of the Bill entrenches every South African's freedom of religion (Republic of South Africa,
1996-1). Section 28(2) stipulates: "A child's best interests are of paramount
importance in every matter concerning the child", and section 31, dealing with
cultural, linguistic and religious communities, reiterates that persons belonging
to a cultural, linguistic or religious community may not be denied the right, with
other members of that community, to enjoy their culture, practice their religion
and use their language provided it is not exercised in a manner inconsistent with
any provision of the Bill of Rights. Regarding equality, section 9(3) stipulates that
the state may not unfairly discriminate against anyone on grounds of religion.
Based on this Bill of Rights, says Wolhuter (1999: 366), equal educational opportunities, democratization, desegregation and decentralization have become
the cornerstones of the post-1994 education dispensation in South Africa.
To complete the background picture, it should be mentioned that 76% of the
South African population (total population approximately46 million) are Christians
(Steyn, 2007). Other major religious groups are Hindus, Muslims, Jews (less
than 100 000) and Buddhists. A minority of the population adhere to one of the
traditionalAfrican religions.To some extent,the religiousdivide runs co-terminous
with the racial divide: the bulk of the Muslims and Hindus are of Indian descent
(about 10% of the population, 80% of them Hindu and 12% Muslim (Steyn, 2000:
59)). A sizeable proportion of Black South African Christians belong to one of
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the African independent churches, while Whites mostly belong to churches with
European roots.
5. Religion-education

in South Africa: current policy

The relationship between religion and education was not a top priority of the
new government as it started to restructure the education system after 1994.
The desegregation of schools and decentralization of governance tended to receive first attention. For reasons outlined above, however, discomfort about the
inherited dispensation regarding the relationship religion and education simmered
in the background. In a first White Paper on Education (1995) parents' right to
choose the religious basis of the child's education was recognized. The ensuing South African Schools Act (Act 84 of 1996), section 7(1) also stipulated that
"every learner and every member of staff of a public school shall have freedom
of religion," and section 7(2) that "religious observances may be conducted at
a public school under rules established by a governing body provided that such
observances shall be conducted on an equitable basis and attendance at them
by learners and staff shall be voluntary" (Republic of South Africa, 1996-2).
Decentralized school governance became entrenched when the Act provided
for school governing bodies. These bodies (consisting of the principal and representatives of the teachers, senior pupils, parents and the community) were
given wide powers, including developing the mission, goals and objectives of their
schools, as well as the right to determine the policy regarding religious observances at a school (Republic of South Africa, 1996-2). Regarding the admission of
pupils to schools the act states (section 5) that no child shall be refused admission to any public school on the basis of race or religion, or because the child
does not subscribe to the mission, goals and objectives of the school (Republic
of South Africa, 1996-2).
In 1999, a Ministerial Committee on Religious Education concluded that for
the majority of South Africans it was of the utmost importance that their children
should be educated in accordance with the religious principles and value systems of their parents. The Committee therefore recommended that it should be
made possible for individual schools to provide religious education that met the
parents' particular understanding of the term.
On 12 September 2003, the Minister of Education proclaimed a new National
Policy on Religion and Education. In the foreword it is stated that in a democratic
society with a diverse population of different cultures, languages and religions,
no particular religious ethos shall be dominant (Republic of South Africa, 2003).
The policy set down a cooperative model, i.e. it provided for separate spheres for
religion and education, with scope for interaction between the two. While protecting citizens from religious discrimination or coercion, the Policy encourages an
on-going dialogue between religious groups and the state in areas of common
interest and concern. Even in such exchanges, however, religious individuals and
groups must be assured of their freedom from any state interference with regard
to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief and opinion (Republic of South
Africa, 2003: ). In practical terms, however, any potential exchanges and ongoing
dialogue among learners belonging to the various South African religions are not
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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allowed within the confines of schools themselves. As will be indicated below,
the Policy only provides for the academic subject of Religious Education and for
the neutral and non-discriminatory observation of religious practices.
The Policy distinguishes between Religious Education and Religious Instruction. The former is a curricular programme for all grades up to grade 9, and is
justified by its educational and academic character which includes the common
values that all religions promote, and is aimed at inculcating desirable social
ends, such as expanding understanding, increasing tolerance and reducing
prejudice. Religious Education is an academic study of the religions of the world,
with particular attention to the religions of South Africa.
Religious Instruction, i.e. instruction in a particular faith or belief system,
with a view to inculcating adherence to that faith or belief, on the other hand, is
deemed to be primarily the responsibility of the parental home, the family or the
religious community (Republic of South Africa, 2003). Confessional or sectarian
forms of religious instruction are regarded as inappropriate in public schools for
a religiously diverse and democratic society (Republic of South Africa, 2003).

6. Conclusion and Recommendation
The current South African Policy on the relationship between religion and
education amounts to a take-over of the current foreign practice of cataloguing
prevalent religions and academic study of them, without any heed of the "lesson" that social capital should also be accrued from inter-religious or inter-faith
exchanges in the context of schooling. As Potgieter et al. (2007) indicated, the
current Policy on religion and education in South Africa has in effect banned all
forms of religious dialogue from schools, in the process depriving the learners
and their educators from valuable opportunities to create social capital from
exchanges between adherents of different religions in controlled circumstances
in the schools themselves. The Policy also does not take cognisance of the international experience with regard to pupils' identity building, the cultural-dynamic
nature of religion and of spiritual experience.
Law scholar Malherbe (2003) cautionedthat this Policy violated Constitutional
safeguards of religious freedom, and that it probably will not withstand challenges
in the Constitutional court. The Policy also runs counter to the explicit policy of
decentralizationas a cornerstone of the new education policy,and the stipulations
of the Schools Act (1996-2) concerning the powers of school governing bodies
to draft their own mission statements, goals and objectives.
South Africa cannot afford to neglect opportunities for using religious
exchanges and dialogue for purposes of creating social capital. Typical of a
country going through a process of radical societal reconstruction, South Africa
is currently in the grip of a wave of lawlessness and anti-social behaviour (Giliomee, 2006: 16). This situation can be turned around if appropriate use were
made of inculcating commonly shared religious and spiritual values among the
citizenry. A more meaningful approach would therefore have been, in the spirit
of the Constitution (1996-1), the South African Schools Act (1996-2) and of the
experience abroad, to allow school governing bodies each to draft its own policy
with regard to the relationship religion-education. This will allow schools to help
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learners with identity building, provide them with a religious grounding consonant with their home upbringing and their parents' wishes as well as promote
mutual understanding, tolerance and respect. Instead of expecting all schools
to handle the problem of religion in education according to a single formula, it
would have been pedagogically more justifiable to allow each school to grapple
in its own way with the issue of religious education and how to respond to the
call of divergent religious voices. By teaching tolerance and respect, based on
knowledge of the religious diversity in the particular school, and in the country
in general, a school governing body can contribute to a Popperian open society
where learners and their educators can learn from each other's trials, strategies
and attempts in coming to terms with religious differences. The international
community could have benefited from such an approach.
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THE ANALYSIS OF HOW TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS SHAPE
THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT
- THE CASE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Franc CANKAR
Tomi DEUTSCH
The National Education Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Abstract
One of the tasks of our study was to analyze the way teachers of physical education
conceive teaching, examination and grading. Our study was carried out on a group of
100 elementary-school teachers, 100 high-school teachers, and 100 technical-school
teachers. We included also 983 pupils from the tested schools into our study. They
had to answer a questionnaire at the beginning and at the end of a school year after
they had already received their grades. We noticed changes in their attitude towards
themselves, their self-evaluation and self-satisfaction, their view on physical education,
their teacher,numeric grading, and motivation forphysical education. The col/ecteddata
were analysed with the factor analysis, discriminate analysis, and analysis of variance.
The results of the study show that teachers of physical education in elementary and
high school have the most progressive opinions about teaching. The technical-school
teachers form the most homogenous group, but also the least progressive regarding
their understanding of teaching. It is obvious that the sociological aspects play an important role in the decisions of teachers. The pedagogical aspects are not neglected,
but they are rather inferior. Regarding the fact that the majority of the students 'results
is less favourable at the end of a school year, numeric grading does not represent any
special motivational tool. Numeric grade only brings one more good mark into their
yearly certificate.

Introduction
Rapid development in the 20th century has brought numerous novelties into
our lives. They have forced us to face new challenges that cannot be understood
in the old way and tackled with the old strategies. This is true also for the field
of education, and physical education as one of its components. Global social
and political changes in Slovenia have brought new legislation, and modernisation of the content of the school curriculum. Special attention has been given to
the field of physical education of children and youngsters. Examination of the
learning progress of a pupil is also a part of the educational plan. In Slovenia,
the system of five numeric grades was abandoned and replaced with the system
of three descriptive grades for the so-called upbringing subjects. With the new
legislation. the system of five numeric grades has been re-introduced into the
Siovenian schools, with the exception of the lower grades of elementary school.
There, only a short description of a pupil's development is meant to show the
pupil's progress.
Nowadays we are facing a theory stating that grades in physical education,
especially in elementary school, are not needed. Discussions with teachers during expert seminars, however, have shown quite a different picture. No relevant
studies about physical education without grading have been carried out, which
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makes it difficult to judge if physical education without grading is what we are
mature enough for, and what would give the best results.
Similar discussions take place all over the world. The experts that represent
the educational policy declare that, without grading, physical education in schools
would loose the position of an equal area of education. The experts representing the pedagogical view, on the other hand, state that under the selective
stress caused by grading, especially the numeric one, the upbringing functions
of physical education are neglected and abandoned (Miethling, 1997). In spite
of numerous more or less moderate views, their efforts have so far brought no
changes into the teaching practice.
According to the educational plan, each pupil should be successful in physical
education. The only thing that is important is the individual progress of the pupil.
This view requires a specific educational strategy. The experts have continually
emphasised an educational strategy that would direct the pupil into self-control of
an important part of his or her involvement in sport: individual progress and success, through the achievement of personal aims based on specific efficiency and
behavioural patterns. It appears, however, that we have not been very successful.
The discussions on this controversial subject are still going on. Confronted are
two concepts of which the first one includes psychometric and educatiometric
perspectives, while the other supposes a wider educational perspective. The first
one is focused on impartial measurement of beforehand-defined standards, while
the second considers examination and grading as inseparable parts of learning
process and education. Within this last educational perspective, examination is
connected with numerous aims regarding knowledge, teaching and learning.

2. Experiment
The changes in school depend on what and how teachers think and act. Ifthey
do not understand and accept changes, the change will not happen. The content
of the school curriculum does not secure changes by itself. Since a change is a
process rather than an event, teachers have to have possibilities for testing the
novelties of the educational legislation and new educational plans, for their own
education, to learn from one another, and for discussing their experiences. For
the purpose of our study, we have tested such a novelty on a sample group of
schools. Our aims were the following:
• investigate what kind of understanding do teachers of physical education
have about teaching, examination, and grading, as well as the views their
pupils have on numeric grading
• train teachers for integral monitoring and evaluation of the effort and involvement of pupils in physical education
• introduce a diary describing the efforts of a pupil in physical education

3. Method
One of the tasks of our study was to investigate the teachers of physical
education views on teaching, and particularly, on examination and grading as
parts of teaching. Our study was carried out on a group of 100 elementaryschool teachers, 100 high-school teachers, and 100 technical-school teachers.
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We included also 983 pupils from the tested schools into our study. They had to
answer two questionnaires: at the beginning and at the end of the school year
, after they have already received their grades. We noticed changes in their
attitude towards themselves, their self-evaluation and self-satisfaction, their
view on physical education, their teacher, numeric grading, and motivation for
physical education. The collected data were analysed with the factor analysis,
discriminate analysis, and analysis of variance.
According to numerous authors (e.g. Marton, Oall'Alba, Beaty, 1993; Steh
Kure, 1998), subjective theories determine the views of a person on learning,
knowledge, teaching, grading, and the roles of the pupil and the teacher in
a school context. Steh Kure (1998) stated that a single person confronting a
complex situation usually generates a simplified model of the situation and acts
according to the simplified model. The subjective views determine the acting
and everyday decisions of a teacher to a great extent, and this way indirectly
influences the educational results. The subjective views represent a sort of a
filter through which a teacher reads educational plans and chooses educational
themes, makes decisions about teaching methods, forms and ways of examination and grading (see Marentie Pozarnik, B., 1998; p. 146).
A teacher enters school with a "mental model of teaching" (Vermunt, 1993)
and interprets specific teaching situations in specific ways. On the basis of the
interpretation of all circumstances - system of evaluation in society, school regime
and atmosphere, expectations of colleagues and school management - chooses
a teaching and grading strategy. Let us imagine a teacher of physical education
that understands teaching as transfer of knowledge. This kind of teacher would
stick close to the educational plan and try hard to follow it as close as possible.
In accordance with this it would also be his or her approach to examination and
grading of the pupils' progress. On the other hand, a teacher that considers
education to be a process of personal growth would try to organise many educational situations in which pupils would have to deal with different problems of
movement in order to gain specific experiences in this way.
Based on the definitions of Fox (1983), Steh-Kure (1998) and Marentie
Pozarnik (1998), we combined, for the purpose of our study, the views on teaching, examination and grading into three rounded off starting-points on which
we based our questionnaire:

- Teaching as shaping
Here, shaping of pupils according to a certain model is emphasised. The
teaching methods are focused on developing knowledge about sport. The emphasis is on specific methodical approaches. Monitoring of progress is here the
examination of size and shape of the final product.
- Teaching as directing
A teacher that understands teaching in this way directs and guides pupils,
and shares experiences with them. While the initiative is given to the pupils,
the teacher directs them. Feedback information is still concentrated mostly
on movement. Monitoring of progress is understood as comparison of notices
among pupils.
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- Teaching as personal growth

Emphasised is encouragement and help given to pupils in order to promote
their personal growth. In comparison to the former teaching philosophy, focus
is on the kind of personalities the pupils would develop, and not just on narrow
sport skills. Instead of classical teaching, the teacher would use spontaneous
access. Monitoring of progress is understood as following the reflections of the
pupils about their personal growth.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. What Do Teachers Understand as Teaching, Examination, and
Grading?
The results of the study show that teachers of physical education in elementary and high school have the most progressive opinions about teaching. The
technical-school teachers form the most homogenous group, but also the least
progressive regarding their understanding of teaching. Here is a more detailed
description of the characteristics of the group of high school teachers.
On the basis of factor analysis, 8 typical roots were established. We included
only the first 3, explaining more than one half of the variance of the system, into
our interpretation. The remaining 5 give only a small portion of information. The
first and the most important sub-structure of understanding of teaching, examination and grading in physical education, in which the opinions of the teachers
reachedthe highest level of agreement,is defined by the variables that emphasise
function and necessity, respectively, of grading in physical education. Regarding
the high level of agreement about the function of grading, we could conclude
that the opinions of the teachers were rather unusual, since they emphasised
the non-pedagogical solutions in school. Later in the article, we will show that
this was not the case. It is obvious that sociological aspects play an important
role in the decisions of teachers. The pedagogical aspects are not neglected,
but they are rather inferior.
A teacher lives and works in school, which is, as every social interaction
system, to some extent unclear, interconnected, dynamical, and changeable.Accordingly, the acts of pupils and teachers in school are to some extent uncertain
and unconscious. Rituals are very useful for ensuring the necessary certainty of
their acts, and representing a part of social control. They regulate, allow and limit
acts, and symbolically solve problem situations in a way that makes constant
evaluation and decision making unnecessary. It is well known in advance, what,
when, and how things have to be done (see Miethling, 1997).
This is also true for grading in physical education. Numeric grading system
appears to be simple, useful, allows relatively simple communication, limits
complexity and diffusion to the simplest degree possible, shows order. Transparency emphasises control, ensures security to the teacher, and informs about
learning achievements and position of a pupil in comparison with other pupils.
It symbolically represents the ability of school to function from the point of view
of learning achievements and secures as well as introduces the appropriate
rate of power that a teacher has over the pupils (see Volkamer, 1996; Miethling,
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1997}. A grade obviously helps to overcome and soften some tensions among
physical education teachers, who work and live in school, in spite of specificity
and difference of physical education in comparison with other subjects.
Rituals are important for securing social system. They can, however, lose their
meaning and contents and retain only the form. Rituals lead to rituality. Within
the field of physical education, it would not be right if the picture of a field would
become narrow and would get stuck in such a way that teachers would connect
the whole meaning of physical education only with giving and getting grades.
We do not have to fear that, however. In spite of the fact that teachers regard
grading as an important function, the second substructure shows their understanding of teaching very progressively. They share the opinion that teachers
should communicate their experiences to their pupils, listen to them and accept
their observations. The teachers allow the possibility of pupils grading their colleagues. They also find important the teacher's perception of experiential and
rational views. They give sense to the experiences of their pupils, so that they
can follow their progress by themselves.
This means that teachers consider teaching to be encouragement and help for
their pupils with their personal growth. They focus on the development of a pupil
as a whole - movement as well as intellectual and emotional-social aspects. The
emphasis is not only on specific sport aspects, but the kind of personalities the
pupils will become. Beside spontaneous methods that replace and supplement
classical teaching methods, the teachers of physical education understand also
monitoring of the development of a pupil as well as listening to the reflections
of pupils about their personal growth. This means that physical education isn't
only about grading. In spite of grades, even though numeric, progressive, pupil
oriented teaching methods will prevail. The third sub-structure shows that a
smaller part of teachers still consider teaching as shaping pupils according to a
certain model. This is shown with the following variables: the task of a teacher
is to use the kind of teaching method that will help pupils to gain as much sport
knowledge as possible, at physical education classes the pupils have to practice
as much as possible, discipline during classes is necessary for gaining the maximum results, a teacher has to be strict, so that the necessary discipline can be
gained, a teacher is rarely responsible for poor success of pupils, re-examination
in physical education contributes to order.
This understanding of teaching considers pupils to be a sort of "raw material"
that has to be worked on. The result will be a pupil that masters the techniques
of different sport branches. A teacher in this case is more like a trainer, since
training is more important than teaching. Monitoring of pupil's development will
probably be considered as examination and grading of sport results.
The questioned teachers of physical education were asked to grade with
numbers from 1 to 5 and classify the characteristics that they consider the most
important at grading in physical education. More than 70% of the teachers
grade the highest the work and social behaviour of a pupil in connection with
the personal sport achievements of the pupil. An important part is also sport
involvement outside school. This means that, in grading, teachers consider
many aspects and confirm the model stated in educational plan with factors,
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based on which teachers form their measures for grading. Teachers of physical education in high schools and elementary schools are the most different in
the following statements: pupils can be informed differently than with a grade,
a grade is important for the efficiency control, a grade plays an important role
in equality of school subjects, pupils can grade themselves, and a less moving
pupil can also get a good grade.

4.2 What Do Pupils Think about Grading?
We studied the impact of numeric grading on changes in self-respect, motivation for physical education, self-evaluation and self-satisfaction, views on
physical education and a physical education teacher.
The pupils have found their bodies less healthy at the end of a school year in
comparison with the beginning of a school year. They have been less satisfied
with their outer appearance and haven't taken very good care of their bodies.
There are many reasons for this kind of perception. One of them is probably the
consequences of the efforts made during the entire school year that accumulate at the end of the year and are shown as exhaustion of the pupils. During
physical education, a pupil is focused on the body, so that with time he feels
some negative impulses communicated to them by their bodies. Developmental
characteristics of pupils play here an important role. At the time of their starting high school (early adolescence) they become more focused on their outer
appearance, which results in dissatisfaction and causes additional difficulties.
Obviously, the perception of their own selves becomes a little bad towards the
end of a school year.
Important differences were observed concerning the statements that physical
education is useful because it makes pupils relax, and that a physical education
teacher can motivate the pupils for co-operation. A little higher result is obtained
at the end of a school year. The biggest difference is obtained at the statement
that pupils want to have numeric grade also for physical education. This wish
is more obvious at the end than at the beginning of a school year. This means,
among others, that pupils accept numeric grading.
Regarding the fact that the majority of the results is less favourable at the
end of a school year, numeric grading doesn't represent any special motivation
tool. Numeric grade only brings one more good mark into their yearly certificate.
The results of the study in the classes where the old method of grading is still in
use would very likely be similar. In order to obtain proofs for our statement, we
would have to carry out a new study.
The results of the study can not be generalised. The used tool, which represents a modification of many similar questionnaires, would need a thorough
examination and corrections. In spite of the stated facts, the results of our study
show how physical education teachers understand teaching (including examination and grading of the pupil's learning achievements) and how the pupils accept
grading.
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4.3 The Didactic Judgement of a Teacher is Crucial
Introduction of numeric grading made the experts facing dilemmas on how to
equally consider measurable and immeasurable starting-points that were written
in the teaching programs, and how to respect the principle of equal possibilities for all pupils. Grading of physical education in school is weak on scientifically regulated procedures (objectivity, actuality, dependability) as pedagogical
methods. A simple analysis of some key factors such as: readiness for a good
result, individual growth, upper limit of achievements, and quality of movement
(see Volkamer, 1979), that can be in any way connected with sport, shows a
high level of relativity.
A sport achievement of a pupil always depends on morphologic, motor and
other characteristics, and is actualised with readiness for a good achievement.
The action of a pupil can never be divided from his motor achievement. When
a teacher gives a mark to the pupil, he also marks his motor achievement if he
likes it or not. A teacher examines and grades type, quality and quantity of the
"product", which is a sport achievement.
The relation between components, which can vary from pupil to pupil, places
the teacher in front of a didactic decision (see Volkamer, 1979).Therefore, giving
grades in physical education means more consideration of successful work and
individual development, as well as co-operation of a pupil, than real grading. The
scales of precise measurement and objectivity are not neglected. They are not
primary, however, and only serve wider interests of sport - education area. This
means that the methods of a teacher are not based on statistics and uniqueness
only. The differences in knowledge, culture, between genders, and most of all,
the differences in the way of life and thinking can not be standardised, uniquely
explained and caught into statistical models. The decisive is the interpretation
of a teacher, in which multimeaningness, undetermination and complementarity
are included.
4.4 Training of Teachers for Didactic Judgement
In order to be able to properly use this sort of teaching methods, a teacher
has to have a thorough expert knowledge, as well as knowledge about teaching
strategies that are focused on the development of a pupil. We concentrate on
the development of schools and teachers in order to ascertain their ability to deal
with new tasks, which they haven't been in focus until now, and we underline
the power of teachers to direct.
We purposely change the manner of monitoring, evaluation and grading of
the learning achievements of a pupil. The teachers analyse stories and videos,
play roles and get to know the process views and personal characteristics of
diffe-rent pupils, which determine different learning achievements. We try to
influence the development of the "inner distance" of the teachers and make their
views of grading relative, as well as make them fit for premeditated actions. This
is one of the crucial goals that have to be realised and strong efforts are being
made for the change of teaching methods.
Our advice to the teachers is to derive from the fact that all pupils can be
successful, because they enter the learning process with different knowledge
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that can be increased. They should emphasise and encourage the methods of
self-evaluation, so that they will ask themselves about their knowledge about
certain subjects and what do they have to do to get to know them even better.
These methods encourage the interest for work and redirect motivation towards
the result (mark) with the kind of a procedure that ensures better learning results.
The teachers have to be aware of the fact that pupils perceive physical education
as a value and a nice way of life.
Beside this, we prepare, together with teachers, a series of applied research
projects - from diaries of a pupil's learning achievements to marking models.
This way we exceed a starting point that is still firmly present in the praxis and is
based on a single, the most proper, system of education and its control. We direct
a different relationship between a study and praxis, and between researchers
and practitioners. We also emphasise knowledge that helps throw light on the
complexity of the pupil's learning. This sort of knowledge is based on teacher's
reflecting and understanding of learning and teaching from different points of
view, and on different levels, and affects teacher's judgement in complex situations. To the knowledge presented at conferences and published in literature, a
new kind of knowledge developed for and with teachers is added (see Darling
- Hammond, 1992).
When teachers test and evaluate the changes that they themselves introduce
into their work, they also see the new problems that can not be observed by
the outer researchers. This way a continuing process is being established. With
a suitable representation of new solutions, their work becomes more transparent, methods more recognisable. This has an impact on their personal growth,
and learning. They spread their knowledge gradually also on their colleagues
in other schools,
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SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION: A BENEFIT OR A CONCERN FOR
THE MUNICIPAL EDUCATION SYSTEM?
Magda Vianna de SOUZA
Marta Luz Sisson de CASTRO
Ponlifica Universidade Calolica do Rio Grande do Sui, Brasil
Abstract
In a study with Superintendents of Municipal Education of South Region of Brazil
- part of the research project Management of Basic Education 11/ - it was found that
the administration of the program of school transport is becoming a special task in the
management of municipal education. This paper looks at how the superintendents
perceive and manage the school transport based on fifteen qualitative interviews with
the superintendents of municipal education. The qualitative phase of the study was
done with a sample of superintendents five from each state. selected from a total of
546 municipalities of South Region. using the criteria of the size of the population and
the year of creation.
Theprogram of school transport made possible the closing of several small rural schools,
and the transfer of the rural stUdents to large urban schools. Considering the costs.
both financial and administrative, and the consequences of transferring student from
their social context to urban reality, it is possible to question if the program of school
transport is a benefit for the municipalities who have implemented it, compensating
that the rural school as an important catalyst for the local community that was lost in
the process.

Introduction
A study developed with the Superintendents of Municipal Education (SMEs)
from the South region concluded that the administration of the transportation
program has been a special task in managing the municipal education. This
article examines, through the analysis of interviews with municipal education ,
administrators. how these leaders perceive and manage the school transportation program.
The data have been collected in the last two years in the project Management of Basic School 111: Theorizing about the practice. developed in the three
Southern states of Brazil. From the results obtained from 546 towns, 46% of the
region 1, a sample of fifteen towns was taken, five in each state. The selection
criterion tried to keep the representation of the sample. taking into consideration
the size of the population and the year of the towns' development. The interviews
were conducted throughout the year of 2006, in each one of the selected towns.
Only one, among the (SMEs) interviewed, did not mention the topic "school
transportation" as one of the problems related to the municipal education. In a
former study this issue was reported as one of the most important in the management of municipal education in the state of Rio Grande do SuI. (CASTRO
e SOUZA. 1999).
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Towns and Municipal Education System Characterization
The sample of the quantitative study consisted of fifteen towns that represent
diverse municipalities in each state, from old and extensive towns like Piratini,
Joinvile, and Castro to small and recently installed ones like Westfalia, in Rio
Grande do SuI. This locality has 64 km2, similar to a suburb of Porto Alegre, the
capital of the state of Rio Grande do SuI.
Such diversity is also present in the municipal school system, where there is
one system working with 224 students, with the size of an average small school,
and another like a town in Santa Catarina with 50,000 students. There are vi-sible
differences in the school distribution between rural and urban areas. A study from
the last decade/ indicated that the municipal school system was constituted
mostly of rural schools. In 2005, this percentage dropped, indicating that in 30%
of the towns only 10% of the schools were located in rural areas, because of the
implementation of the nucleation project in elementary education. The studied
sample shows that in some municipalities less than 10% of the schools are in
the rural area, while in others, especially the larger ones, such as Piratini, 70%
of the schools are rural. Table I below presents and characterizes the diversity
of the studied municipalities.
The school transport service
The Brazilian Constitution of 1988 refers to education in the article 208. According to it, the state should offer compulsory and free elementary education.
It is still mentioned in subsection VII that the state must give students support
in Elementary Education through supplemental programs for school resources,
transport, food, and health assistance. The article 211 discusses the duties of
the municipalities concerning Elementary and Early Childhood Education. This
includes school transportation for the students.
State legislations were created to stimulate and regulate school transport
programs and guarantee resources for maintenance and students access to
school. However, the frequent financial straits of the municipalities and state
were a great restraint on the implementation of an efficient town school transport
system. In 1994, the Ministerial Decree No. 955 establishes through the School
Transport National Program (PNTE) financial support to the towns for the purchase of vehicles for the daily transport of elementary students. The NationalLaw
of Educational Bases and Guidelines (LOB) from 1996, when talking about the
financial aid for education, makes reference in its article 70 to the possibilities of
acquiring school material and transport maintenance,focusing on the importance
of transport to the effectiveness of access to Elementary Education.
The National Fund for Education Development- FNDE/CD in 1997 tells about
the participation in the Union, States and Municipalities programs, establishing
quotas for each one of the participants.In the following year, eleven states,among
them, Rio Grande do Sui and Santa Catarina elaborated a piece of legislationfor
the sector which foresaw a partnership between state and municipal education.
In Rio Grande do Sui the law No.11.126/98 in article 9, paragraph II says:
The financial resources related to a 25% quota of the towns will be distributed among
the same. It is based in the percentual participation of transported students in each
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town, for both public elementary education systems, in relation to the total number of
Elementary transported students within the state.

The program implementation developed fast, having 1558 towns in 1998
(Barros, 2001). In 2001, the No. 28 resolution from The National Fund for Education Development established the directives for the financing of the projects.
However, the implementation was different among the states. In Parana, the
responsibility for the elementary student's school transport was only regulated
with the Law No.10.709 of July, 30, 2003. This law established rules for the negotiation between the state and towns in search of mutual benefits. Only in 2004,
the program was modified with the Law No.10.880 dated of June 9 of the same
year. This day was created the National Support Program for School Transport
- PNATE. The program aims to offer financial aid for the transport of public elementary school students who lived in rural areas. The law tells about the grant
that should be given to cover the students' transport expenses in installments.
The resources are calculated according to the number of students from public
elementary schools, who live in rural areas and need the school transport. The
same document decided on the aid calculation and value to be given to the states
and municipalities. It was based on the official data from the school census, done
by the National Institute of Studies and Educational Researches Anisio Teixeira
-INEP, reflecting the past year before the program implementation.
The law still mentions, in paragraph 5, that the municipalities can transport
students from state schools. For that, students must reside in the respective
area and agree with the requirements. The PNATE, somehow, accelerated the
financial aid. II transfers automatically the resources for keeping and maintaining the school vehicles without further agreements, since the parameters for the
resource transference are data given to INEP in the school census.
In spite of that, more bureaucratic tasks from the systems administrators
were demanded such as a new organizational structure and the management of
education in the municipalities. This way, the transport became one of the greatest challenges of the administration for most of the municipalities. The situation
is known by municipal leaders that, in interviews, considered transportation a
hard task to be accomplished. The solution to this problem requires, in some
situations, an available employee. The lack of workers in small towns, in many
cases, obliges a teacher to assume the system administration, as said the SME
of a little southernmost municipality
u ••• Here we have Sandra who takes care of transport, you know. transport and school
meals is hard to get"
(SME Municipality 5 - Rio Grande do Sui)

All the three states mentioned the same about the system, as a hard task for
The Superintendent of Education,
The school transport is always a problem , involving the company, the road, the
parents, ... but al/ over the town the issue is school transport" (SME Municipality 15
- Parana)
... the transport is too expensive for the municipality, but it is necessary...
In fact, my greatest aim in the Secretary is the pennanence and success of the students
in school ...
(SME Municipality 1 - Rio Grande do Sui).
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Seen as a hard task to be managed, the school transport is expensive sometimes, due to the geography of the towns it becomes the greatest expense of the
Municipal Secretary of Education as reported by one of the superintendents:
Here we depend only on the school transport. The communities have no access to
any other means of transport ... This is the biggest expense. We spend, thirty one,
thirty two, thirty thousand ureais"monthly ... with school transport. In fact, our greatest
expense is the bus ...
(SME Municipality 8 - Santa Catarina)

Firstly,the program planned to guarantee rural students access to school. Its
implementation and further agreements with the states enabled all municipalities
students access to transport, which nowadays causes a series of problems in
administering the program, as said by municipal education leaders.
You face a hard time because those who live 1000 m, 2000 m from the bus route do
not want to go to school on foot. They want the bus to stop in front of their houses. It
is a problem...
(SME Municipality 14 - Parana)
... they can walk ...and if you catch a student here you have to catch the other neighbor
beside, if you enter his house you gotta enter everybody's house ...the gratuity also
causes trouble, it is too easy...
(SME Municipality 1 - Rio Grande do Sui)

In a former study done in 1999, the transport and school food were also
considered a problem in running the municipal education. In the qualitative part
of the research, we were working only with Rio Grande do SuI. In this state there
was a significant number of newly created municipalities were transport and
school meals challenged the administration and slowed the educational sector
growth. Based in the same study, with 97-99 data, Castro and Menezes (2002)
argued that the inclusion and education access policies, such as transport and
school meals guaranteed the students presence in the schools but excluded
them from a quality education.
Although the are specific legislations in each state, which establish partnerships with the municipalities,define the responsibilities and regulatethe finances,
the Superintendents' problems are the same in the entire region.
The interviewees emphasize the point...
We invest a lot of money; we take from the system to invest in the state. The state
makes it a point to establish an agreement with the Municipality.Afterwards to follow that
is complicated, like the school transportation, for example. The transport is expensive
and risky, the state gives only a third part of the money, at most, and, the rest is money
I take from children's education. It must be proper aid; it can't be from fundamental
school. The agreement has nothing to do with responsible solidarity. It means if any
accident happens, anything, we have a serious problem. The Superintendent of Education insists, each time we make a deal, about responsible solidarity. It doesn't happen
among schools and the municipal and state system.
(SME Municipality 4 - Rio Grande do Sui)

About the difficult relationship with the state due to the agreements, the SME
of a medium size city in Parana says:
...We transport, we have to hire outsourced buses because we transport students
from 5th to 8th grades that is the duty of the state government. The high school student, nobody is responsible for them, who will assume it? The municipality. We have
an expense of approximately a million a year with them. For the school transport the
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gives us. with delay, by monthly installments. a hundred thousand
something per year, at most. Then you see. it's 15% of the final cost. but the majority
of transported students are from the state. The town pays for the expenses. I mean if
we transported only up to 4th graders. our legal obligation. we would be able to make
all the transportation without outsourcing.
(SME Municipality 14 - Parana).
state government

An interviewee from Santa Catarina made a similar declaration
It is a matter of expense and distance. because many kilometers are run daily and the
state government gives us a little money,but the city hall keeps the program. Even for the
ones studying out of the municipality we help them with fifty per cent in the tickets.
(SME Municipality 7 - Santa Catarina).

The daily distance to drive is one of the greatest problems in the program.
especially in the bigger and older towns with rural municipalities. Comparing the
data in Rio Grande do Sui. we observe the situation has changed a lot in ten
years. In 1994 the data showed the municipal system consisted mostly of rural
schools. In 10 years this percentage dropped considerably. having around 30%
of the towns with only 10% of the system in the rural zone in 2005. Besides the
change the long distances remain. as some interviewed say
In our town we drive per day almost 3000 km catching students. It is like going up
to Para ...besides our town size. we drive the same distance every day to pick the
students.
(SME Municipality 14 - Parana).

Another Superintendent from a large municipality commented:
Today we have 17 rural schools. I call them little schools due to the number of students. But there are great difficulties; there are schools 68 km from here ...some with
6 students. others with 12.. .It's hard. Then. "Oh. we'lI check the bus". "Ot), that's too
far. too much distance". So tile intention. in the future. is to concentrate but that's not
easy. Easier said than done.
I believe there are around 60 stops ....the transport is polemical ...because we really
worry about the buses quality, then we outsourced them. we had no structure. no car,
no trucks. no workers.
(SME Municipality 12- Parana)

The same way another SME declared
...The greatest challenge...• it was always the biggest one. school transportation. The
town has a small population. three thousand two hundred and twelve inhabitants but
the area is large. three hundred eig/7tynine km2. Then. talk about extent. our town is
a large area... There are students who come from twenty. twenty two. even twenty six
km of distance.
We have students who come from far away places. Then in extension is large it is big.
Then. the transport is always a problem. The road is not paved.
(SME Municipality 8 - Santa Catarina)

Even in the new and small municipalities people drive long distances. According to the SMEs the school bus is a prerogative. all the students. no matter
the real need. want to use the system which challenges the administration as
said below:
Downtown people. let's say, because here is the neighborhood. but just to have an
idea. they come right here by bus. They don't come on foot ...why? Because coming
by bus is a status. For countryside kids it's a status to use a bus. It's an absurd. you
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it happens a lot, why? Because the bus is full; without
necessity. Then, what happens? They come here to go by bus...
(Principal - Municipality 5 - Rio Grande do Sui).
.. .Thereare things the town needs to offer, transport is a necessity, the schools are very
distant and the parents...that's also a poor community,we lack resources,then, we invest
a little in transport ...yeah we have our own means oftransport and we have worked
with an outsourced company,then this company buys the tickets "thereare right there,
two, three who come on foot, others live here, another there, twelve at most, no more
than that, everybody, except the twelve, depends on the municipal transport.
(SME Municipality 1- Rio Grande do Sui)
know the problem? Discipline,

The use of the transportation system by the population challenges the administration, especially with the disciplinary question, which was a problem before
only inside the school. As seen before, the school transport is offered by the
city hall system, and, in many cases, by an outsourced service, where only the
driver and kids go on the bus. This situation recreates the classroom atmosphere
inside the bus, as the interviewed refer to
...The biggest problem is the transport, because they fight inside the bus, and, my
problem has nothing to do with it, our greatest worry is like, it finishes at 5 o'clock and
the bus leaves only at 5:20 p.m. These twenty minutes we have to wait, you can't
imagine; they fight, everything happens.

Some others come from farms nearby. The town offers buses to all the
farms.
And brings them...But there's no one inside the bus to control the kids, the driver can't
stop, it's horrible, when the driver arrives...he gets mad at me, he believes I must control
his passengers, that's funny! Then, they come and say. One says: "Teacher I need to
work", I say: I also need to work, what can we do? Oh, you gotta do something, you
gotta say you don't want these students, you can't accept them. They want it this way.
Another point that is good to mention, we have an agreement with the "Tutelar Council".
Then, whenever there's indiscipline, we report it to the'Tutelar Council". If the same
student is reported, 3 times we ask him/her to go to another school.
(Principal - Municipality 5 - Rio Grande do Sui).

The data show the transport system administration has problems beyond
the bureaucratic ones, which create situations that affect the pedagogical development. The discipline issue, formerly restricted to the school walls, became
an extra burden to administrators. Now, out of the school, it was transferred to
transport system, as stated in the declaration above.
In another report (Municipality 10 - Santa Catarina) the SME tells about a
conflict that occurred in a poor suburb. The population was pressing the driver
to use the bus and, as there were many passengers and little space, the driver
didn't allow them to use the bus for personal transport The situation got worse
and some local leaders accused him of mistreating a young child. The locals
started throwing stones at the bus. The SME went there, faced the locals, protected the driver, and decide to keep the restriction. The attendance and care of
little children in early childhood education, which in many towns use the school
bus, is also a hard task to manage.
About the transport system, most of the interviewed SME pointed out the
problems that its administration brings to the town; however, some advantages
were also brought to the educational system. Among these advantages is the
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access to higher levels of education, since the rural area is restricted to the 4th

grade, according to an interviewee.
All those teenagers who stopped studying in the 4th grade due to lack of transport;
they came back to school. So, it was a great social and qualitative improvement ...
Nowadays these students, all of them, go to high school because the transport is offered high school and some go to college, then, sometimes we think, the school was
closed
If we hadn't been courageous to do it that time we wouldn't have improved
our students education.
(SME Municipality 4 - Rio Grande do Sui)

Regarding the advantages of the Program, references were made to the concentration of teaching in a smaller number of schools as exemplified below...
Our concern is the education quality, small schools with multi-grade classrooms, with a
single teacher for 1st, 2"d, :fd and 4th grades, we are rearranging in a close area with
infrastructure and transport. This way we make the students come to better quality
schools, closing the small ones.
Then, it'll be possible to offer a teacher for 1st grade, one for 2"d ...
We concentrate and obtain better attendance ... (SME Municipality 11- Parana).
So, it's easier to concentrate, then we keep both schools, because we had, for example,
right there, one small school, this way it ends up that 10 kids,12, were concentrated.
It's much better ...
(SME Municipality 5 - Rio Grande do Sui).

The possibility of concentrating students in a single school, where rural
students are taken to, is not seen as an improvement. One SME interviewed
questioned taking the students from their environment, the rural zone, and reflected upon the disadvantages of such change
It concentrated the majority of students in the city, why? In a community where there
were... 20 families, today there are 2 families. Between offering a school with 3, 4 or 5
students for a teacher to work with all the grades, the people who were in charge before
found it better offering transport and taking them to study instead of having all in the
same classroom, that is a multi-grade group, working separately in another school. It
is happening here, you are taking the kid off the rural zone. He comes to the city and
maybe sees things not so productive to their age. The child could be living in a more
innocent, contemplative world, than seeing unnecessary things. But, in order to offer
them a little of better formal educational conditions, you take them to the city.
(SME Municipality 14 - Parana).

Various towns, that structure the school transport program with the purchase
of vehicles, are using the system to promote other teaching modalities than
the expected in the legislation, creating an incentive for students doing college
courses as well.
As most of the little towns have no college education, the municipal superintendents have established student's support programs so that they can to
college using the local transport system. Some SMEs' comments are elucidative, such as:
There is a detail about the education here, it is not a town obligation, but we offer all
the college transport to Tubaraoand Criciuma. It goes to cnciame, goes to UNESC as
well; full of people. Around sixty students go to UNESC and Tubarao, go to UNISUL
and this college of Capivari.
(SME Municipality 9 - Santa Catarina).

In another municipality of Parana the superintendent commented...
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a reality that doesn't happen in other towns where we take students free
to the colleges. Up to last year, we took them totally for free. Thisyear, since July before
last, we have covered 50% of the college buses and the student pays the other 50%.
Then, the municipality pays 50%. Here in the other towns nobody pays, then ...
(Town 15 - Parana)
Here we have

Final Considerations
The basic objective of the program: ensuring rural students' access to school
can be considered achieved in the reality of the South region. However, its
implementation with support from the state for the general usage of municipal
and state students created a series of deviations and raised questions about the
municipal education administrators.
The changes occurred in the last years in the municipal education structure
demanded a significant reorganization in most of the municipal administrations.
The Municipal Education Superintendent developed a new role in the political
structure and consequently the superintendent acquired a relevant political role
in the municipality.
The managingof the new programs,relatedto the NationalFund for Education
Development created in 1997, asked for a new administrative structure so that
the new proposals by the federal administrationmight be really implemented.The
comparison between the studies made in the South region in 19943 and in 20054
registered significant changes in the role and profile of the municipal administrators of the region. Currently, improved Municipal Education superintendents are
in charge, being older and having a political party declaration. Changes certainly
associated with those who rule these programs.
The results here presented, based on the words of the leaders of the municipal education, show that the school transportation program is a new task for
the municipalities. In many cases, this task separates the managerial focus from
the one that should be priority, the pedagogical issue. This program caused a
significant decrease in the number of rural schools and students were transported
to a bigger school in the urban area.
Considering the cost, financial and administrative plus the consequences
of transferring students from a rural to an urban area, it is possible to question
the transport as a benefit for the towns involved since the rural school had an
important role as catalyst for the local community.
Notes:
1 The South Region in 2005 had 1188 municipalities. (IBGE@cidades)
2 Castro, Marta Luz S. de; Souza, Magda Vianna de. Perfil do Secretario Municipal de

Educa9aoda Regiao Sul.(Profile of the Superintendentof Municipal Education of the South
Region) Educacao Unisinos. Sao Leopoldo, v.8, nO15, jul - dez p.11-38, 2004.
3Castro, M. L. S., Gasparoto, M. E., Souza, M. V., Sari, M. T., 1997. Perfil do Secretario
Municipal de Educacao do Estado do Rio Grande do SuI. (Profile of the Superintendent
of Municipal Education of the state of Rio Grande do Sui) Cademos Cedae, Porto Alegre,
1997, p.11-31.
4 "Secretario Municipal de Educacao da Regiao Sui: Mudancas na ultima decada" (Superintendent of MUnicipal Education of the South Region: Changes in the South Region)
trabalho apresentado no (paper presented at) II Congreso Nacional e I Encuntro Latino
americano de Estudlos Comparados em Educacion - Buenos Aires, junio de 2007.
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Table 1. Data about the municipalities

researched

'Population Estimate in 0110712006- IBGE
•• Data IBGE @cities - accessed in 1910612007
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II. Eseuri/Essays
A FI PROFESOR DE MATEMATICA
Solomon MARCUS
Academia Rornana, Bucurestl, Romania

Rezumat
Profesorul este inconjurat de 0 lume neprietenoasa. Factori precum familia,
spaliul public, televiziunea §i internetul, care ar trebui sa-i fie colaboratori,
aclioneaza in mare masura tmr-o direclie opusa celei a profesorului. Chiar
daca majoritalii elevilor nu Ie place matematica, profesorul de matematic~ ar
trebui sa gaseasca placere in prezenie lor, de asemenea sa aiba placerea
unui dialog cu profesorii care predau alte discipline §i sa fie informat despre
impactul matematicii (chiar §i la nivelul matematicii scolere) asupra altor discipline cu scopul de a antrena proprii elevi in realizarea de conexiuni cu alte
domenii. In loc sa evidemieze numai aspectul instrumental al matematicii,
profesorul de matematica ar trebui sa sensibilizeze elevii catre aspectele
ludice ale matematicii, sa scoata in evidenla sentimentul gratuitalii matematicii
§i interectiune« intre matematica §i alte sfere ale cunoesterli umane, prin
explicarea consecventa a universalitalii modului de gandire matematic.
'[lnta: relatla profesor-elev

Intr-un alt context (Singuratatea matematicianului, Academica, nr. 73/74,
aprilie-mai 2008, p. 11-30), rna refeream la calitatea de matematician ~i constatarn
dificultatea de a 0 atinge. Norbert Wiener si-a putut permite sa afirme "Sunt
matematician", dar Paul Halmos a fost mai prudent ~i s-a lirnitat la "Doresc sa fiu
matematician", intr-un moment de bilant al vie\ii sale. in ceea ce rna prlveste, voi
fi ~i mai prudent, marturislnd ca incerc, de mai multe decenii, sa fiu matematician.
Dar tlnta catre care ne lndreptarn ne marcheaza, chiar daca nu 0 vom atinge.
De aceasta data, am in vedere 0 alta \inta: aceea de a fi profesor de
matematica. Prin .profesor" in\eleg aici profesor de scoala prirnara, qimnazfala
sau de liceu. in ce masura reflectille care urrneaza sunt valabile ~i pentru
profesorii de alte discipline sau ~i pentru profesorii de universitate, ramane la
aprecierea altora.
Este oare calitatea de profesor de matematica la fel de exigenta, de greu de
atins, ca aceea de matematician-cercetator?
imi propun sa arat ca raspunsul
este afirmativ, dar natura exigen\ei este de aceasta data alta decat aceea care-t
prlveste pe cercetator,
invatare, predare ~i cercetare in matematica
Fara a fi explicit formulata, este larg raspandlta ideea inferiorita\ii predarii fa\a
de cercetare. Jean Oleudonne, de exemplu, aprecia ca matematica este creata
de ca\iva, celorlalti diplomaf in matematica revenindu-Ie colportarea ideilor celor
dintai, Alexander Grothendieck preconiza, intr-un articol publicat ~i in "Gazeta
Matematica", 0 distinc\ie intre matematicianul care cerceteaza, creeaza ~i preda
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(intr-o universitate), pe de 0 parte, ~i cel care numai preda, pe de alta parte.
Acum, la cateva decenii de cane Grothendieck a publicat acest articol, putem
constata cat de mult avea dreptate; universitatile abunda in profesori care numai
simuleaza ca fac cercetare. De ce calitate este activitatea lor de predare, este
o alta problema. Fara lndolala, a face cercetare cu impact semnificativ intr-un
anumit domeniu este, 0 performanta rara. Este nevoie de talent, de 0 acuitate
a gandirii cu care, in buna rnasura, te nasti. Este nevoie de perseverenta ~i de
o capacitate de efort intelectual care presupun 0 organizare speciala a vielii ~i
o pasiune care biruie eventuale forte potrivnice. Faptul este valabil, probabil,
in general, dar, in orice caz, el este esential in maternatlca. A face cercetare
competitivacere 0 daruire rar intalnita ~i este firesc sa nu-l tntalnirnfoarte frecvent
pe cei in stare s-o realizeze. De aceea, identificarea ~i stimularea celor lnzestraf
cu harul respectiv sunt esentiale.

Educatia matematica in atentla mullor guverne
in multe tari, aceasta problema se afla in atentia conducerii de stat. Voi da
exemplul Statelor Unite. Scriu aceste randurl in ziua de 12 octombrie 2008 ~i
am in fala un articol din "Education Week (American's Education's Newspaper
of Record)" vol. 28, nr. 7, p. 7, cu data de 3 octombrie 2008, din care aflu ca
Barack Obama, candidatul democrat la Presedlntia Statelor Unite ale Americii,
s-a adresat intr-un discurs la "National Education Association" cu urrnatoarele
cuvinte: "The most valuable skill anybody can sell is knowledge, but schools
are failing children -particularly when it comes to mathematics and science".
Concomitent, intr-un articol publicat in "New York Times", la 10 octombrie 2008,
cu titlul "Mathematical skills suffer in U.S., study finds", se atrage atenua asupra
faptului ca in multe scon americane cei mai buni elevi la maternatica sunt copiii
imigranlilor din lari in care educatla rnaternatlcas-a bucurat de mai rnulta atentie
decat in U.S.A. Suntem anuntatt ca studiul din care face parte aceasta constatare
va fi publicat in "Notices of the American Mathematical Society".
Uniunea Europeans s-a sesizat ~i ea de carentele sistemelor de educatle
din diverse tari ~i, in mod particular, a fost vizata Romania, al carel sistem de
invatamant a fost considerat complet depaslt. S-a menuonat faptul ca 0 mare
parte din elevii rornani nu inteleg ce citesc iar analfabetismul functional este
foarte raspandlt. Nu s-a facut 0 referire speciflca la rnaternatica dar se stle din
numeroase alte surse ca 0 mare parte a elevilor respinge matematica tntr-o
rnasura mai mare decat 0 face fa\a de alte discipline scolare.
Fara a nega imoortanta identificarii talentelor, problema princlpala a culturii
matematice a unui popor se retera la educatia rnaternatica a celor multi, ~i un
grad normal de inteligenta ~i fara 0 inclinare speciala spre matematica.in aceasta
dlrectle suntem descoperiti; mai mult, apar, din cand in cand, voci care pretind
ca ~tiintele exacte nu au 0 valoare forrnatlva ~i Ii se acorda un loc nemeritat in
programele scolare. Am discutat in alta parte despre aceasta problema.
A fi profesor de rnatematlca, azi, in Romania
Sltuatia precara in care ne aflarn include multi actori, de la parinti ~i autori
de manuale la ministere ~i partide politice. Dar cel care se afla fata in fa\a, in
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direct contact cu elevul, in actul de educatle matematica, este profesorul de
matematica. EI este cel care simte nemijlocit reactia de nedumerire, de tearna,
dar poate uneori de rnirare si de tncantare, a elevului, el este cel pe care elevii if
privesc uneori cu speranta, alteori cu deznadejde. in rnainlle lui se afra in primul
rand cheia reusitel.
Dar mediul in care el lucreaza nu ii este favorabil, ci mai degraba refractar,
daca nu chiar ostil, in contrast cu mediul in care se afia plasat matematicianul
dintr-un institut de cercetare; acesta din urma comunica aproape exclusiv cu cei
la fel de pastonaf ca !iii el de 0 anumita problema sau de probleme din teritorii

vecine. Avem in vedere aici atat comunicarea directa cat !iiiaceea electronica.
inconjurat de

0

lume indiferenta, refractara, ostila

Profesorul de matematica resimte dezavantajele unor programe nefericite,
ale unor manuale de cele mai multe ori aride, obeze, pe care cei mai multi elevi
nu prea Ie folosesc. Else lupta cu obtuzitatea unor parinti, obtuzitate transrnisa
odraslelor, care i!iii exprirna deschis nedumerirea fa\a de matematica pe care
trebuie 5-0 tnvete cei care nu au de gand sa se faca matematicieni. Cum s-ar
sim\i un actor de teatru in fata unei sali de spectatori care nu au venit de buna
voie, ci adusi prin constranqerl de tot felul !iiicare, in conseclnta, reactioneaza
pllctisiti, nervosl, la prestafia de pe scena? Nu excludem posibilitatea ca chiar
spectatori de acest fel sa se extazieze, sub efectul magic al artei; probabil ca
acesta !iiieste pariul actorului, in asteptarile sale cele mai optimiste. Se intampla
uneori !iiiaceasta minune.
Dar, daca la teatru yin in mod cu totul exceptional oameni adusi prin
obllqatle de serviciu, la scoala aceasta situatie excepuonala este regula. Ora
de rnaternatlca este cu deosebire afectata. Profesorul de matematica are de
cele mai multe ori in fa\a 0 populatie adusa acolo prin regulile jocului social, dar
care provine din zone in care a lipsit antrenamentul pentru actul de inva\are !iii,
in mod special, a lipsit dezvoltarea interesului pentru tnvatarea matematicii. Ca\i
parin\i au capacitatea !iiidisponibilitatea de a face educatia copiilor, de a-I preqaf
pentru viata de scoala? in ce masura lndeplineste acest rol televiziunea, fie ea
publica sau privata? in ce rnasura contribuie partidele politice la lrnbunatatirea
actului educational in substanta sa? Cum 0 fae factorii de putere, parlamentul,
guvernele? Raspunsul este descurajator. Cei care in\eleg unde se afia ranile
deschise ale educatlel nu au forts de a schimba sltuatla iar blrocratla sistemului
educational este anchilozata !iiioarba,
~i totus], pe acestl "vrajma§ii" trebuie sa-i lubastll
Aceasta este materia bruta cu care lucreaza profesorul de matematica, pe
acesf "salbatici" trebuie sa-l domestlceasca, sa-l apropie de cultura matematica
!iii,in cele din urma, sa-l seduca, sa-l lndraqosteasca de matematica. Acest lucru
nu este posibil decat daca profesorul i!iii lubeste elevii. Fara iubire nu se poate
face educatie.
Cu disciplina conslmtita nu din convingere, ci din polltete, sau de frlca, vom
obtine cel mult elevi care repeta cele scrise in manual sau spuse de profesor la ctasa, dar nu persoane care gandesc cu capul lor !iii care doresc sa !iii
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inteleaqa, nu numai sa reslituie profesorului ceea ce acesta le-a tivrat, in forma
neconvinqatoare a repetarll cuvant cu cuvant a formularilor de la clasa sau din
manual. Altfel, rezultatul se vede cel mai bine nu dupa cateva saptarnanl, la
examen sau la bacalaureat, ci dupa ani ~i dupa decenii, cand absolventii de
alta data i~i dau seama ca nu s-au ales cu nimic. Va invit sa citili, in acest sens,

Raportul meu "Mathematics in the Romanian Society and in its Scientific and
Cultural Life", in curs de publicare la Editura Academiei Romane, intr-un volum
continand cele patru Rapoarte in sedlnta plenara la cel de al $aselea Congres
al Matematicienilor Romani (Bucuresti, 2006).
De la adversitate, sau cel putin lndiferenta, la curiozitate, interes ~i iubire, iata
un itinerar neverosimil, pe care profesorul de maternatlca trebuie sa-l parcurqa
cu elevii sal. Unii cred ca numai cei talentali la maternatica pot 5-0 ~i iubeasca.
Sa ne gandim tnsa la rnuzlca ~i la literatura! Doar 0 mica parte a melomanilor
este creatoare in rnuzlca ~i numai 0 mica parte a cititorilor pasionatl de literatura
furnizeaza scriitori. Sunt mulli cititori indragostili de poezie, fara a fi creatori in
materie. De ce nu ar fi atunci posibila pasiunea,sau macer interesul pentru cultura
rnaternattca,in absente unei aclivitali de cercetare in acest domeniu?
Cum sa transtormarn aceasta utopie in realitate?
Matematica poate fi iubita in mai multe feluri. Matematicianul creator este
un rob al propriilor sale cautarl. indiferent de faptul ca ele se convertesc in suecese sau in esecurl. Din aceasta dulce robie nu-l poate scoate decat moartea.
Cunosc un matematician care a muncit intreaga sa viala la 0 mare problema,
pe care nu a rezolvat-o, dar pe drum a cules roadele altor rezultate frumoase.
Esecul in tentativa sa principala nu l-a lndepartat de rnatematlca, iubirea sa nu
era conditionata. Peisajul care se ofera unui matematician creator, cu 0 vasta
cultura in domeniu, este un privilegiu de ordin estetic de care nu pot beneficia
decat pulini oameni.
Exista insa ~i un alt mod de a iubi matematica. Chiar la nivelul ei elementar,
ea ofera spectacole tncarcate de emotle, pe care elevii, sub bagheta profesorului
lor, nu ar trebui sa Ie rateze. Nu lntarnplator, "teorema" lnseamna, in greaca
veche, ~i .spectacol". Un verb nu prea folosit ar trebui adus in centrul actului
de educatle rnaternatica: a contempla. Sa lnvete profesorul de rnaternatlca sa
se opreasca din cand in cand, pentru a contempla, lrnpreuna cu elevii sal, 0
idee sau 0 teorema care a facul islorie. Anii de gimnaziu ofera multe situalii de
acest tel. Aceasta este perioada in care elevul reface momentul pitagorean al
descoperirii lrafionalelor, care a marcat civiltzatla qreaca. Tot atunci se reface
momentul istoric al nasteril componentei artificiale a limbajului matematic (Galileo, Newlon), p~maalunci aproape confundat cu limbajul natural. Suplimentarea
cifrelor cu litera este 0 revolutie semiotica, pe care elevii ar trebui 5-0 conlemple
in perspectiva ei lstorlca. Sa mai adaugam, ca un al treilea exemplu, aparina,
la varsta gimnaziului, a leoremelor ~i a demonstratilor, inventii care au exprimat
Irecerea de la matematica bablloniana, bazata preponderent pe observatie ~i
experiment,la matematica qreaca, in care, culminand cu Euclid, matemalica se
bazeaza pe deductli explicite, care conduc la dernonstratli ~i la teoreme. Aceasta
evolutie lstorica i~i are corespondenlul in evolutia copilului, ea nu este abrupta,
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ci graduala. De la observatle ~i intui\ie la concept ~i rigoare logica este 0 cale

lunga, pe care pedagogia matematica trebuie s-o respecte. $tim sa-I facem pe
elev sa constlentizeze aceste treceri, care privesc nu numai tnvatarea matematicii, ci ~i a celorlalte discipline?
A~a zisa matematica utila
Politicile educatlonale cu care ne-am obisnult preconizeaza 0 matematica
scolara care exacerbeaza funcna ei de unealta, capablla de prestarl de servicii
dintre cele mai variate. Se ajunge astfel la un accent deosebit pus pe functla
lnstrurnentala a matematicii, aceI "know how" atat de popular intr-o anurnlta viziune practica a lumii. Tot ceea ce poate fi redus la reguli de utilizare, la formule,
algoritmi, procedee mecanice rnerita sa fie adus in atentie ~i sa-~i gaseasca
un loc in programa scolara ~i in manuale. Avantajele acestei politici ar fi: a)
lucrurile pot fi expuse cu claritate, sistematic; b) elevii se conving de utilitatea
instrumentelor folosite; c) testarea Insuslrf lor poate fi realizata usor, eventual
cu folosirea calculatorului. Dar cat de amagitoare sunt toate aceste avantaje!
Diversele formule, procedee algoritmice ne sunt oricand la tndernana, nu este
nevoie sa Ie pastrarn in memorie. Este necesar doar sa stlm ca ele exista ~i la
ce folosesc. Este instructiv sa cunoastern ~i cum au fost ele obtinute. Folosirea
lor este interesanta nu atat in rezolvarea unei probleme date de altcineva cat in
inventarea unui model pentru 0 situa\ie inedita. Pentru a da un exemplu, rezolvarea, cu formula bine cunoscuta, a unei ecuanl de gradul al doilea, este derizorie
sub aspectul sollcitarii initiativel ~i imaqinatiel noastre. in schimb, construirea
unei ecuatll de gradul al doilea, in vederea rnodelarli unei sltuatii anume, din
geometrie, din flzlca sau din domeniul social, este 0 operatie netrlviala, rezultatal
unui efort intelectual semnificativ; rezolvarea ecuatiei astfel gasite, prin aplicarea
formulei bine cunoscute, este 0 simpla operatie de rutlna.
De la utilitate la gratuitate, ludic ~i estetic
Utilul i~i are lmportanta sa, dar, pentru ca el sa se incarce de spiritualitate,
este nevoie sa fie plasat intr-un context mai larg. Ca ~i in via\a, foloasele cele
mai consistente se obtin prin eforturi indelungate. Exista un joc al gratuitului ~i
utilului, al teoreticului ~i aplicativului, al adevarului ~i frumosului iar matematica
iI practlca de la inceputurile ei. A devenit un loc comun faptut ca matematica
se rasfata in joe, aluneca usor in speculatie teoretlca, iar impactul acestora
poate veni oricand sau se poate lasa asteptat vreme indelungata. Paradoxul
educatlel matematice repeta pe cel al cercetarli matematice: cea mai eficienta
educational este matematica qratulta, ludlca. Senzatia de libertate pe care \i-o
producejocul cautarii matematice, atunci cand raspunde unei nevoi cognitive cat
mai naturale, poate avea un efect de seductie decisiv asupra unui adolescent
in plina formare. lata cateva exemple de tipuri de activitati care se pot dovedi
de succes in aceasta privinta:
Dezvoltarea capacltattl de a inventa tntrebarl semnificative, eventual pornindu-se de la un raspuns dat altei tntrsbarl.
Dezvoltarea capacitatll de a banui ("to guess") un anume rezuttat, deci de
a construi 0 lpoteza (ceea ce s-a numit gandirea abductlva) in raport cu 0
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anumita intrebare
deja am gasit).
Formarea
texte.

spiritului

(conform observatiel
critic !iii autocritic,

Gre~eala matematica,

lui Blaise Pascal: cautarn ceea ce
prin practica

lecturii critice a unor

posibila sursa de creativitate

o atitudine diferen\iata fa\a de gre!iieli, cu accent pe gre!iielile care apar
ca simptom al unei gandiri personale, de felul aceleia specificate la punctele
precedente. Putem chiar vorbi despre 0 reabilitare a gre!iielii, pentru a lua
dlstanta fa\a de statutul general negativ al acesteia in mentalitatea educationala
tradltionala.
Accentuarea legaturii dintre creanvltatesl gre!iieala,cea de a doua fiind pretut
pe care trebuie sa-I plaurn pentru ca cea dintai sa fie poslbila.
Operarea unei distinc\ii intre trei tipuri semiotice de qresell: sintactice, semantice !iiipragmatice. Practica scolara se refera explicit numai la cele sintactice,
considerandu-le pe toate lnfractlunt. Dar diverse deflnitli nefericite ale tangentei
la 0 curba se plaseaza in zona gre!iielilorsemantice iar incetineala exaqerata a
unui proces de convergenta tine de aspectul pragmatic al gre!iielii.
Rolul esecului in rnatematlca. Inevitabilitatea sa, in conditilte in care suecesul se obtine atunci cand numarul Incercarilor poate fi (mult) mai mare decat
numarul reusltelor.Formarea deprinderii de a incerca !iiia capacitatii de suportare
a esecului chiar repetat, ca premise ale sansei de succes. Din acest punct de
vedere, practica unor jocuri sportive, individuale sau de echlpa, are un efect
stimulativ. Dar jocul matematicii, spre deosebire de cel sportiv, nu are nici loc fix,
nici durata fixa, nici reguli prestabilite, el consta in libertatea de a hoinan printre
obiecte matematice, fara tearna ca vei fi sanctionat pentru eventuale gre!iielisau
esecuri; conform sernnlflcatiel verbului latin .errare", de la care provine .eroare",
De aceasta libertate ar trebui sa se bucure to\i copiii, adoiescentll, tinerii, independent de inzestrarea lor rnatematica. Acesta este jocul matematicii, fara
de care educatla maternatica nu are nicio sansa de reuslta. Acest joc poate fi
practicat la orice nivel, de la cel mai elementar, al copilului de gradini\a, pana
la cel superior, al matematicianului creator. Chiar in cazul extrem, al esecului in
toate lncercanle. efectul educational este tot unul pozitiv, net superior apllcarli
automate a unei retete. Este mai profitabil sa gre~e!iiti cu capul tau decat sa
aplici corect, dar masinal, 0 regula ie!iiitadin capul altuia !iii pe care nici rnacar
nu te-ai straduit s-o in\elegi.
Multe dintre domeniile matematicii s-au nascut din gre~eli comise de mari
matematicieni ~i importante rezultate au fost obtinute pornindu-se de la ele.
Printre autorii unor gre!iielide acest fel se aM Leibniz, Lagrange, Euler, Poincare,
Hilbert, Lebesgue, Kolmogorov,Pontriagin!iiiChomsky.Locurilein care se produc
gre~elile sunt, de cele mai multe ori, .cotlturi periculoase", pentru a ne referi la
semnul preluat de Bourbaki din simbolislica traficului rulier, unde conducatorul
auto este invitat la 0 atentie rnarita. La fel se tntampla !iiiin procesul de tnvatare:
gre~elile se produc cu precadere in locuri care cornporta 0 anumita dificultate,
unde se ascunde 0 anumita capcana. De aceea, radiografia gre§elilor are un
imens potential educa\ional.
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Obligatii

culturale

ale profesorului

de matematlca

Ajungem acum la una dintre cele mai importante datorii ale profesorului de
matematica: aceea deeurqand din universalitatea matematicii ~i din faptul ca
elevii sal inva\a concomitent ~i alte discipline, dintre cele mai variate. Matematica
are, prin natura ei, un imens potential transdisciplinar. Ea se hraneste din toate
celelalte discipline ~i Ie restituie acestora, sub forma de idei, probleme, metode,
rezultate,un intreg arsenal cultural, care fecundeaza intreaga cunoastere umana,
intreaga ei creatie ~tiin\ifica, tehnologica, artistica, fllozoflca ~i religioasa. Istoria
depune marturie in aceasta privin\a. l;)coala nu poate ramane indiferenta la
aceasta situatle. Dar pana acum a rarnas. lncepand inca din anii '50 ai secolului
trecut, toate programele de inva\amant, toate guvernele ~i toate partidele polltlce au fluturat stindardul lnterdlsciplinarttatll. Sloganul respectiv s-a regasit in
toate documentele partidului comunist, in cele ale guvernelor postdecembriste,
in documentele UNESCO ~i, acum, ale Uniunii Europene. Dar, daca deschizi
manualele scolare, constaf ca intre diferitele discipline predate, comunicarea
este aproape inexistenta.
Pentru remedierea acestei sltuatll, profesorulde matematicaare 0 raspundere
speclala, deoarece metabolismul matematicii cu celelalte discipline este imens,
chiar la nivelul relative elementar al scolii. EI, profesorul de rnaternatlca, trebuie
sa alba un mesaj pentru fiecare dintre profesorii celorlalte discipline ~i sa manifeste receptivitatea necesara fa\a de mesajul acestora. Acest lucru presupune,
din partea sa, un nivel de cultura generala foarte ridicat.
Modul matematic de giindire:

0

procedare in etape riguros ordonate

Orice dlsclpllna scolara poate profita de modul in care matematica
segmenteaza investiqatla in etape succesive, "lmpacheteaza" rezultatul etapei
precedente intr-un simbolism adecvat ~i 0 terminologie corespunzatoare ~i trece
mai departe, prevalandu-se de tot ceea ce s-a obtinut in etapele anterioare,
dar cu atentia egal lndreptata spre tlnta urrnarita. in acest fel, se poate in\elege
momentul in care apare nevoia introducerii uni nou simbol, a unei noi nota\ii, a
unui nou termen, a unei noi formule. Limbajul matematic se formsaza sub ochii
nostrt ~i se motiveaza pas cu pas. Se poate vedea cum sunt valorificate analogii
de tot felul, metafore, metonimii.
Un aspect esentlal al gandirii matematice este transformarea unui enunt
obisnuit intr-unul matematic. Matematicianul are 0 reprezentare speclflca a ceea
ce numim ..enunt inteligibil". Sa ne referim, de exemplu, la problema celor patru
culori. Ini\ial, ea avea forma ..De cate culori esle nevoie penlru a pulea colora
arice harta in asa fel lncat doua \ari vecine sa nu alba aceeasi culoare?" Pentru
profan, enuntul acesta este clar, penlru malematician nu. Notiunea de tara ~i
notiunea de vecinatate neceslta clariflcari, un nivel de rigoare care se preteaza
la 0 abordare explicita ~i precisa. Profesorului de rnaternatlca ii revine datoria
de a-I ajuta pe elevi sa distinga un enunt cu sens de unul fara sens, pentru ca
problema in dlscutle sa poata beneficia de ajutorul matematicii.
lata deci exemple de modul in care matematica ajuta celelalle discipline nu
la nivelul superficial al prestarilor de servicii, al uneltei folosite orbeste, ci intr-un
fer mai profund.
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Dar comunicarea dintre rnatematica ~i lume are loc in ambele sensuri. Elevul trebuie sa afle ~i despre modul in care celelalte discipline pun matematicii
probleme interesante, care-I stirnuteaza pe matematician sa imagineze diferite
modele cognitive. Lucrul acesta este azi posibil nu numai pentru fizica ~i chimie,
ci ~i pentru biologie, ~tiin\e economice, informatica, gramatica, rnuzlca, prozodie
etc.
Dreptul la cultura matematica

este al tuturor

S-ar parea ca toata lumea este de acord cu aceasta aftrrnatie. Dar tipul actual
de educatle rnaternatlca 0 dezminte. Prima justificare a matematicii scolare nu

este aceea de a pregati pe tineri pentru universitate; scopul ei principal este de
a avea 0 valoare culturala de sine statatoare. Deocarndata, aceasta conditle
nu este Indeplinita decat lntr-o mica masura. Scenariul .definitle-teorernademonstratie-corolar" face parte din tezaurul cultural mostenlt de la vechii greci
~i trebuie desigur sa ocupe un loc important in programa scolara, dar intr-o
proportie rezonabila, pentru a face loc ideilor, rnotlvatlilor, istoriei, legaturii cu
alte discipline, exercitiilor de stimulare a banuielll, de inventare a unor tntreban
interesante.
Dreptul la cultura rnatematica ar trebui sa faca parte din drepturile fundamentale ale omului; dar acesl drepl nu esle constientlzat nici de tinerii pe care
tncercam sa-l educarn, nici de socielatea in care ei traiesc. Poate unii vor spune
ca nimeni nu a negat acesl drept. Numai ca modul in care se face acum educafia
matematica scolara, pe baza unor programe fundamental gre~ite~i a unor manuale victime ale programelor respective, constituie practic 0 lncalcare a dreptului
respectiv. Actualul sistem este 0 struto-carnlla, un hibrid in care nici preqatirea
pentru universitale, nici dezvalulrsa potenlialului cultural al matematicii nu sunt
realizate. Daca bucuria creatlei matematice este inevitabil privilegiul catorva,
bucuria inlelegerii unor fapte matematice ~i a contarninariide gandire maternatica
este un drept al tuturor celor pe care lncercam sa-i educarn.Aceasta constatare
mi se pare a fi ghidul celor care lncearca sa fie profesori de rnaternatlca.
Este greu! Este chiar foarte greu! Nu mai putin greu decat a fi matematician,
insa in alt fel. in ceea ce ma priveste, incerc de vreo 60 de ani sa fiu profesor
de malematica.

Despre autor
Autor al catorva zed de carli (in rornana, engleza, franceza, italiana, spaniola, germana,
rusa, ceha, sarbo-croata, rnaqhiara, greaca) ~i al catorva sute de articole de cercetare
in analiza matematica, informatica teoretlca, lingvistica, poetlca, sernlotlca, istoria ~i
filozofia ~tiintei, Solomon Marcus este recunoscut drept unul dintre initlatoril lingvisticii
matematice ~i poeticii matematice. Prin numeroase contributil in revistele de cultura ~i in
cele dedicate invatamantului, rnillteaza pentru a renovare a educatiei in sensul unita\ii
cunoasterii ~i al colaborari! dintre ~tiinta ~i umanisflca; in acest spirit, contesta actuala
structure a programelor ~i manualelor scolare.
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TO BE A MATHEMATICS

TEACHER

Abstract
Theteacher is surrounded by an unfriendly world; factors such as family,public
space, television and internet, that should be his collaborators, act to a large
extent in a direction opposite to that of the teacher. Despite the fact that most
students dislike math, the math teacher should learn to enjoy to be with them;
he should also enjoy to have a dialogue with the teachers of the other school
subjects and to be informed about the impact of math (even at the level of
school math) on the other disciplines. Thus, students are trained to bridge
math with the other fields that are taught in school. Instead of stressing the
tool aspect of math, the math teacher should train his students towards the
playful aspects of math, the feeling of math's gratuitousness and the interaction between math and the other fields, mainly by explaining the universality
of the mathematical way of thinking.
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EDUCATIA SOCIOLlNGVISTICA

iN CONTEXTU L MIGRA TIEl
--------------------------------.-----

Mina-Maria RUSU
Universitatea "Petre Andrei", lasl, Romania
Rezumat
Dupa intrarea Romtmiei in Uniunea Europeana in ianuarie 2007, foarte multi
romani s-eu mutat in alte tari europene pentru munca sau studiu. Copiii din
familiile migrante care invata in §coli din diferite tari europene sunt in situatia de
a face fata unui curriculum diferit de cel romenesc. Pentru a diminua deca/ajul
§i eforturile de adaptare ale copiilor romeni, MEdCr a derulat un proiect de
elaborare a unui curriculum dintr-o perspectiva intercultura/a destin at studiului
optional in sisteleme de invatamant din italia §i Spania. Articolul discuta cateva
din aspectele acestui proiect.

Preliminarii
Limbajul constituie fundamentul comunlcarn intre oameni, avand conotatii
ernotionale ~i culturale profunde, alaturi de valorile nationale, reprezentand
rnostenirea literara, istorica, fllozofica ~i educationala. Pornind de la aceasta
realitate, dimensiunea ariei de raspandire a Iimbii unui popor ajuta sau franeaza
comunicarea acestuia dincolo de granitele geografice ale tarii ~i afecteaza, din
aceasta perspectiva, atitudinea vorbitorului. Dintotdeauna, rornanil, vorbitorii
unei Iimbi cu raspandire mica, au fost nevoiti sa comunice in afara granitelor tarii
apeland la limbile de circulatie lntemationala. Acest aspect a condus la dezvoltarea interesului acestora pentru lnvatarea Iimbilor straine, in scopul comunicarli
extinse. Din luna ianuarie 2007, Iimba romana a devenit Iimba oflclala in spatiut
Uniunii Europene, fapt care ar fi trebuit sa aiba ca efect eliberarea acesteia din
Patul lui Procust ~i lansarea in comunicare, ~i dincolo de granitele tarii. Pentru
majoritatea romanilor, aceasta oportunitate a rarnasdoar una teoretlca, iar intrarea Rornaniei in UE doar 0 facilitate de a gasi locuri de rnunca mai bine platlte ca
in tara. S-a accentuat migratia fortei de rnunca, fenomen care a determinat ~i un
profil particular pentru copiii provenif din astfel de familii. La varsta cand comunicarea conduce la cunoastere, la dobandlrea unor experiente de viata noi, acestl
copii i~i impart universul cornunicatlonal in doua cadrane: unul allimbii materne
~i al achizltillor cognitive obtinute prin intermediul acesteia ~i altul al limbii tarii
de adoptie, care devine factorul principal de facilitare a integrarii in noul mediu
social. Acest aspect nou aparut in activitatea de formare la elevi a competentelor
de comunicare ~i a celor de integrareI reintegrare soclala determine 0 abordare
noua a predarii-invatarii, din perspectiva inter- ~i transdlsciplinara.
1. Migratia §i criza de adaptare a elevilor
Migratia ar putea conduce la depreciereacalitatiicomunlcariiin Iimbamaterna
a celor implicati direct in acest proces?
Lipsa de comunicare Iingvistica ar putea determina izolarea individului de
mediul sociocultural al tarii de origine?
Am invocat doar doua dintre intrebarile frecvente care vizeaza obiectivele
majore ale invatamantului romanesc in perioada postaderare ~i care solicita
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totodata gasirea !?i aplicarea unor solutil in vederea evitarii unei crize identitare a rnlqrantilor, Daca pentru adult, adaptarea la un nou mediu social este

sustlnuta de aspectul economic - primordial in procesul migratiei - pentru
elev, acest aspect poate avea conotatli existentlale majore, manifestate in
domeniul sociocultural. Criza de adaptare a unui elev pe parcursul perioadei
sale de scolaritate are, uneori, lmpllcatil dramatice in evolutia viitorului adult !?i
poate provoca autoexcluderea din mediul social, nu de putlne ori finalizata cu
probleme psihice grave. Cu atat mai mult, asigurarea capacltatll de adaptare a
elevului roman intr-un mediu sociolingvistic strain pune in fata scolli 0 problema
majora vizand aportul pe care aceasta iI poate avea la construirea personalltatii
viitorului adult. in contextul dezvoltarii fenomenului migratiei, elevul poate sa
se afle in doua ipostaze, ambele speciale, care impun 0 implicare totala din
partea scoln. Fie ca elevul ramane acasa, in tara, iar parintii pleaca la lucru in
stralnatate, fie ca ii urrneaza pe acestla, frecventand scoala in tara de adoptie.
in ambele ipostaze, elevul traverseaza 0 perloada dificila care presupune un
efort sporit de adaptare la noile condltll, Daca elevul rarnas in tara are nevoie
de consiliere !?isprijin pentru a depa!?icriza de adaptare intr-un mediu din care
lipsesc parin\ii, cel care ii urmeaza pe acestia intr-o tara stralna trebuie sa faca
fata sollcitarilor de integrare intr-un colectiv nou de elevi, de circumscriere unui
program de studiu in mediul seoul,diferit substantial de cel din tara sl, mai ales,
trebuie sa depaseasca handicapul creat de comunicarea intr-o alta lirnba, care
este !?inoua limba de scolarizare,
2. Sociolingvistica - premisa unei integrari optime a elevului in alt
mediu sociocultural
Sltuatia cetatenilor migran\i se circumscrie unui fenomen care se manifestain
socletatlle aflate pe 0 treapta superloara de dezvoltare fata de altele, din randul
carora se formeaza grupul rnlqrantilor, Acest fenomen este cunoscut sub numele
de aculturatie, carula dlcuonarele ii dau urrnatoarea deflnitle: Preluare de catre
o comunitate a unor elemente de cultura rnaterlala !?isplrttuala sau a intregii
culturi a unei cornunitati aflate pe 0 treapta superloara de dezvoltare. Fenomenul
este extrem de complex !?ireunsste, pe termen lung, totalitatea transformartlor
culturale pe care Ie sutera un grup social in contact cu altul mai mare. 0 alta
acceptiune a termenului pune accent pe adaptarea unui individ (grup) la 0 noua
cultura. La randul lor, nici limbile nu sunt structuri flxe si imuabile, ci interfereaza
unele cu altele. Din punct de vedere antropologic, se obssrva 0 interferenta
lingvistica ce functioneaza ca 0 cale de promovare a elementelor culturale. Revenind la fenomenul de aculturatle, acesta se manifesta ca 0 asimilare lingvistica
a unor persoane in societatea care Ie primeste, prin inlocuirea caracteristicilorlor
lingvistice originare cu referintele, valorile !?iformele de comportament lingvistic
ale societatil-qazda." .
Corelatla dintre limbaj !?i comportament genereaza lnteractiunea dintre
componentele sociaIe !?i cele lingvistice, iar modul de folosire a unei limbi
demonstreaza atitudinea vorbitorului fata de limba respectiva (materna sau
stralna). in spatiul geografic al unei tari, se pot identifica, in comunitatea
lingvistica, grupuri lingvistice generate de factori istorici intre care se inscrie 9i
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migra\iei. Comunilalea esle reprezentata de un popor cu 0 islorie
proprie, caraclerizal prinlr-o limba comuns care
asiqura comunicarea ~i coeziunea culturala a membrilor sal. Slabilil pe
leriloriul unei cornunitati lingvislice, grupul lingvislic vorbeste 0 lirnba comuns.
diferita de a comunitatli in care doreste sa se integreze. Din aceasta perspectlva,
relatlile dintre lirnba ~i societate evldentiaza bi- ~i plurilingvismul, precum ~i
modificarea functlei sociocomunicative a limbilor in contact. Acesle elemente
genereaza atitudini etnoculturale, reactii metacomunicative ~i melalingvistice
ale locuitorilor. Interactiunea verbala tndlvlduala intluentata de cadrul sttuational
~i sociocultural, raportata la norma sociolingvistica din comunitatea considerata
esle un aspect care impune 0 educate lingvistica (in limba materna, in primul
rand) a copiilor de varsta scolara provenlf din medii socioculturale defavorizate,
asa cum sunt grupurile de rnlqrantl.
In opinia lui E. Coseriu, planul universal al cunoasterf elocutionale presupune
"gradul de cunoastere ~i utilizare a normelor generale ale vorbirii [...] in relafle
cu structura soclala (sau socloculturala] a cornunitatilor lingvistice,,2.Lingvistul
vorbeste ~i despre planul istoric al cunoasterli unei limbi particulare caruia i-ar
corespunde studiul sociolectelor dintr-un idiom in rela\iile lor reciproce, aducand
in centrul cercetarii sociolingvisticii planul individual al discursului care trebuie
sa aiM in vedere "discursurile ~i tipurile de discurs traditionale ca atribute ale
categoriilor sociale"3.Aculturatia lingvistica - dubland-o pe cea cutturala - este
fenomenul de asimilare lingvistica a unor persoanein societatea care Ie primeste,
prin inlocuirea caracteristicilor lor lingvistice originare cu referintele, valorile ~i
formele de comportament lingvistic ale socletatil din tara de adoptie".
fenomenul

3. Particularita1i1e universului sociocultural al elevului migrant
Noul statut al Romaniei dupa acceptarea ca tara membra a UE, a creat,
alaturi de euforia evenimentului istoric, 0 serie intreaga de temeri generate
de amenintari reale sau imaginare care privesc aspeclul destul de sensibil
al conservarii identita\ii prin limba, cultura ~i civiliza\ie, dar ~i asigurarea unei
flexibilita\i sociale, a capacita\ii de adaptare rapida la noile condltli. Dificultatea
se arnpllflca ~i prin persistenta unei atitudini extrem de permisive pe care elevii
rornani 0 au fa\a de importurile culturale ~i lingvistice, necenzurate nici calitativ
~i nici cantitativ ~i care, in destule situa\ii, ameninta cu acapararea identita\ii
celor in cauza, Handicapul creat de faptul ca suntem vorbitorii unei limbi de mica
ctrculatie se accentueaza prin avansul considerabil pe care it are limba engleza
la nivel mondial, in raport cu mai toate celelalte limbi, in ipostaza lor de limbi
materne ale diverselor popoare. Cunoasterea limbii engleze aduce posesorului
unor astfel de achizitil satlsfactla irnediata a unei comunicarl facile in orice tara
de pe glob sl, implicit, insertla sociala mai raplda a individului in tara de adoptie.
In paralel, in calitatea lor de membri ai unei familii de migranti, elevii sunt nevoili
sa lnvete sa comunice ~i in limba \arii de adoptie, Prin urmare, lingvistic vorbind,
limba materna intra intr-un can de umbra, devenind treptat, un instrument de
comunicare lingvistica pasiv, apoi din ce in ce mai sarac, pana la alarmanta
sltuatie de uitare de catre vorbitorii nativi. In planul leqlslatlei UE, llrnba rornana
este protejata, devenind lirnba oflclala europeana. In planul pragmaticii, vorbitorii
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nativi nu valoriflca suficient aceasta oportunitate de promovare a limbii materne,
continuand sa com un ice fie in limba engleza, fie in limba larii de adoptie.
Am studiat evolutia unor grupe de elevi rornanl, eterogene ca varsta !?iam
constatat ca, in functie de perioada care trecuse de la plecarea lor din lara, comunicarea in limba rornana prezenta rnodttlcarl semnificative, direct proportionale
cu nurnarul de ani trecuf de la desprinderea elevilor de lara-mama. De la aspectul fonetic, evident lnfluentat de limba larii de adoptle, la elemente de lexic
rornanesc, saraclte sau hibridate !?icontlnuand cu uitarea structurii gramaticale
a limbii materne, acesf elevi au prezentat 0 varietate de manifestari derivate din

fenomenul de aculturatls. Evaluarea cornpetentelorculturale a evidenliat absenta
unor repere privind arhetipul folcloric al literaturii rornane ~i lipsa capacltatll de
a-I percepe ca pe 0 parte integranta a arhetipului universal, cu trimitere dlrecta
la miturile fundamentale ale omenirii.
3. Particularltatlle universului sociocultural al elevului migrant
Predarea unei discipline optionale interdisciplinare ar putea rezolva 0 parte
importanta dintre problemele cu care se contrunta elevii care i~i urmeaza familiile
in lari din spatlul UE. Cursul optional de limba, cultura !?icivilizalie romaneasca
se apllca pe baza unui curriculum cu structura flexlbila, deschlsa, la nivelul sistemului educational din lara de rezidenta a elevilor ~i la nivelul flecarel clase, al
ritmului de lucru ~i al repartizarii conunuturilor,
Programa i~i propune sa Ie favorizeze elevilor contactul cu limba, cultura
~i clvlllzatia romaneasca, in scopul exersaril !?i Irnbunatatlrll cornunlcaril in
limba materna, al cunoasterli unor momente importante ale istoriei romanestl,
al lnterlorizaril valorilor culturii !?icivilizaliei rornanestl ~i al dezvoltarii identitalii
proprii in contextul valorilor europene. Acest curriculum doreste sprijinirea
pastraril legaturilor afective ale acestor elevi cu Romania, lara lor de origine,
astfel, tncat, la incheierea invalamantului preuniversitar, fiecare absolvent sa
aiba un orizont cultural deschis in care sa gaseasca puncte de sprijin pentru
consolidarea capacltatil de comunicare orala ~i in scris in limba romana, in
vederea accesului nemijlocit la lnforrnafil de cultura !?iclvilizatle romaneasca,
Un obiectiv esential urrnareste orientarea culturala, adaptarea la noul context
social !?icultural allarii de adoptia, recunoasterea ~i cultivarea propriilor valori
in noul cadru existential, precum !?iimplicarea ca parte actlva in viata sociala a
larii de adoptle, pastrand sl aflrmand totodata tradltllle, obiceiurile, limba, cultura
~i sistemul de valori din spaliul de ori~ine.
Prin aplicarea acestui curriculum , se va cultiva limba rornana, ca limba
de comunicare in spaliul rornanesc !?ieuropean, dar ~i ca parte a trunchiului
limbilor romanice. in cadrul orelor, se vor cultiva compstentele elevilor privind
particularitalile fonetice specifice limbii romans in comunicarea orala ~i se vor
elimina posibilele contarnlnarlcu limba larii de adoptle, evitandu-seexprirnarilehibride ~i incorecte. lntr-o masura mare, cursul doreste asigurarea unei comunlcarl
in scris corecte ~i expresive in limba romana, in vederea accesului direct la
informa\ii despre lara de origine, pentru inlelegerea valorilor fundamentale specifice spatiulul cultural rornanesc,Acestea vor fi integrate corect in universul valorilor general-umane ~i europene. La finalul cursului, elevii vor dovedi cunoasterea
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momentelor esentiale ale istoriei nationale ~i capacitatea de a Ie integra intre
evenimentele importante la nivel european, alaturi de conexiunile specificului
natlonat romanesc cu elemente definitorii ale culturii larii de adoptie.
Obiectivele-cadru
propuse urmaresc atat dezvoltarea capacitatil de receptare ~i de producere a mesajelor diverse in limba rornana, cat ~i formarea
reprezentarllor privind timpul ~i spauul in istorie, precum ~i dezvoltarea unei
atitudini pozitive fala de sine ~i fala de cellalti. Formarea imaginii de sine a
elevilor in contextul cornunitatll in care s-au integrat, precum ~i pe valorificarea
cunostlntelor ~i a expertentelor personale legate de regiunea natala ar putea contribui la integrarea mai rapida a grupului in comunitatea din lara de adoptie.
Programele de gimnaziu ~i de liceu se axeaza pe trei coordonate:
a. ternporala, cuprinzand elemente de istorie, cultura ~i clvhlzatle rornaneasca,
in jurul careia se construieste parcursul de lnvatare al elevilor;
b. coordonata referitoare la dezvoltarea cornpetentelor de comunicare in limba
romana;
c.

interculturala. ce mizeaza pe comunicare, dialog, cooperare cu persoane
apartinand spatiului cultural in care tralesc elevii.

Cele trei axe sunt complementare ~i asigura conditii pentru abordari interdisciplinare, iar modelul propus ar trebui sa conduca la formarea constiintei
identitare, a comportamentului civic, precum ~i la participarea la dialogul intercultural. Program a cultiva valori ~i atitudini specifice pentru grupul-tinta caruia
i se adreseaza. Acestea vlzeaza stimularea interesului pentru regiunea natala,
forma rea imaginii de sine, a sentimentului de apartenenta la un spatiu cultural,
deschiderea spre celalalt, interesul pentru lrnpartasirea valorilor proprii, cultivarea
unei atitudini pozitive fala de limba materna ~i recunoasterea rolului acesteia
pentru dezvoltarea personals ~i Imboqatlrea orizontului cultural.
Abordarea interdisciplinara propusa de proqrarna va fi aplicata in activitatile
didactice concrete realizate la clasa care vor corela continuturlle din diversele
domenii in jurul unei teme dominante sau realizand conexiuni intre elementele
de istorie, geografie, cultura ~i civilizalie romaneasca. 0 eficienla sporita a
invalarii poate fi asigurata prin diversificarea tipurilor de evaluare aplicate in
procesul didactic. Profesorii vor folosi toate tipurile de evaluare, adecvandu-le
scopurilor educationale. Motivarea elevilor va face apella metode ~i instrumente
complementare de evaluare: observarea sistematica a comportamentului elevilor,
portofoliul, autoevaluarea.

5. Perspective
Lansarea proiectului de tnvatare a limbii, culturii ~i clvllizatlel rornanestt de
catre elevii rornani migranli are ~i un al doilea obiectiv, care vlzeaza promovarea
valorilor natlonate, inciusiv a limbii rornane in spatiul european, prin deschiderea
cursului ~i pentru elevii din lara de adoptie. in acest mod, grupullingvistic poate fi
integrat in comunitatea larii de adopue, care, la randul ei, se supune unui proces
de aculturatie, absolut necesar pentru asigurarea unei cornunlcarl lingvistice ~i
culturale eficiente ~i deschise. Modurile variabile de utilizare a limbii in functie
de structura soclala a unei cornunitaf conduc spre construirea a ceea ce poarta
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denumirea de cod sociolingvistic. Analiza diferentlerli codurilor asoclata cu studiul
barierelor lingvistice dintr-o comunitate, reprezentate de diflcultatlle din timpul
procesului de comunicare ca urmare a pozittllor diferite ocupate in structura
soclala poate crea cadrul !?tiin\ific de aplicare a masurllor de remediere a efectelor
crizei de adaptare a elevului la noul context sociocultural. Elementul determinant
al succesului oricarul proiect trebuie sa porneasca de la asigurarea cornpetentei
lingvistice (capacitatea de stapanire a limbii), respectiv a perforrnantel (utilizarea
acestei capacitatl in verbalizarea mesajelor), asplrand la bilingvism.
in 1968, Umberto Eco6 a Iansat ideea unui tip de cultura ca mediatoare intre

structurile sociale ~i cele lingvistice, din perspecliva semiotica. Astfel, raporturile
dintre limbaj, ca sistem sintactic, ~i cultura ~i ideologie, ca sisteme semantice,
deschid posibilitatea extinderii analizelor semiotice ale comportamentelor ~i
relatitlor sociale, favorlzand dezvoltarea sociologiei in relatie cu lingvislica.
Important este ca scoala, institutle responsablla de calitatea educatiel, sa
asigure cadrul propice dezvoltarf personalltatii umane centrate pe sistemul de
valori reale ~i valabile pentru epoca, flexibile !?iusor adaptabile schimbarilor,
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THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC EDUCATION IN THE CONTEXT OF
MIGRATION
Abstract
After January 2007, when Romania joined the European Union, a lot of
Romanians went abroad to work, to learn or to live in other countries of the
European Union. Very often they were taking their children with them. For the
children there is very sifficult to adapt to a totally different system of education
with another national and locral infrastructure. In these circumstancies, the
Romanian Ministry of Education designed a Romanian Curriculum from an
intercultural perspective to be implemented as optional subject matter within
the Spanish and the Italian systems of education. This project will offer the
Romanian children that are joining their families in these states to keep contact with the Romanian curriculum during the period that they will be enrolled
within another system of education and to integrate them properly when they
come b.ackinto their nativ country.
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CONDITII PRELIMINARE PRIVIND POLITICA EDUCATIONALA
,
DOMENIUL CALITATIl EDUCATIEI
'

iN

Mariana DOGARU
ARACIP, Bucurestl, Romania
Rezumat
Educa(ia este un serviciu public, ca urmare fiecare stat european are responsabilitatea sa asigure un nivel standard de calitate. Prezentul articol trece in
revista cateva conditii necesare pentru realizarea unei reforme educa(ionale
coerente. Acestea vizeaza: componente conceptuale, componente
institutionale, componente strategice, un sistem de comunicare eficient intre
diver§i actori educationali, precum §i monitorizarea §i evaluarea politicilor.
Globalizarea, schlmbarlle economice l1i politice rapide l1i imprevizibile
determina un alt profil educational al omului, obligat sa faca fa\a noilor cerinte.
Ca atare, sistemele de inva\amant trebuie sa tina pasul cu 9i chiar sa anticipeze
schirnbarile, astfel incat absolvsnff pe care iiforrneaza sa de\ina 0 educatie la un
nivel de calitate acceptat atat de furnizor cat l1ide beneficiar. De aceea, decizia
de polltlca educauonala'. inclusiv cea privind ridicarea nivelului calita\ii educatiel
se ia, pe de-o parte, cu responsabllitatea provocarll, lrnplementaril, a producerii
efectelor prevazute, iar pe de alta parte asiqurandu-se infrastructura necesara
derularii, lrnplementarli, monitorlzarli l1ievaluarii efectelor scontate.
Schimbarea pune in miscare anumite mecanisme l?i se produce numai in
anumite conditll, atat la nivel de macrosistem, cat l1i la nivel de microsislem
(unitatea de inva\amant).
Fundamentale, in producerea schimbarii sunt, la ambele niveluri amintite,
comunicarea cu toti actorii irnpllcati in producerea schimbarii, managementul
eficient al schlrnbarf de catre manageri care au viziunea schirnbarf (fiind absolut indispensabil ca acestia sa anticipeze nu numai efectele pe termen lung,
dar l1isa gestioneze fiecare pas al schimbarii), precum l1iordonarea logica, la
nivelul intregului sistem, a schlmbarilor anticipate. Subliniem faptul ca aceste
condi\ii trebuie indeplinite atat la nivel de macrosistem, cat l1ila nivel de microsistem, atat simultan, cat l?isuccesiv.
Ceea ce neceslta 0 atentie sporita inca inainte de inceperea oricarul demers de schimbare este comunicarea: este imperios necesar ca toti beneficiarii
9i actorii irnpllcati sa poata identifica rezultatele asteptate, precum l1iavantajele
pe care Ie vor obtlne din implementarea politicii respective.
Anii postdecernbrlstl ne-au oferit imaginea unor schimbari absolut necesare
in sistemul educational. Ceea ce ar fi trebuit sa constituie un pilon important in
tot acest demers al schlrnbarti ar fi fost un set de intrebari la care promotorii
schimbarii ar fi trebuit sa gaseasca raspunsuri l1icare au 0 legatura nemijlocita
cu asigurarea calita\ii:
• Ce efect au aceste schlmbarl?
• Cum sunt percepute schimbarile la nivelul actorilor educatlonaf l1ial beneficiarilor?
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•

Care sunt .punctele de sprijin" la nivelul carora trebuie sa acuoneze "parghiile"
schlmbaril?

•

Este schimbarea reaiizata efectiv ~i perceputa asa cum a fost prevazuta in
cadrul politicii educationale promovate?
Pentru a raspunde la aceste intrebari ~i, ca 0 consecinta, pentru a respecta
cerintele fundamentale rnentlonate mai sus (comunicare, management eficient
~i ordonare logica), este nevoie ca initlatorll sa respecte 0 serie de conditii
preliminare ale promovaril unei polilici educattonale in domeniul asiguraril
calitatii. Acestea sunt:
a) asigurarea exlstentel componentelor politicii educationale (componente
conceptuale, instltutionale ~i strategice)1;
b) etapizarea riguroasa a realizaril politicii educatlonale (identificarea problemelor, exprimarea ~i evaluarea optiunilor de poltica educationala, adoptarea optiunitor prin prioritizarea lor, implementarea politicii educatlonale,
evaluarea flecarel etape de implementare, revizuirea politicii educationale
~i inceperea unui nou ciclu)2;
c) crearea unui sistem de comunicare ~i de promovare a etapelor politicii,
precum ~i a rezultatelor anticipate;
d) existenta unor componente unitare alat la nivel de macrosistem, cat ~i la
nivel de microsistem (set de valori, sistem de norme, reprezentarl specifice,
acceptiuni, prejudecati etc);
e) anticiparea lnfluentel anumitor faclori interni ~i externi care pot afecta
conceperea ~i aplicarea polilicii educationale (in diaqnoza, proiectare, realizare, monitorizare ~i evaluare).
in cele ce urmeaza vom analiza, pe rand, aceste condltil.
a. Asigurarea exlstentei componentelor politicii educationale (componente
conceptuale, componente instltutlonele, componente strategice).
in definirea conceptelor utilizate concizia este un criteriu fundamentallntrucat
Inteleqerea diferita a acestora, la nivelul diferililor actori, poate provoca serioase
perturbari in sistem, mai ales ca in domeniul calitalii fiecare actor implicat are
tendinta fireasca sa se raporteze la propriul sau sistem de valori.
In opinia noastra, esentiala este definirea sistemului de valori la care
ne raportarn, pe baza acestuia construindu-se componenta conceptuala,
urrnarlndu-se explicarea conceptelor ~i asigurarea unei Inteleqerl unitare,
acceptata de toli actorii semnificativi. De asemenea, in promovarea unei pOlitici
educationale in domeniul calitalii trebuie sa se lina cont de principiile fundamentale ale managementului schimbarii, precum ~i de cultura orqanlzationala
prornovata la nivel de microsistem (unitate de invalamant).
Componentele lnstltutlonale se refera la orqanizaftile implicate in dezvoltarea ~i aplicarea politicii educatlonale, dar ~i, mai ales, la sistemul de reguli
prom ovate.
Componentele strategice au in vedere planificarea, implementarea, monitorizarea, evaluarea, precum ~i asigurarea resurselor necesare fiecarei etape.
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b. Etapizarea riquroasa a realizarii politicii educationale (identificarea problemelor, exprimarea ~i evaluarea opfiunilor de poltica educatlonala, adoptarea
optiunllor prin prioritizarea lor, implementarea politicii educationate, evaluarea
flecarei etape de implementare, revizuirea politicii educationale ~i inceperea
unui nou ciclu);
Identificarea
problemelor
in sistemul de educatie in ceea ce priveste
domeniul asigurarii calitatii se rsallzeaza atat prin autoevaluare cat ~i prin
evaluare externa, reallzata in mod obiectiv. in urma ldentiflcarli problemelor la
nivel de sistem, acolo unde este cazul, se pot exprima optlunile de politica
educationala,
care se prloritizeaza,
pastrandu-se 0 logica a derutarf lor, in

functie de efectele scontate.
Pe baza conceptelor utilizate, a lnstltutillor din sistem care sunt implicate,
precum ~i a strategiei adoptate, se poate implementa politica educauonala,
aceasta rnonltorlzandu-se in mod sistematico
in urma monitorizarii, in caz de disfuncff], se pot adopta rnasuri cu caracter
reglator, astfel lncat sa duca la obtinerea rezultatelor scontate. in urma evaluarii
pot fi decise masuri de revizuire a politicii educationale sau care sa asigure continuitatea, pe baza unui nou ciclu de polltlca educatlonala in domeniul asigurarii
calitatll. Tot ca urmare a evaluarii, pot fi identificate ~i alte efecte decat cele
prevazute. Toate aceste rezultate, scontate sau nu, trebuie sa fie in consens cu
toate celelalte politici educatlonale promovate la nivel de sistem.
C. Crearea unui sistem de comunicare ~i promovare a etapelor politicii, precum ~i a rezultatelor anticipate
Chiar daca am afirmat ca strategia de comunicare este un factor decisiv in
etapa prsmerqatoare prornovaril unei politici educatlonale, derularea fiecarei
etape a politicii educationale in domeniul asigurarii calita\ii trebuie sustinuta
in fiecare moment, pentru a asigura reusita, prin strategii de comunicare. Am
putea spune, fara sa ne temem de 0 eroare, ca a comunica cu actorii lrnpllcati
in promovarea, realizarea politicii educationale asigura 0 parte semnificativa din
reuslta acesteia. Subliniem faptul ca aceasta comunicare trebuie sa cuprinda
toti actorii ~i beneficiarii relevanti ~i trebuie sa fie bldirectlonala, sa inregistreze
~i sa ia in considerare feed-back-ul din partea acestora.
d. Exlstenta unor dimensiuni similare atat la nivel de macrosistem, cat ~i
la nivel de microsistem (set de valori, sistem de norme, reprezentari specifice,
acceptiunl, prejudecatl etc).
Ca urmare a unei comunlcarl sincere, corecte, coerente, sustinute ~i clare,
actorii irnpllcaf vor identifica beneficiile respectivei politici educatlonale pentru
categoria din care fac parte, asigundu-se, astfel, rnotivatla necesara parcurgerii
tuturor etapelor.
Tot ca efect al unei bune comunlcarl va fi crearea unui set comun, de valori
de norme, de acceptiunl, de reprezentari specifice - deci a unei culturi unitare
~i a unui limbaj comun care vor facilita reusita schimbarii.
e. Anticiparea lnfluentei anumitor factori interni ~i externi care pot afecta
conceperea ~i aplicarea politicii educationale (in dlaqnoza, proiectare, realizare,
monitorizare ~i evaluare).
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Viziunea §i capacitatea manaqeriala reprezinta condltii esentiale atat in
promovarea politicii educationale, cat §i in derularea propriu-zisa a acesteia.
De asemenea, modul in care acesti adevarati .Jideri ai schirnbarii" gestioneaza
schimbarea are efecte directe asupra rezultatelor, asupra masurilor reglatoare
luate pe parcursul implementarll politicii educationale, asupra raportului intre
rezultatele obtinute §i rezultatele preconizate, precum §i asupra ini?ierii unui
nou ciclu de politlca educationala.

Concluzii
Putem spune ca promovarea unei schirnbari haotice, fara a se line seama
de etapizarea acesteia §i de factorii care 0 pot intluenta, frana, §i care ii pot
schimba rezultatele, este extrem de daunatoare pentru sistemul educational
tntrucat schimbarlle sunt mai mult aleatoare, actorii irnplicati sunt demotivatt, iar
efectele se rasfrang asupra leslrilor din sistem, in primul rand elevi nepregatitl
pentru a face fala provocarilor unei socletatl moderne, in schimbare.
Politica educatlonala in domeniul aslqurarii calitatii trebuie implementata
linandu-se cont, pe langa respectarea condihilor premerqatoare, de asigurarea Jnstrurnentelor" necesare: bani, management, aclorii implicali1, cercelare
academica mass-media, legislalia, gradul de receptivitate al comunitalii2 etc.
De tapt, implementarea unei politici educatlonale in domeniul aslqurarii
calitalii se face numai dupa ce s-a realizat un studiu de diaqnoza a sistemului
in ceea ce prlvests nivelul calitalii educatlel furnizate de unitatile de tnvatamant,
Acestea se pot obtine atat in urma cercetarilor realizate la nivel de sistem de
inva\amant3 de catre lnstitutll specializate sau in urma evaluani externe a
unitalilor de invalamant4 . Pe baza evaluaril input-urilor, proceselor §i rezultatelor
din sistem se poate contura polltica educationala in domeniul asiqurarli calitatil,
se stabilesc obiectivele politicii educationate, pornindu-se de la output-utile
considerate ca necesare.
Am putea spune ca in urma implementarii la nivel de sistem a unei politici
educationale in domeniul asigurarii calila\ii sunt asteptate doua tipuri de rezultale:
o prima categorie se retera la efectele propriu-zise ale politicii educationale in
cadrul sislemului (de exemplu, crearea unui sistem national de management
al calilalii), iar 0 a doua categorie la efecte din afara sistemului de invalamant
(de exemplu, absolventii mai bine forrnati in anumite domenii ale economiei
vor fi apreciati pe plata muncii, economia devenind una cornpetltiva). Aceasta
a doua categorie de efecte Ie-am putea denumi .efecte derivate" sau .etecte
la efecte,,5.
Politica educatlonata prornovata trebuie sa i§i dezvolte un mecanism propriu
de asigurare a calitalii prin care fiecare etapa pe care 0 parcurge sa poata fi
imbunalalita din mers, pe de-o parte, iar calitalea, credibililalea, "imaginea" in
sistemul de invalamant a promotorilor politicii educationale intluenteaza decisiv
modul in care este implementata politica, pe de alia parte. De aceea, alai in
etape prernerqatoare implernentaril, cat §i pe parcursul derularii ei, sistemul de
comunicare cu actorii irnplicatlramane un aspecl esential al atingerii obiectivelor''
politicii educationale.
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Promovarea de politici educationale ramane un aspect extrem de delicat
pentru sistemul de invalamant, datorlta lmpllcafillor pe care Ie are pe termen scurt,
mediu ~i lung. De aceea, decizia irnplernentarll politicii educationale se ia numai
dupa un studiu de diaqnoza, cu obiective clare, cu fiecare etapa atent prolectata,
la nivel de sistem (pentru a se folosi rezultatele altor politici educationale ~i a
genera coerenta in acest sens in sistemul de invatamant, pe de alta parte) §i
numai dupa ce este obtlnut acordul principalilor actori ~i beneficiari.

Note
1 Cezar Birzea, Curs de Politici educationa/e, SNSPA, Bucuresti, mimeo, 2004-2005, p.

6) preciza ca .politica este 0 suita de decizii". Pomind de la aceasta, am putea afirma ca
politica educationala s-ar putea defini ca totalilatea deciziilor concomitente sau succesive,
luate cu scopul de a produce efecte bine stabilite in domeniul educatlei.
2 0 prezentare arnpla a celor trei categorii de componente se poate gasi in "Current and
Future Challenges in Curriculum Development: Policies, Practices and Networking for
Change" (coord. Alexandru Cri~an),(2006), pag 31, Editura Educatla 2000+, Bucurestl.
3 Birzea, Cezar (2004-2005, pag.10),Curs de Politici educatlonale, SNSPA, Bucurestl,
mimeo.
4 Stephen Heyneman vorbeste despre sustinerea publica a politicii educatlonale, despre
implicarea acestora sub toate aspectele, inclusiv cele de natura legislativa. In acest fel,
Studiu de caz privind accesulla resurse lnformauonale, orientarea ~i consilierea tinerilor
din Republica Moldova care doresc sa urmeze studii liceale ~i universitare in Romania
categoriile de actori implicati sunt mult mai multe, nu numai elevii, parinlii, cadrele didactice, ci ~i totl factorii de decizie care pot innuenla sistemul de invalamant (administralia
centrale, adrninistratia locala, angajatorii).
5 Putem sa privim comunitatea in sens restrans, ca fiind fermata din principalii beneficiari
~i actori ai educatlel (cadrele didactice ~i elevii) sau in sens larg, intreaga societate, atat
la nivel local, cat ~i la nivel regional ~i national, Stephen Heyneman spune ca anumite
societa\i manifesta un fel de protectionism (Suedia, Letonia) sau au lnstltutii slabe (Bosnia
are 13 ministere),ori frlca de ceva ce nu pot controla, factori care pot influenta conceperea,
implementarea politicilor educationale.
61nstitutul de $tiinte ale Educaliei (vezi www.ise.edu.ro).
7 Agen\ia Romana de Asigurare a Calitatii in Invalamantul Preuniversitar (ARACIP) este
o institutie publica de interes national, in subordinea Ministerului Educaliei, Cercetaril ~i
Tineretului, cu personalitate juridics ~i cu buget propriu de venituri ~i cheftuieli, infiinlata
prin Ordonanla de urgenta a Guvemu/ui nr. 7512005privind asigurarea calitatii educatiel,
aprobata prin Legea nr. 87/2006, cu rnodiflcarife ~i completarife ulterioare. Misiunea ei
esle de a realiza evaluarea lnstltutlonala a unita\ilor de inva\smant de stat sau particulare,
de nivel preuniversitar. ARACIP efectueaza, la solicitarea ministrului educatiel, evaluarea
calita\ii educatiei din inva\amantul preuniversitar. in urma evaluarll, ARACIP realizeaza
analize de sistem asupra calita\ii inva\amantului preuniversitar din Romania, precum ~i
recomandari de lmbunatatlre a calitalii invalamantului preuniversitar.
8 in sistemul de invalamant efectele lmplernentaril unei politici educationale pot persista
multi ani de la finalizarea ei. De exemplu, incurajarea invalamantului rural din perioada
inlerbelica a dat personalitatl in diverse domenii provenite din acest mediu.
9 Obiectivele propuse pot fi legate in sens strict de sistemul de invatamant (de exemplu
imbunata\irea calitalii educatiei la un anumit nivel de invatamant), dar pot fi economice,
sociale, culturale elc.
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PRELIMINARY CONDITIONS REGARDING EDUCATIONAL
POLICY IN QUALITY ASSURANCE
Abstract
This paper presents preliminary conditions for designing and implementing a
policy for quality assurance in education. It is about conceptual components
(concepts, philosophy), institutional components, strategic components, to
design all the steps of the new policy (identifying the problems, selecting the
solutions in a organized way according to well defined criteria, implementing
the policy, assessment of each policy's step and improving, reviewing the
policy in order to begin a new cycle, creating one efficient communication
system to promote both the education policy and its anticipated outcomes,
relevant for all stakeholders.
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o ANALIZA PRIVIND ACCESUL LA RESURSE INFORMATIONALE,
ORIENTAREA ~I CONSILIEREA TINERILOR DIN REPUBLICA
MOLDOVA CARE DORESC sA URMEZE STUD" LlCEALE ~I

UNIVERSITARE iN ROMANIA
Nicolae TODERA~
SNSPA, Bucurestl, Romania
Rezumat
ln acest studiu de caz voi prezenta sintetic starea de (apt in ceea ce privesi«
accesibilitatea serviciilor de informare, consilierea §i orientarea profesionala
candidatilor din Republica Moldova care aspira catre 0 bursa de studii in
invatamantulpreuniversitar §i universitardin Romania.Aspectele problematice
persistente vor fi descrise §i evidentiate tntr-o forma etapizata. in vederea
solutionarli aspectelorproblematice evidentiatepropun 0 serle de recomenasn
sub forma unor interventii publice.
Argument
Acest studiu de caz constituie unul dintre rezultatele activita\ii de documentare lilicercetare sprijinite financiar de Institutul Cultural Roman prin intermediul
programului de "Burse de cercetare lili documentare". Analiza se focalizeaza
pe aspectele cooperarii educallonale dintre Romania lili Republica Moldova
din punctul de vedere al dezvoltarll abilltatilor de alegere a rutelor de formare
profeslonala pentru absolventli invalamantului secundar. Alegerea rutelor de
formare profesionala nu este neaparat de cornpetenta institutillor de educatle
tertiare, ci este redlstrlbuita in acseasi masura, atat institu\iilor de educatie
tertlara, cat liliunitalilor din inva\amantul secundar.Starea de echitabilitatese constituie in temeiul unui echilibru inforrnational disponibil, acceslblf sl transparent.
Ori, respectivele elemente se raporteaza lilila asigurarea lilipromovarea calita\ii
in educatle, mai ales intr-un context in care aspeclul mobilita\ii educatlonale devine un indicator de dezvoltare durablla liliechillbrata a sislemelor educationale.
in principiu, alegerea rutelor de formare profesionala este inlerconeclata cu
urrnatoarele aspecte:
• praclicarea auloinslruirii lili sludiului individual;
• cresterea rnotlvatiel pentru dezvollarea profeslonala:
• dezvollarea cornpetentelor lransversale;
• constlentlzarea nevoii de formare profeslonala continua;
• cunoasterea lilivalorificarea unor practici pozilive;
• dezvoltarea capacitatllor de insertle proteslonala:
• contributla la proieclarea carierei.
Pe parcursul ultimilor doua decenii cooperarea educationala dinlre cele doua
slale a cunoscut 0 serie de melamorfoze structurale lilifunctionale. Pe de 0 parte,
beneficiarii directi au fost avantalatl reusind sa-lilidezvolte potentialul profesional
aslfel lncat sa devlna 0 resursa urnanacompelitiva, alalia nivellocal, cat lilila nivel
nalional; pe de alta parte, presiunile politice au conlribuilla marirea numarului
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de beneficiari, fara sa se alba in vedere !ii lrnbunatatirea calitalii proceselor de
informare, consiliere !ii de orientare profeslonala adecvata, Privind cooperarea
educationala dintre cele doua state prin intermediul polilicilor publice se poate
constata ca polilica respectiva nu este deloc adecvata cu necesltatlle reale ale
beneficiarilor. Mai mult decat atat, prin tacticiie aplicate sunt generate contexte de
asimetrii intormafionale indispensabile deciderii rutelor de formare profeslonala.
De aceea, in cadrul acestei analize sinoptice prezarn cateva aspecte negative
ale cooperaril educatlonale dintre Romania !ii Republica Moldova prin prisma
aspectului de accesibilitate la infonnatli relevante referitoare la stabilirea rutelor de
formare profesionala. Avand 0 abordare descrlptlva, analiza vizeaza aspecte ce

tin de informarea, consilierea !ii de orientarea profesionala adecvata a tinerilor din
Republica Moldova care doresc sa urmeze 0 facultate in una dintre unlversltatile
din Romania. in partea conclusiva propunem 0 serie de tactici de politici care ar
avea menirea sa imbunatateasca starea de fapt in aceasta directle.
Diagnoza starii de fapt
Cooperareaedocationaladintre Romania~i RepublicaMoldovase desfasoara
de aproape doua decenii. Initiata in vara anului 1990, cooperarea educationala
continua ~i in prezent. Desi inca dinn 2002 una dintre par\i privea cu "ochi rai"
acest proces de mobilitate educationata, acest proiect de mobilitate continua la
initiativa unilaterala a guvernului Rornaniel. Totusi, pe parcursul acestor doua
decenii mobilitatea a fost vazuta ca 0 dimensiune de "ajutorare" a Republicii
Moldova de a ie~i din criza etno-culturala, econornlca ~i soclala care a survenit
dupa procesul de reformare !ii disparltle a colosului unional. Chiar de la inceputul cooperarii s-au evldentiat disparitati sistemice. Prin procesul de cooperare
educatlonata s-a contribuit la sporirea schimbului informational intre cele doua
state, precum !ii la infaptuirea unui transfer de politici, practici ~i tactici, ceea
ce a contribuit la reducerea decalajelor evldentiate in primii ani ai deceniului
precedent.
Pot fi identificate trei etape distincte ale cooperarueducatlonale. Etapele sunt
specifice conditionarilor politice ~i economice manifestate pe parcursul acestor
doua decenii. Totodata, fiecare etapa contlne abordari distincte ale modului de
informare, consiliere !ii orientare profesionala a persoanelor care aspirau spre
bursele oferite de statui roman. Astfel, privind din acest unghi de vedere, cele
trei etape sunt urmatoarele:
(a) etapa rornantlca - speclflca anilor 1990-1996;
(b) etapa pragmatica - specifica anilor 1997-2001;
(c) etapa repulsiva - post 2002.
in cele ce urmeaza voi analiza sintetic fiecare etapa ~i voi scoate in evidenta
principalele instante !ii practici care au contribuit sau care au fost utilizate in
procesul de informare, consillere !ii orientare profeslonala a candldatllor din
Republica Moldova, ce au optat pentru efectuarea studiilor liceale ~i universitare
in Romania.
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Etapa rornantlca

in aceasta perloada accentele au fost puse pe dezideratul de acordare a
sanselor ~i pe consolidarea relatillor bilaterale. Procesul de selectle a fost unul
defectuos ~i s-a tocalizat pe cantitatea solicitanfllor adrnlsi ~i nu pe calitatea
pregatirii anterioare. Practic, in primii ani de cooperare nu a existat 0 concurenta
plauziblla care sa contribuie la trnbunatatlrea calitatii contingentului selectat. Se
considera ca cei care mergeau la studii universitare in Romania nu tusesera
admisl in unlversitatlle din R. Moldova.
Trebuie specificat faptul ca la acel moment sistemul de invatamant din Republica Moldova prezenta discrepante considerabile de ordin structural ~i functional
tata de sistemul rornanesc de educatle. Transferul de curriculum ~i de practici de
predare a fost intensificat treptat, ceea ce a favorizat dezvoltarea unei start de
informare privind avantajul studiilor urmate in Romania. in respectiva perloada,
accesibilitatea la inforrnatil relevante ~i adecvate privind sistemul educational
romanesc era redusa,
Au fost semnificative schimburile informale dintre scofl, care au contribuit la
intensificarea unui proces de cunoastere ~i socializare. Astfel, unii dintre elevii
din Republica Moldova, participand la asemenea actiuni de lntercunoastere, au
devenit mai rnotivatl de a urma studii liceale sau universitare in Romania. Cele
mai importante impedimente specifice acelei etape, privind accesul la resurse
lnformatlonale ~i de consiliere profesionala adecvata, se refereau la: lipsa unor
asemenea resurse tiparite sau electronice; inexlstenta unor centre de informare
in unitatile scolare din Republica Moldova privind studiile peste hotare; exlstenta
unor structuri ~i a unor continuturl educationale diferite.
Etapa pragmatica
in aceasta perloada ambele sisteme eduoationale au cunoscut importante
schimbarl, atat de ordin structural, cat ~i de ordin functional. in urma unor procese de modernizare educatlonala, sistemul educational din Republica Moldova
s-a sincronizat cu cel din Romania. AsUel discrepantele privind preqatlrea
preuniversltara au fost reduse in mod considerabil. Totodata, a fost Irnbunataflt
procesul de selectie ~i de motivare a beneficiarilor selectatl. Au aparut elemente
de stimulare a beneficiarilor care demonstrau performante deosebite de studiu.
Prin urmare, a studia Intr-o universitate din Romania era echivalent cu a avea
deja .prestiqiu", AsUel, pentru admiterea in liceele ~i in universltaflle din Romania au fost introduse examene de admitere, care erau sustinute pe teritoriul
Republicii Moldova.
in schimb, fata de perioada precedenta au sporit ~i actele de coruptle, iar
inforrnatlile au devenit asimetrice tocmai din dezideratul unor actori locali (Ia
nivelul proxim al unitatii scolare) de a-si asigura un numar de candidau care
sa opteze pentru studiile liceale sau universitare in Romania. Totusl, in campul
educational din Republica Moldova au aparut din ce in ce mai multe surse de
informare privind sistemul educational rornanesc.
Un factor important care a condus la furnizarea de informatii relevante privind
avantajele ~i dezavantajele absolvirii studiilor in Romania a constat in faptul ccl
bursierii care au studiat ~i au diseminat diverse perceptii ~i impresii privind caliRevista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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tatea ~i oportunitatea studiilor efectuate in unul dintre liceele sau universitatile
din Romania. Respectivele impresii ~i perceptli diseminate inlocuiau serviciile
profesionale ~i tematice de inform are ~i de consiliere profesionala privind studiile efectuate in Romania, nici in aceasta perioada nu au fost nefiind create 0

serie de centre de resurse inforrnationale sau cu rol de orientare ~i consiliere
profesionala. in schimb, organizatiile studentesti de la acel moment au dezvoltat 0 abordare mai pragmatica privind diminuarea lipsurilor inforrnationaie ~i
a centrelor resursa.
Etapa repulslva
Acestei etape ii este specifica situatia discordiei dintre autorltatile din Republica Moldova ~i cele din Romania privind utilitatea ~i amploarea cooperarii
educatlonale. Au fost dezvoltate doua pozltli divergente. Romania sustinea
politica pe care 0 promova, iar Republica Moldova dorea reducerea nurnarulul
de bursieri ~i adecvarea nurnarulul acestora in conformitate cu 0 serie de
necesltatl economice interne. Blocajele politice au avut efecte considerabile
asupra procesului de colaborare educationala. Astfel, Protocolul de colaborare
in domeniul educational intre cele doua state nu a mai fost semnat, iar Guvernul Rornanlei sl-a asumat acordarea acestor burse in mod unilateral. Daca in
perioadele anterioare problema accesului fa resurse inforrnationale precum ~i
la cele de consiliere ~i orientare profeslonala cadea in sarcina ambelor partl,
din 2003 aceasta cornpetenta apartine strict autorltatii ministeriale din Romania.
Pana in prezent Ministerul Educatiel, Cercetarii ~i Tineretului nu a dezvoltat un
asemenea serviciu, dar nici nu a sprijinit inilierea sau mentinerea unui serviciu
similar. Prin urmare, actul de admitere nu raspunde unor parametri de calitate
~i de respectare a principiilor quvernantei ~i rnobllltatil educationale.
Comparativ cu etapele precedente, situatia accesului la lnforrnetii relevante
privind conditlile de studii in unltatlle ~i mstitutlile de lnvatarnant din Romania
s-a tmbunatatlt considerabil datorita dezvoltarii serviciilor de Internet. Insa,
inforrnatiile electronice nu au substituit necesitatea de consiliere ~i orientare
profesionala a beneficiarilor care au optat pentru a urma studii in Romania. in
mare parte, in prezent mecanismele de indrumare sunt specifice perioadelor
precedente ~i acestea nu garanteaza 0 calitate ~i pertinenta a actului de consiliere ~i indrumare.
Trebuie remarcat ~i faptul ca in aceasta perloada s-au dezvoltat mai mulle
orqanlzatii ale studentilor ~i elevilor din Republica Moldova. Acestea au preluat
intr-un anumit mod cornpetentele de informare ale potentialllor candidati privind
oportunitatea ~i relevanta studiilor efectuate in lnstitutiile de invalamant din
Romania. in acest fel, unele organizalii nonguvernamentale, direct interesatede
aspectul unei inforrnarl plauzibile, s-au profesionalizat ~i au iniliat diverse actiuni
care sa aiba menirea de a contribui la tmounatatlrea accesului informational. De
exemplu, in perioada anilor 2003-2005 Grupul de Atitudine Civica a implementat
proiectul .Caravana Admiterii". Caravana s-a desfasurat pe teritoriul Republicii
Moldova ~i a avut scopul de a informa potentialil candldati privind conditlile de
studii din universitatile din Romania. Totodata, au fost dezvollate cateva resurse
electronice cu rolul de a diminua lipsa informauonala privind procedurile de ad-
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mitere ~i institutllle de inva\amant pre-universitare ~i universitare din Romania.
De exemplu, in anul 2006 a fost lansat portalul electronic www.basarabeni.ro.
care contine inforrnatti privind aspectele de admitere ~i de rnentlnere in sistemul
educational din Romania.

Sintetizarea aspectelor problematice
Aspectele ce tin de cooperarea educatlonala dintre Romania ~i Republica
Moldova sunt foarte putin cercetate de catre comunitatea de politici educationale
din Romania,precum ~i de cea din RepublicaMoldova. Putineleresurse elaborate
pana in acest moment se focalizeaza pe aspecte ce tin de integrarea bursierilor
din Republica Moldova in contexteIe educatlonale in care au fost adrnlsi, in timp
ce alte astfel de analize au ca unic punct de interes procedurile de admitere ~i de
rnentinere in sistem (burse, condi\ii sociale etc.). Toate aceste lucrarl ~i analize
ocolesc practic aspectele ce tin de procesele de pre-admitere: informare, consultare, decizie privind urmarea unei rute de formare profeslonala. Este de apreciat
faptul ca pe parcursul ultimului deceniu au fost elaborate mai multe lucrari de
licen\a ~i disertatli de masterat focalizate pe tematici privind integrarea elevilor
~i studentilor din Republica Moldova in carnpul educational romanesc. Unele
dintre aceste cercetarl dezvolta metodologii pertinente, precum ~i studii de caz
care reflecta fidel starea de fapt. Insa, nici aceste resurse nu pun accentul pe
dimensiunea accesului la servicii lnformatlonale ~i de consiliere adecvate.
Daca in Romania aspectele ce \in de informarea, consilierea ~i orientarea
protesionala au luat 0 turnura impresionanta lncepand cu anul 2000, in Republica Moldova acest aspect se afla abia intr-o stare incipienta de dezvoltare. De
exemplu, in Strategia Nationala de Dezvoltare este prevazut un obiectiv specific
dimensiunii de consiliere ~i orientare profeslonala.Aspectul dezvoltaril lntarzlate
a acestui tip de serviciu se reflecta ~i asupra modului de abordare ~i comportament al candldatilor din Republica Moldova care opteaza pentru studii liceale
sau universitare in Romania.
Dintre aspectele descrise in paragrafele de mai sus pot fi extrase urmatoarsle
trei aspecte problematice care se reflecta asupra calltatll lnfaptuir]] actului
educational:
• Programele de mobilitate educationala adresate tinerilor din Republica Moldova nu dezvolta 0 viziune clara privind utilitatea~i sustenabilitatea procesului
de mobilitate, iar beneficiarii direc\i nu i~i constlentlzeaza rolurile pe care Ie
au. Pana la expirarea prevederilor protocolului bilateral, viziunea politicii era
una clara: de a sprijini dezvoltarea economlca ~i soclo-culturala a Republicii
Moldova. Insa, in prezent, contextul politic ~i social este diferit de cel de la
inceputul acestui deceniu, iar politica respctlva nu este adecvata realita\ilor
actuale;
• Elaborarea metodologiei de admitere se desfasoara conform unui calendar
tntarziat, precum ~i intr-un cadru netransparent. Metodologiile sunt publicate
abia in luna iunie, ceea ce reduce considerabil accesibilitatea in timp utilla
lnforrnatil relevante privind procesul de admitere. Totodata accesibilitatea
factorilor tnteresati, (experf lndependenti, reprezentanti ai orqanizatillor
reprezentative de studen\i) in procesul de elaborare ~i consultare este inca
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destul de redusa, desl in anul 2008 MECT s-a consultat cu unele orqanizatil
ale bursierilor slalului roman;
•

Pana la acest momenl nu a fost creal un serviciu specializat care sa ofere
consultanta lnformationala, de consiliere iii de indrumare profesionala iii
psihologica pentru candldafii care vor sa studieze in lnstltunlle de invatamant
din Romania. Spectrul informational
esle oferil cu precadere de catre
orqanizatlile nonguvernamentale
ale studentilor iii elevilor din Republica
Moldova care studiaza in institutiile de inva\amanl din Romania. Ori, aceste
informatii de multe ori sunt eronate iii incomplete, ceea ce genereaza confuzie
iii insatisfacfie privind ruta selectata.

Aceste aspecte problematice au fost sesizate iii analizate inca din 1999, atunci
cand la Cluj-Napoca s-a desfasurat masa rotunda .Comunlcarea iii mobilitatea
studentilor", orqanizata de Fundatia Soros. La acel eveniment au participat atat
actori deciden\i iii experti din domeniul politicilor educationale, cat iii doctoranzi
iii studenti, beneficiari ai programului de mobilitate bilaterala, La acel eveniment
s-a facut 0 radiografie de etapa (1990 - 1998) iii s-au punclat 0 serie de obiective

prioritare care trebuiau a fi puse in aplicare de ambele autoritatl ministeriale. Printre aceste obiective se identificau iii urmatoarele deziderate: sporirea intormarf
adecvate a candldatilor prin utilizarea tuturor resurselor disponibile (mass-media,
orqanlzatille nonguvernametale relevante, lntalntrile iii consultarlle directe etc.)
iii instituirea unor centre de consiliere iii orientare profesionala iii pslholoqica.
Un rol important in aceasta privin\a a fast transferat orqaniaafiilor studentesti,
care trebuiau sa faciliteze integrarea candldatilor in mediile educationale in care
iiii faceau studiile. lnsa, ulterior autoritatile guvernamentale din ambele state
nu au mai \inut cont de sprijinul iii de capacitatea sectorului nonguvernamental
specializat in rezolvarea aspectelor problematice.
Riscuri evidentlate in caz de nelnterventle
Dupa cum se poate observa din paragraful precedent, din 1999 pana in
prezent persista acelasi spectru de aspecte problematice. Evident este faptul
ca respectivul spectru produce efecte negative. Deiii unele dintre efecte sunt
neutralizate de inertia sisternica, dar iii de catre bunavolnta actorilor individuali (colegi, profesori s.a.), totusi resursele inforrnationale nu sunt accesibile in
timp util, iar potentlalli beneficiari sunt conshlatl iii orientati de catre persoane
nespecializate iii straine domeniului de consiliere iii orientare profeslonala. Nici
site-urile instttuullorde invatamant de multe ori nu reprezlnta resurse complete iii
plauzibile de informare necesare alegerii traseului educational potrivit. Totodata,
aceste aspecte contribuie la modul de integrare a beneficiariloracestor programe
de mobilitate.
Riscul cel mai evident se retera la rnentinerea unei start de fapt care
diminueaza accesibilitatea la resurse lntormatlonale adecvate iii credibile. Astfel,
candldatii sunt pasibili sa-iii stabileasca trasee educafionale inadecvateiii diferite
asteptarilor inltiale. 0 atare neconcordanta intre asteptari iii realitate se constituie un factor prielnic pentru abandon iii dezinteres, precum iii pentru 0 stare de
scadere treptata a rnotivatiei din partea bursierilor. Totodata, perpetuarea unei
asemenea stari contribuie la consumul ineficient iii ineficace de resurse alocate.
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Prin urmare, in lipsa unor asemenea servicii lji contexte de informare, consiliere lji
orientare profesionaia, politica stabilila nu poate fi conslderata eficienta, eficace,
transparenta lji sustenablla,

Propuneri de lntsrventll publice
in vederea imbunata\irii starii de fapt sunt indispensabile infaptuirea a catorva interventii publice care sa aiM menirea de a contribui la diversificarea lji
specializarea resurselor inforrnationale, precum lji a cadrelor de consiliere lji
orientare profeslonata adecvata. Astfel, sunt propuse urrnatoarele recornandarl
de politici:
• Crearea unei platforme electronice privind conditille lji specificul sistemului
de inva\amant din Romania. Platforma trebuie conceputa pe doua paliere:
invatamant preuniversitar lji inva\amant universitar. Totodata, platforma trebuie sa contlna lji 0 sectiune de matching, inclusiv lji pe suport audio-video,
rnoderata de consilieri profesionlstl;
• Crearea unui centru de informare, consiliere lji orientare profeslonala la
Chiljinau, care ar avea menirea sa ofere resurse lnformationale adecvate
privind sistemul educational din Romania. in cadrul acestui centru ar trebui
sa activeze persoane specializate in domeniul consilierii lji orientarii profesionale. Centrul poate dezvolta lji 0 biblioteca proprie cu resurse educationale
specia-lizate precum lji un serviciu telefonic de consiliere lji orientare
profeslonala;
• incurajarea orqanizatiilor studentesf lji de elevi sa dezvolte programe lji
actiuni de formare profesionala responsabila, precum lji activitati de integrare
a elevilor lji studentilor adrnlsi in anii Incepatori. in acest sens, autoritatea
mtnlsteriala trebuie sa aloce conform unor proceduri de concurs, pe baza de
proiecte, fonduri destinate unor activitati cu rol de acomodare lji integrare a
elevilor lji studentaor din Republica Moldova.
Dupa cum se poate observa recomandarile propuse valoriflca tehnologii
lnforrnationale lji de comunicare, care devin din ce in ce mai accesibile beneficiarilor politicii de acordare a burselor de studii in institutille de invatamant din
Romania.
Concluzii
La acest moment Romania are 0 vasta experlenta in ceea ce prlveste
scolarlzarea a zeci de mii de tineri cetateni ai Republicii Moldova. Din pacate,
despre aceasta experienta nu s-a prea vorbit dscat in anumite sltuatll lji perioade.
Deseori, discuttile pe acest subiect denotau iresponsabilitatea celuilalt partener,
evidentiind, parca intentionat, comportamentul ideologic al aceluia (in cazul
Republicii Moldova). Ceea ce se evidentlaza in prezent este faptul ca procesul
de mobilitate dinspre Republica Moldova inspre Romania nu este eficient lji
sustenabil. in concluzie, procesul va putea fi considerat eficient doar atunci cand
vor fi infaptuite rnonltorizari lji evaluari longitudinale calitative lji cantitative prin
care se vor demonstra cu adevarat efectele pozitive, dar lji cele negative ale
procesului de admitere lji mentinere in sistem.
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COUNSELING OF STUDENTS FROM REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
WHO WANT TO GRADUATE IN ROMANIA: AN ANALYSIS
Abstract
In this study I synthetically present the current state of facts regarding the accessibility of the candidates from the Republic of Moldova that intend to obtain
a scholarship in the pre- and university Romanian educational system, their
acces to information services and to professional orientation and consultation. The persistent problematical aspects are described and focalized on a
sequenced manner. In order to bring pertinent solutions to these problematic
aspects I make a series of recommendations for public interventions.
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PROCESS-DIDACTIC

APPROACH

TO LEARNING AND TEACHING

Amalija ZAKELJ
National Education Institute of the Republic of Slovenia, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Abstract
In our article we are trying to demonstrate some findings of the research entitled "Process-didacticapproach and understanding of mathematical concepts
in Primary Schools (Zakelj, 2004)", which took place in the Siovenian primary
schools during the lessons of mathematics with pupils aged 13 to 14. We
have shown how adequate incentives of teachers, a gradual introduction of
concepts, variouspresentations of concepts, cognitive contlic; and experience
learning inf/uence improvement of pupils' knowledge. On practical examples
we demonstrate the presentation of selected concepts on concrete, pictorial,
symbolic and abstract level as well as modelling as a possibility of ref/ection
on knowledge.
1. Introduction
The role of teachers has changed in modern schools. If we want to start
the desired education and formation effects teachers have to encourage the
activities of pupils and endorse their active role during lessons. Teachers do not
withdraw from teaching but change their role. They have to create adequate
situations in which pupils develop and build their knowledge and understanding
and establish relationship with themselves as well as with the world around them.
Teaching is being transformed into complementary relationship with learning and
represents the realisation of indirect teaching function of teachers in learning
process (Strrnenlk, 2001).

2. Process-didactic approach to learning and teaching
The development of mental perception and understanding of mathematical
concepts and facts is for understanding of mathematics essential in the construction of knowledge. An excessive amount of concepts that we introduce at the
same time and too quickly, the verbalism (equalising the learning of concepts
with the learning of words), the excessive difficulty of certain concepts for the
cognitive capabilities of pupils and too weak inner connection among concepts
can represent a difficulty for learning process. Quite often the step from the
introduction of a new concept to its application in algorithms and procedures is
too fast. This kind of procedural knowledge comprising understanding, mastering
algorithms, methods and procedures is not long lasting unless it is built on the
understanding of concepts.
Hence the main scientific question we dealt with in our research, (Zakelj,
2004), was the relationship between children's thinking (cognitive structures,
metacognition, mental strategies) and the approaches in teaching mathematics. On this basis we elaborated and verified the process-didactic approach for
teaching mathematics.
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The process-didactic approach was formed on the basis of the theoretical
knowledge of mental development of children. and also on new findings about
children's thinking and our knowledge of social cognition. learning and teaching
mathematics. We have leaned on the theory of development psychology which
studies the development of concepts from the point of view of developmental
stage ofchildren's thinking (Horvat. 1987. Piciga. 1995. Piaget. 1978). as well as
on the new cognitive-constructivist findings of pedagogical science emphasising
activities of children in the learning process (Marentie Pozarnik, 2000).
We verified our model from the aspect of its effectiveness as for example its
quality and type of knowledge. With our research we tried to answer the question
of how the implementation of such a model of teaching affects pupils' knowledge
which can be verified and assessed. In particular we studied the question whether
pupils who attained the process-didactic approach were more successful in solving mathematical assignments including higher taxonomic levels of knowledge.
Among others we answered the question of how adequate encouragements of
teachers. the gradual introduction of concepts. cognitive conflict. experience
learning. sensible putting questions and linking to the existing network of knowledge affects the pupils' upgrading of knowledge.

2.1 Characteristics of process-didactic approach
a) Cognitive and socio-cognitive conflict
Process-didactic approach (Zakel], 2004) is based on the findings of Vigotsky
(1978). i.e.• that cognitive development originates on social interaction. as well
as on the findings of Piaget (1978). who claimed that knowledge can be built at
personal level and emphasises harmony of cognitive development of pupils with
the introduction of difficult concepts by the organization of children's activities
and encouragement from the environment. In the teaching process we have to
deal with cognitive and socio-cognitive conflict which can be encouraged with
pupils by carefully asked questions. challenges. problem situations which all
can help pupils with:
• Monitoring false or incomplete conceptual imagery (verifying concept understanding).
• Insight into the reasonable learning of new contents (why new knowledge is
necessary where it can be applied).
• Linking to the existing network of knowledge (pupils link their new knowledge
with the one already existing).
• Combining knowledge (inside the subject or among the subjects).
Process-didactic approach takes into account the constructivist approach
above all in those points which emphasise acquisition and adoption of knowledge
through active learning. processes and independent discoveries. It indicates
the transfers from transmission approach where the emphasis lies in conveying
and receiving knowledge towards the active role of pupils. where the centre of
learning and teaching is a creative pupil.
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b) Active learning
Process-didactic approach to learning and teaching determines as active
learning the type of learning which activates pupils holistically, mentally and
emotionally.Independentor directed discovering,experienced learning, dialogue,
creating mathematicsmay be active learningwhen it brings to interaction between
concrete and mental activity.
With process-didactic approach pupils recognise mathematics in its development and not only as a final fact. Learning process includes mathematic thinking
and research, mathematic argumenting and communicating, modelling, setting
and solving problems, the use of symbol and formal language. Experience learning and dialogue are permanently intermingling.
Experience learning includes:
Monitoring (reflecting knowledge),
Activity including any kind of action, l.e., presentation of concepts through
models, diagrams, example search and contra-examples, experimenting.
Dialogue can be maintained as discussions, presentations of ideas and
problem solving, augmenting.
c) Cooperation - insight into different thinking
Social constructivism helped to the recognition that learning is not only a
personal matter, a kind of lonely process, but that dialogue is an essential element of learning, a chance to ask questions, simultaneous verifying of meaning,
one's own assumptions in the group. Teachers direct work in process-didactic
approach in such a way that they open up opportunities for different thinking.
Social psychologists (Gilly, Blaye, Roux, 1988) emphasise that the cognitive
abilities can be developed also in the social interaction. Cooperation therefore
enables confrontation of different views, an the insight into different thinking,
which can cause destabilisation of prime understanding for example the concept
or the procedure of solving a certain problem. Also process-didactic approach
introduces certain forms of work: team work, cooperation learning, work in pairs,
group discussions, conversations, group consultations. Since learning is not only
individual pupils are not only oriented towards their own thinking.
We are presenting the four types of cooperation and simultaneous elaborations (Piciga, 1995):
Underlying collaboration (e.g., a member of a pair confirms the solution of
the other partner an thus stimulates him),
Simultaneous construction (each of the subjects contributes a part of the
solution),
Disagreeing with the non-argumented misunderstandings (subjects do not
agree, however, they do not argument their replies),
Contradiction with argumented misunderstanding (socio-cognitive conflict).
Cooperation or simultaneous elaboration has different functions:
One of the subjects stimulates and activates the other,
Confirms solutions of others (endorsement),
By contributing broadens the area of possible solutions,
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Controls others' solution,
Contributes to the destabilisation
solving.

of the inadequate procedure of problem

The knowledge pupils possess about certain concept may be different, therefore we also need interaction for a successful learning process - social learning,
which enables pupils that while learning they do not only use their perspectives.
In order to establish a creative thinking and the capacity of maintaining an argumented discussion we welcome conflicts linked to certain contents (Pozarnik,
2001). Pupils have different views on a certain question. We can initiate an
exchange of ideas and with it also the so called socio-cognitive conflict. It is
important that teachers initiate and open up communication environment.
d) Complex situations (open problems, strategies)
While solving complex problems we apply and combine our knowledge.
Complex problems usually comprise both concept understanding and mastering different procedures. Good problems are open problems which challenge
pupils' discussion. They first of all require an insight into problem situation,
which is followed by asking a research question and afterwards solving and
selection of strategies. For solving problems results, strategies and procedures
are important.
An example of challenge: We make a box out of a given cardboard. Challenge
is not formed in the way that we could give a straight answer, but it is necessary
to formulate question. We can set ourselves several questions and objectives
concerning what we are going to research. "In which conditions is the volume
of the box going to be the biggest? Can volume be zero? In which conditions is
the volume of the box going to be the smallest?"
What do pupils learn while solving open problems?
They learn the strategies of solving problems and acquire experiences through
solving problems which help them build conceptual images. Pupils recognise
certain concepts in the context of problem situation, in combination with contents
and on the other hand also build conceptual images through different representations of concepts which are required for solving problems.
e) Motivation
Pupils shall be motivated for learning if they grasp the meaning of learning
new contents. They shall be motivated if they know that they have to broaden the
existing knowledge as their actual knowledge is too weak to solve a certain task.
For example: the equation x2 + 1 = 0 in the union of real numbers is unsolvable,

therefore there is a need to extend the union of real numbers. Pupils learn about
the sense of introducing complex numbers from a practical example. But if we
enforce the introduction of concepts or structures which are not linked with the
existing knowledge the learning contents can be learnt only by heart. Thus it is
very important that the new contents are joined with the knowledgepupils already
possess in a way that we compare and cross the new and the old knowledge.
Questions should follow each other in a sensible time sequence to give pupils
time for thinking, verifying and clarifying.
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It is important that teachers follow the objectives they heave set to themselves. If, for example, the objective of the lesson is that pupils adopt the surface of triangle, it is not enough if pupils only solve tasks by using the formula
on the surface of triangle. When pupils get ten assignments on the surface of
triangle which differs only in size or type of data they will be more concentrated
on calculation operations, the use of rules and formulas and they will not think
about the surface itself; eventually they will start asking themselves about the
sense of their activity. It they, on the other hand, are faced with a more complex
problem, l.e., "Look for a triangle which has the same surface as the given rectangle", their attention is drawn to the concept of surface and so much on the
calculating procedures of the task, which means that pupils shall primarily thing
about the surface.
f) Learning of thinking
When we speak about development of thinking it is useful to make a difference among various types of thinking: between creative and critical, as well as
between analytical and in systematic thinking.

•

Creative thinking about a certain problem looks for various ways, ideas and
solutions (divergent, lateral).
• Critical thinking compares and evaluates, it gives ideas form the aspect of
logic, applicability, reliability.
• Analytical thinking offers certain elements of the system; it foretells analytically the steps to take, changes one variable and at the same time leans on
the accuracy of details.
• System thinking emphasises links, exchanges of effects between elements, it
leans on noticing the whole and changes more variables at the same time.
If we lean exclusively on analytical thinking we keep ourselves inside
certain disciplines and knowledge and we do not combine interdisciplinary;
the consequences are tattered network of knowledge and weaker transfer of
knowledge.
We have verified the described didactic model in the empirical part of the
research has and it is described in the continuation.
2.1.1 Experience learning
In our research (Zakelj, 2004) while setting the didactic model we studied what
are the encouragements which can increase learning through understanding.
We found out that learning by understanding can be increased with gradual
introduction of concepts which include all phases from concrete experiences,
graphic and symbol level to the abstract concept imagery.The observingof the
existing, false or incomplete concepts takes place in the following phases:
finding of existing concept images;
cognitive conflict;
upgrading of existing concept images; pupils should be helped to put in words
the determination and changes in their concepts and to document them.
It is also very important to take care for the proper sequence of concept
learning. New concepts are introduced once pupils have felt the need for new
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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knowledge and therefore understand the sense of learning the new. This way
for instance cognitive conceptualisation emphasises sensible learning where
the point is not in adding new to the ancient (accumulating data), but for a new
independent establishment of knowledge which is linked to the existing concepts,
data and rules.
Also the step from the introduction of a new concept towards its implementation in algorithms and procedures should not be too quick. Pupils can learn
many things by heart; however, things they do not understand shall not have an
impact on their understanding and their mental structures (Marantic Pozarnlk,
2000). If we introduce an algorithm when fundamental concepts have not yet
been adopted and understood the procedure can be learnt only by heart, but the
new knowledge is not linked with the network of the existing knowledge and we
forget the new learned material in the course of time. If, while learning, we do
not take into account enough the fact that concepts are ranked in the cognitive
structure into concept networks, and that they are almost always connected with
similar concepts, as it is a question of hierarchic other kind of relations, we shall
hit the troubles in understanding and adopting knowledge.
Ausubel (v. Marentie Pozarnik. 2000) considers that we should first of all
demonstrate a new learning material, a new concept to pupils in a most general
way and then gradually switch to details. New material has to be joined with
the knowledge they already possess in the way that we compare and crusade
between the old and the new ideas. This has a very important role in maintaining
the acquired knowledge. Pupils for example cannot include the new concept into
the existing concept scheme unless they have mastered the prior concepts. For
instance they cannot include the definition of trapeze into the existing concept
scheme unless they have not adopted the concepts of mathematical figure,
quadrangle, side, the concept of parallel etc. While introducing them teachers
should offer as many different models of trapeze as possible (building concept
imagery at the same time), in order to summarise (abstract) common characteristics of all models. At first it is enough for the primary school pupils that they
recognise typical representatives and then their passive knowledge should pass
to active one. In the final phase they adopt the concept of definition (maybe only
in the secondary school). To recognise trapeze or to know how to define it are
two different educational mathematical objectives.
With the exercise 1 we tested the twelve year old pupils their capacity to
show understanding of the concept by giving examples.

Exercise 1: When are two quantities direct proportionate? Give some examples. Didactic aspect: Toshow understanding of concept of direct proportion
by giving examples.
Exercise was tested in the research (Zakel], 2004) where we studied among
others also the understanding of the concept of direct proportion quantities. Up
to seventy seven percents (77%) of pupils answered the question correctly;
however, only forty four percents (44%) of pupils could give examples of direct
proportion quantities. Although the cell of the definition was fulfilled, the cell of
the concept image of pupils who could not give any single example was empty
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or filled with false images. The cell of concept images can only be filled through
the process of acquiring experiences.
With the exercise 2 we tested the twelve year old pupils about their capability
of solving problems at a symbolic level.
Exercise 2:Calculate how many percents of a figure is coloured.

Didactic aspect: solving problems at symbolic level

4h

II

Very few pupils could solve the exercise at the general level, but they solved
it the level of cognitive maturity where they found themselves at the time of
doing the exercise. Majority of pupils solved the exercise so that they selected
concrete data; some of them defined them by measuring, some by drawing the
net and by defining the square dimension unit or came to the approximate result
by doing the estimation. Various approaches of pupils while solving the problem
demonstrate the connection between cognitive development of pupils and the
experiences pupils have, as well as the way they solve the exercise.
From the ways of solving the first and the second exercise we can draw the
conclusion that it is very important that teachers when selecting approaches of
teaching, taking into account the level of difficulty of exercises, choose various
representations of concepts by which they introduce concepts gradually and thus
logically adjust themselves to the cognitive maturity of pupils and consequently
influence their development. In the first case pupils had two few experiences
in acquiring concept images, since besides the definition many pupils were not
able to give any example, which shows weak pupils' concept imagery which are,
besides the definitions, a part of the concept structure. The second example
shows that pupils have to gradually pass all the phases: from concrete experiences, image and symbol level, to the abstract level. Unpremeditated and too fast
introduction of demanding abstract concepts which is overtaking their cognitive
development is from the point of view of construction of concept images for them
very difficult and quite often ineffective.
2.1.2 Concrete, image, symbolic and abstract representation of
concept
Understanding is the precondition for the transfer of knowledge and for
establishing connections. However, it often becomes clear that a lot of pupils
cannot make any connections and that they represent the information as isolated
parts. If they hear the same learning material at two different subjects they cannot connect it but have two "separate pieces of knowledge". The same happens
in connecting concepts inside mathematics. If pupils understand proportion as
dividing two whole numbers they will not be able to use this concept in learning
Revista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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direct and inverse proportion. It is therefore very important how we learn. Gradual
transfer from concrete representation of concepts, through image and symbolic
to the abstract conceptualisation has proven obvious in the building of concept
images. It is natural as it follows the phases of cognitive development. Learning
by experience foresees all those phases: active experimenting, research work,
finding characteristics in a concrete model, acquisition of concrete experiences,
thoughtful monitoring which can in the last phase bring to the abstract conceptualisation of concept.
Monitoring and making geometrical figures enable reflection on geometrical
knowledge and encourage observing which is useful for pupils in building spatial and conceptual images about geometrical elements in space and relations
among them.
In the continuation we demonstrate example of a challenge where pupils
demonstrate the concept of square area and square equal figures at a concrete
level (making models), at image level (drawing pictures), symbolic level (noting
square dimension) and at the end also at the abstract level.
Activities of pupils are as follows:
• To reflect about the challenge and asking question (contracting the problem),
•

Looking for approaches

•

Monitoring and finding relations between geometrical

in solving problems,

•

Drawing sketches, pictures, observing, measuring,

elements in a plane,

•

Analysing of a given situation and connecting data.
Challenge 1 (Zakelj, 2003): Study the triangles which have equal square
dimension as the quadrangle that you have selected yourself.

1. Reflection on the challenge and setting question
Since only the condition of equal square dimension of two figures has been
given and not the size of the square dimension, the problem needs to be contracted. We select the square dimension of 12 cm2 and draw a rectangle and a
triangle with a square dimension of 12 cm2.

D

Picture 2: Equal figures in square dimension

This way we demonstrate also with a picture that two figures, equal in square
dimension, are not necessarily compatible. Now, setting of a concrete question
follows, for example: How many triangles are there with the square dimension
of 12 cm2?
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2. Realisation
We take into account that the square dimension of a triangle depends on the
length of the side and the height to that side. We take into account that it is a fact
that: a x Va b x Vb C x Vc 24. We select the data for the side a and Va and

=

=

=

with the selected data study the triangles. If for example a = 2 cm, the Va = 12
cm. How many different triangles can we draw in relation to the conditions and
according to how the obtained triangles differ from each other? We can use also
the picture. We draw a side and height to that side. We take into account that the
third angle of the triangle is located on the parallel to the side a (picture 3).

Picture 3: How many different triangles can we draw?
We find out that we can draw a number of triangles, since the third angle
travels across the entire straight line, being parallel to the side a. Similarly we
can think the same way if we take that a = 4 cm and that Va = 6 cm. This way we
can continue and change data for the side and the height to that side, however
we have to take note that the product is always constant and in or case 24. The
assembled findings are for clarity reasons written in the table (table 1).
Table 1: How many different triangles can we draw?

3. Statement
At the selected two data, the length of one side and the height to that side,
the number of triangles may be infinite.
4. Ascertainment
When preparing the answer to the posed question we base ourselves on our
knowledge of square dimension of triangle, on the knowledge of the relationship
between the side and the height of the triangle, on the fact that the height and the
side of a triangle with a given square dimension inverse proportionate quantities.
For the selected triangle with a given square dimension the product of the two is
always constant, in our case with square dimension of 12 cm2 it is 24.
a x Va 24,
a = 24Na, Va, can be optional fromzero to any real number.
Also the possibilities for the side a are infinite.

=
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2.1.3 Modelling as the reflection of know/edge
We can reach the abstract concept images also through modelling. Modelling
means to find a mathematical representation for a non - mathematical object
or process. It means to build a mathematical structure or theory, which includes
characteristics of an object, system or process. Mathematical model represents
physical or abstract situation.
a) An example of a model representing a physical situation.
How many dm3 of concrete do we need for a concrete block of dimensions
20 dm, 40 dm in 50 dm.
Non-mathematical object: concrete block
Mathematical representation: block
By calculating the block volume we calculate the volume of concrete.
Mathematical model (block) represents physical situation (concrete block).
b) An example of a model which represents abstract situation
Challenge 2 (PISA, 2003): In an automobile magazine evaluating new cars
uses the estimation system on the basis of which they attribute the car which
collects the highest total number of points the title of "The Car of the Year". At
the moment they are evaluating five new cars. Assessments are shown in the
table 2.
Table 2: Assessments of cars
Automobile

::;aTety
r-uet
(V)
Consumption
(I)
;j
1

outward
Appearance

tnstne
equipment (N)

(Z)
'L

;j

M2

L.

L.

2

L.

Sp

3

1

3

2

Nl
KK

1

;j

;j

;j

;j

'L

;j

'L

(.;a

In order to calculate the total number of points accumulated for a certain
car in that automobile magazine they use the formula which is a summary of
separate points:
Total number of points: (3V) + I + Z + N
1. Question: How many paints did the car "Ca" get?
2. Question: Which car is the "winner"?
3. Problem assignment: The producer of the car CA thought that the formula
for calculating the total sum of points was unfair. Put down the formula for
calculating the total number of points which would bring victory to the car
Ca. Your formula should include all four variables, and you write the formula
so that you put down positive numbers in the four empty spaces.
ST= ...V + .... I + .... Z + ..... N
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Didactical analysis of the challenge
The challenge comes from the realistic, problem situation. The questions
which follow increase in their difficulty. The first two questions check the lower
taxonomic levels of knowledge. The phases of solving are routine: understanding
the text, managing procedures, verifying calculations. The third question is the
problem which is not solvable by routine and requires also other approaches.
It is expected that the person solving it studies the problem, sets a model,
and verifies its validity. He verifies the analytical thinking, creativity, capability of
synthesising. The difference in the difficulty and types of knowledge is evident.
In the first and second question the person solving it carries out procedures
and in case of solving the problem he independently searches for models and
verifies his own creativity.
Didactic analysis is presented in table 3.
Table 3: Didactic analysis of the exercise in relation to the first and
second group of questions.
i-romem task: t-'ut down me tormuia
for calculating the total number of
points which would bring victory to the
car "Ca".
- unaerstana problem situation uDJecllves
insight into a problem
- verify «reality» of mathematical
structure
- modelling - selling models
- finding out the validity of models
- validation
- thinking over the model and its
results
1. researcrunq a
- calculate values 01
- detect me proportion oetween me
problem (translation algebraic expression for
language of the problem and the
different values of variables formal mathematical language
of a problem into
the mathematical
problem)
- use 01 a given tormuta for
IZ. managing
procedures
calculating values
- compare values of
calculations
3. moceumq
- Independent setung 01 model lor the
calculation of value
- comparison of calculated values.
4. verifying
- cnecKlng correctness 01
calculations
calculations
- consider the significance
of the result
o, vauoauon 01
- conSider correcmess, Slgnillcance
model
and validity of a model (critique of
a model and its limits, significance
of the solution which a given model
Ibrinas\.
1. question. HOW many
points did the car "Ca" get?
2. Question: What car was
the "winner"?
- to read data In tames
- manage procedures calculate values of algebraic expression

j.
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3. Conclusions
Searching for various representations of concepts and modelling is only one
of the several mental activities of active learning and teaching. If they are carried out correctly in the classroom, introduced at the proper time, they can lead
towards the connection between concrete and mental activity which is the in
development and not as a final fact; they learn of productive use of their knowledge. They develop creative, critical and analytical thinking. Of course, teachers
have to respect that the concept schemes of pupils, their cognitive development
and the time of the introduction of new concepts have to be in line.
In the transmission approach to learning and teaching the situation is often
similar to the situation where questions follow each other in a fast tempo and
there is no time for considerations and verifying and clarifying. In the challenge
"Study the triangles" we have introduced an activity which introduces the concepts
of square dimension and two figures equal in square dimension with different
representations: at the concrete, image, symbolic and abstract level. The second
important aspect is hidden in the formulation of the challenge itself which has
a different level of difficulty from the question: "Calculate the square dimension
of triangle at the given data«. The difference is essential. In the first case pupils
independently ask questions they are going to study. While solving the task they
are looking for different paths and different solutions. For instance: they draw
pictures, create models, measure distances and calculate square dimensions,
they analyse picture and combine data, they are converting calculations and
compare results. In the example "Calculate the square dimension" they follow
the demands on the use of formula. They would tend to make the calculation
in a routine way, without in-depth thinking. Besides in case of open problems
there are several possibilities of acquiring experiences with different concept
images, since the situation are unpredictable and create challenges. In exactly
by acquiring different experiences pupils gradually fill their concept images which
are, as we said at the exercises in the beginning of the article, of key importance
for the understanding of concepts.
Let us conclude with a thought that for the establishment of concept images it
is not only important that pupils solve as many exercises as possible, but that they
solve complex exercises where knowledge has to be connected and combined.
More complex problems usually include understanding and the use of concepts
as well as mastering of different procedures. Open problems are very convenient
since they encourage discussion among pupils, challenge asking the research
questions and in the continuation render several occasions for discussion both
about the possible paths as well as possible solutions.
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III. Proiecte/Projects
ELEVII ROMANI iNTELEG TEXTELE PE CARE LE CITESC?
REZULTATE ALE PARTICIPARII ROMANIEI LA STUDIUL PIRLS
2006
Gabriela Nausica NOVEANU
Inslitutul de $liinte ale Educatiei, Bucuresti, Romania
Rezumat
in acest atticol sunt prezentate rezultatele ootinut« de elevii romen! la studiul
international de evaluare comparativa PIRLS 2006. Dintre factorii care se
dovedesc a avea influenta asupra achizitiilorelevi/orromani in domeniullecturii
sunt trecuti in revista urmatorii: la nivelul elevului - activitatiJetimpurii legate
de citit, desfa§urate acasa (cititul unor carti, povestiie. cantatul de centecete,
jocul cujucBriile alfabetice),resursele educa(ionalede acasa (numarulde carti,
numsru; de carti pentru copii, computer, birou, accesulla un ziar ziJnic),cel
mai inalt nivel de educatie al ambi/or parinti, nivelul de ocupare al parinti/or,
atitudinea parinti/or fata de lectura, timpul petrecut de ace§tia cu lectura §i
numarul de ani petrecu(i de copiJin grBdinita; la nivelul clasei - trecveme cititului cu voce tare §i in gand, iar la nivelul §colii - tipul de comunitate csreie ii
apartine scoet«, compozliie socio-economice a colectivului de elevi, prezeme
la §coala §i climatul §colii.
Oespre PIRLS
Proiectul PIRLS1 este organizat de lEA (Asociaua lnternauonala de Evaluare a Randamentului $colar) ~i coordonat de Centrul International al Studiilor
TIMSS ~i PIRLS - Boston College, in colaborare cu organizalii ~i reprezentanti
ai diverselor tari. in Romania, acest studiu se destasoara in cadrul Institutului
de $tiinte ale Educatlei.
PIRLS 2006 este a treia evaluare internationala in domeniul invatarii citirii,
parte a unui ciclu continuu prevazut sa se desfasoare 0 data la fiecare 5 ani.
Scopul acestui studiu este continua ameliorare a educatiei in acest domeniu fiind
conceput astfel tncat rezultatele sale sa contribuie la aceasta. PIRLS furnizeaza
informatii despre tendintele in ceea ce priveste achlzitlile la citire2 ale elevllor de
clasa a IV-a3, de la un ciclu de evaluare la altul, tmpreuna cu lntorrnatiicontextuale
extensive care vizeaza cantitatea, calilatea ~i continutul instruirii. Datele PIRLS
furnizeaza standarde internatlonale in domeniul citirii - niveluri lnternationale
de perforrnanta - care se pot utiliza pentru a descrie perforrnanta unei "clase
mondiale", dupa 4 ani de solaritate,
La evaluarea desfa~urata in 2006 au participat mai mult de 215 000 elevi,
parte a unor esantioane nationale reprezentative din 40 de lari; 26 de \ari au
participat ~i la studiul PIRLS 2001. Din aceste considerente, PIRLS este recunoscut ca fiind unul dintre cele mai ample studii in domeniul invalarii citirii
desfasurate pe plan rnondial.
Elevii care au participat la PIRLS au fost selectlonati pe baza unor procedee
de randomizare, astfel incat sa fie reprezentativi pentru respectivele natiuni.
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intregul proces de evaluare a fost controlat de comitete internaflonale de revizie
pentru a se asigura respectarea standardelor prestabilite. in cadrul flecarei etape,
cercetatorii PIRLS au urmat procedee pentru controlul calitattl.
Exper\i intemationaf
au elaborat curriculumul cadru al studiului, in mod
lntentlonat, cat mai general valabil pentru a se asigura faptul ca testele reflecta
programele de citire din \arile participante la PIRLS ~i nu accentueaza ceea ce
se preda numai in unele dintre ele.
Instrumentele de test (caietele de test - in nurnar de 13, chestionarul elevului, chestionarul parlntelul, chestionarul invatatorului, chestionarul directorului
de scoala, manualul administratorului
de test, manualul coordonatorului
de
scoala) au fost elaborate in limba engleza ~i traduse ulterior in limballimbile de
instruire din fiecare \ara4. Adaptarile instrumentelor de test au avut loc numai cu
aprobarea ISC5 ~i exclusiv in condltlile in care adaptarea respectiva nu modifica

esenta itemului sau gradul de dificultate al textului in conformitate cu ghidul de
traducere. Scopul acestor rnasurl a fost producerea unor instrumente de test de
cea mai buna calitate, care sa furnizeze date valide, consistente ~i comparabile
pentru toate natiunlle participante.
Tari §i teritoriil provincii participante la PIRLS
Africa de Sud, Anglia, Austria, Belgia flarnanda, Belgia valona, Bulgaria,
Canada -Alberta, Canada - British Columbia, Canada - Noua Scotie, Canada
- Ontario, Canada - Quebec, Danemarca, Federatia Rusa, Franta, Georgia,
Germania, Hong Kong, Indonezia, Iran, Islanda, Israel, Italia, Kuweit, Letonia,
Lituania, Luxemburg, Macedonia, Maroc, Moldova, Norvegia, Noua Zeelanda,
Olanda, Polonia, Qatar, Romania, Scotia, Singapore,Siovacia, Slovenia, Spania,
SUA, Suedia, Taiwan, Trinidad - Tobago, Ungaria.
Contextele pentru invatarea citirii studiate in PIRLS
§coala, profesorii §i pregatirea lor, activitatile §i caracteristicile clasei ~ielevii
sunt factorii considereii ca avand impact asupra achizitiilor invatarii.
• contextele netionele si comunitare se exprima prin: accentul pus pe alfabetizare ~i citire; factori demografici ~i resurse disponibile; organizarea ~i
conducerea sistemului de invatamant; caracteristicile politicilor educatlonale
~i ale curriculumului pentru citire;
• contextul familial se exprima prin: activitali care conduc la alfabetizare ~icitire;
Iimba(i1e)de comunicare folosita(e) acasa; resursele economice, sociale si
culturale ale familiei; calitatea conexiunii casa-scoala ~i activitatile de citire
extrascolare ale elevilor.
• contextul §colii este reflectat printr-un set de indicatori de calitate ai scolil ca
sistem managerial integrator care sprijina predarea ~ilnvatarea : organizarea
scolll: scopurile scolll: rolurile directorului; resursele pentru lnvatarea citirii;
implicarea parentela ~i discipiina mediului scolar;
• contextul c/asei se exprtrna prin: preqatirea ~i calificarea cadrelor didactice;
mediul ~i structura c1asei;tehnologia ~i materialele folosite in instruire; dimensiunea c1asei;strategiile ~i actlvltatlle de instruire; tema pentru acasa ~i
evaluarea, precum $i c1imatulc1asei.
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Rezultate

cheie

•

in 2006, cele mai performante 7 \ari in ceea ce priveste tnvatarea citirii sunt:
Federaua Rusa, Hong Kong, Singapore, Luxemburg, Italia, Ungaria, Suedia
~i Germania, situatie prezentata in Tabelul 1.1.

•

Romania s-a situ at pe locul 36 din 45 \ari l?i teritorii participante, cu scorul
mediu 489, sub media tnternationala de 500, fiind devansata de 32 \aril
provincii l?i devansand 9 \ari.

•

4% dintre elevii romani sunt lncadraf la nivelul international de perforrnanta
Avansat, in timp ce aproape 0 cincime dintre elevii din Singapore ating acest
nivel. Acest procent ne-a situat pe locul 32 l?i reprezinta un reg res fa\a de
anul2001, cand 9% dintre elevii nostri au fost lncadrati la acest nivel. Elevii
de la acest nivel pot furniza l?i sustine mterpretari, pot integra lntormatil provenite din texte diferite l?i pot lnteleqe caracteristici literare l?i de organizare
ale textului. La nivelul Superiorse situeaza 27% dintre elevii nostri.la nivelul
Median, 61 %, iar la nivelul/nferior se situeaza 94%.

•

Primele 8 \ari cu performante in crestere, fa\a de 2001 sunt: Federatia Rusa,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Slovenia, Siovacia, ltalla, Germania l?i Ungaria,
situatie prezentata in Tabelul 1.3. Cele mai multe lari cu rezultate de varf in
2006 - ca de exemplu, Hong Kong l?i Singapore -l?i-au imbunata\it semnificativ rezultatele fa\a de anul 2001.

•

Romania prezlnta 0 scad ere semnificativa a scorului mediu obfinut la evaluarea din 2006, fa\a de cel obtinut in 2001, 22 de puncte pe scala, ceea ce
ne plaseaza pe penultimul loc.

•

Diterentele in tnvatarea citirii datorate genu lui elevilor sunt semnificative
statistic l?i in favoarea fetelor, in toate \arile participante, cu exceptla Luxemburgului l?i a Spaniei, situa\ie prezentata in Tabelul 1.4.

•

Romania prezlnta un scor mediu mai mare al fete lor fala de baie\i cu 14
puncte pe scala de masurare, diterenta semnificativa statistic.

Contextul familial referitor la invatare este important pentru inlelegerea
performantelor elevilor: parin\i mai educati.Iirnba vorbita acasa, nurnarul de carti
de acasa, folosirea frecventa a unui computer, conduc la cresterea perforrnantelor
elevilor.
• Achlzltlile la citire ale copiilor dupa 4 ani de experienta in ceea ce priveste
lectura sunt influentate de performarea in familie, in prima copllarle, a unor
activit ali specifice: citirea unor carti pentru copii de catre parinli, copiilor lor;
povestirea unor basme; cantatul unor cantece pentru copii; activitali Iud ice
cu jucarii alfabetice; jocuri cu cuvinte; cititul cu voce tare a unor semne
sau etichete. Scorul mediu al copillor ai carer parinli raporteaza angajarea
frecventa in cele sase actlvltaf este cu 91 de puncte mai ridicat, fala de cel
al copiilor cu care aceste activita\i s-au realizat foarte rar sau deloc, asa cum
se observe in Tabelul 3.1.
•

Resursele educationale de care dispun elevii acasa - carti, carti pentru copii,
computer, birou pentru studiu, accesul zilnlc la un ziar, precum l?i educatia
parin\ilor - sunt corelate pozitiv cu achizi\iile la cUire (147 de puncte intre cei
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lncadraf in categoria superioara - mai mult de 100 de carti, mai mult de 25
de carti pentru copii, cel putin 3 dintre cele 4 resurse educauonale rnentionate
~i unul dintre parin\i absolvent de studii superioare, ~i cei lncadraf in categoria inferioara - mai pu\in de 25 de carti, mai puun de 25 de carti pentru
copii, nu mai mult de doua resurse educatlonale ~i parin\i care nu au absolvit
inva\amantul gimnazial).
•

Cu cat nivelul de educatie al parin\ilor este mai ridicat, cu atat scorul obtinut
de copil este mai ridicat (140 de puncte diferenta intre copii ai carer parin\i au
studii universitare ~i cei ai caror parin\i nu au finalizat studiile gimnaziale).

•

38% dintre elevi, avand ambii parin\i angaja\i cu norma intreaga, oblin scoruri
mai ridicate, fa\a de elevii ai carer parintl sunt angaja\i cu norma partiala (78
de puncte diterenta).

•

Atitudinea fa\a de lectura a parintllor lnfluenteaza achizltlile elevilor la citire
- 100 de puncte diferen\a intre elevii ai caror parin\i au 0 atitudine tala de
lectura foarte pozitiva (38%) ~i cei ai carer parin\i nu sunt interesaf de lectura
(14%), sltuandu-ne dupa acest criteriu pe locul 38.

•

Timpul pe care parin\ii Il dedica lecturii intluenteaza astfel: 64 de puncte
diferen\a intre elevii ai carer parinti citesc mai mult de 5 ore pe saptamana
(24%) ~i cei ai carer parin\i citesc mai putin de 1 ora pe saptamana (34%),
aflanou-ne dupa acest criteriu pe locul 39.

•

Achlzitille la citire depind de nurnarut de ani pe care it petrece viitorul elev in
gradini\a. PIRLS 2006 demonstreaza ca, pentru Romania exlsta 0 corelatle
pozitlva intre perforrnantele la citire ale elevilor de clasa a IV-a ~i timpul
petrecut in instruirea de dinaintea scolll, dupa cum se observe in Tabelul
5.1. Media mternatlonala a timpului petrecut de viitorul elev intr-un sistem
de educatie preprhnara depaseste 1 an.

Mediul familial s-a dovedit a fi foarte influent in ceea ce prlveste in\elegerea
lecturii dupa 4 ani de scolaritate. Migra\ia fortel de rnunca cu care se confrunta
Romania in ultimii ani a condus la lipsirea multor copii din familiile sarace de sprijinul parental, iar aceasta situatie este unul dintre factorii explicativi ai rezultatelor
slabe ale copiilor. Pentru 6% dintre copiii romani completarea chestionarului
s-a realizat de 0 alta psrsoana decat proprii parin\i, iar scorurile acestora sunt
evident mai scazute, comparativ cu scorurile elevilor ai carer parin\i au participat
la completarea chestionarului.
Totalul depaseste 100% deoarece chestionarele puteau fi completate de
ambii parinti.
Dintre factorii care influen\eaza inva\area de la nivelul clasei rszumarn
cateva inforrnatll legate de strategiile de instruire folosite, pe baza raportarilor
cadrelor didactice.
• Cititul cu voce tare in clasa este 0 practlca cornuna in scollle in Romania
- 58% dintre elevi practlca acest lucru zilnic; rezultate mai bune, au lnsa 8%
dintre elevi pentru care aceasta este 0 practlca foarte putin frecventa: 1-2 ori
pe luna.
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Tehnica cititului in gand, independent, este mull mai frecventa -Ia aceasta
varsta - ~i influenteaza rezultatele invatarii la citire: cei 81% dintre elevi carora
Ii se cere acest lucru zilnic obtin scoruri la citire mai ridicate cu peste 40 de
puncte pe scala.
Elevii citesc cu voce tare in clasa

o zilnic

sau aproapezilnic
a data sau de daua ari pe saptamana
o a data sau de daua ari pe luna
o niciadata sau aproape niciadata
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Climatul §colii a fost asociat cu pertorrnantele inalte. Elevii cu perforrnante
mai ridicate fac parte din scoli cu un climat propice inva\arii, cu mai pu\ini elevi
provenind din medii dezavantajate economic §i in care elevii §i cadrele didactice
se simt in siguran\a.
• Elevii din mediul urban oblin rezultatele cele mai bune: scorul mediu al elevilor
din urban (47%) este 515, al celor din suburban este 498 (5%), iar al celor
din mediul rural (48%) este 462.
• Elevii provenind din scoli cu pana la 10% elevi dezavantajaf economic obtln
un scor mediu cu 60 de puncte mai ridicat, dedit cei provenind din scoll cu
mai mult de 50% elevi dezavantajatl economic.
• Elevii din scollle in care nu exista probleme legate de prezenta obtin scoruri
mai mari, cu 27 de puncte, decat cei din scolile in care absenteismul este 0
problema serloasa.
• Elevii din scollle cu un climat caracterizat de director ca fiind de calitate
superloara - satisfactia profeslonala a cadrelor didactice, implicarea parintllor
in activitatea §colii, grija elevilor fa\a de proprietatea scolll, grija elevilor unul
fala de celalalt, determinarea elevilor de a avea succes scolar - au obtinut
scoruri mai mari cu 128 de puncte, decat cei din scof al carer climat a fost
caracterizat drept inferior, din acest punct de vedere.
• Romania se claseaza pe locul 12 din punctul de vedere al perceptiei elevilor
asupra siqurantel din scoala,
• 20% dintre elevii romani frecventeaza scof care nu au nici un computer
destinat activitalii didactice. Procentul de elevi frecventand scoli fara nici un
computer a scazut cu 30%, fala de 2001.
Aceste rezultate yin sa completeze imaginea in ceea ce prlveste marea
variatie dintre scollle din Romania prin evldentierea relatiilor dintre achlzltlile la
citire ale elevilor de clasa a IV-a §i variabilele de context de la nivelul elevului,
clasei §i scolil, Factorii ldentificaf ca avand influen\a asupra rezultatelor la citire
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ale elevilor romani contribuie la identificarea acelor parghii care sa contribuie la
nivelarea dlferentelor majore dintre scoll, dar !1idin interiorul scolil.
Note
1PIRLS este acronimul pentru Progress in International Reading Literacy Study- Evaluarea nivelului de inlelegere a textului scris la sfar§itul clasei a IV-a. Romania a participat
la acest studiu, pentru prima oara, in anul 2001.
2 Pentru larile participante §i in PIRLS 2001 se monitorizeaza tendintsle in domeniul
invalarii citirii: rezultatele din 2006 sunt comparate cu rezultatele din 2001.
3 Majoritatea elevilor inclu§i in studiu sunt in varsta de 10 ani §i au 4 ani de experlenta
scolara. Elevii rornani au varsta medie de 10,9 ani §i sunt printre cei mai in varsta elevi
particlpantl in studiu.
4 in Romania acestea au fost limba romana §i limba maghiara.
5 International Study Center- Centrul international al studiilor lEA, de la Boston College, SUA.
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Tabelul 1.1: Distributia

scorurilor

in invatarea

I

2. Federalia Rusa
Hong Kong SAR
2. Canada, Alberta
Singapore
2. Canada, Brllish
Luxemburg
2. Canada, Onlario
llalla
Ungaria
Suadla
Germania
t Olanda
12. Belgia namanda
20 Bulgaria
28 Danemarca
Canada, Nova Scotia
Lelonla

citirii,

pe tari

565 (3,4)
564 (2,4)
560 (2,4)
558 (2,9)
558 (2,6)
557 (1,1)
555 (2,7)
551 (2,9)
551 (3,0)
549 (2,3)
548 (2,2)
547 (1.5)
547 (2,0)
547 (4,4)
546 (2,3)
542 (2,2)
541 (2,3)

4
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
540 (3,5)
4
539 (2,6)
5
4
538 (2,~)
5;JI (1,6)
4
535 (~,O) 4
533 (2,8)
4
5~2 (2,Q)4,5·5.5
531 (2,8)
4
527(2;8)
5
522 (2,1)
4
522 (2,1) 3 sau 4
519 (2,4)
4
513 (2,5)
4
h 512 (3,3)
4

t2·SUA
Anglia
Auslria
Lituanua
Taiwan
Canada, Quebec
Noua Zeelanda
Siovacia
tScolia
Franta
Slovenia
Polonia
Spanla
2b Israel
Islanda
MEDIA PIRLS

1iIiii...

Moldova
Belgla valona
Norvegia
Romania
20 Georgia
Macedonia
Trinidad· Tobago
Iran
Indonezla
Qatar
Kuwall
Maroc
Africa de Sud

500 (3,0)
500 (2,6)
498 (2,6)
489 (5,0)
471 (3,1)
442 (4,1)
436 (4,9)
421 (3,1)
405(4,1)
353 (1,1)
330 (4,2)
323 (5,9)
302 (5,8)

*

4
4
4
4
4
4
5
4

4

4
4
4

5

10,8
10,0
9,9
10,4
9,8
11,4
9,8
9,7
10,7
10,9
10,5
10,3
10,0
10,9
10,9
10,0
11,0
10,1
10,3
10,3
10,7
10,1
10,1
10,0
10,4
9,9
10,0
9,9
9,9
9,9
10,1

10,9
9,9
9,8
10,9
10,1
10,6
10.1
10,2
10,4
9,8
9,8
10,8
11,9

0,797
0,927
0,950
0,916
0,950
0,945
0,950
0,940
0,869
0,951
0,932
0,947
0,945
0,816
0,943
0,950
0,645
0,948
0,940
0,944
0,857
0,910
0,950
0,936
0,856
0,940
0,942
0,910
0,862
0,938
0,927

III
0,694
0,945
0.965
0,805
0,Z~3
0,796
Q,809
0,746
0,711
0,644
0,871
0,640
0,653

.

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
.: reprezinla anil de scoola Incepand cu primuf an IseeD level 1
Pretuat din Unlted Nations Development programme's Human Development Report 2006. p. 263-288. OJ excepua Taiwan care 8 fost
prelual din Directorate General of Budget. Accounting and Stalislics. executive Yuan. R.O.C. Statistical Yearbook 2005. Datele pentru
Belgia fslmanda 518elgle valona se refera la inlreaga 8elgle Oalele pentru AngUs 51Scotia sa refera 18 Regatul Unlta 81 Marii Bnlanil. Un
minus Indica faptul ca nu sunl disponibile date
t Au indepUnlt normele pentru rata de esanlionare numai dupa includerea scomor de rezerva, vezl probs A.7.
Aproape au indepHnll normele penttu rala de esanlionare numal dupa Inc:luderea scolilor de rezerva, vezl proba A
2b Populalls dafinlta la nlYei nalional reprezlnta mal pulln de 95% din populalla natlonala reorezenrawe. vell proba A.4

2!

7,

()=~~~:~~dla5~~::~~~~ent:::'~~~:e";:~:~j:
~!!~=~i!i,~
:~'::~~;ier:::ta':~:':P~~~~:~~·,"t,eg.
une'e lotalurl

pol parea inconslslenle.
Percenlile ale perfcrmarael

NOTA: vall probe C 1 penlru percentllele In lnvatarea ciUrll
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TabeluI1.4:

Diferente

in invatarea

citirii,

datorate

genu lui de tari

[ ~ ~'P

:,1
p,"1q

Luxemburg
5panlll
Belgia valona
Ungaria
t2. Belgia ftamanda
llalia
t Olanda
Gaf1l18l)la
2. Canada, Alberta
2. Canada, British Columbia
Auslria
t2·SUA
Hong Kong 5AR
Franla
Siovacia
Canada, Quebec
2. Canada, Ontario
Taiwan
2. Danemarca
Moldova
Iran
Romania
2bIsrael
2. E_lKjeraliaf{J!S8
Singapore
Polonla
2. Georgia
Maroc
Suedia
lItuanil!
Islanda
t ~!lrvegla
Anglia
§Iovenla
Indonezia
2. I!IJlga[ia
Canada, Nova ScoUa
!\o18Cedonla
t Scolla
Letonla
Noua Zeelanda
Trinidad - Tobago
Africa de Sud
Qalar
Kuweil
Media Inlemallonal!l

49
49
50

50
50
48
51
49
48
50
49
51
49
48
49
49
49
48
52
50
46

48

48
47
48
41!
50
49
50
48
49
49
49
49
51
48
49
49
52

5()
50
49

I

I I ( '.

;.1v'j

(0,7)
(1,1)
(0,7)
(0,9)
(0,9)
(0,8)
(0,8)
(0,7)
(0,8)
(0,8)
(0,7)
(0,7)
(1,3)
(0,7)
(0,8)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(0,5)
(0,9)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(1,9)
(1,2)
(0,9)
(0,6)
(0,8)
(1,0)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(0,9)
(0,9)
(1,1)
(0,9)
(0,7)
(0,9)
(1,0)
(0,7)
(0,7)
(0,9)
(1,0)
(0,9)
(1,7)
(0,6)

559
515
502
5~
550
555
551
551
564
562
543
545
569
527
537
539
562
542
553
507
429

(0,2)
(2,0)
(0,2)

372
364
509

fl

49I
520
572
567
528
480

332
559
548
520
5g8
549
532
415
5~
553
453
538
553
544
451
319

1 L,' (' ',r

(1,3)
(2,6)
(2,8)
(3,!!)
(2,3)
(3,3)
(2,Q)
(2,5)
(2,4)
(2,9)
(2,3)
(3,3)
(2,5)
(2,4)
(2,7)
(2,7)
(3,3)
(2,2)
(2,~)
(3,1)
(5,3)
(5,0)
(4,1)
(3,9)
(3,1)
(2,6)
(3,3)
(6,6)
(2,6)
(2,0)
(1,7)
(2,11)
(3,0)
&,1)
(4,2)
(4,~)
(2,5)
(4,"1)
(3,5)
(2,7)
(2,2)
(4,9)
(6,3)

I,'

h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

h
h
h
h

~
h
h
h
h
h

h
h
h
h

h
h

h
h
h
h

(1,7)
(4,7)

h

(0,6)

h

h

489
530
5!~
395
537
531
432
516
530
520
420
283

(3,1)
(2,9)
(2,9)
(2,4)
(3,3)
(1,6)
(2,5)
(2,7)
(3,1)
(2,6)
(4,4)
(2,8)
(2,4)
(3,3)
(3,5)
(3,3)
(2,3)
(2,7)
(3,5)
(3,8)
(5,7)
(3,7)
(3,4)
(3,3)
(2,7)
(3,8)
(6,6)
(2,6)
(2,0)
(1,9)
(3,1)
(2,8)
(2,7)
(4,6)
(5,0)
(2,8)
(4,4)
(3,1)
(2,6)
(2,9)
(8,0)
(5,5)

5
6
7
7
7
8
9
10
10
10
11
11
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
15
15
17
17
17
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
20
21
21
21
22
23
24
31
36

(2,0)
(2,8)
(2,3)
(2,6)
(2,5)
(2,9)
(2,2)
(2,6)
(1,9)
(3,0)
(2,3)
(3,2)
(2,5)
(2,(;)
(2,5)
(3,0)
(3,8)
(1,9)
(3.2)
(2,~)
(6,7)
(4,2)
(4,0)
(2,9)
(2,9)
(2,8)
(3,2)
(5,8)
(2,5)
(2,2)
(2,5)
(3,2)
(2,7)
(2,5)
(3,3)
(3,8)
(3,2)
(3,6)
(3,8)
(2,7)
(3,1)
(5,6)
(4,6)

335
297
492

(1,7)
(6,2)
(0,6)

37
67
17

(2,6)
(7,5)
(0,5)

(1,1)
(0,7)
(O,@)
(0,9)
(0,8)
(0,8)
(0,7)
(0,8)
(0,8)
(0,7)
(0,7)
(1,3)
5~ (0,7)
51 (0,8)
51 (1,0)
51 (1,1)
52 (0,6)
48 (0,9)
50 (1,0)
54 (1,1)
52 (1,0)
52 (1,2)
49 (0,9)
52 (0,6)
49 (0,8)
52 (1,0)
53 (1,0)
52 (1,1)
~1 (0,9)
50 (0,9)
51 (1,1)
50 (0,9)
62 (Q,7)
51 (0,9)
51 (1.9)
51 (0,7)
51 (0,7)
49 (0,9)
52 (1,0)
51 (0,9)
51 (1,7)
48 (0,6)

511
497
548
544
548
543
544
556
554
533
535
559
518
525
527
549
529
539
493
414
483
506
557
550
511
463
314
541
528
501

50
50
51

51
50
50
50
52
49
51
52
50
51
49
51

(0,2)
(2,0)
(0,2)

h Media ssmnillcatlv mal mara decal a celullall gan
Indephn , normals pentru rata de esantionare numai dupa induderea scotilor de rezerva. vezl prcba A 7,
21: Aproape au indeplinil normals pentru rata de 8ssnUo:"are numal dupa lncluderea scoailor de rezerva, vaz:i proba A 7,
2~ Poputa~a deflOlla ta navel national reprezjnta mal pubn de 95% din populatia nationala reprezentauva. vezi probe A 4.
Populalia deMlla ta nivel national reprezinta mal pulln de 80% din populatia nationala reprezeraanva, vezl proba A 4.

t Au

( ) Eronle Sland81d sunt indicate intre paranteze
lotalun pol parea mccnslstente
NOTA Media Internatlonala
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rotunda

nu tndude rezultatela provlnciilor

necereee rezultatele sunt rOlunjite la eel mal apropiat numer Inlreg, unele
canamene.

TabeluI3.1:

Index al activitatilor

de citire timpurii

efectuate

acasa (EHLA)

§i tendinte

Scolla
Canada.
Scotta

Nol/a

Federatla Rusa

Nooa Zo.lands
Israel

•

Canada, OnlariO

r

Canada. British
ColUmbia

Canada, Alboria
Ungarta
Span;"
Macedonia

•

Trinidad· Tobago
Georgia
RaIla
sicveee
Ofonda
Canads, Ouebec

slovenia
Pok)(ii;'

•,84

85

(1.1)

\

(3.5)

77

(0.8)

553

(2.3)

0

75
74
73
71

(1.0) 573
(I,D) 560
(1.2) 528
(1,3) siI3

(3.2)
(2.0)
(4,3)
(3,0)

9
5

(1.6)
(1,5)

x

x

71

(1.2)

570

(2,9)

70
69
88
87
87
66
85
55
84

(1,2)
(0.9)
(1.1)
(1.0)
(1.2)
(1.5)
(I,D)
(1.1)
(1,21
(1.1)

573
560
530
480
457
481
581

r~
62

~ij!~

{fIQ

Franta

59
57
57

EiiiigF'ria
Germanla

I~!l!!a
Uluenia

ee~va!!>!!!
neeemarce

Ai)~jfu.
Romania
N~i~
Africa de Sud

K~Ji
luxembourg

s~o.l!i!I_
Moktova

hi(j§~;ia
Seigle "amanda

Sl!?V!~!!
Qatar
Taiwan

H~;;g Kong
Ira"
Maroc
Anglla

SUA
Media Inlomallonala

(2,5)
(3,1)
(2,5)
(4,3)
(5,1)
(3,6)
(2,7)
542 (22)
561 (1,8)
544 (3,0)
(i);9j 532 t~;3)
(1.1) 532 (2,5)
"(1il) 55(! (~:4)
(1.0) 533 (2.4)
lj;g; S82
(0.8) 558 (2,5)
(Q,9) 527 (j(9)
(1.1) 545 (1,9)
(Q'?) 513 (~:~)
(1.1) 558 (2.5)

(1::ij

(1.8)

(1,8)

0
7

.'•

8

0
(1.4)
0
(1.7)

(1.1)
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Tabelul 5.1: Numarul
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NOTA: Media intemaponalt! nu include rezultate)e din provinciile canadiene.
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DOES THE ROMANIAN STUDENTS UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY
READ? THE RESULTS OF PIRLS 2006
Abstract
In this paper the key results of the Romanian fourth graders in the international
comparative study PIRLS 2006 - Progress in International Reading Literacy
Study - are presented. There are numerous variables at different educational
levels that proved important in assuring student's academic success. We
present in this article some of the most relevant school and non-school factors that impinge on Romanian students' achievement in reading. We utilized
regression models to identify the predictors for student's success. The most
influential factors identified at student level are: early home literacy activities
(read books, tell stories, sing songs, play with alphabet toys, play word games,
read aloud signs and labels); home educational resources (number of books at
home, number of children's books at home, the presence of four educational
aids - computer, study desk for own use, books of their own and access to a
daily newspaper - in the home); highest level of education of either parents;
parents' employment situations; parents' attitude toward reading; amount
of time parents spend on reading at home; number of years children attend
preprimary education. At the class level we draw attention about how often
do students read aloud and independently in class and at what extent each
of these technique influences students' achievement. At school level, the
relationships between school location, socioeconomic composition of student
body, school attendance level and school climate characteristics and reading
achievement were investigated.
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HOW CAN WE CONCEIVE AN EDUCATION TO CITIZENSHIP IN
SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES?
Etienne BOLMONT
IUFM - Universite Henri Poincare, Nancy, France
Abstract
Thispresentation offers an overview on the Comenius project SEDEC, which
gattered 6 european countries. Based on students' drawings and some interviews the paper analyses.
These two extracts from the debate show pupils that use their knowledge,
express their conceptions, their dissensions, argue, weigh for and against
but don't think in terms of hypotheses. /l's the role of teacher to make this
step occur.
We were led to explore this question within a Comenius group, SEDEC,
gathering 6 European countries. Our participation in this group was primarily to
consider a citizen education, through scientific activities in class.
We thought of introducing the citizenship in several ways:
a citizenship in the class, usually related on the compliance with the rules of
life and socialization in the activities. We worked the latter aspect primarily
via moments of communication and more particularly in scientific debates.
a citizenship between classes, by founding a communication around a same
problem,with the same objectives as previously,but communicatingby email.
These exchanges took place between two classes located in the vicinity of
Nancy. Our objective is now to make two European classes communicate,
with the same principle of exchanges around the same scientific or technique
question: first ideas on the question (conceptions), proposalsfor an investigation, results obtained followed by a collective synthesis.
Taking into account citizenship is not usual in sciences: Do we have the right
to discuss what will be a "scientific truth"? Thus, the teachers specialized in this
field often have directing postures, since they know the truth. Is it necessary to
only take into account the good ideas expressed by the pupils, those going in the
direction of the notional objectives imposed by the teacher? Or does one have
to let the children express all their ideas, including those considered to be false
by a teacher, who becomes thus the expert in the class whose opinion should be
listened to? It is precisely one of the objectives, in the long run, of scientific and
technological teaching that is to give the citizen the competence to discuss the
opinion of the experts on scientific problems with which the society is confronted.
Our role as teachers is not to give an ideal image of an untouchable science, but
to think science as the work of a community where truths are not always shared.
The history of Sciences points it out unceasingly to us.
It is the same in the class, where pupils can have different ideas to answer
a scientific question. Becoming aware is a first step, but it is then necessary to
give oneself the means to discuss them. Thus we place ourselves within the
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framework of a constructivist pedagogy, which will start from the first ideas of the
pupils, their conceptions that are expressed to answer an initial scientific problem.
Even if the teacher generally introduces this problem, the pupils must adopt it
and try to answer it. The teacher must then be put in withdrawal, for the benefit
of the expression of the ideas of the pupils. Not to stay on the level of a simple
catalogue, the teacher must allow the confrontation of these conceptions via a
debate. The debate should not lead to final decisions, but to interrogations brought
by the idea of justification, of proof to be given and by means of investigation
specific to sciences, such as experimentation, observations, modeling.
Then the information retrieval cannot have the same statute with respect
to the search for an answer to the asked questions. Indeed, it uses authors
whom we can trust or not, and which give the good answer or not, preventing
the pupils from finding it themselves. Thus the information retrieval must also be
the object of a debate, or it has the same value as what the teacher says. The
discussion on the information found on the Internet is also necessary, and it will
avoid copy-paste, which is so frequent with the pupils who carry out a personal
work. Any sequence ends in a collective text, whose writing can be carried out
by the pupils in a contributive way. The effort of synthesis that they must make
also allows a confrontation on the shape of the final text, which must translate
what was discovered in the class during the preceding activities.
Several categories of problems can be distinguished, according to the object
of the question asked to the pupils:
- scientific: what is a volcano?, how what I have eaten can give me strength?
How a lock works (for a waterway), what happens in an experiment (a model
of water natural cycle)?
technical: How a lock works (for a waterway),
and down inside water?

how a submarine

can go up

socia-scientific: are cell phones dangerous for health? and what about cloning, waste disposal problem, the greenhouse effect, climate changes?
sociological (but concerning science): what do scientists do?
The essential difference is not in the established teaching method, but in the
existence of one or several solutions.
Generally, a scientific problem has a single final answer, even if the pupils
can have different concepts to solve it. The debate and the assumptions that it
will generate will lead by investigation to only one expression of the result, even
if the investigations led to test the assumptions can be also varied.
.
The technical problem can have several solutions, which allows the comparison. They can be actually built by the pupils.
A socia-scientific question is often a topical question whose answer is not
currenlly known. Here, these questions are the object of polemics in the scientific
community, and thus no solution is essential yet. The ethical and moral aspect is
very present, and influences the judgment. The problem is not only scientific, it
implies repercussions of the scientific or technical discoveries on the society.
The sociological problem concerning science relates to the knowledge of
the scientific world, inside the society in which we live. The pupils have repreRevista de pedagogie.
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sentations of what the scientists do in their job, as the investigation carried out
by our group showed. An effort can be made to improve the knowledge of the
daily activity of the scientists.
We have conducted activities according to three kinds of questions or problems:
Scientific questions: discussion about an experiment for example, what is a
volcano?, how can what I have eaten give me strength? What happens in
the model of water natural cycle? How do muscles act in our arms? Where
does the water at home come from?
Technical question: how does a submarine go up and down inside water?
Social questions: what does a scientist do in his/her job?

Teaching materials (examples)
Our SEDEC group in Nancy has worked on some sequencesthatwe are going
to expose. We tried to make a link between scientific activities and citizenship,
and European citizenship. We also used materials produced by SEDEC, namely
the database of children's drawings, to which we brought a contribution. We also
used the survey results, giving some statistical results on what pupils think about
the work of scientists. We improved debates inside the classroom, then between
two classes in Lorraine, but didn't succeed in installing a debate between classes
in different countries in Europe. Last year, we worked essentially on scientific
debate inside the classroom, about scientific or technological questions.
I. What does a scientist do in his/her job?
1. Conceptions on astronomers and botanists
The first question of the survey made the children give their ideas about
what does a scientist in his/her job. We decided to focus on some precise jobs,
astronomer and botanist. What do children know about these specialists? In each
case, we made the children debate on their propositions, confront their opinions
to an historical approach of the considered domain, prepare questions to ask
scientists and then make them be in touch with scientists.

i

_.-fJr:p \,
~
'''~
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Astronomers
Our first question was to make
them answer to the questions "what
does an astronomer in his/her job?
What tools does he/she use?", by
drawing the scientist at work, and
adding a small sentence to explain
their drawing. First, they make a
confusion between astronaut and
astronomer.
This following one could summarize their other conceptions of an
astronomer job:

They discover quite the same ideas in the drawings issued from SEDEC
Database, some added the idea of group work, as this Polish drawing:

Botanists
" What does a botanist, what tools does
he/she use?". This sequence has been led
on the same way as the former one. We
let the children express their conceptions
:b~~~a~~et:~:~:~~1 jt~~irt~:~so~T:r~ri~~
and sorted. At this step, they thought more
to flower sellers or gardeners than to researchers.
We show then some drawings of pupils
from the SEDEC database, where they
discovered that a botanist could travel to
find new varieties of plants as this Polish
drawing or a Romanian more classical
botanist:
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This two steps were discussed by children and the debates led to first conclusions, essentially in the scientific status of theses jobs, appearing in the words
they wrote: an astronomer performs research activities, he observes ... , he discovers ... , he studies ... , he wants to demonstrate, he reflects and takes some
written notes. This last point was not evident for the children, as the survey show
it: for a majority of children, it's a waste of time to write articles or books.

2. Scientists in history of sciences
This step had two aims:
introducing some European cultural elements, a common history where we
can realize that sciences gave to people the same questions and the need
to communicate
comparing the tools used by scientists in the past and actually (generally
computers) and what they imagined. The drawing is very close of the picture
of Hevelius (17th century):
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Or botanists used a magnifying glass as Jussieu (18th century):
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or a microscope as Beijiring in 1898:
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3. Questions to scientists
Finally, children at this step had not a clear view of the scientist job. But they
have thought enough to be able to ask good questions to living scientists.
For example, they prepare questions that we transmitted by mail to three
European astronomers, two in Poland and one in mission in Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station:
- Why did you choose this job?
- Is it hard to become (and remain) an astronomer?
- Where do you work? In a laboratory? In a planetarium? Outdoors?
- Do you work by yourself or with a team? Does everybody do the same thing?
- What is the equipment of your laboratory?
- How do you "control a satellite from your computer"?
- What are computers used for?
All scientists made reference to an early vocation, to long studies, to the
use of mathematics. Pupils were also surprised by the fact that the astronomers
couldn't answer to every question, a scientist doesn't know everything! And they
discovered an important role of computers, to communicate between scientists
in the world.
In the case of botanists, we organized a meeting with a botanist of the university of Nancy, and she made the children visit her laboratory.
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II. Debates

1. The importance of debates
Many authors wrote on debates in class, as Michael Jackson (1973), David
Johnson and Roger Johnson (1979-1985),and more recently in France,Christian
Orange, Michel Tozzi, Patricia Schneeberger.
A debate is an essential element of scientific method, being inspired by the
work of scientists with a moment of discussions about discoveries and leading
to their validation or their rejection: "Scientific knowledge is precisely what is
discussed, what makes problem in the international researchers community."
(Tozzi, 2003)
To institute scientific debates in the classroom leads to develop a culture of
research more than of results. The class becomes a research community, about
a question which implies the pupils in a research of arguments.
- Scientific questions allow pupils to confront their conceptions and to argue on
contradictory hypotheses. Generally, in science, there is only one true solution. But it's not the aim of the debate to find this solution. This phase has to
let the children make hypotheses to verify them afterwards. Debating must
only create in the children's mind the need to give a proof to what they say,
or to build a research to find this proof.
Debate on social-scientific questions, "lively" questions: cell phones, cloning, waste problem, greenhouse effect. .. what do scientists do? This kind of
debate allows the pupils to give their opinions, to understand that we need
to surpass scientific solutions and take on account consequences on the
society of decisions which are founded on science. Here, we can have more
than one opinion to solve the problem.
If the debate in class has the advantage of helping the solution of scientific
or technical problems, it ensures at the same time by the requirements its good
progress, an education to the citizenship. It nourishes efforts which the pupils
must make to express themselves clearly and be understood by all, to understand the others and to exceed their first ideas, and then to discuss and argue
to approach the solution of the problem.
In each debate, we have to take care that children dare to speak and expose their personal opinions, that they listen to others' ideas, respect and try
to understand them, even if they are in contradiction with their own ideas, and
that they can argue about these ideas, in order to solve the problem. Even if
we have some conflicts, where we can see pupils destroy others' propositions,
we have also constructive debates where children add their ideas to improve
the research and make progress to reach a solution. These debates are really
moments when citizenship is actually lived. They give the children a scientific
responsibility, they become citizens in science!
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K: done, elle dlt qu'une eau bonne
seralt une eau qui seralt potable. SI
elle n'est plus bonne, elle n'est plus
potable. Vous etes d'accord avec ce
qu'elles dlsent?

So she says that a good water would
be a drinkable water. If It's not good
anymore, It's not drinkable anymore.
Do you agree with what they say?

Brandon: moi, je ne suis pas d'accord,
parce que ce n'est pas parce que elle
n'est pas potable qu'on ne peut pas se
baigner dedans, c'est pas parce qu'l
va y avoir juste un petit virus qu'on ne
va pas se baigner dedans, en fait c'est
heu, moi quand j'entends "on ne peut
pas se baigner dedans", c'est quand jJy
du petrole, plein de sable, tout ca, mais
quand juste elle n'est pas potable, ben
on peut se baigner encore dedans,

I don't agree, because it's not because
it's not drinkable that we can't take a bath
in it, it's not because it may contain just
a lillie virus that we are not going to take
a bath in it, in fact, when I say ·We can't
take a bath in it". it's when there is petrol,
when it's full of sand, everything, but if It is
just not drinkable, well we can still take a
bath in it, unless we get a mouthful...

a

part qu'on boitla tasse...

a

E: la plsclne oul, est-ce que I'eau
de la plsclne est potable?

In the swimming pool, yes, Is the water
of the swimming pool drinkable?

Brandon: ben oui, donc non

Well, yes, so no

a

Yann2: ben la piscine quand tu bois la
tasse, si elle etait pas bonne, tu serais
malade. Quand tu ressors de la piscine,
tu n'es pas malade...

Well, in the swimming pool when you get
a mouthful, if it was not good, you would
be sick. When you leave the swimming
pool, you are not sick...

K: Alors, conclusion pulsque tu me
dis que I'eau de la plsclne, on pourralt la bolre, qui est d'accord avec
lui, qui n'est pas d'accord?

So, as a conclusion, you say that the
water of the swimming pool could
be drunk. Who agrees with him, who
doesn't?

Samy: ben moi, je dis oui et non, c'est
vrai je ne la boirai pas parce qu'jJy
a peut-etre du chlore, on ne sait pas
ce qu'll y a dedans, toutle monde se
baigne dedans et oui, on peutla boire
parce que si personne ne se baignerait
dedans, moi je la boirais

Weill say yes and no, I would not drink
it because there could be some chlorine
inside, we don't know what is inside,
everybody takes a bath in it and yes, we
can drink it because if nobody took a bath
in it, I would drink it
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2. Where from comes the water

at home?

Yann: Yann s'est trahi, puisqu'iI
disait que I'eau, elle passait toujours
dans une station d'epuratlon, done
on pourrait a rnoltls la boire, a mottle
pas la boire, puisqu'elle est passee
par une station d'epuration, elle
est chloree peut-stra que Ie chlare
c'est pas bon pour la sante, et iI faut
eviter de la boire, mais comme elle
a ete nettoyee plusieurs fois, on
pourrait penser qu'on peut la boire,
done c'est discutable

Well, Yann betrayed himself, because he
said that water went always through a treatment centre, so we could half drink it; half
not, because it went through a treatment
centre, it's chlorinated; perhaps chlorine is
not good for health, and we have to avoid
drinking it, but as it was cleaned many times,
we could think that we can drink it, so it's
questionable

K: tu trouves qu'li dlt deux choses dlfferentes qui s'opposent

You think he says two different things
which are In contradiction

Yann: iI se contredit lui-rnerne en fait

in fact he contradicts himself

K: Alors Vann, tu vas lui expliquer

So Vann, you will explain to him

Yann2: ben deja Ie chlare, c'est pas
dangereux pour la sante, s'iI n'y en
a pas beaucoup

well, first, chlorine is not dangerous for
health, ... if there is not too muchl

Helene: ben si parce que c'est
comme des produits, faut pas en
boire

well yes, because it's like products, better not
drink it

Alexia: iI faut evlter d'avoir des
produits dedans

We have to avoid having products inside

K: et quand est-ce que ~a seralt
grave?

And when would It be serious?

Lorine: si on en buvait tous les jours

If we drank it everyday

The aim of this sequence is to know where water is coming from, then how
it is treated to become drinkable. After home, what happens to the water that we
reject in the sink? This knowledge is often named "domestic water cycle".
We made children debate on this question, making them express their
conceptions. For example, is water in the swimming pool drinkable? (in bold,
teacher speaking)
Here, they exchange about the danger of chlorine for health:
These two extracts from the debate show pupils that use their knowledge, express their conceptions, their dissensions, argue, weigh for and against but don't
think in terms of hypotheses. It's the role of teacher to make this step occur.
3. How does a submarine work?
Here children have to imagine solutions to build a model of submarine that
could work in water. They work in groups, and at the first step, they draw a
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sketch of their proposal. At the second step, they present their solution to the
whole class, in a debate.
They built their proposed model of submarine, using cans, plastic bottles,
drinking staws or hoses, modeling clay ... Each time they tried to make the
submarine work, they analyzed inside their group how to correct defaults. Their
first ideas show some conceptions about the materiality and the strength of air.
A final debate made them give more precise explanations, showing that they
learned through the experiments but also through the debate.
III. Interest of the historical

approach

History of science and technology very often exceeds the framework of a
country. Science or technology do not have borders and the counterexamples
which one can find concern the dark pages of History, with the example of German science under the 3rd Reich, or of Soviet science. These cases are artificial
rebuildings made to fit political propaganda. They led to dead ends.
If we focus on the technological developments of sciences and techniques,
it is certain that Europe ensured a privileged framework during several centuries for discoveries, before the internationalization of the 19th century and the
emergence of other centers of knowledge like in the United States. Thus it is
relatively easy to give to this historical approach a European framework, but
without speaking about European science, which can be only the equivalent
of a national science. It is important to show that the scientific problems were
solved by contributions of scientists in all Europe, from Sweden to Italy, from the
United Kingdom to Poland ...
The developments of technologies are also characterized by their diffusion,
their assimilation and their improvement in the entire European sphere. Our work
in astronomy or botany shows the evolution of the instruments of observation of
space and the measuring instruments, which accompany any science.
Thus we introduce the debate in the class just as what could occur between
the scientists during the centuries, thanks to the numerous debates and controversies, which spangled the history of sciences. Many authors justified the
introduction of the scientific debate in class by reference with the historical debates. Those are judged like requirements with the evolution of sciences. There
is no science without discussion!
IV. Conclusion
The SEDEC project allowed us to deep the idea of citizenship in scientific
activities. We consider that citizenship is not only to be developed inside activities
on socio-scientific questions, which hardly reach a shared solution,but essentially
in each activity where we can make the children confront their ideas, conceptions or solutions to solve a scientific problem. It's a part of scientific education
to introduce debates, giving to the pupils an active part in learning, but also making them live in a small society with democratic rules in the sharing of speech,
critical mind and tolerance about others ideas. We tried to extend this aspect to
European framework, showing that pupils in Europe may share their ideas or
have complementary propositions and giving historical aspects, showing that
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our scientific knowledge has been built by contributions of scientists of different
nationalities that yet worked as if no border existed.
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WIRELESS CONTENT AND LANGUAGE INTEGRATED LEARNING:
THE USE OF VIDEOCONFERENCING
TO ENHANCE MULTILINGUALISM AND COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN EUROPE
Lauretta D'ANGELO
Regional Institute for Educational Research. Milano, Italy

A stract
CUL is the term used to denote a methodological concept of primary importance: it refers to the fact that the acquisition of the two subjects (both the
foreign language and the non-linguistic subject) can be an integrated and
balanced process and enhance a foreign language competence while leaming
contents. This methodology has been already explored in many European
projects (Comenius 2 and Lingua) but they used traditional classroom lessons
to develop CUL modules while the intent of the project W CUL was to open up
the classroom by using a videoconferencing system. A more specific aim was
to connect learners from a remote location allowing them to attend a class in
a foreign language where the teacher is teaching a content (or a language)
which is part of their curriculum and to interact with the remote students and
teachers. It was implicit in this that the final aim was to promote language
learning for students and teachers as well and that the process would favour
the intercultural dialogue and the European Dimension. But an open and
distant teaching implies different beheviours and didactical approaches, a
new and different role both for teachers and students, All these elements are
considered in the article.

Fig. 1: A group meeting during the Wireless Content and Language
Integrated Learning Community programme SOCRATES Minerva
Contract No. 225469-CP-1-2005-1-IT-MINERVA-M
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Introduction
The Minerva project W CLlL aimed at the delivery of CLiL videoconferences
and it had two focuses:
• The use of ICT for didactical purposes
•

The promotion of the CLiL approach
This article deals with didactical aspects connected to the use of the tested
videoconference system for CLlL purposes and it doesn't aim at describing
technical features of the tested system.
Types of videconferences
Within the project lifecycle we ran three different types of videoconferences:
Videoconferences aiming at making people meeting/knowing each other,
both teachers and students;
Videoconferences
aiming at keeping in touch project staff between one
transnational meeting and the following one in order to reduce the shortage
of face-to-face contacts;
Videoconferences aimed at CLlL lessons.
Let us start with the last ones. Most of the videoconferences were bilateral
videoconferences during which a subject teacher in one country who was in his/
her national location (classroom) with his/her students delivered a subject lesson
to the students of another partner country located in their classroom together with
their language teacher. We ran the following bilateral videconferences:
9..Jbjec:t
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Introduction
The Minerva project W CLiL aimed at the delivery of CLiL videoconferences
and it had two focuses:
• The use of ICT for didactical purposes
•

The promotion of the CLiL approach
This article deals with didactical aspects connected to the use of the tested
videoconference system for CLiL purposes and it doesn't aim at describing
technical features of the tested system.
Types of videconferences
Within the project lifecycle we ran three different types of videoconferences:
Videoconferences
aiming at making people meeting/knowing each other,
both teachers and students;
Videoconferences
aiming at keeping in touch project staff between one
transnational meeting and the following one in order to reduce the shortage
of face-to-face contacts;
Videoconferences

aimed at CLiL lessons.

Let us start with the last ones. Most of the videoconferences were bilateral
videoconferences during which a subject teacher in one country who was in his/
her national location (classroom) with his/her students delivered a subject lesson
to the students of another partner country located in their classroom together with
their language teacher. We ran the following bilateral videconferences:
Therefore we ran CLiL videoconferences
in the following subjects:
Italian Literature and history (Dante and his time, The Italian Resistance War,
Right to vote for Women in Italy)
Geography (Spanish Territory)
Environmental

issues

Intercultural Dialogue (challenges connected to the migration flows).
Foreign languages involved were Spanish and Italian as FL. It was not
possible to find an Italian class ready to learn Swedish as it was planned in the
submitted application and therefore we had to give up this initial idea.
In order to support the activity a Spanish course was run in the involved
Italian school Giorgi during the first project year.
Preparation

of teaching

materials

Teaching materials were prepared by the involved teachers in a cooperative
process that took place using the client First Class through the server of the Vaxjo
Katedralskola (SE) and of course other interpersonal contacts that facilitated
also the choice of the contents. Actually all possible technological opportunities
(not only web 1.0 but also web 2.0) were used and explored especially instant
messaging such as MSN and Skype. Furthermore the transnational meetings
involved also teachers and ad hoc workshops were organized in those occasions
to focus particular aspects of the didactical activities and share materials. We
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would recommend to involve students in this process, what we could do only
marginally. Teaching materials consisted in:
.. PowerPoint presentations giving some inputs about the theme of the lessons,
showing the flow of the lesson, presenting short exercises and short reading
texts. These were sent during the videoconference over the net.
Purely linguistic exercises (fill in, glossary exercises, multiple choices, true or
false exercises etc) that were sometimes done during the VC but they were
sent in advance or they were done in class after the videoconference
Work with parallel texts (done before the videoconferences
teachers)

by the language

Authentic texts such as digital newspaper
Short video texts (max.duration
Maker

4 minutes) prepared using Windows Media

These videoconferences had the following characteristics:
they were planned in every details (length of each activity, who does what,
etc) using a grid describing the videoconference and interaction between
the two involved teachers was agreed in advance
role of the students

was planned in advance.

This extremely detailed planning doesn't exclude flexibility and spontaneity
of course, but it is important that the videoconference respects its delivery plan
in order to reach the shared objectives.

Actors and more
Many different actors are involved in a CLiL videoconference and they have
to play roles that are very often unusual for them. It is therefore necessary that
involved people are aware of this factor in order to avoid to reproduce behaviours
that are not suitable for the new unfamiliar context.
The teachers' role
Teachershave to act as "film director" and have to avoid significant deviations
from the "plot" and the storyboard agreed within the teaching team except in the
case they perceive that these changes lead to a real enrichment of the on going
videoconference, that is to say learning session. At the same time the teacher
has to be flexible as in fact the possibility to experience a technology blackout
has always to be taken into account. This not so improbable event should not
end in a missed learning opportunity for the students.
When this should occur, the teacher should be ready to transform the missed
videoconference in a "parallel" lesson, integratingthe learningpathway (activating
prior learning, using mind maps, brain storming etc.) or substituting the planned
lesson with a different one, a kind of "having always an ace in your pocket". It
is important to act in order to avoid a sense of frustration in students and a loss
of trust in technology.
For these reasons, we consider fundamental from a didactical point of view
that the teachers participate with their own students. It is to avoid to "enrol" students only for the project's purposes, that is to say in our case to participate in
videoconferences. These would reduce also the possibilities to run preparation
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and follow up activities and it would make the experience evaluation impossible
or not significant. It is recommended that the students' group is large enough to
make interaction dynamic and sustainable. Of course a too large group would
reduce the possibility of involving all participants and would make interaction
more difficult. In our opinion the ideal group should be composed by 10 -12
students. When we go to the teachers' role, we have to distinguish between the
role of the subject teacher and that of the language teacher.
Both of them have to leave their traditional role in order to transform themselves in learning "catalyser" or "mediator", they should avoid to be the only
protagonist of the videoconference.
First of all, the teaching team is composed by both of them: the subject teacher
- who is the "delivering" one together with his/her students and the language
teacher - who is the "receiving" one with his/her students. As already said their
interaction is essential for the success of the teaching/learning activities. Both
teachers are "directors" of their groups of students during the videoconference,
but the subject teacher is the director of both students' groups, including therefore
the language learners' group.
In our opinion it is important that photos of the students are exchanged before
the videoconferences. This allows teachers to identify Ito speak to students with
their names at least once during the videoconference. This enhances motivation; it develops feeling of being involved, and reduces "emotionally perceived
distance".
Main function of both subject and language teacher is to develop/support
motivation and discussion about the chosen topics and not - or not only - to
"explain" or run a frontal lesson. This should receive a special attention especially
in those education systems where teaching methodologies consists mainly in
frontal lessons, that is to say that the teacher speaks and students take notes.
The language teacher has to act as a facilitator even more. He/she knows
the prior language learning level of his/her students. He/she is generally aware
of their vocabulary mastery and therefore he/she has to guarantee, to check
that they understand what is going on using the strategies he/she masters as
language teacher. In this role, he/she could involve the mother tongue students,
e.g., he/she could ask them to explain the meaning of a word or a sentence
that is really relevant for the learning situation, to give more information about
something that is emerged in the lesson/discussion and that is not clear for the
language learner. For example, if the name "Corriere delle Sera" is mentioned
in a lesson, the language teacher could ask the mother tongue students to explain what it is, which are the most important newspapers in Italy, if they have a
political orientation and so on. They can put and answer questions and facilitate
their virtual classmates' comprehension of texts. What do subject and language
teachers have in common in this case, as they are not both class teachers as it
is in a usual CLiL lesson?
They are both teachers and they have for sure their own perception of teaching that impacts on their teaching way;
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They can understand each other as they use the same language in the didactic interaction, but for the subject teacher it is his/her mother tongue, for the
language teacher it is usually - even if not always - an acquired language.
But what do they not share that general two colleagues involved in a normal
CLiL lesson share?
The subject teacher is not the "regular" subject teacher of the receiving
class, that means that the students have a different subject teacher at their
school;
The language teacher is the language teacher of the receiving class but
he/she has nothing to do with the delivering class, as they are mother tongue
students.
Which are the consequenceslimplications
of these two unusual situations?
First of all, if the videoconference is supposed to be a step in a learning
pathway in a CLiL perspective, this means that there is or should be a third
teacher acting behind the curtains, that is to say the local subject teacher who
is also member of the teaching team. In fact he /she has to agree upon aims
and contents with the delivering subject teacher, who will share with him his/her
teaching view, methodological suggestions and also testing and evaluation
activities. He/she has to agree upon the level of accessibility of the CLIL lesson
for the not native speakers.
Of course it is highly possible that this level doesn't match with the one of
the mother tongue students, that is to say that expectations at cognitive level
are higher for the delivering subject teachers' groups. Furthermore, there is no
interest in reinforcing language learning in the delivering group, as they are using their mother tongue.
What the advantage then in participating in this kind of activity for the delivering teachers/students?
According to our experience there are at least three motivations:
The delivering teacher when preparing the lesson together with his/her "displaced" colleagues, is obliged to make a simplification effort, to distil his/her
subject in simple units accessible to not native speakers. This effort will be
at advantage of his/her students too, who can take advantage of a more
"guided" learning. Especially low skilled students will profit by this process.
Integrations can be done later on by the subject teachers in his/her face-toface activities, if he/she considers it is necessary.
When he/she prepares materials, he/she should involve his/her students who
can point out what they perceive as more difficult and problematic. They can
help in preparing a glossary, e.g., find out different but simpler ways of expressing the same concept, that is to say they can "manipulate" their mother
tongue;
He/she can discuss/compare/
his/her methodological approach with colleagues teaching the same subject within the framework of a different educational context and this is a real personal and professional enrichment and
a transnational exchange of good practices.
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The students' role
In each videoconference two groups of students are involved:
the delivering teachers' students, who are learning a subject in their mother
tongue
the receiving teachers' students, who are learning a foreign language (the
mother tongue of the delivering students) and a content at the same time.
Both groups are the real actors in the videoconference.
The delivering teachers' students - as already outlined above - are learning
a subject in their mother tongue. Apparently they do not have particular motivations to take part in the videoconference as
they are learning what they should anyway learn in their class lesson;
they are using their mother tongue in the interaction with other young people
and not a foreign.
In spite of this objective situation they can playa very important role if they
get aware of it and are prepared to it.
In fact they can:
interact with their teacher in the preparation of the teaching materials, putting
into evidence which are the difficulties they perceive both at level of content
and of vocabulary (specific language);
control their way of speaking getting aware of the necessity to avoid "slang"
expressions that are very usual among young people, but make communication more difficult because they are not generally used/learnt in a foreign
language lesson, especially a CLiL lesson that has precise aims. These
considerations do not imply of course that native speakers use an artificial
way of speaking, but that they should control a little bit rythm, quickness
and vocabulary choice. This effort will make them more aware of their own
communication way and - if adequately supported - of some aspects of their
mother language;
overtake the role of both the language and the subject teachers in a process
of real "peer learning";
playa very active role in the delivery of the lesson, this can reinforce their
attention and their motivation;
socialize with young people learning their mother tongue. This is also part
of the process. Students can exchange e-mails, do Internet calls, and have
new friends from different countries. It is also suggested to organize a forum
for students only, a virtual area where they can meet altogether and hit it
off with one another. This is particularly important because it helps to create
an out-of-the-class relationship and open possibility for a wider dialogue
(intercultural understanding) and face-to-face-meetings;
develop readiness to cooperate and to foster solidarity;
develop a positive attitude towards learning a foreign language.
The receiving students are learning both a foreign language and a content.
Expectations for them can be greater and therefore their language teacher and
local subject teacher have to support them.
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They can:
playa role in the peer learning process as far as subject learning is concerned,
giving their contribution to the process on the basis of their competence and
prior learning;
interact with the delivering teachers and students in the target foreign language, thus improving their own skills but at the same time inducing delivering
students to start a process of reflection on language and communication;
develop readiness to cooperate and to foster solidarity.
An indirect outcome is of course the reinforcement of the European dimension and of the intercultural dialogue among students and teachers involved in
the teaching/learning experience.

Didactical activities
It is probable that CLiL videoconferences are part of a larger learning path
and that they are therefore anticipated, followed or intercalated by didactical
activities concerning both language and content.
Each teacher involved will choose the most appropriated ones according to
the competence level of his/her students groups. What is important is that all
teachers composing the teaching team are informed about these activities flow
since he/she can exploit at the students' best his/her role in the learning/teaching
process. This means a constant exchange of opinions, pieces of information,
materials between the teaching team, a processthat represents a real enrichment
and an exchange of good practices for all participating teachers.
Pre-videoconference materials should be prepared together with students
or eventually by students themselves and only later shared with all teachers.
Internet could be successfully used to this purpose and this is for sure an attractive activity for students.
Preparation of the plot
A videoconference can be considered as a short interactive TV program.
Therefore it is necessary to prepare its plot in all details: who is doing what, in
which time sequence and how long. A certain level of rituality can be positive as
it supports learning because it orientates students' expectations.
Inputs should be short but significant and impacting. Furthermore they should
be varied, chosen from a wide typology.
It is recommended that teachers absorb less than 50% of the time, especially
when students are teenagers belonging to the "fast" culture. This does not mean
that the students should not pretend a cognitive effort. By contrary, it has to be
guided and supported. For this reason a power point presentation is better than
a text document, oral interaction is better that passive activities, images can be
used for various purposes.
As in our case the videoconference is supposed to be a CLiI lesson, it is
suggested that the content delivery absorbs most of it and that only residual time
(20%) is occupied by language learning activities.
Whichever the didactical choices are, they have to be "communicated" and
shared within the teaching team so that everyone knows exactly what he/she
is supposed to do.
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Equipment preparation
Equipment has always to be checked when a videoconference is planned.
The well functioning of microphones, video camera, computer etc. is essential
for the good implementation of a videoconference. This will reduce in fact the possibilities of delays at the beginning of the activity, the event of interruptions and
the feeling of improvisation you have when things do not function as expected.
If the teachers are not familiar yet with the use of equipment, technicians
should not leave the room where the videoconference takes place in order to
assist teachers for the whole time.
Elements connected to the context (space, location, physical objects in the
room such as furniture, curtains, acoustic isolation, room characteristics among
others) contribute to the successful running of the videoconference and they
support also motivation. Comprehension in a foreign language can be difficult for
students, if the room is not acoustically suitable for a videoconference, this can
worsen the difficulties and demotivate students especially the less skilled ones.
Therefore it is necessary to pay special attention to these context features.
The selting should be perceived as a dynamic one, therefore technicians (or a
motivated and expert student) could use the zoom or other functions to contribute
to the perception of dynamism (to zoom the speaking person, to zoom outside
of the window if it is asked what the weather is like over there and so on). This
will open up the room to the outside world.
Cucial issues about teachingllearning in video conference
Distance learning and use of videoconferencing proved once more to be
extremely important for action-research in educational field and for research in
general. It allows in fact to make clear all didactical activities and choices according to the preparation of a kind of storyboard and of the videoconference
plot. The recording allows also a reflection after the delivery of the lessons in
accordance with the theory of the reflective specialist, a step that has to be
done within the teaching team but that can be used also in different teachers'
training activities.
It was clear in all videoconferencing sessions that didactical activities have
to imply various cognitive operations (recognition, memorization, problem solving, reflection). In our case these operations have been favoured by the use
of multimedia materials prepared for the purpose. Furthermore they have to be
graduated according to the different level of language and subject competence of
the two learning groups. Special attention has to be given to oral comprehension
and production in the case of CLiL videoconference, wrilten activities should be
postponed and used only in class.
A special crucial issues is represented by the native speakers' use of language that can be particularly difficult or "technical". Of course the streaming
can allow the support of the foreign language teacher who is aware of the level
of competence of his/her students.
Constant interaction between teachers in the interval between two videoconferences is essential - and of course between students, if organised and
foreseen. It is the less visible part of the project but it contributes to learning,
especially as far as language learning is concerned (reinforcement of the learRevista de pedagogie, nr. 7-1212008
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ning outcomes of the videoconference) but it can be referred to content learning
as well. This peer activity is a process of learning by doing and of cooperative
learning. At the beginning of our project it was more visible for teachers interaction than in the case of students, even if the cooperation between the two groups
of students grew with the time and it became really visible and effective in the
last project phases.
The promotion of interaction and cooperative learning activities has to receive
special attention and ad hoc activities had to be planned and prepared.
Communication technology doesn't represent automatically a "learning technology", but it can represent an important resource to create an environment
favourable to learning. The project and the research connected to it aimed at
investigating the opportunities it offered, but also its limits. For sure through the
virtual meeting the students developed curiosity and in general their learning
environment became - and was perceived by them as an environment favourable to language learning.
Wireless CLlL: a "wire connection"
to other competences
As the European research "Languages and Cultures in Europe: The inter-

cultural competences develofed in compulsory foreign language education in
the European Union (LACE)" revealed the national curricula pay most attention
to the development of linguistic competences and communication skills while
intercultural competences get considerably less consideration. If methods, techniques, procedures or activities aimed at developing intercultural competence
are mentioned, most often these are:
• the use of authentic materials in the target language such as TV programmes,
newspapers, magazines, books and 'content and language integrated learning';
• information about the other/another culture such as texts about the target
country, oral teacher input, online information.
Approaches generally used are considered to be slightly more didactic (Le.
characterised by teacher input) in nature than experiential (i.e. characterised
by learner intake).
Some teachers clearly perceive the development of intercultural competence
as being strongly associated with knowledge of the target language/culture but
they feel that they are not sure how to reach this "double-ply-competence".
Anyway they have clear view of intercultural competence development as being
concerned primarily with attitudes and behaviour. When it comes to the description of didactic and methodological approaches contained in the curricula under
review, we can see - according to the research - a mismatch between teachers'
conceptualisations and what is prescribed in the curricula. Whereas the teachers surveyed attach high importance to the ability to handle interculturalcontact
situations, a largely behavioural competence, the approaches used were found
to be more cognitive and/or affective than behavioural in nature.
The following issues summarise the recommendations made by the authors
of the study in order to try to support a synergic development of linguistic skills
and intercultural competence:
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•

make intercultural competence development alongside foreign language
learning a key feature of a new framework strategy for multilingualism;

•

support intercultural competence development in language learning as a
means of enhancing, also in lower secondary education, practical businessrelated skills for relationships both within the EU and with extra-European
cultures, in pursuit of the aims of the Lisbon Agenda;

•

focus on intercultural competence development alongside linguistic skills as
a priority, where appropriate, in the next general call for proposals under the
Life Long Learning programme;

•

establish and fund an international, multi-disciplinary group of experts to
establish a framework of performance indicators which describe attainment
levels of intercultural competence and to develop methods of assessing
intercultural competence in the language classroom;

•

support awareness-raising in the area of intercultural competence for officials,
educational policymakers and decision-makers, foreign-language educators
and other key multipliers at the European and national level.

In the authors' opinion other steps can best be taken at the Member State
level. These cover the areas of strategy and administration, initial teacher education, professional development of teachers, curriculum design (including assessment) and teaching and learning resources. Therefore the authors recommended
to member states the following:
• fund research into intercultural competence linked to foreign language learning;
•

promote understanding, among foreign-language educators, curriculum designers and other key multipliers, of the nature of intercultural competence
and its development;

•

promote and fund teacher and pupil mobility measures;

•

improve initial teacher education to give greater emphasis to intercultural
competence and its development;

•

promote and fund professional development
for foreign language teachers;

•

improve the design of foreign language curricula to include clearer and more
detailed specification of objectives, descriptions of didactic and methodological approaches and methods of assessment;

•

support the development
for language teachers;

•

support and fund professional development for those developing such materials.

courses and in-service training

and provision of teaching and learning resources

If we consider the rationale of the WCLIL project we find that activities run
in its life cycle respond to some extent to some of the challenges we have summarised in the above paragraphs.
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In fact the project has improved linguistic skills; students/teachers could see,
mirror themselves, on the screen and reflect on their behaviour; it was a learning
by doing, a form of experiential learning.
At the same time it has created a "virtual" meeting of people, a kind of mobility where elements for the development of intercultural awareness and dialogue
were not only investigated but also reflected upon.
If we consider the rationale of the WCLIL project we find that activities run
in its life cycle respond to some extent to some of the challenges we have summarised in the above paragraphs.
In fact the project has improved linguistic skills; students/teachers could see,
mirror themselves, on the screen and reflect on their behaviour; it was a learning
by doing, a form of experiential learning.
At the same time it has created a "virtual" meeting of people, a kind of mobility where elements for the development of intercultural awareness and dialogue
were not only investigated but also reflected upon.

Note
1 Report

prepared by Europublic sca/cva for DG Education, Training, Culture and Multilingualism, Downloadable at www.lace2007.eulntroduction
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IV. Recenzi i/Reviews
DINAMICA EFECTIVITATII EDUCATIONALE. 0 CONTRIBUTIE LA
POLITICILE, PRACTICILE ~I TEORilLE ~COLILOR
CONTEMPORANE

Autor:
Bert. P. M. Creemers
Leonidas Kyriakides
2008, 307 pagini
Editura Routledge

.Dinarnicaefectivita\iieducationale"este 0 carte publicatala editura Routledge
in seria "Contexte ale inva\arii", fiind rezultatul colaborarf dintre doi cercetatori
reprezentativi pentru directia de cercetare .efectlvitate educatlonala", Bert Creemers i?iLeonidas Kyriakides. In realizarea acei cartl, autorii aduc 0 lrnportanta
contributle atat teoretica cat i?ipractica in domeniul efectivita\ii educatlonale, cu
lmplicatli semnificative pentru proiectarea i?ievaluarea de politici educationale.
Aceasta dlrectie de cercetare incearca sa investigheze i?isa testeze teorii
care pot explica care sunt motivele i?imodalitafile in care anumite clase (profesori), scoll i?isisteme educatlonale sunt mai efective decat altele. Pentru a realiza
acest obiectiv, impactul unor factori asoclati cu comportamentul profesorilor,cum
ar fi organizarea claselor,scolilor i?isistemelorde inva\amant asupra pertormantei
elevilor este investigat. Oomeniul este dezvoltat din punct de vedere teoretic iar
ceea ce-I face sa se distinga este numarul ridicat de studii empirice realizate
cu metode de cercetare sofisticate ca i?i "multilevel modeling" care justlflca
i?iconflrrna perspectivele teoretice promovate de catre promotorii efectivitatll
educatlonale. 0 realizare deosebita a acestui domeniu este dezvoltarea de modele menite sa explice perforrnantele elevilor cat i?icomplexitatea numeroaselor
fenomene educationale manifestate la nivelul experientelor elevilor, claselor,
unitatilor scolare i?isistemelor de inva\amant care lnfluenteaza in mod direct
sau indirect aceste performante.
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.Dlnamica efectlvltatii
educationale"
este 0 sinteza comprehensiva a
dezvoltaraor teoretice din acest domeniu. Cartea este coerent structuratain patru
capitole. in primul capitol, conceptul de .efectlvitate educatlonala" este definit
!?i0 varietate de teorii !?iperspective promovate in timp in acest domeniu sunt
dezbatute. Autorii identifica principalele direclii de dezvoltare care ar putea fi
adresate de catre viitoarele studii in domeniu. Cel de-al doilea si al treilea capitol
reflecta efortul autorllor de a propune !?ivalida un model dinamic al efectivitalii
educaflonaie. Scopul autorilor este de a adresa schimbarile majore inregistrate
de catre politlclle educationale actuale cum ar fi promovarea unor noi obiective
educationale. Modelul dimanic al efectlvitafii educationale este descris in detaliu
rnentlonand factorii pe care teoria !?icercetarea din domeniu ii considera cruciali
pentru a putea explica efectivitatea claselor, !?colilor!?isistemelor de invalamant.
Mai mult decat atat, cel de-al treilea capitol descrie in detaliu modalitatea in care
acest model a fost testat !?ivalidat folosind studii empirice cat !?irneta-evaluaff
(meta-analysis) cantitative ale unor studii deja existente in domeniu. Contrtbutia
cea mai irnportantapentru domeniul politicilor educatlonale pe care aceastacarte
o face este reflectata de catre cel de-al patrulea capitol in care autorii furnizeaza
sugestii detaliate referitoare la rnodalltatile in care acest model poate fi folosit
pentru proiectarea, implementarea !?ievaluarea politicilor educationale cat !?i
pertecnonarea practicilor scolare.
Pentru a concluziona,aceasta publlcafiecare beneficiaza de contnbutlaunuia
dintre cei mai proerninentl cercetatori in domeniul efectivita\ii educationale, Bert
Creemers, poate fi 0 sursa lrnportanta de referinla pentru toli actorii implicali in
domeniul potiticilor educationale.

Maria Magdalena Isac, doctorand
Universitatea "RUG" Groningen, Olanda
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IMPORTANTA PERSPECTIVEI ELEVILOR ~I EFECTUL ACESTEIA
ASUPRA REPROIECTARII SHIMBARILOR iN EOUCATIE
,

Student perspectives on education:
Implications fer Instructlonnl redesign

Ka",n Kilning'

Autor:
Karen Konings
2007, 253 pagini
Editura NWO, Olanda

Cartea este alcatuita dintr-un asamblu de studii de cercetare asupra cauzelor
e!?uarii proceselor de implementare a schimbarilor in educatie. Procesul de
schimbare investigat in aceste studii este "a doua taza" de implementare a
"mediilor inovative de inva\are" in liceele din Olanda, iar sublectii alesl sunt
elevii claselor a X-a.
Autorul porneste de la observatia ca in ultimii ani, in scolile din Olanda, multe
modele de schimbare au fost implementate cu scopul de a imbunata\i calitatea
educatiel. Dar un astfel de proces tmpllca actori din diferite medii educationale,
cum ar fi cei care propun !?iprolecteaza procesul de schimbare, profesorii !?i
elevii care partlcipa direct in acest proces. Literatura de specialitate sustine ca, in
cele mai multe cazuri, acestl actori educatlonaf nu comunica direct pe parcursul
procesului de schimbare. De regula, profesorii !?ielevii sunt cei care intampina
dlticultatile specifice irnplernentarii schirnbaril.
Din aceasta perspectiva, cartea investigheaza perspectiva elevilor !?ia profesorilor asupra calita\ii lrnplernentarli"mediilor inovative de lnvatare" !?iasteptanle
lor fata de aceasta schimbare in contextullor educational.
Primul studiu descris in carte raspunde la intrebarea: "Cum percep elevii
schimbarea introdusa, care sunt asteptarile lor !?icare cornponenta a procesului
de implementare ii nernulturneste?".in al doilea studiu descris, aceeasi intrebare
este adresata profesorilor implicaf in acelast proces de schimbare. AI treilea
studiu cornpara raspunsurlle elevilor cu cele ale profesorilor !?iconclude ca elevii
asteapta mai mult de la schimbare iar, in general, sunt mai nemultumiti de procesui de implementare !?irezultatele sale in activitatea lor educatlonala. AI patrulea
studiu este foarte interesant !?iimplica direct elevii !?iprofesorii in re-proiectarea
schirnbaril propuse, in elaborarea obiectivelor, a modului de implementare !?ia
luarll deciziilor de modificare pe parcurs. in acest mod, elevii !?iprofesorii, cei
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care sunt direct implica\i in procesul de schimbare, sunt ~i cei care adapteaza
obiectivele ~i specificul procesului la propriile lor nevoi ~i asteptarl. Acest proces
de re-proiectare a schirnbarii este realizat de sase profesori cu elevii claselor lor
a X-a. La finalul acestui experiment, elevii ~i profesorii participantl s-au sirnut activ
implicali in procesul de schimbare iar atitudinea lor fala de utilitatea schimbarii
a devenit una pozitlva.
Concluzia acestui studiu este ca diferilii actorii tmpflcati in procesul de
schimbare au un nivel de inlelegere diferit al schimbarii ~i expectants diferite in
ceea ce priveste utilitatea ~i finalitatea acestui proces. Recomandarile acestui
studiu propun ca profesorii sa fie irnpflcatl mai mult in procesul de proiectare ~i
re-proiectare a schirnbarii ~i sa in\eleaga cum 0 anumita schimbare presupune

imbunata\irea procesului educational. Mai mult, cei care prolecteaza schimbarea
ar trebuie sa fie direct implicaf in activitatea profesorilor, sa tnvete din probleme
cu care ei se confrunta ~i sa Ie asigure aslstentain implementareaprocesului.Mai
mult, 0 recomandare deosebita a acestei cartl, bazata pe rezultatele studiilor de
cercetare prezentate, este legata de lmportanta elevilor in succesul schimbarii.
Se pare ca atitudinea elevilor asupra utilitalii schirnbaril ~i implicarea lor directa in
formularea ~i adaptarea obiectivelor schirnbarli la specificul activita\ii lor scolare,
este 0 alta rnasura ce ar contribui la succesul schlmbarli educatlonale.
Catalina Lomos, doctorand
Universitatea "RUG" Groningen, Olanda.
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iNVATAMANTUL OBLIGATORIU DE 10 ANI. CONDITII DE
IMPLEMENTARE, REZULTATE ~I MAsURI CORECiwE

Autor:
Jigau, Mihaela (coord.),
Institutul de $tiinte ale Educafiel,
Reprezsntanta UNICEF in Romania,
Ed. Alfa MDN, Buzau, 2008, 203 pagini

in Romania, in ultimii 17 ani au avut loc numeroase propuneri, dezbateri,
consultarl ~i decizii cu privire la durata cea mai adecvata a invatamantului 0bligatoriu, astfel lncat aceasta sa asigure egalitatea de sanse ~i accesul tuturor
cetatenllor la invatamantul de baza. Deciziile de polltlca educationala au avut la
bazafundamentari multiple,cu argumente ~icontraargumentespecifice formulate
din perspectiva diferitelor categorii de actori lmpticati, precum 9i din perspectiva arrnonizarf politicilor educatlonale rornanesf la cele din spatiul european.
in anul 2003, prin Legea nr.268/2003 privind modificarea ~i completarea legii
invatamantului, Romania opteaza pentru prelungirea invatamantului obligatoriu
de la 8 la 10 ani, concomitent cu rnasura de coborare a varstei de intrare in
clasa I de la 7 la 6 ani.
Pornind de la nevoia unei analize riguroase care sa ofere 0 imagine de
ansamblu asupra schimbarllor produse in sistem ca urmare a prelungirii duratei
invatamantului obligatoriu la 10 ani, lucrarea fnvatamantulob/igatoriu
de 10 ani.
Conditii de implementare, rezultate §i masuri corective prezinta 0 evaluare postfactum a conditiilor 9i a rezultatelor procesului de implementare a acestei rnasurl
lncepand cu anul scolar 2003/2004, precum 9i un set de rnasuri corective care
sa conduca la cresterea partlclparll scolare ~i a calitatii educatiei. Evaluarea
vlzeaza intregul invatamant preuniversitar, cu accent pe impactul prelungirii
duratei invatamantului obligatoriu asupra infiintarii ~i functionaril $colilor de
Arte ~i Meserii.
Lucrarea debuteaza cu prezentarea demersului de cercetare implementat
pentru realizarea acestui studiu, care a constat intr-o strategie cornplexa de
lnvestiqafle, ce a imbinat atat metode cantitative ~i metode calitative de cercetare: analiza docurnentara a documentelor de polltica educationala ~i a celor
curriculare elaborate in contextul prelungirii duratei inva\amantului obligatoriu;
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analiza secundara a datelor obtinute din anchete anlerioare centrale pe evaluarea
nivelului de preqatire a sistemului de invalamanl pentru aplicarea aceslei rnasuri
de politica educatlonala; ancheta prin chestionar adresata managerilor scolari
9i altor categorii de cadre didactice; observarea directa a actlvltatllor didactice;
ancheta prin interviu de grup cu cadre didactice, parinli ~i elevi; ancheta prin
inlerviurile individuale cu decidenti de la diferile niveluri de decizie. Cercelarea
a fost realizata pe un esantion reprezentativ de 492 unilali de invatamant (scoli
de arte ~i meserii SAM care functloneaza ca unitali independente, 9coli cu clase
I-VIII pe langa care s-au organizat clase SAM, grupuri scolare),
Primul capitol al lucrarli analizeaza rnasurtle preqatltoare implemenlate
la nivelul sistemului educational in vederea prelungirii duratei invatamantului
obligatoriu de 10 ani ~i evalueaza procesul de consullare a diferilelor categorii
de actori din domeniul educatiel, realizat anterior irnplementarti acestei masurl
educationale, ca prernisa pentru asigurarea succesului unui astfel de demers.
Concluzlile capitolului evidentiaza varielatea mijloacelor de consultare a diferitelor categorii de actori educetionali. Cu toate acestea, aclorii scotart invesligali
rernarca un anume grad de formalism al procesului de consultare, precum ~i
o centrare a acestuia cu precadere pe nivelurile de varf ale managementului
educational.
Capitolul al doilea analizeaza procesul de implementare a rnasurf de prelungire a duratei invatamantului obligatoriu la 10 ani din perspectiva oportunltatilor,
conditillor ~i efectelor acestuia. Au fost analizate in detaliu aspecte precum:
reteaua unitalilor scolare ~i adecvarea acesteia la cererea de educatie a elevilor,
calitatea resurselor materiale ~i umane din sistemul educational, schirnbarile
implementate la nivelul curriculumului ~i evaluarli in contextul noii masuri de
politica educatlonala, oferta educationala pentru rutele de profesionalizare.
Concluziile cercetaril remarca unele aspecte specifice, oportunltaf ~i disfunctil
la nivelul sistemului de invatamant, din perspecliva prelungirii invatamantului
obligatoriu la 10 ani.
Astfel, masura de prelungire a duratei invalamantului obligatoriu a determinat 0 serie de rnodfficari la nivelul retelei scolare, in lermeni de crestere a

numarulut scolilor care ofereau tnvatarnant profesional, in special in mediul rural.
Implementata rapid in practica ~colara, masura de prelungire a invatamantului
obligatoriu nu a putut fi lnsotita de 0 pregalire corespunzatoare a resurselor
materiale, in special in unitatile de invalamant care au primil integral sau partial
specificul SAM, tncepand cu anul 2003. Aspecte precum dotarea cu ateliere
scolare, echipamente 9i materiale didaclice de specialitate raman aici puncte
critice, cu repercusiuni asupra calitatii ~i eflcientei aclivitatii didactice, chiar daca
din 2003 pana in prezent s-au inregistrat ameliorari in domeniu.
Studiul evldentiaza ca prelungirea invatamantului obligatoriu de la 8 la 10
ani s-a produs intr-un moment relativ favorabil cu privire la nivelul de calificare a
personalului didactic analizat in ansamblu, deficitul de personal didactic calificat
situandu-se la nivel general in jurul a 4,5%. Cu toate acestea, in mediul rural
9i mai ales in invatamantul profesional (scollle tnfiintate dupa 2003), situatia
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calificarii cadrelor didactice ~i a personalului de specialitate (rnalstn instructori)
pastreaza inca un dezavantaj, in raport cu cea a altor categorii de personal.
Aprecierile cadre lor didactice cu privire la implementarea schimbarllor de
curriculum sunt critice, in general. Majoritatea acestora considera ca actualele
programe scolare sunt aglomerate, in special cele pentru inva\amantul profesional, care tunctioneaza ca ruta de profesionalizare progresiva cu dublu rol:
asigurarea unui nivel de calificare ~i asigurarea accesului elevilor catre liceu.
De asemenea, parteneriatul ~coala-agen\i economici la nivelul curriculumului
scolar este apreciat la un standard de functionalitate mai inalt decat in perioada
anterloara, in acelasi timp fiind subliniate 0 serie de disfunc\ionalita\i ale acestuia

cu privire la implicarea angajatorilor in definirea curriculumului in dezvoltare
locala ~i in organizarea instruirii practice.
AI treilea capitol al studiului anallzsaza rezultatele masuril de prelungire a
duratei inva\amantului obligatoriu, in termeni de schlrnbari intervenite cu privire
la urmatoarele aspecte: participarea la educatle (grad de cuprindere in diferite
niveluri de studiu, tranzitla de la gimnaziu la inva\amantul secundar superior,
opfiuni de continuare a studiilor). rezultatele elevilor la evaluarile natlonale, accesul absolventilor pe plata muncii. Datele lnvestlqatiel ilustreaza 0 proportie
importanta a tinerilor care nu beneficiaza de masura privind prelungirea duratei
invatamantului obligatoriu la 10 ani ~i dezavantajul celor din mediul rural, in special a celor din inva\amantul profesional, cu privire fa: participarea la educatle ~i
eflcienta acesteia, asigurarea accesului elevilor la inva\amantulliceal, rezultate
scolare.
Constranqerile semnalate de studiu - in termeni de participare scazuta la
educatia obligatorie de 10 ani (exprimata prin rata rldicata a abandonului scolar
~i nescolarlzare), eflclenta scazuta a inva\amantului profesionallSAM, deficlente
privind resursele materiale ~i umane sau cele care vizeaza curriculumul - presupun 0 serie de solutii menite sa actloneze in vederea arnellorarli problemelor
constatate ~i sa contribuie la sporirea calitatii educatiel. in acest sens, ultima
parte a studiului propune 0 serie de recornandari ~i lnterventii, la diverse paliere:
elev, familie, scoala (cu toate componentele pe care Ie presupune aceasta),
mediu economic.
Demersul de analiza a lucrarll fnvaramantul obligatoriu de 10 ani. Condit;;
de implementare, rezultate §i masuri corective ofera, asadar, 0 imagine de
ansamblu asupra schlrnbarilor produse in sistem ca urmare a prelungirii duratei
inva\amantului obligatoriu la 10 ani ~i poate fi 0 sursa de reflectle ~i analiza utila
politicilor educationale, precum ~i 0 baza de promovare a solutillor de ameliorare
in sistemul de inva\amant rornanesc.
Irina Horga, cercetator ~tiin\ific III, doctor,
Institutul de !;itiin\e ale Educatiei
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~TIINTELEEOUCATIEI:
OICTIONAR ENCICLOPEOIC
,
"

Coordonatori: Eugen Noveanu, Dan Potolea
Bucurestl, Ed. Sigma, 2007-2008; vol. 1+vol. 2 -1295 p.
Prefigurat in 1996 de un grup de inltiativa, format din cercetatori de la Institutul de $tiinte ale Educatlei ~i cadre didactice de la Unversitatea din Bucuresti",
proiectul unei ENCICLOPEDII A $TlINTELOR EDUCATIEI era motivat de
specificitatea momentului istoric al socletatil noastre, unde in plan educational
aceasta era grevata atat de consecmtele epocii ceausiste, cat ~i de orizontul
unei noi paradigme educatlonale.
Conseclntele politicii educatlonale din anii '60-'70, culrninand cu desfiintarea
in 1983 a Institutului de Cercetari Pedagogice ~i Psihologice ~i a Facultatilor
de Pedagogie, limitarea posibllitatllor de editare a lucrarilor de pedagogie ~i
psihologie pedagogica, restrangerea contactelor dintre specialisni rornani ~i
cei din alte tari, cu dificultati uneori insurmontabile in obtinerea publicatlilor
de profil din Occident, au creat, treptat, un .flltru informational" care ii izola pe
cercetatorf ~i practicienii romani de intormatia ce reflecta evolutia gandirii ~i
practicii educationale, progresele inregistrate datorita cercetarilor ~i dezvoltarli
noilor tehnologii.
La orizontul domeniului se lntrezareau solii unei noi pedagogii- diterentierea
instruirii, instruirea lndividualizata, procesul instructiv proiectat dupa modelul
sistemelor cu cornanda ~i control, softul educational inteligent, sistemele expert,
problematica inteligentelor multiple - pasi semnificativi spre schimbarea paradigmei: de la centrarea pe predare/ pe profesor la centrarea pe invatarel pe elev.
Studiile comparative intematlonale ~i interventale in politicile educatlonale ale
unor state avansate tehnologic erau 0 dovada clara a faptului ca ele constieruizau
rolul important al educatiei in dezvoltarea societatti.
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Reluarea din 1990 a activita\ii de cercetare pedagogica institu\ionalizata ~i
a Facultatilor de Pedagogie a permis reconectarea cu pedagogia occldentala.
precum ~i cu acea parte din gandirea pedagogica autohtona ostraclzata timp
de 0 [urnatate de secol.

Acest cadru de referin\a motivational a generat ideea unei lucrari enciclopedice preflqurand 0 imagine a nivelului la care au ajuns gandirea pedagogica,
practica educatlonala ~i cercetarea ~tiin\ifica la inceputul celui de al treilea
mileniu, lucrare care sa reprezinte prima sursa de informare a tuturor celor
anqrenaf in larga extensie a evantaiului educational - educatori, cercetsion,
manageri, deciden(i.
Avand in vedere complexitatea ~i larga extensie a domeniului "~tiin\ele
educauer', precum ~i numarul relativ rsstrans de speclallsti in domeniu (datorita,
mai ales, hiatusului de un deceniu de formare in specialitate), s-a prevazut 0
desfasurare pe etape a proiectului: a) 0 prima etapa, finalizata intr-o forma mai
restransa, de tip "dic\ionar" ~i b) etapa a doua, finalizata intr-o forma de tip "enciclopedie", acoperind intreaga problematica a domeniului.
Dintr-o perspectiva teoretica ~i pragmatica, Enciclopedia I Dlctlonarul
si-au propus urrnatoarele: a) sa ofere 0 sinteza evaluativa a stadiului actual al
cunoasterli in domeniul stllntelor educatiel, deceland achlzltll stllntlflce valide,
probleme critice ~i direc\ii posibile de cercetare; b) sa contribuie la consolidarea
~i maturizareaterminologiei~tiin\ificerornanesu,proprii disciplineloreducalionaie.
prin definirea unttara a conceptelor fundamentale, formularea unor pozltii clarificatoare argumentate in cazul termenilor polisemantici, precum ~i prin asigurarea
conslstentei ~i coerentei conceptuale intra- ~iinterdisciplinare; c) sa prezinte atat
modelele ~i metodele c1asiceale cercetarli educationale, cat ~i paradigmele ~i
tehnicile de cercetare care s-au impus in ultimele decenii; d) sa identifice ~i sa
puna in valoare cercetarl ~i experiente rornanesf inovatoare, capabile sa intre
in circuitul ~tiin\ific european; e) sa reprezinte 0 lucrare de referin\a pentru formarea ~i perfectlonarea speciallstdor in domeniul educatiei ~i inva\amantului,
un instrument care sa faciliteze initierea ~i realizarea de cercetari specifice; f)
sa ofere factorilor de decizie din inva\amant elementele primare ale unui cadru
conceptual ~i metodologic, necesar orlentarll in fundamentarea deciziilor de
polltlca educationala ~i sa sustina, in diferite moduri, clariflcarlle conceptuale
ale ariei problematice conexe reformei scolli romanesti: g) sa constituie 0 lucrare referentiala pentru speciali~tii care se ocupa de formarea ~i dezvoltarea
cornpetentelor profesionale ale cadrelor didactice.
Pentru prima etapa au fost selectaf 600 de termenil nume2 din subdomenii ca: filosofia educatlei, politica educatiei, istoria pedagogiei, curriculum,
teoria ~i metodologia instruirii, evaluarea in educatie, psihologia educatiel, sociologia educatiel, antropologia pedagogica, pedagogia cornparata, cercetarea
pedagogica.
in selectarea termenilorl numelor din fiecare domeniu s-a avut in vedere ca
alaturi de principalii termeni "tradi\ionali" sa fie introdusi termenii care denumesc
elemente noi, redefinite sau necuprinse, din varii motive,in literatura lexicoqraflca
rornaneasca de specialitate.
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Conform .Norrnelor ~i conventiilor de redactare", stabilite initlal. ponderea
cea mai mare 0 au in Dictionar domeniile .Jstoria pedagogiei" (tntrucat multe

curente sau evenimente importantel semnificative din evolutia gandirii ~i practicii educationale sunt tratate in cadrul articolelor .personalltati"), .Psiholoqla
educatlei", .Teoria ~i metodologia instruirii" ~i "Sociologia educatiel": conform
aceluiasi document, pentru dimensiunea articolelor au fost fixate patru tipuri:
A - max. 1 coloana: B - max. 2 coloane; C - max. 3 coloane; 0 - peste 4
coloane.
Dlctionarul nu ofera doar codificarea semantica a termenilor din aria ~tiin\elor
educatiel, ci ~i examinarea critica a unor modele ~i norme actionale, semnalarea
unor noi direc\ii ~i metode de cercetare, identificarea ~i evaluarea curentelor,
tendintetor ~i movatlilor recente din teoria ~i practica educatiel. Conceptele sunt
definite de 0 manlera cornprehenslva ~i sistematica, intr-un cadru de referin\a
ce permite integrarea ~i corelarea la nivelul ansamblului.
Dlctionarulreprezlnta produsul primei etape; ac\ivita\iledesfasurateau permis
coordonatorilor sa releve problemele pe care Ie ridica proiectarea ~i elaborarea
unei lucrari de aceasta amploare - atat cele referiloare la con\inulul conceptual,
cal ~i cele referitoare la metodologia ~i managementul proiectului. Pentru a
ameliora acest proces lnsotirn Dictionarul cu un Chestionar prin care sollcitam
indeosebi speciaiisfilor din domeniul educanet (teoreticieni sau practicieni) sa ne
transmlta observatiile ~i sugestiile lor, atat in ce priveste continutul ENCICLOPEDIEI- prolectata pe domenii, in 12 volume - cat ~i rnodalttatile de prezentare.
Le mul\umim anticipat pentru sprijinul pe care ni-I vor acorda in incercarea de
a realiza 0 lucrare necesara inva\amantului romanesc.
Eugen Noveanu, Dan Potolea, Universitalea din Bucuresti
Note:
1 Grupul de ini\iativa era format din Dan Potolea, Emil Paun (Universitatea din Bucuresti),

Cezar Birzea, Viorel Nicolescu, Eugen Noveanu (Inslitutul de $liinle ale Educatiei): in faza
de elaborare a proiectului au fost cooptati, in calitate de coordonatori de domenii, I.Gh.
Stanciu ~i loan Neacsu (Universitatea din Bucuresti).
2 Pentru etapa a doua, Asociatla pentru $liinlele Educatiei a realizat 0 baza de date (EncySTED), cupnnzand peste 4000 de intrari (termenil nume), in douasprezeca domenii, cu
actualizare periodlca.
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DIDACTICA.

TEORIA INSTRUIRII

Autori: Ion T. Radu, Liliana Ezechil
Bucuresti, Editura Paralela 45,

Cotecils Universitaria - Seria
§tiinlele eduealiei, 2006, 312 pagini.

Cei doi autori, profesor §i respectiv conterentlar, cadre didactice universitare
la Departamentul de Preqatlre a Personalului Didactic al Unlvesitatll din Pltesti,
cu expertenta indelungata in domeniul educarf ~i pregatirii studentilor pentru
o carlera dldactlca, au conceput un volum coerent, interesant, generos §i util,
valoriflcand §i contributia, beneflca, fara lndolala, a unor mai tineri patru colegi.
Le retinern aici numele, tntrucat, la momentul aparitiei volumului pe care iI
semnalam, doctoranzi fiind sau afla\i in cautarea unor poslblle idei pentru continuarea pregatirii universitare, dorim in acest mod sa ii ~i lncurajam sa continue
cercetarile §i pubflcatiile in acest vast §i inca incomplet descoperit domeniu
al teoratlzarll educatiei in ansamblu, dar mai ales al proceselor de tnvatare,
in special. Asadar, cei patru colaboratori al autorilor volumului sunt Marinela
Tanase, Elena Danescu, Claudiu Langa ~i lonut Bulgaru, in ordinea in care apar
in volum capitolele la a carer realizare au contribuit, alaturi de lncrurnatorul lor,
profesorullon T. Radu.
Fara sa i§i fi propus 0 abordare exhaustiva a problematicii didacticii generale,
data fiind in fond, multitudinea temelor §i a subiectelor care privesc activitatea
instructiv-educativa,
lucrarea trateaza, in treisprezece capitole, principalele
probleme pe care Ie cornporta conceperea §i desfasurarea efectiva a procesului
didactic, intr-o utila, placuta, ingenioasa §i necesara imbinare a perspectivei
teoretice, rnarcata de concepte, claslflcari, caracteristici, cu firescul caracter
pragmatic, aplicativ, concret.
Valoriflcand aceasta abordare logica, in volum capitolele sunt ordonate
astfel tncat sa convlnqa cititorul, mai ales pe cel familiarizat cu aceste aspecte
sau pe cel interesat sa cunoasca modul in care el lnsusl se poate irnpllca in
problematica didacticii §i a proceselor educauonate. Exlsta, asadar, capitole cu
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un pregnant caracter teoretic, asa cum exista capitole care lnvita la 0 abordare

pragmatica, concrete, normativa.
Din prima categorie consideram ca fac parte capitolele - temele urmatoare:
didactica §i teoria generala a procesului de inva\amant; analiza, predarea §i
tnvatarea, componente ale procesul de inva\amant; normativitatea procesului
de invalamant; caracterul, scopurile §i obiectivele procesului de inva\amant;
contlnutul inva\amantului; comunicarea didactica: mijloacele de invalamant;
relatille educationale; proiectarea activltatilor didactice.
Din cea de a doua categorie, desl legaturile dintre teorie §i practica nu sunt
§i nu pot fi extrem de precise, considerarn ca fac parte capitolele - temele
urrnatoare: metodologia procesului de instruire- tnvatare; evaluarea rezultatelor
scolare; managementul actlvltatli didactice; organizarea §i desfasurarea procesului de inva\amant.
Bibliografia este anexata fiecarul capitol §i menta 0 interpretare speciala,Autorii volumului au retlnut atat publicatii de specialitate aparute chiar cu mai multe
decenii in urma, dar §i lucrarl recente, care aduc in atentie rnutatiile produse in
ultimii ani in acest camp larg de preocupari universitare §i pedagogice. Unele
volume sunt aparute in alte tart, iar altele, cele mai multe, in Romania, ceea ce
permite compararea unor teorii, valorificarea unor exemple, formularea unor
propuneri sau recornandari care ar putea fi urmate sau puse in practice in cadrul
sistemului de inva\amant din Romania.
in final felicitarn autorii ~i ii aslqurarn de utilitatea demersului lor, pentru ca,
asa cum sl-au dorit, sa se poata bucura de frumosul sentiment al satisfactiet
oferite de munca implinita.
Amedeo Istocescu, Facultateade Management,Academia de Studii Economice,
Bucurestl
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~COALA ROMANEASCA, iNCOTRO?

Autori: Maria Coblanu-Bacanu,
Petrus Alexandrescu, Bucurestl, Ed!tura
Paralela 45, cotecu« Universitaria,
Seria Pedagogie, 2004, 325 pag!n!

.Dedicam aceasta carte tuturor cadrelor didactice care, devotate ~colii ~!
misiunii ei nobile, de a instrui ~i educa tanara qeneratie la nivelul standardelor
lumii contemporane, contribuie la prosperitatea tarii ~i la inaltarea ei intru cultura
sl civitlzatle, alaturl de celelalte popoare ale Europei ~i ale lurnli"
Am considerat ca merlta sa reproducem integral textul de mai sus, pe
care autorii volumului pe care iI recenzarn aici I-au inscris pe pagina de garda
a acestuia, sub forma unei dedicatii, sau mai mult, probabil, sub forma unui
crez, a unui ideal, a unei declaratii de (bune) intentii. lar, in acest mod, sarcina
noastra devine, daca nu mai usoara, data fiind complexitatea car\ii, atunci, in
mod cert, placuta ~i rnarcata de 0 fireasca ~i necesara curiozitate. lar faptul ca,
de la aparitla car\ii ~i pana in momentul in care aceasta apare ca recenzata in
.Revista de Pedagogie"s-au scurs chiar cativa ani, nu rapeste, nici nu atenueaza
nimic din ceea ce volumul lncearca ~i reuseste sa ne ofere: ganduri, teme, pareri,
rezultatul unor discutll, propuneri, analize.
Fara a reprezenta (doar) 0 intrebare, titlul carlii nu trebuie sa fie in mod necesar explicat, in general ~i cu atat mai putin in acest context. Fiecare persoana
implicata sub 0 forma aparte in problematica scolll rornanesf ~i a modului in
care se desfasoara, cu plusuri ~i cu minusuri, in institutii publice sau particulare,
folosind metode clasice sau alternative, procesul de invatamant din Romania,
(crede ca) are, in mod cert, nu unul, ci mai multe raspunsurl ta aceasta intrebare,
in eqala masura 0 provocare, dar ~i 0 capcana, Acesta este ~i motivul pentru
care nu putem reda aici numele tuturor pesoanelor ale carer puncte de vedere
sau contributll diverse au fost retinute de autorii car\ii. Mentionam doar faptul ca
lnterventiile acestora sunt corecte, documentate, relevante, pentru autori, dar ~i
utile ~i necesare pentru cititori.
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Autorii - coordonatori

ai cartii ne larnuresc

inca din prefata pe care 0

semneaza, asupra faptului ca au strans intre copertile volumului, cu sirg, cu
daruire, cu pasiune, cu rnandrle si poate ~i cu pareri de rau, diferite puncte de
vedere, propuneri, parerl, rezultate din dezbaterile care s-au derulat in cadrul
Laboratorului "Cultura, educatie, identitate" al Institutului de Sociologie al Academiei Romane. lar meritul lor este cu atat mai mare, cu cat, sl-au propus sa
implice in mod concret in dezbaterea temei cadre didactice din inva\amantul
elementar, liceal, dar ~i universitar, cercetatori din domeniul ~tiin\elor educatiei,
speciatlsf din Ministerul Educatiei ~i Cercetarii, parinti cu copii aflati in plin
proces de educatie, studentl, precum lli, dupa cum spun autorii, agen1ieducativi interesati de problematica ~colii romanestl, aflata, dupa unii, la (0) rascruce
importanta, specialisti care lucreaza in cadrul unor fundatii, educationale sau
culturale, reprezentanti ai Bisericii (Ortodoxe, probabil), personalitati ale vielii
publice, academicieni.
Prezentarn, in continuare, temele (devenite capitole, mai mult teoretice)
in care autorii-coordonatori ai volumului au grupat contrlbutiile personale,
dar ~i pe cele ale numeroaselor persoane care au raspuns acestei provocarl
evidentiata chiar de titful volumului: Laboratorul .Cultura, educatie, identitate"
- un real brainstorming; studii ~i cercetari privind problematica scolli ~i investitla
in oameni; .vocea cadrelor didactice: lntrebarl, preocupari, ingrijorari; imperative
ale scolil ~i ale socletatli contemporane din perspectiva studentilor: modele de
avanqarda in (procesul de) modernizare din interior a scolli,Acestora Iise adauga
alte teme-capitole, cu un pronuntat caracter pragmatic, concret, prezentate in
volum sub forma unor cercetarl, ghiduri, investiga\ii de teren: scoala ~i reforma
invalamantului in procesul integrarii europene; proiectli privind realizarea starlt
de normalitatein scoala: aspecte (concrete ale) inva\arii matematicii in Romania;
analize statistice.
Conslderarn ca scopul pe care ~i I-au propus autorii a fost, in mare masura,
realizat, chiar daca intrebarea care reprezinta ~i titful volumului va ramane pentru
inca mult timp valabila.
Amedeo Istocescu,

Bucuresf
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Facultateade Management,Academia de Studii Economice,

'NSPECT'A ~COLARA, COMPONENTA A MANAGEMENTULUI
EDUCATIONAL PENTRU INSPECTORI, DIRECTORI, DIRECTORI
,
ADJUNCTI
,

Autor: Vasile Molan, Bucuresti, Editura
Paralela 45, Co/ec(ia Universitaria, Seria
$tiin(e/e educa(iei, 2007, 142 pagini

Aceasta carte nu-si propune sa ofere solulii pentru defa~urarealnspecuel,Ea
ofera variante de lucru, din care cel ce efectueaza lnspectla sa aleaga varianta
potrivita sau sa-~i construlasca alta, folosindu-se de cele sugerate in carte."
Preluam acest citat din .Jntroducerea"semnata de autorul volmului, pentru a
aprecia sinceritatea demersului acestuia, in domeniullarg si in continua transformare, al managementului educational. Preocuparlle autorului in acest domeniu
sunt binecunoscute, iare experienta ii permite acestuia sa .construiasca" 0
interesanta abordare personala asupra inspectlel scolare, pe care 0 considera
decisiva in procesul complex al desfasurarf reformei (reformelor) in domeniul
invalamantului.
Autorul abordeaza inspectia scolara atat din punct de vedere teoretic, dar ~i
din punct de vedere aplicativ, practic, folosind exemple ~i lnforrnatll numeroase
nu numai din Romania, dar ~i din Franta ~i Anglia (Marea Britanie). Volumul pe
care iI rscenzam cuprinde urmatoarele capitole: lnspectia scolara - repere istorice; lnspectia scolara in diferite lari; regulamentul de organizare ~i desfasurare
a lnspectlei scolare-irnpactul asupra scolil; inspectia scolara - necesitatea
schimbarii: lnspectia scolara-noi abordari: asistente la lectll efectuate de la
nivelul ~colii.
Apreciem in mod deosebit vasta bibliografie pe care a folosit-o autorul.
Aceasta cuprinde lucrari esentiale din domeniul teoriei educatlel, studii ~icercetari
contemporane, documente oficiale ale UNESCO, lucrart de specialitate cu caracter periodic, chiar 9i manuale pentru studiul unor discipline conexe temei tratate,
dar ~i lucrarl de cultura generala, bine tntelese ~i interpretate in textul cartH.
Amedeo Istocescu, Facultateade Management,Academiade StudHEconomice,
Bucurestl
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FUNDAMENTELE PEDAGOGIEI. TEORIA ~I METODOLOGIA
CURRICULUMULUI (REPERE ~IINSTRUMENTE DIDACTICE

PENTRU FORMAREA PROFESORILOR)

Autori: Musata Bocos, Dana Jucan
Bucuresti, Editura Paralela 45, Cotecti«
Universitaria, Seria §tiinte/e eaucetiei,
2008, 239 pagini

Doua carli, de fapt ~i nu una sinqura ne propun autoarele volumului pe care
il recenzarn aici, pentru ca, in fond, prima parte a acestuia se nurneste chiar
.Fundamentele pedagogiei", iar cea de a doua exact "Teoria ~i metodologia curriculum-ului". Acest fapt, respectiv alaturarea celor doua parti-titluri, nu numai ca
nu depreciaza in nici un fel demersul editorial pe care iIsernnalarn,ci, din contra,
mai mult, ne ofera posibilitatea de a recomanda cititorilor 0 lectura cornplexa,
rezultata din alaturarea flreasca dar ~i complernentara a celor doua parli.
Volumul este conceput, asa cum precizeaza cele doua autoare in prefata
acestuia, ca un instrument operational, activ, concret, de de autoinstruire, fiind
.dedicat" celor care urrneaza programe didactice de formare iniliala sau de formare continua, dar ~i celor care dorese sa se perfectioneze in domeniul teoriei
~i metodologiei eurrieulumu-Iui.
Volumul propune .suporturi practlc-actlonale, metodologice, dar ~i elemente
de fundamentare teoretica pentru demersurile de (auto)instruire la disciplinele
pedagogice, ca ~i pentru demersurile didactice intreprinse de practicieni".
in prima parte a volumului sunt tratate sase teme conexe problematicii
puse sub semnul .fundamentetor educaflel". Acestea sunt: factorii dezvoltarli
personalitatil umane; educatia-factor al dezvoltarii personalitatli umane; dimensiunile educatlel; finalitalile educatlel; pedagogia-~tiinla speciflca ~i de slnteza
a educatiei; sistemul stilntelor educatiei.
Partea a doua a volumului abordeaza alte sase teme aflate tangent celor
prezentate in prima parte. Acestea sunt: conceptul de curriculum-istoric ~i actualitate; continutul invalamantului-vector al curriculum-ului; domeniile curriculumului (tipuri, medii, cicluri, arii, niveluri, filiere, profiluri, speciallzari): proiectarea
curriculum-ului; produsele curriculare; reforma curriculara din Romania.
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Cititorii vor aprecia maniera in care sunt tratate temele cuprinse in acest
volum, lntrucat fiecare dintre acestea are 0 .structura" adecvata demersului

propus de cele doua autoare: obiectivele, respectiv cornpetentele vizate prin
studierea temei; termenii ~i sintagmele-cheie; suportul teoretic; esentlallzarea
~i explicitarea contlnutului prin intermediul unor organizatori cognitivi; sarcini de
reflectle: exercltli aplicative; recornandari bibliografice.
Amedeo Istocescu,

Facultateade Management,Academia de Studii Economice,

Bucurestl
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DIDACTICA DISCIPLINELOR PEDAGOGICE
(UN CADRU CONSTRUCTIVIST)

Autor: Musata Bocos
Edltia a doua, revazuta, Bucuresti,
Editura Paralela 45, Co/ec(ia
Universitaria, Seria §tiin(e/e educa(iei,
2007, 428 pagini

Autoarea volumului pe care iIrecenzarneste in acelasitimp ~i coordonatoarea
colectlei care gazduie~te aceasta carte, fapt care ne Indreptateste sa cautarn,
in mod pregnant, vaientele ~tiin!ifice ~i pedagogice ale carlii. Fara tndolata,
cautarea noastra are sanse mari de reusita, mai ales daca ~i cunostintele noastre
in acest domeniu sunt consistente. Lucrarea este, in mod evident, destinate, in
primul rand, .ounoscatortlor", acelor cilitori care sunl farnillarizaf cu terrninologia speclflca domeniului cuprinzator al .didacticll disciplinelor pedagogice", iar
aceasta este extrem de larga, de cuprinzatoare.
De la teorie spre practica, autoarea volumului parcurge ~i ne ofera ~i noua
spre analiza, in cele sapte capitole ale carlii, tol atatea "seturi" de conceple
prin intermediul carora i~i prezinta, i~i sustine ~i i~i argumenteaza demersul
~liinlific.
Astfel, conslderam ca primeIe patru capitole au 0 profunda tenta teoretlca,
.farnlliarizand" cititorul sau cercetatorut cu punctul de vedere al autoarei referilor
la teme precum: relatia dintre teoria ~i practica didaclicii disciplinelor pedagogice;
abordarile teoretice, analizele pedagogice ~i lnvestiqatiile practice referitoare la
curriculum-ul scolar la disciplinele pedagogice; analiza pedagogica, abordata
ca una dintre finalitalile disciplinelor pedagog ice; contlnuturile disciplinelor
pedagogice.
Urmatoarele doua capitole, al cincilea ~i al saselea, propun rnodalitan concrete, .palpabile" de abordare etectiva a problematicii disciplinelor pedagogice.
Dintre numeroasele instrumente de lucru ale pedagogiei, preluate in fond, din
paleta inca ~i mai cuprinzatoare a celor de management ~i adaptate aici de autoare pentru scopurile concrete ale domeniului de care se ocupa, se evidentiaza
conceptul de .strateqle". Chiar daca sensul propriu al termenului este in mod
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necesar .alterat", ca urmare a unei necesare adaptari, apreciem taientul ~i interpretarea corecta a conceptului, sub forma unor strategii didaclice (folosite) in
studiul discipline lor pedagogice, respectiv a unor strategii de evaluare (utilizate)
in studiul discipline lor pedagogice.
Capitolul al saptelea este unul de trecere de la teoria la practica utilizarii
didaclicii disciplinelor pedagog ice in camput larg al educatiel, prin intermediul
folosirii constante a designului educational in studiul disciplinelor pedagogice.
Capitolul al optulea, in opinia noastra unul al concluziilor, al interpretarltor
personale, al "g<'!indurilor" neformulate in scris, 0 plaseaza pe autoare ~i ne

plaseaza poate chiar ~i pe noi "in cautarea unei paradigme epistemologice
pentru procesul de constructie a cunostintelor de pedagogie". ~i in acest mod,
se incheie volumul, 0 adevarata ~i convinqatoare pledoarie pentru inlelegerea
~i valorificarea .didacticf disciplinelor pedagogice", nu oricum, ci intr-un .cadru
constructivist".
Amedeo Istocescu, Facultateade Management,Academia de Studii Economice,
Bucuresf
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